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Preface

System reliability has its importance in engineering, to identify the least reliable components
in the system in order to improve the design. In the complex system, this becomes a difficult
task. In this domain, the analysts need a mathematical approach to identify and to quantify the
importance of each component in the system. For keeping a system in working conditions,
activities of maintenance must be involved.

Researchers from the entire world write to figure out their newest results and to contribute
new ideas or ways in the field of system reliability. They were inventive and see the field as
inspiration for research. The kinds of applications they treat are indicative of each author’s
interest and engagement. The book shows the degree of information from authors in the field
and their dedication, appreciation and enthusiasm of the field they care about.

The authors choose to publish their research project results to explain reliability patterns in
different applications, to explain variations of parameter in different industrial processes and
to test the consequences of parameter variations on processes; they conducted experimental
tests of hypothesis, developed mathematical versions of reliability models and used funda‐
mental ideas to address applied problems in novel ways.

The authors were motivated to write the chapters to keep them focused, energized and in‐
spired, using the great opportunity for publishing in an open access way through a well-
known publishing house. The preface must be seen as a good thought of wisdom about their
hopes and their motivation and achieving their goals.

In a brief description, the book has four sections: reliability, reliability of electronic devices,
power system reliability and feasibility and maintenance.

The book can become a valuable tool for professors, students and professionals, with its pre‐
sentation of some issues that may be taken as examples applicable to new practical situations.
Based on the authors’ experience, the book may be popular among specialists.

The book presents cases that illustrate the application in a variety of domains. The first section
begins with an interesting system reliability analysis based on goal-oriented methodology, fol‐
lowed by some applications as reliability design of water-dispensing systems, based on field
data and parametric accelerated life tests; reliability evaluation of drivetrains for off-highway
machines, taken into consideration the load cycles and components load, with examples of ap‐
plication of the power shift transmission and the offshore winch; a predictive analysis on
equipment downtime in the oil and gas industry to improve maintenance and to prevent haz‐
ardous event that could harm people and the environment; a study for extending the useful
life of asset, based on an adaptive maintenance methodology that uses the reliability-centred
maintenance approach to define a degradation-based adaptive maintenance model; a study in
the area of network reliability analysis to speed up obtaining of the cumulative bounds for
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faster feasibility decision; analysis of standard reliability parameters of technical systems’
parts based on spare parts forecasting using Rayleigh and Weibull’s models; and a study on
cannibalisation for improving system reliability, with reduced adverse effects on maintenance
costs and personnel morale. The second section begins with an interesting mathematical study
on the multiple temperature operational life testing procedure, for electronic industry, to re‐
place the standard high-temperature operational life, by predicting the system failure rate by
testing a small number of components, calculating the mean time to failure. Some applications
follow: reliability prediction of smart maximum PowerPoint converter in photovoltaic applica‐
tions; the reliability of die interconnections used in plastic discrete power packages, dedicated
to on-board electronic systems used in applications such as automotive industry; and the anal‐
ysis of the effects of mechanical and electrical straining on performances of conventional thick-
film resistors, from micro- and macro-structural, charge transport and low-frequency noise
aspects. The third section presents the following: analysis of software and hardware develop‐
ment in phasor measurement unit technology to ensure the secure operation and stability of
transmission systems in the electric power system; a study on electric interruptions and loss of
supply in power systems, based on interruption modelling using Weibull-Markov process
with degradation; a short overview of electricity distribution networks with its protection de‐
vices for assessment of protection and reliability; and a technical-economic feasibility study of
autonomous hybrid AC/DC microgrid system. The fourth section presents a predictive model‐
ling of emergency services in electric power distribution systems for resource planning during
extreme weather events when considering the geographic dispersion of such services and also
the time windows that comprise the amount of service time demanded; a web-based decision-
support system aimed to aid distribution system operators for planning and executing cus‐
tomer and maintenance services in the electric power distribution system; a short review of
some maintenance models, with examples of imperfect maintenance models in literature, to
identify suitable models for real cases; and a mathematical model–based study of preventive
maintenance of a repairable equipment whose lifetime distribution depends on the operating
environment severity.

The editor thanks the authors for their excellent contributions in the field and understanding
during the process of editing. Also, the editor thanks to all the editorial personnel involved in
this book publication. The publishing provided a set of editorial standards, which ensured the
quality of the scientific level of relevance of accepted chapters.

Prof. Constantin Volosencu
Politehnica University of Timișoara

Timisoara, Jud. Timis, Romania
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Chapter 1

Complex System Reliability Analysis Method: Goal‐
Oriented Methodology

Yi Xiao‐Jian, Shi Jian and Hou Peng

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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Provisional chapter

Complex System Reliability Analysis Method:
Goal-Oriented Methodology

Yi Xiao-Jian, Shi Jian and Hou Peng

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

Abstract

Goal-oriented (GO) methodology is a success-oriented method for complex system reli-
ability analysis based on modeling the normal operating sequence of a system and all
possible system states. Recently, GO method has been applied in reliability and safety
analysis of a number of systems, spanning defense, transportation, and power systems.
This chapter provides a new approach for reliability analysis of complex systems, first, by
providing its development history, its engineering applications, and the future directions.
Then, the basic theory of GO method is expounded. Finally, the comparison of GO
method, fault tree analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation is discussed.

Keywords: system reliability analysis, complex system, GO method, reliability model

1. Introduction

Quality and reliability are key attributes of economic success of a system because they result in
an increase in productivity at low cost and vital for business growth and enhanced competitive
position. The recent advances in electronics, computing, communication, control, and net-
working have resulted in integrated systems that are: (i) complex in structure, (ii) large in
scope and scale, (iii) characterized by multimode operation, (iii) capable of working in varied
working conditions, and (iv) hierarchically organized. The reliability of such complex systems
is a critical factor of their fitness for their intended use and hence is vital for in design and
manufacturing. Reliability analysis method of complex systems is conducive to prevent defects
in the first place in all aspects when they do occur in operation, in order to improve their
reliability and reduce their life-cycle cost.

Fault tree analysis (FTA) and Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) are now the standard reliability
and safety analysis methods. Different from them, goal-oriented (GO) methodology [1] is a

© The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,

distribution, and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

DOI: 10.5772/intechopen.69610

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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success-oriented method for system reliability analysis based on modeling the normal operat-
ing sequence of a system and all possible system states. It is especially suitable for complex
systems having time-sequence of operation, multiple states, and so on, and the quantitative
analysis and the qualitative analysis of the GO method are conducted by the GO operation
according to the GO model. The keys of the GO method are the GO model and the GO
operation. Although the GO method was introduced in 1976 [1], it was largely unknown until
recently. The GO method has become increasingly popular in recent years because of its
advantages in terms of its ease of creating a model and of its representational and analysis
power [2, 3]. This chapter is an attempt at providing a basic theory of GO method in terms of
GO model, GO operation, and comparison with FTA and MCS.

1.1. Development of GO method

The major application of GO method is in establishing a system reliability model, and its
quantitative and qualitative analysis. The chronological development of the GO method can
be broadly divided into two periods of growth: (1) 1970s�the early 1990s, the basic model and
theory of the GO method, its comparison with FTA method, and its GO operator type and
function were explained in the research reports by the Electric Power Research Institute in
US [4–8]; (2) After the late 1990s, the GO method has attracted more attention again, in
particular in the People’s Republic of China. Perhaps, the initial application of the GO method
was in reliability and safety analysis of missile and weapons systems. Recently, the GOmethod
has also been applied in the reliability analysis of defense systems, water, oil, and gas supply
systems, manufacturing systems, transportation systems, power systems, and logistics man-
agement systems [2, 3]. Furthermore, the theory of GO method for a complex system with
complex correlations (dependencies), closed-loop feedback, multiple functions, multiple fault
modes, etc., has been developed from three aspects, which are GO model, basic GO algorithm,
and GO method for complex systems with various characteristics [9–17]. Literature [2, 3] gave
the overview of development of GO method in detail.

1.2. Further of GO method

The GO method has been widely used. There are a number of areas where the powerful
advantages of the GO model and its reliability analysis methodology can be exploited.

Although there is a great deal of interest in the design of complex systems for reliability,
research on deigning these systems for both functional and structural reliability and life-cycle
cost is needed. To go further, there is still a substantial research gap in the optimal design of
systems for reliability and life-cycle cost, taking into account the issues of structure, function,
behavior, and other characteristics, such as active or cold standby redundancy, and fault-
tolerant mechanisms. In terms of modeling, analysis, and software tools, there are a number
of research issues to consider. These include: (i) How to integrate the product structure,
behavior, and functions in a reliability model; (ii) How to conduct the reliability analysis of
complex systems accurately, thoroughly, and quickly; (iii) How to optimally allocate reliability
among subsystems, taking into consideration the structural and functional hierarchy, as well as
redundancy management techniques under resource constraints; and (iv) How to develop

System Reliability4

software tools to support design of complex systems for reliability that are intuitive and
support collaborative design. Considering the advantages of GO model and its reliability
analysis method, the GO method not only can solve the existing problems above, but also it
can further develop system reliability theory and application. Meanwhile, the corresponding
software will also have a more extensive application prospects and important value.

Another important direction for research is the application of the GO methodology to related
areas of quality control, fault diagnosis and prognosis, and condition-based maintenance.

2. GO model

The GO model is a key element of GO method. It is developed directly using product sche-
matic diagrams, its structure, and its functional hierarchy. According to the GO model, the
reliability analysis is conducted by GO operation. The GO model composed of GO operator
and signal flow.

2.1. GO operator

GO operator contains function operator and logical operator, which represents the unit itself or
logical relationship, respectively. Its data, type, and GO operation formula are the basic attri-
butes of GO operator. There are 17 standard GO operators in basic GO theory, and their signs
and description are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, respectively. In Figure 1, S, C, and R are the
input signal, GO operator itself, and output signal, respectively.

2.1.1. Standard GO operator

In this section, six frequently-used standard GO operators are illustrated from aspects of descrip-
tion, operation rule table, and GO operation formula, respectively. In operation rule table, VS, VC,
and VR are the state of the input signal, GO operator itself, and output signal, respectively, and
0,⋯, N represent their state values. In GO operation formula, PSðiÞ, PRðiÞ, and PCðiÞ are the state
probability of the input signal, GO operator itself, and output signal, respectively. The state
cumulative probability of input signal ASðiÞ and output signal ARðiÞ are defined as

ASðiÞ ¼
Xi

j¼0
PSðjÞ i ¼ 0,⋯, N � 1; ASðNÞ ¼ 1

ARðiÞ ¼
Xi
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1. Type 1 operator

• Description: It describes the unit with two states, which are success state (enable signal
flow pass) and failure state (stop signal flow passing). For example, electric resistance,
switch, valve, and pipeline.
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• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

PRðiÞ ¼ PSðiÞ � PCð1Þ, i ¼ 0, 1,⋯, N � 1
PRðNÞ ¼ PSðNÞ � PCð1Þ þ PCð2Þ
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2. Type 2 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relationship OR among some inputs signal and one
output signal.

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

PRð0Þ ¼ ARð0Þ
PRðiÞ ¼ ARðiÞ � ARði� 1Þ, i ¼ 1,⋯, N

�
ð3Þ

3. Type 3 operator

• Description: It describes unit with failure state, operating state, and operating ahead
state. For example, control system, contactor coil, and so on.

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

PRð0Þ ¼ PCð0Þ þ PSð0Þ � PCð1Þ
PRðiÞ ¼ PSðiÞ � PCð1Þ, i ¼ 1,⋯, N � 1

PRðNÞ ¼ PSðNÞ � PCð1Þ þ PCð2Þ

8><
>:

ð4Þ

4. Type 5 operator

• Description: It describes the single input unit, which as system input. For example,
battery, water source, and so on.

• GO operation formula:

PRðiÞ ¼
Pj, i ¼ Ij
0, i 6¼ Ij

, j ¼ 1,⋯, L, i ¼ 0,⋯, N
�

ð5Þ

5. Type 6 operator

• Description: It describes the unit receiving signal to turn on. For example, electric water
pump, contactor, and so on.
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2. Type 2 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relationship OR among some inputs signal and one
output signal.

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:
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3. Type 3 operator

• Description: It describes unit with failure state, operating state, and operating ahead
state. For example, control system, contactor coil, and so on.
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4. Type 5 operator

• Description: It describes the single input unit, which as system input. For example,
battery, water source, and so on.

• GO operation formula:

PRðiÞ ¼
Pj, i ¼ Ij
0, i 6¼ Ij

, j ¼ 1,⋯, L, i ¼ 0,⋯, N
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5. Type 6 operator

• Description: It describes the unit receiving signal to turn on. For example, electric water
pump, contactor, and so on.
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• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

ARðiÞ ¼ AS1ðiÞ½PCð0Þ þ AS2ðiÞ � PCð1Þ, i ¼ 0,⋯, N � 1

PRðNÞ ¼ PS1ðNÞ þ AS1ðN � 1Þ½PCð2Þ þ PS2ðNÞ � PCð1Þ�
PRð0Þ ¼ ARð0Þ
PRðiÞ ¼ ARðiÞ � ARði� 1Þ i ¼ 1,⋯, N � 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð6Þ

6. Type 10 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relationship AND among some inputs signal and one
output signal.

Operator type Functional description

Type 1 Unit with failure state and operating state

Type 2 Logical relation “OR”

Type 3 Unit with failure state, operating state, and operating ahead state

Type 4 Multi-signal input unit

Type 5 Single input unit

Type 6 Unit receiving signal to turn on

Type 7 Unit receiving signal to turn off

Type 8 Unit with delayed response

Type 9 Output signal decided by the state of two input signal

Type 10 Logical relation “AND”

Type 11 Logical relation “k-out-of-m”

Type 12 Input signal can choose the output path

Type 13 Unit with multiple input signals and output signals

Type 14 Linear relation between multiple input signals and one output signal

Type 15 Logical relation of output signal affected by the probability event of input signal

Type 16 Unit requested to resume OFF-state

Type 17 Unit requested to resume ON-state

Table 1. Functional description of standard GO operators.

VS1 VS2 VC VR

I1(0, …, N) I2(0, …, N) 0 I1

I1(0, …, N) I2(0, …, N) 1 MAX{I1, I2}

I1(0, …, N) I2(0, …, N) 2 N

System Reliability8

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

ARðiÞ ¼
YM

j¼1
ASjðiÞ, i ¼ 0,⋯, N � 1

PRðNÞ ¼ 1� ARðN � 1Þ
PRð0Þ ¼ ARð0Þ
PRðiÞ ¼ ARðiÞ � ARði� 1Þ i ¼ 1,⋯, N � 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð7Þ

2.1.2. Developed GO operator

In this section, three developed GO operators are illustrated from aspects of description,
operation rule table, and GO operation formula, respectively.

1. Type 18 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relation of standby mode, which is combination of
primary equipment group CG and standby equipment group CBG working under condi-
tion of primary equipment group faulting. The input signals and output signal of Type 18
operator are denoted as L1, L2, and R, respectively. The signal flow L1 represents primary
equipment group working. The signal flow L2 represents standby equipment group work-
ing under condition of primary equipment group faulting, and the signal flow L2 is also
the output signal of GO operator, which represents the standby equipment group. And
the signal flow R represents standby structure working. L1, L2, and R have two states,
which are state 1: success state and state 2: fault state.

• Operation rule table: The combination composed of a Type 18 operator and a Type 20
operator is often used to represent standby structure at any place. S1, S2, and S0 represent
the input signal flows and output signal flow of Type 20 operator, respectively, and
S2represents also the input signal flow of Type 18 operator, i.e., L1.

VS1 VS2 … VSM VR

0, …, N 0, …, N 0, …, N 0, …, N MAX{VS1, VS1,…, VSM}

VCG VCBG VS1 VS0 VS2 VL2 VR

1 1 1 2 1 2 1

1 1 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2 1

1 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 1 1 1 2 1 1

2 1 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 1 1 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

ARðiÞ ¼ AS1ðiÞ½PCð0Þ þ AS2ðiÞ � PCð1Þ, i ¼ 0,⋯, N � 1

PRðNÞ ¼ PS1ðNÞ þ AS1ðN � 1Þ½PCð2Þ þ PS2ðNÞ � PCð1Þ�
PRð0Þ ¼ ARð0Þ
PRðiÞ ¼ ARðiÞ � ARði� 1Þ i ¼ 1,⋯, N � 1

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð6Þ

6. Type 10 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relationship AND among some inputs signal and one
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Type 10 Logical relation “AND”
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• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

ARðiÞ ¼
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j¼1
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8>>>>><
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ð7Þ

2.1.2. Developed GO operator

In this section, three developed GO operators are illustrated from aspects of description,
operation rule table, and GO operation formula, respectively.

1. Type 18 operator

• Description: It describes the logical relation of standby mode, which is combination of
primary equipment group CG and standby equipment group CBG working under condi-
tion of primary equipment group faulting. The input signals and output signal of Type 18
operator are denoted as L1, L2, and R, respectively. The signal flow L1 represents primary
equipment group working. The signal flow L2 represents standby equipment group work-
ing under condition of primary equipment group faulting, and the signal flow L2 is also
the output signal of GO operator, which represents the standby equipment group. And
the signal flow R represents standby structure working. L1, L2, and R have two states,
which are state 1: success state and state 2: fault state.

• Operation rule table: The combination composed of a Type 18 operator and a Type 20
operator is often used to represent standby structure at any place. S1, S2, and S0 represent
the input signal flows and output signal flow of Type 20 operator, respectively, and
S2represents also the input signal flow of Type 18 operator, i.e., L1.
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• GO operation formula:

PRð1Þ ¼ PL1ð1Þ þ PL2ð1Þ
PRð2Þ ¼ 1� PRð1Þ
PL1ð1Þ ¼ PS1ð1Þ � PCGð1Þ ¼ PS1ð1Þ � PS0ð1Þ
PL2ð1Þ ¼ PS0ð1Þ � PCBGð1Þ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð8Þ

where PS0ð1Þ and PCBGð1Þ are the success probability of S0 and CBG, respectively.

2. Type 19 operator

• Description: It describes the unit turning unstable operation into normal operating. The
input signals and output signals of Type 19 operator are denoted as S and R, respectively.
S is a multistate signal flow, which contains an operating state, a faulting state, and m
unstable operation states. And m unstable operation states are divided into two kinds,
which are q unstable operation states turned into operation state by Type 19 operator, and
m-q unstable operation states. R is also a two-state signal flow, which contains operating
state and faulting state. C is the unit itself, i.e., Type 19 operator, which contains operating
state and faulting state.

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

PR 0ð Þ ¼ PSð0Þ � PCð0Þ þ
Xq

j¼1
PSðjÞ � PCð0Þ ¼

Xq

j¼0
PSðjÞ � PCð0Þ

PRðNÞ ¼ PSð0Þ � PCðNÞ þ
Xq

j¼1
PSðjÞ � PCðNÞ þ

Xm

j¼qþ1
PSðjÞ � PCð0Þ þ

Xm

j¼qþ1
PSðjÞ � PCðNÞ

þ PSðNÞ � PCð0Þ þ PSðNÞ � PCðNÞ

¼
Xq

j¼0
PSðjÞ � PCðNÞ þ

Xm

j¼qþ1
PSðjÞ þ PSðNÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð9Þ

where PSðjÞ is state probability of unstable operation states for S, j ¼ 1, 2,⋯, m, PSð0Þ and
PSðNÞ are state probability of operating state and faulting state for S, respectively,

VS VC VR

0 0 0

0 N N

1, …, q 0 0

1, …, q N N

qþ1,…, m 0, N N

N 0, N N
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PSð0Þ þ PSðNÞ þ
Xq

j¼1
PSðjÞ þ

Xm

j¼qþ1
PSðjÞ ¼ 1; PCð0Þ and PCðNÞ are state probability of operating

state and faulting state for C, PCð0Þ þ PCðNÞ ¼ 1.

3. Type 20 operator

• Description: It describes the signal flow of conditional operating mode, which is one of its
input signal faults under the condition of another input signal success. The input signals
and output signal of Type 20 operator are denoted as S1, S2, and R, respectively. S1, S2, and
R have two states, which are state 1: success state and state 2: fault state. It is often used in
standby structure.

• Operation rule table:

• GO operation formula:

PRð1Þ ¼ PS1ð1Þ � ½1� PCGð1Þ� ¼ PS1ð1Þ � PS2ð1Þ
PRð2Þ ¼ 1� PRð1Þ

(
ð10Þ

where PSαð1Þ, PCGð1Þ, and PRð1Þ are the success probability of Sα, CG, and R, respectively,
α ¼ 1, 2; PRð2Þ is the fault probability of R.

2.2. Signal flow

Signal flow represents specific fluid flow, such as oil, gas, electricity, and so on, or a logical
process. It describes the relationships among the GO operator, its inputs, and outputs. And its
attribution includes state value and state probability. The signal flow is used to connect the GO
operator and as the direction of GO operation.

2.3. GO model

GOmodel is developed by using signal flows to connect GO operators according to the system
principle diagram, engineering drawing, and function constitute directly. And it reflects the
system characteristics visually. The proper GO model should be satisfied with:

• The operator in GO model must be labeled with type and number, especially the number
which is unique. The first number in the GO operators represents the type of operator and
the second number represents the numbering of the operators.

• There is at least one input GO operator (such as Type 4 or Type 5). Generally, the number
of GO operator begins with the input GO operator.

VS1 VCG VS2 VR

1 1 1 2

1 2 2 1

2 1, 2 2 2
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• GO operation formula:
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8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð8Þ
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where PSðjÞ is state probability of unstable operation states for S, j ¼ 1, 2,⋯, m, PSð0Þ and
PSðNÞ are state probability of operating state and faulting state for S, respectively,
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PSð0Þ þ PSðNÞ þ
Xq

j¼1
PSðjÞ þ

Xm

j¼qþ1
PSðjÞ ¼ 1; PCð0Þ and PCðNÞ are state probability of operating

state and faulting state for C, PCð0Þ þ PCðNÞ ¼ 1.

3. Type 20 operator

• Description: It describes the signal flow of conditional operating mode, which is one of its
input signal faults under the condition of another input signal success. The input signals
and output signal of Type 20 operator are denoted as S1, S2, and R, respectively. S1, S2, and
R have two states, which are state 1: success state and state 2: fault state. It is often used in
standby structure.
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(
ð10Þ

where PSαð1Þ, PCGð1Þ, and PRð1Þ are the success probability of Sα, CG, and R, respectively,
α ¼ 1, 2; PRð2Þ is the fault probability of R.

2.2. Signal flow

Signal flow represents specific fluid flow, such as oil, gas, electricity, and so on, or a logical
process. It describes the relationships among the GO operator, its inputs, and outputs. And its
attribution includes state value and state probability. The signal flow is used to connect the GO
operator and as the direction of GO operation.

2.3. GO model

GOmodel is developed by using signal flows to connect GO operators according to the system
principle diagram, engineering drawing, and function constitute directly. And it reflects the
system characteristics visually. The proper GO model should be satisfied with:

• The operator in GO model must be labeled with type and number, especially the number
which is unique. The first number in the GO operators represents the type of operator and
the second number represents the numbering of the operators.

• There is at least one input GO operator (such as Type 4 or Type 5). Generally, the number
of GO operator begins with the input GO operator.
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• For each GO operator in GO model, its input signal flow must be the output signal flow of
the other GO operators. Each signal flow must be labeled with the unique number, and
the numbers on the signal line represent the signal flow numbering.

• The signal flow sequence must start with any input GO operator and end with the output
signal flow of system. The GO model does not allow being a cyclic model. Generally, the
number of signal flow should be labeledwith the output signal flowof an inputGOoperator.

Example:

The structure diagram of pressurized water reactor (PWR) purification system and its GO
model are, respectively, shown in Figures 2 and 3, and the GO operator type of component is
presented in Table 2.
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3. GO operation

GO operation is defined that it begins with output signal flow of input GO operators in GO
model to calculate the state probability and state value of output signal flow for the next GO
operator, and it will be finished until the system output signal flow is calculated after the
sequence of signal flow. GO operation contains the quantitative and qualitative analyses. And
the quantitative and qualitative analyses are conducted using the GO operation based on the
GO algorithm, following the reliability analysis process of GO method. GO algorithm and GO
analysis process are the key elements of GO operation.

3.1. GO algorithm

The operational efficiency and accuracy of analysis are thus affected by the GO algorithm. The
GO algorithm is comprised of a state combination algorithm [4] and a probability formula
algorithm [18–21]. The number of state combinations for a complex system is very large, and
the probability of a combination state cannot be easily computed. The probability formula
algorithm is faster and easier than the state combination algorithm, and it is the mainstream
GO algorithm. Thus, this section illustrates two kinds of probability formula algorithms, which
are direct GO algorithm and GO algorithm with shared signals.

Operator number Component Operator type

1 Coolant input 5

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Control signal 5

8 Control power 5

9 Control valve A 6

10 Clean-up pump A 6

11 Check valve A 1

12 Clean-up pump B 6

13 Check valve B 1

15 Control valve B 6

16 Control valve C 6

17 Regenerative heat exchanger 1

18 Nonregenerative heat exchanger 1

19 Control valve D 6

20 Control valve E 7

21 Ion exchange 1

22 Filter 1

24 Control valve F 6

Table 2. GO operator type of component for Figure 2.
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3.1.1. Direct GO algorithm

Direct GO algorithm is based on the calculation of state probability for signal flow, and the
proper direct GO algorithm should be satisfied with:

• The state probability of input GO operator is the state probability of its output signal flow.
The output signal flow of input GO operator is the input signal flow of the next GO operator.

• The state probability of output signal flow for the next GO operator is calculated based on
its GO operation formula and data, and this output signal flow will be the next GO
operator’s input signal flow.

• Based on the above rules, following the signal flow sequence, the output signal flow of
every GO operator in GO model can be obtained, and the GO operation will be finished
until the state probability of output signal flow represented system output is calculated.

• When GO operator is executed with quantitative analysis, it is not necessary to list the
corresponding state combination.

3.1.2. GO algorithm with shared signals

In GO model, the output signal flow of a GO operator often connects multiple GO opera-
tors, and they are the input signal flows of more than one GO operators, such output signal
flow is called shared signal. If the GO operation adopts the direct GO algorithm, the
quantitative analysis results will have biases. Thus, GO algorithm with shared signals was
proposed in order to obtain more accurate result.

1. Shared signal

There are two situations in GO model on shared signal, which are as follows:

• Completely contain. It means all items in formula of a signal flow’s state probability have
state probability of shared signal.

• Not completely contain. It means some items in formula of a signal flow’s state probability
have not state probability of shared signal.

The rules of the processing shared signals in GO algorithm with shared signals are as follows:

• Behind a shared signal, all of signal flows in sequence of GO model still have this shared
signal, and there are two situations, which are completely contain and not completely
contain.

• For multiple signal flows with the same shared signal, their joint state probability cannot
be obtained by using the product of their state probabilities directly.

• For two signal flows completely contain the same one shared signal, their joint state
probability can be obtained by using the product of their state probabilities to divide the
state probability of shared signal.

• For multiple signal flows with the same one shared signal, their joint state probability
formula can be obtained by turning a high stage term of shared signal in the formula into
a one stage term of shared signal.

System Reliability14

2. Probability formula

For a system with L shared signals, the probability formula of GO algorithm with shared
signals is given by Eq. (10).

PR ¼
X1
K1¼0

X1
K2¼0

⋯
X1
Kl¼0

PRK1K2⋯Kl

YL

l¼1
½ 1� PSlð Þ 1� Klð Þ þ PSlKl� ð11Þ

where PRK1K2⋯KL is the cumulative probability of system output under a combination of all
shared signals, and Sl is a shared signal in the system. Kl ¼ 0 and Kl ¼ 1 are the failure and
success states of the shared signal l, respectively. PSl and PR are success probability of shared

signal l and system output, respectively. The item of
YL

l¼1½ 1� PSlð Þ 1� Klð Þ þ PSlKl� is the state
probability for each combination of shared signals.

3. Calculating form

It is difficult and complex to derive mathematical formulae for a complex system with a large
number of shared signals. A new form of Eq. (10) involves probabilistic weighting of shared
signals. The probabilistic weighting improves operation efficiency greatly and avoids the need
for complex mathematical formulae. The calculation process is shown in Table 3. In Table 3,
numbers 1 and 0 represent success state and failure state of a shared signal Sl, respectively.

The success probability of system can be obtained by Eq. (11).

PR ¼
X2L

j¼1
AjBj ð12Þ

where Aj is the state probability for each combination of shared signals, and Bj can be obtained
by the GO operation of the system, which sets success and failure probability of a shared signal
to 1 and 0 depending on the state of shared signal for each combination of shared signals.

3.2. Reliability analysis process of GO method

The reliability analysis process of GO method is the criterion and prerequisite for conducting
quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis. Generally, the steps of GO analysis process are
as follows:

State combination of shared signal State probability of combination Success probability of system

S1 S2 … SL

0 0 0 0 A1 B1

0 0 0 1 A2 B2

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

1 1 1 1 A2
L B2

L

Success probability of system PR

Table 3. Calculation form of GO algorithm with shared signal.
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Step 1. Conducting system analysis. The system analysis is the base of GO method, and it
directly affects the developing GOmodel and conducting GO operation. First, to analyze system
structure and system function constitutes according to the principle diagram, engineering draw-
ing, or function flowchart of system. Second, to determine system characteristics, such as corre-
lations, multistate, and so on. Then, to determine the interfaces, inputs, and output of system.
Finally, to define the success rule of system according to system analysis result.

Step 2. Developing GO model. First, to select GO operator according to system analysis
results, and then to establish GO model through the signal flow to connect GO operator.

Step 3. Processing data of GO operator. According to engineering practice, to obtain the state
probabilities of GO operator.

Step 4. Operating quantitative analysis. If the GO model does not contain shared signal, the
direct algorithm can be selected to conduct GO operation. If the GO model contains shared
signal, the GO algorithm with shared signal should be selected to conduct GO operation.
Otherwise, it will cause a big error.

Step 5. Operating qualitative analysis. Setting the reliability of a function GO operator in GO
model is 0, and the reliabilities of other GO operators are kept constant; in this case,
if system reliability is 0 by GO operation, this GO operator will be a one-order minimum
cut set. Setting the reliabilities of two function GO operators in GO model is 0 except one-
order minimum cut set, and the reliabilities of other GO operators are kept constant; in this
case, if system reliability is 0 by GO operation, the two GO operators will be a two-order
minimum cut set. In the same way, the higher-order minimum cut sets of system can be
obtained.

Step 6. Evaluating system. The quantitative analysis result and qualitative analysis result can be
used as a guidance and theoretical basis for improving system and fault diagnosis of system,
and so on.

Above all, the reliability analysis of GO method is formulated, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Reliability analysis process of GO method.
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4. Example

In this section, taken a hydraulic oil supply system (HOSS) of an armored vehicle as a case, its
reliability analysis is respectively conducted by GO method, FTA, and MCS in order to
illustrate the usage and characteristics of GO method.

4.1. Reliability analysis of HOSS based on GO method, FTA, and MCS

4.1.1. Reliability analysis of HOSS based on GO method

1. Conducting system analysis

• To analyze system principle, function, and structure: HOSS supplies oil for an armored
vehicle, pump-motor system, pump-motor control system, hydraulic torque converter,
and lubrication system. HOSS consists of pressure oil tank, pump P1, P2, P3, and P4, oil
filter LF1, LF2, and LF3, pressure relay, bypass valve LF2B and LF3B, one-way valve CV1
and CV2, constant pressure valve RV1, RV2, and RV3, hydraulic torque converter TC,
radiator HE, and so on, as shown in Figure 5. Oil is extracted by P1 from oil pan via LF1,
and then oil is injected into pressure oil tank via LF2 and case inner passage. When LF2
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Figure 5. Diagram of HOSS.
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group is obstructed and pressure between input and output becomes more than 0.5 mega
Pascal, oil will be injected into pressure oil tank via LF2B. Oil is extracted by P2 from
pressure oil tank; then oil is injected into CV2 via LF3 and then it is injected into hydraulic
manifold block as the pressure oil provided for oil cylinder of variable speed control
system and pump-motor control system by P4. LF3 and LF3B are another parallel struc-
ture, and they are same as LF2 group and LF2B. Because of the pressure of control oil
which decreases a little at the situation of high speed, ingress oil of P2 can meet require-
ments of system. In addition, oil is extracted by P3 from pressure oil tank via DRV to TC.
Then, ingress of oil is injected into lubrication system via HE. TC and TCB, and HE and
HEB are same as LF2 group and LF2B. RV1, RV2, and RV3 are constant pressure valves of
variable speed control and pump-motor system, lubrication system, and pump-motor
control system, respectively.

• To determine characteristics of system: According to analysis of HOSS, the LF2 group
and LF2B, LF3 and LF3B, TC and TCB, and HE and HEB are standby structures in HOSS.
The standby equipments haven't the change-over switch.

• To determine interfaces, input, and output of system: According to analysis of HOSS,
the oil from oil pan and pump group power are system inputs, and oil supply of variable
speed control system, pump-motor system, pump-motor control system, hydraulic torque
converter, and lubrication system are system outputs.

• To define system success rule: According to analysis of HOSS, success rule can be
defined as a system that can provide oil to variable speed control system, pump-motor
system, pump-motor control system, hydraulic torque converter, and lubrication system
of an armored vehicle under high speed condition at steering situation without consider-
ing overload protection.

2. Developing GO model

• To select GO operator: According to the system analysis result and the types of GO
operator, the functional GO operators and logical GO operators are selected to describe
the units itself and logical relationships in HOSS, respectively, as presented in Table 4.

• To establish GO model: According to diagram of HOSS and analysis result of HOSS, the
GOmodel of HOSS is developed from system input to system output, as shown in Figure 6.

3. Processing data of GO operator

According to statistical results of data from engineering, the success state probabilities of
component in HOSS are presented in Table 5.

4. Operating quantitative analysis

It is shown in Figure 6 that signal flow S1, S4, S7, S8, S15, S16, S17, and S22 are shared signals;
the GO algorithm with shared signals should be adopted to conduct GO operation, and the
calculation form is as presented in Table 6.
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No. Component Operator type No. Component Operator type

1 Oil pan 5 24 RV3 1

2, 3 LF1 1 25 P3 6

5, 6 P1 6 26 DRV 1

7 Pump group power 5 28 TC 1

9, 10 LF2 1 30 TCB 1

13 LF2B 1 32 HE 1

15 Pressure oil tank 1 34 HEB 1

16 P2 6 36 RV2 1

17 LF3 1 4, 8, 11, 27 2
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group is obstructed and pressure between input and output becomes more than 0.5 mega
Pascal, oil will be injected into pressure oil tank via LF2B. Oil is extracted by P2 from
pressure oil tank; then oil is injected into CV2 via LF3 and then it is injected into hydraulic
manifold block as the pressure oil provided for oil cylinder of variable speed control
system and pump-motor control system by P4. LF3 and LF3B are another parallel struc-
ture, and they are same as LF2 group and LF2B. Because of the pressure of control oil
which decreases a little at the situation of high speed, ingress oil of P2 can meet require-
ments of system. In addition, oil is extracted by P3 from pressure oil tank via DRV to TC.
Then, ingress of oil is injected into lubrication system via HE. TC and TCB, and HE and
HEB are same as LF2 group and LF2B. RV1, RV2, and RV3 are constant pressure valves of
variable speed control and pump-motor system, lubrication system, and pump-motor
control system, respectively.

• To determine characteristics of system: According to analysis of HOSS, the LF2 group
and LF2B, LF3 and LF3B, TC and TCB, and HE and HEB are standby structures in HOSS.
The standby equipments haven't the change-over switch.

• To determine interfaces, input, and output of system: According to analysis of HOSS,
the oil from oil pan and pump group power are system inputs, and oil supply of variable
speed control system, pump-motor system, pump-motor control system, hydraulic torque
converter, and lubrication system are system outputs.

• To define system success rule: According to analysis of HOSS, success rule can be
defined as a system that can provide oil to variable speed control system, pump-motor
system, pump-motor control system, hydraulic torque converter, and lubrication system
of an armored vehicle under high speed condition at steering situation without consider-
ing overload protection.

2. Developing GO model

• To select GO operator: According to the system analysis result and the types of GO
operator, the functional GO operators and logical GO operators are selected to describe
the units itself and logical relationships in HOSS, respectively, as presented in Table 4.

• To establish GO model: According to diagram of HOSS and analysis result of HOSS, the
GOmodel of HOSS is developed from system input to system output, as shown in Figure 6.

3. Processing data of GO operator

According to statistical results of data from engineering, the success state probabilities of
component in HOSS are presented in Table 5.

4. Operating quantitative analysis

It is shown in Figure 6 that signal flow S1, S4, S7, S8, S15, S16, S17, and S22 are shared signals;
the GO algorithm with shared signals should be adopted to conduct GO operation, and the
calculation form is as presented in Table 6.
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5. Operating qualitative analysis

According to the Step 5 in Section 3.2, all minimum cut sets of HOSS can be obtained by
multiple GO operations, as presented in Table 7.

4.1.2. Reliability analysis of HOSS based on FTA and MCS

1. Reliability analysis of HOSS based on FTA

The reliability analysis process of FTA mainly contains developing fault tree model of system,
obtaining all minimum cut sets of system by using Fussell-Vesely method, and obtaining the
system success probability according to the minimum cut sets of system. In this case, the brief
fault tree model of HOSS is shown in Figure 7, and the brief analysis processes are presented in
Table 8.

2. Reliability analysis of HOSS based on MCS

The reliability analysis process of MCS mainly contains generating random numbers of success
probability of GO operators, establishing simulation model, and obtaining success probability
of system by operating a specified number of simulation times according to simulation model.

No. Success state probability No. Success state probability No. Success state probability

1 0.99975006256 13 0.99867457268 24 0.99949819446

2 0.99413847887 15 0.99990821563 25 0.99867457268

3 0.99413847887 16 0.99950052524 26 0.99923302636

5 0.99950052524 17 0.99987532520 28 0.97865595028

6 0.99950052524 18 0.99891901058 30 0.99867457268

7 0.98676571976 20 0.99867457268 32 0.99548611722

9 0.99987532520 22 0.99949819446 34 0.99966858815

10 0.99987532520 23 0.99950052524 36 0.99949819446

Table 5. GO model of HOSS.

State of shared signal State probability of combination Success probability of system

S1 S4 S7 S8 S15 S16 S17 S22

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.154e-32 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.620e-28 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1.290e-24 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.98528272861 0.99846792597

Success probability of HOSS (P37) 0.9837732025

Table 6. Quantitative analysis result by calculation form of GO algorithm with shared signal for Figure 6.
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In this case, the quantitative analysis result of HOSS by simulating 1 million times is
0.9838136000.

4.2. Comparison with FTA and MCS

According to reliability analysis process and analysis results of GO method, FTA, and MCS,
the qualitative analysis results by the GOmethod are consistent with FTA, and the quantitative
analysis result by the GO method is very close to the result by MCS. It illustrates that both the
accurate quantitative analysis result and qualitative analysis result can be obtained by multiple
GO operations based on GO method, and the comparisons of GO method, FTA, and MCS are
presented in Table 9.
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A1: oil supply of variable speed
control system failure
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A2: oil supply of pump-motor
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Figure 7. Brief fault tree model of HOSS.

Order No. Minimum cut sets Order No. Minimum cut sets

1 1 Oil pan 2 2, 3 LF1 group

7 Pump group power 5, 6 P1 group

15 Pressure oil tank 18, 20 CV2, LF3B

16 P2 28, 30 TC, TCB

22 RV1 32, 34 HE, HEB

23 P4 3 9, 10, 13 LF2 group, LF2B

24 RV3

36 RV2

17 LF3

Table 7. Qualitative analysis result by GO method for Figure 6.
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Brief analysis processes Minimum cut sets Order

A0 A1 B1 1 1 1 1

C2 2, 3 2, 3 2

C3 9, 10, 13 9, 10, 13 3

15 15 15 1

C4 5, 6 5, 6 2

7 7 7 1

16 16 16 16 1

7 7 7 7 1

B2 C1, 20 17, 20 - -

18, 20 18, 20 2

22 22 22 22 1

A2 B1 B1 B1 - -

16 16 16 16 1

7 7 7 7 1

17 17 17 17 1

A3 A2 A2 A2 - -

23 23 23 23 1

7 7 7 7 1

24 24 24 24 1

A4 A1, B3 A1, B1 A1, B1 - -

A1, 25 A1, 25 - -

A1, 7 A1, 7 - -

A1, 26 A1, 26 - -

A5 A4 A4 A4 - -

B4 28, 30 28, 30 28, 30 2

B5 32, 34 32, 34 32, 34 2

36 36 36 36 1

Table 8. Brief analysis processes of FTA for HOSS.

Feature GO FTA MCS

Modeling oriented Success Failure Logical

Modeling method Decision-making tree Fault tree Logical language description

Model consistency High Poor High

Model structure Similar with schematic diagram Hierarchy logical graph Logical relationship

Model size Small and compact Hierarchy and large Large
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Abstract

Based on field data and parametric accelerated life tests (ALT), the mechanical system-
like water-dispensing system in a bottom-mounted freezer (BMF) was redesigned to
find out the missing design parameter in the design phase. To carry out parametric ALTs
using a force/momentum balance, the simple mechanical loads of the water-dispensing
system were analyzed. At the first ALT, the hinge and front corner of dispenser lever
were fractured. The failure shapes found experimentally were similar to those of the
failed samples in field. Dispenser lever in water-dispensing system was modified as
having its fillets and ribs. At the second ALT, the modified dispenser lever also was
fractured because of not having enough strength for impact loading at its front corner.
The missing design parameters of the dispenser lever were not enough to have corner
fillet rounding and rib thickness. After parameter ALTs with corrective action plans,
reliability of the newly designed water-dispensing system is assured to have B1 life 10
years with a failure rate of 0.1%/year.

Keywords: reliability design, water-dispensing system, parametric accelerated life
testing, missing design parameter

1. Introduction

As customers want to have water-dispensing function, Figure 1 shows the bottom-mounted
freezer (BMF) refrigerator with the newly designed water-dispensing system. As shown in
Figure 1(b), it consists of the dispenser cover, spring, and dispenser lever. To dispense water
for a product lifetime, the dispenser system needs to be designed to withstand the operating
conditions subjected to it by the consumers who use the BMF refrigerator. Dispensing water
in the BMF refrigerator has several operating steps: (1) press the lever and (2) dispense water.
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He will push the dispenser lever if customer want to drink the cooling water. Consequently,
the water-dispenser system will have a variety of repetitive mechanical loads when the con-
sumer uses it, though depending on the consumer usage conditions.

The water-dispensing system in field had been fracturing, causing end-users to replace their
product.Whensubjected to repetitive stresses inoperating refrigerator, the failedwater-dispensing
system came from the design flaws. Market data also showed that the returned products had
critical design flaws in structure, including stress risers—sharp corner angles and thin ribs—in the
water-dispensing system. Thedesign flaws that couldnotwithstand the repetitive impact loads on
the water-dispensing system could cause a crack to occur. Thus, the reliability design of the new
water-dispensing system is required to robustlywithstand repetitive loads under customer usage
conditions (Figure 2).

A typical pattern of repeated load or overloading may cause structural failure in product
lifetime under the customer usage conditions. Many engineers think such possibility can be
assessed: (1) mathematical modeling like Newtonian method, (2) the time response of system
simulation for (random) dynamic loads, (3) the rain-flow counting method, and (4) miner’s
rule that the system damage can be estimated [1–3]. However, because there are a lot of
assumptions, this analytic methodology is exact but complex to reproduce the product failures
due to the design flaws in field.

Robust design skills like Taguchi methods and statistical design experiments (SDE) [4–9]
were studied by engineers and statisticians many years ago. Especially, Taguchi’s robust
design method utilizes parameter design to place it in a location where random noise factors
do not cause effects and determines the optimal design parameters and their levels. As
utilizing interactions between control factors and noise factors, the purpose of parameter
design is to find the proper control factors that make the system’s performance robust in
relation to changes in the noise factors. In the robust design process, the noise factors are
assigned to an outer array, and the control factors are assigned to an inner array in a complex
matrix (Figure 3).

Figure 1. BMF refrigerator with the newly designed water-dispensing system. (a) BMF refrigerator. (b) mechanical parts
of dispenser: (1) dispenser cover, (2) spring, and (3) dispenser lever.

System Reliability28

However, as the noise array is calculated repeatedly for every row in the control array repet-
itive, experimental iterations in the Taguchi product array would require a lot of computing
time. Because a mechanical structure has complex shape, Taguchi method would require
infinite iterations. It is not easy to search out solutions in the robust design process, though a
mechanical structure is simple. Newly designed refrigerators with the missing design param-
eters may result in reliability disasters and pay the huge quality costs.

In this study, we suggest a new parametric accelerated life testing (ALT)method that can enhance
the reliability design of newly designed water-dispensing system. To confirm the design parame-
ters, parametric ALTwill utilize load analysis, new sample size equations with accelerated factor,
and the modifications of dispenser system. It will benefit to confirm the final design of new
product. Another case study of this new reliability testingmethodology [10–23] will be suggested.

2. Load analysis

As seen in Figure 4, the mechanical dispensing system works like the functional design
concept. To properly operate the water-dispensing system, its mechanical lever assembly
consists of many mechanical structural parts. When a cup touches on the lever to release the

Figure 2. A damaged product after use.

Figure 3. Parameter diagram of water-dispensing system.
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water, water will dispense. Depending on the end-user usage conditions, the lever assembly
goes through repetitive impact loads in the water-dispensing process. The concentrated stress
of the pressing cup reveals sharp corner angles. As a result, the impact force applies on the
hinge of lever. When designing the mechanical dispensing system, it is a critical design step
to withstand these repetitive stresses. In the United States, the typical consumer claims the
refrigerator to release water from 4 to 20 times a day.

From the free-body diagram of the simple lever system, the force and momentum at hinge can
be represented as

F ¼ F1 ð1Þ
M ¼ aF1: ð2Þ

Because the stress of the dispenser lever depends on the applied force of cup, the life-stress
model (LS model) [24] can be represented as

TF ¼ A Sð Þ�n ¼ A Fð Þ�λ: ð3Þ

The acceleration factor (AF) can be derived as

AF ¼ S1
S0

� �n

¼ F1
F0

� �λ

: ð4Þ

3. Parametric accelerated life testing (ALT) in water-dispensing system

To derive the sample size equation and carry out parametric ALT, probability concepts in
reliability engineering should be made out. First of all, the characteristic life ηMLE from the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) can be derived as:

Figure 4. Functional design concept of the mechanical dispensing system.
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ηβMLE ¼
Xn

i¼1

tβi
r
: ð5Þ

If the confidence level is 100(1 � α) and the number of failure is r ≥ 1, the characteristic life, ηα,
would be estimated from Eq. (4)

ηβα ¼
2r

χ2
α 2rþ 2ð Þ � η

β
MLE ¼

2
χ2
α 2rþ 2ð Þ �

Xn

i¼1
tβi ; for r ≥ 1: ð6Þ

If there are no failures, p-value is α and In (1/α) is mathematically equivalent to chi-squared

value, χ
2
α 2ð Þ
2 . The characteristic life, ηα, would be expressed as:

ηβα ¼¼
2

χ2
α 2ð Þ �

Xn

i¼1
tβi ¼

1
ln 1

α

�
Xn

i¼1
tβi , for r ¼ 0: ð7Þ

Because Eq. (6) is established for all cases r ≥ 0, it can be redefined as:

ηβα ¼
2

χ2
α 2rþ 2ð Þ �

Xn

i¼1
tβi , for r ≥ 0: ð8Þ

From theWeibull reliability function, we can find out that the characteristic life can be converted
into LB life as:

R tð Þ ¼ e
�

LBX
η

� �β

¼ 1� x: ð9Þ

After logarithmic transformation, Eq. (9) can be expressed as:

LβBX ¼ ln
1

1� x

� �
� ηβ: ð10Þ

If the estimated characteristic life of p-value α, ηα, in Eq. (8), is substituted into Eq. (10), we
obtain the BX life equation:

LβBX ¼
2

χ2
α 2rþ 2ð Þ � ln

1
1� x

� �
�
Xn

i¼1
tβi : ð11Þ

For a 60% confidence level, the first term χ2
α 2rþ2ð Þ

2 in Eq. (11) can be approximated to (r þ 1) [25].

By Taylor expansion, if the cumulative failure rate, x, is below 20%, the second term ln 1
1�x

approaches to x, and it can be represented as:

LβBX ¼
x

rþ 1
�
Xn

i¼1
tβi : ð12Þ

Most lifetime testing has insufficient samples. The allowed number of failures would not have
as much as that of the sample size.
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Xn

i¼1
tβi ¼

Xr

i¼1
tβi þ n� rð Þhβ ≥ n� rð Þhβ: ð13Þ

If Eq. (13) is substituted into Eq. (12), the BX life equation can be modified as follows:

LβBX ≥
x

rþ 1
� � n� rð Þ hβ ≥ L�βBX: ð14Þ

Then, sample size equation with the number of failures can also be modified as:

n ≥ rþ 1ð Þ � 1
x
� L�BX

h

� �β

þ r: ð15Þ

From the sample size Eq. (15), we can go on parametric ALT testing under any failure condi-
tion (r ≥ 0). Consequently, it also confirms whether the failure mechanism and the test method
are proper.

If the acceleration factors in Eq. (4) are replaced with the planned testing time h, Eq. (15) will be
modified as:

n ≥ rþ 1ð Þ � 1
x
� L�BX

AF � ha

� �β

þ r: ð16Þ

Reliability target of the new water-dispensing system is over B1 life 10 years. The operating
conditions and cycles of the dispenser system were examined, based on the customer usage
conditions. Under B1 life 10 years, if the objective number of life cycles LBX and AF are given,
the actual required test cycles ha can be obtained from Eq. (16). ALT equipment can then be
conducted in accordance with the operation procedure of the dispenser system. In parameter
ALT, we can obtain the missing design parameters.

4. Laboratory experiments

For the water-dispensing system in BMF refrigerator, the working conditions of customer are
about 0–43�Cwith a relative humidity ranging from 0 to 95% and 0.2–0.24 g’s of acceleration. The
water dispensing happens approximately 4–20 times per day. With a product life cycle design
point for 10 years, water-dispensing system approximately happens for 73,000 usage cycles.

The maximum force expected by the consumer in dispensing water was 19.6 N. For acceler-
ated testing, the applied force makes from double to 39.2 N. With a quotient, λ, of 2, the total
AF was approximately 4.0 using Eq. (4). To find out missing design parameter of the newly
designed water-dispensing system, reliability target can be set to more than the B1 life 10
years. Presumed the shape parameter β was 2.0 and x was 0.01, the actual test cycles calcu-
lated in Eq. (16) were 65,000 cycles for sample size 8 units. If parametric ALT for water-
dispensing system fails less than once during 65,000 cycles, it will be guaranteed to have a B1
life 10 years with about a 60% level of confidence (Figures 5 and 6).

System Reliability32

Figure 7(a) and (b) shows the failed product from the field and the first accelerated life testing,
respectively. The failure sites in the field and the first ALToccurred at the hinge and front corner
of dispenser levers as a result of high-impact stress. Figure 8 represents a graphical analysis if

Figure 5. Equipment used in accelerated life testing.

Figure 6. Duty cycles of repetitive impact load F on the water-dispensing system.

Figure 7. Failed products in field and crack after first ALT. (a) Failed products in field. (b) Crack after first ALT.
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the ALTresults and field data are plotted onWeibull distributions. For the shape parameter, the
estimated value on the chart was 2.0. For the final design, the shape parameter was determined
to be 3.5. The reduction factor R was 0.01 from the experiment data—product lifetime LB,

Figure 8. Field data and first ALT on Weibull chart.

Figure 9. Structure of failing dispenser lever in field.
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acceleration factor AF, actual mission cycles ha, and shape parameter β. It means that R is β
power of product lifetime versus testing cycle. Consequently, we know that this parameter ALT
is effective to decrease the sample size because reduction factor is less than 0.1 from Eq. (16).

As seen in Figures 7(b) and 9, the fracture of the dispenser lever in the first and second ALTs
occurred in its hinge and front corner. As shown in Table 1, the missing design parameters of
the dispenser lever can be listed. If dispenser lever is subjected to the repetitive impact load,
we can conclude that its design flaws can result in a fracture.

To withstand the fracture of dispenser lever due to the repetitive food stresses, the dispenser
lever was redesigned as follows: (1) increasing the rib rounding of hinge, C1, from R0 to R2.0
mm; (2) increasing the front corner rounding, C2, from R0 to R1.5 mm; (3) increasing the rib

CTQ Parameters Unit

Crack

KNP N1 Impact loading N

KCP

C1 Hinge rib rounding, fillet1 mm

C2 Front corner rounding, fillet2 mm

C3 Hinge rib thickness, rib1 mm

C4 Front side rounding, fillet3 mm

C5 Front lever thickness, rib2 mm

Table 1. Vital parameters based on ALTs.

C1: Fillet1 R0! R1.5 (1st ALT)! R2.0 (2nd ALT) C2: Fillet2 R0! R1.5 (1st ALT)

C3: Rib1 T1! T1.8 (1st ALT) C4: Fillet3 R0! R8 (1st ALT)! R11 (2nd ALT)

C5: Rib2 T3! T4 (3rd ALT)

Table 2. Redesigned dispenser lever.
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mm; (2) increasing the front corner rounding, C2, from R0 to R1.5 mm; (3) increasing the rib

CTQ Parameters Unit

Crack

KNP N1 Impact loading N

KCP

C1 Hinge rib rounding, fillet1 mm

C2 Front corner rounding, fillet2 mm

C3 Hinge rib thickness, rib1 mm

C4 Front side rounding, fillet3 mm

C5 Front lever thickness, rib2 mm

Table 1. Vital parameters based on ALTs.

C1: Fillet1 R0! R1.5 (1st ALT)! R2.0 (2nd ALT) C2: Fillet2 R0! R1.5 (1st ALT)

C3: Rib1 T1! T1.8 (1st ALT) C4: Fillet3 R0! R8 (1st ALT)! R11 (2nd ALT)

C5: Rib2 T3! T4 (3rd ALT)

Table 2. Redesigned dispenser lever.
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thickness of hinge, C3, from T1 to T1.8; (4) increasing the front side rounding, C4, from R0 to
R11 mm; and (5) thickening the front lever, C5, from T3 to T4 mm (Table 2).

As the design flaws make better, the parameter design criterion of the newly designed samples
was secured to have more than the reliability target—B1 life 10 years. The confirmed value, β,
on the Weibull chart was 3.5. For the second ALTwith sample size 8 units, the actual test cycles
in Eq. (16) were 38,000. In the third ALT, there were no design problems of the water-dispensing
system until the test was carried out to 68,000 cycles. We therefore concluded that the modified
design parameters found from first and second ALTwere effective.

Table 3 summarizes the ALT results. Figure 10 also shows the results of the first ALTand third
ALT plotted in the Weibull distribution. With the modified design parameters, final samples of
the water-dispensing system were guaranteed to reliability target—B1 life 10 years.

1st ALT 2nd ALT 3rd ALT

Initial design Second design Final design

In 38,000 cycles, lever
has no crack

25,000 cycles: 2/8 fracture 32,000 cycles: 1/8 fracture 38,000 cycles: 8/8 OK

56,000 cycles: 8/8 OK

68,000 cycles: 1/8 fracture

Freezer

Drawer

Structure

Material and
specification

C1: Fillet 1 R0! R1.5 C1: Fillet 1 R1.5! R2.0 C3: Rib2 T3.0! T4.0

C2: Fillet2 R0! R1.5 C2: Fillet 2 R8.0! R11.0

C3: Rib1 T1! T1.8

C4: Fillet3 R0! R8

Table 3. Results of ALTs.
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5. Conclusions

We suggested a new reliability design method for newly designed water-dispensing system in
BMF refrigerators. The missing design parameters for the water-dispensing system were iden-
tified through parameter ALTs. At that time, the reliability target was B1 life 10 years.

As previously seen in the first ALT, the hinge and front corner of dispenser lever were
fracturing because of design flaws due to repetitive impacting stress. As increasing the fillets
and ribs of the dispenser lever, the water-dispensing lever system was corrected. During the
second ALT, the front corner of dispenser lever also fractured because they did not have
enough strength to withstand the repetitive impact loads. As additional reinforced ribs of
dispenser lever were provided, we knew that the design of water-dispensing system was
improved robustly.

Figure 10. Results of ALT plotted in Weibull chart.
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As a result of these modified design parameters, there were no problems in the third ALT.
Consequently, the modified design parameters were guaranteed to have the reliability require-
ment of water-dispensing system—B1 life 10 years. Through the inspection of returned products
in field, load analysis, and parametric ALTs, we knew that the study of the missing design
parameters of the water-dispensing system in the design phase was very effective in redesigning
more reliable parts with significantly longer life.

Nomenclature

AF Acceleration factor

BX Durability index

C1 Hinge rib rounding, fillet1, mm

C2 Front corner rounding, fillet2, mm

C3 Hinge rib thickness, rib1, mm

C4 Front side rounding, fillet3, mm

C5 Front lever thickness, rib2, mm

F(t) Unreliability

F Force, N

F1 Pushing force under accelerated stress conditions, N

F0 Pushing force under normal conditions, N

h Testing cycles (or cycles)

h* Non-dimensional testing cycles, h� ¼ h=LB ≥ 1

KCP Key control parameter

KNP Key noise parameter

LB Target BX life and x ¼ 0.01X, on the condition that x ≤ 0.2

n Number of test samples

N1 Consumer pushing force, N

R Reduction factor, R ¼ LB=AF � hð Þβ ≥ 1
r Failed numbers

S Stress

S1 Mechanical stress under accelerated stress conditions

S0 Mechanical stress under normal conditions

ti Test time for each sample

TF Time to failure

X Accumulated failure rate, %

x x ¼ 0.01 � X, on condition that x ≤ 0.2

Greek symbols

η Characteristic life
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Abstract

Reliability and maintenance data is important for predictive analysis related to equip-
ment downtime in the oil and gas industry. For example, downtime data together with 
equipment reliability data is vital for improving system designs, for optimizing mainte-
nance and in estimating the potential for hazardous events that could harm both people 
and the environment. The quality is largely influenced by the repair time taxonomy, 
such as the measures used to define downtime linked to equipment failures. However, 
although it is important to achieve high quality from maintenance operations as part 
of this picture, these often seem to receive less focus compared to reliability aspects. 
Literature and experiences from, e.g., the OREDA project suggest several challenging 
issues, which we discuss in this chapter, e.g., for the interpretation of “MTTR.” Another 
challenge relates to the duration of maintenance activities. For example, while perform-
ing corrective maintenance on an item, one could also be working on several other items 
while being on site. This provides an opening for different ways of recording the mobi-
lization time and repair time, which may then influence the data used for predictive 
analysis. Some relevant examples are included to illustrate some of the challenges posed, 
and some remedial actions are proposed.

Keywords: reliability, maintenance, data collection, downtime, MTTR, detection time

1. Introduction

Equipment reliability and maintenance (RM) data are widely collected in the oil and gas 
industry and are needed for predictive analysis, e.g., for oil and gas production systems, to 
achieve safe and cost-efficient solutions. An important benefit of such activity is optimized 
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maintenance [1], for example, when finding the optimal inspection intervals for pipelines (see 
e.g., [2–4]) or when deciding upon the appropriate testing modes for safety instrumented sys-
tems (see e.g., [5]).

In the current chapter, we focus on the maintenance part of the RM data collection and mainly 
on the measures linked to maintenance activities associated with failed items, i.e., equipment 
with downtime. Thus, attention in this chapter is primarily on the time interval from when a 
failure of a reparable item occurs to the time when it is back in an upstate.

Updated information about equipment downtime is important and relevant for various types 
of analysis within the oil and gas industry to inform decision-making. In particular, the mea-
sure “mean time to repair,” commonly abbreviated as “MTTR” is widely used within this 
industry for the purpose of reliability, availability and maintainability analysis (see e.g., [6–
9]). It is also widely used in, for example, design planning (e.g., [10, 11]) and also in relation to 
safety integrity level verification for safety instrumented systems (e.g., [5, 12, 13]).

However, there are several obstacles related to the collection of such data. One of the chal-
lenges is simply to get sufficiently high quality in the data for downtime predictions, for exam-
ple, for assessment of the expected repairing time, i.e., the “MTTR.” The problem is typically 
twofold; the relevant population is too small (e.g., technology is changing, and old data, which 
has taken years to collect, may not be relevant anymore), and the taxonomy used for the data 
collection may not be sufficiently clear, which may give room for interpreting information 
differently.

This is the reason why the international standard ISO 14224 [14] is such an important docu-
ment. The document is partly a result of industry field feedback implemented for more than 
25 years within the OREDA project (see [1, 15]), which has led to the ISO 14224 standard 
[16]. It represents a main guidance document for collection of RM data within the oil and gas 
industry, applicable in par with the dependability standard IEC 60300-3-2 [17], and outlines 
principles and taxonomy for how to achieve quality data. It is a way of ensuring data quality, 
e.g., through a consistent taxonomy being used (see e.g., [18, 19]).

A much-ignored issue when collecting downtime data is the difficulty to measure the time to 
detect the failure, i.e., the exact time of failure. This time is normally referred to as the “detection 
time” (TD) (see e.g., [14]). It is a key value needed, for example, when assessing the expected 
time to achieve the repair of the failed item, i.e., the so-called mean time to repair, widely 
referred to by the abbreviation “MTTR.” The main problem is that, in situations where failures 
are hidden and these are not evident before some demand occurs, it is most difficult for a data 
collector to assess or specify the exact time of the failures. Besides, it may not be possible to con-
firm whether in fact these values are true or not. Often, rather one attempts to ignore the issue 
by claiming that the precision of this value is negligible, as TD ≪ MTTR, or MTTR ≪ MTTF, 
where MTTF is the common abbreviation for the “mean time to failure.” In other words, the 
numeric value of TD is assumed to be of low importance to the predictive analysis.

In addition, when using the data on repair times from a database, one normally mixes together 
situations where the failure is detected at once (being in continuous mode) and those situations 
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where the failure is hidden (or dormant) for a while until a demand occurs (e.g., revealed from 
a functional test of the equipment). Consequently, to guide for more consistent data, the newly 
issued [14] has tried to limit the use of MTTR, despite the strong position and frequent use of 
this measure in the oil and gas industry.

Similarly, the time to mobilize or carry out the repair may also be subject to uncertainty, 
depending on how the data collector interprets these measures. Having a consistent inter-
pretation of the key terms used to predict downtime is crucial in order to obtain high-quality 
maintenance data.

An objective of this chapter is to critically examine key terms and associated measures used 
in maintenance data collection, by studying the repair time taxonomy defined in Ref. [14], i.e., 
the different terms used in data collection to define downtime in relation to failed items (see 
Section 2).

The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description 
and definitions of key measures, mostly based on the terminology in [14, 20], such as the 
MTTR. Section 3 provides two example cases illustrating the effects of using different inter-
pretations of the MTTR. Section 4 links data collection to decision-making and presents find-
ings from data collection experiences identified from published literature, addressing several 
challenging issues that could compromise the maintenance data quality and use. Then Section 
5 provides a discussion on to what extent the industry is in line with ISO 14224 taxonomy and 
how to handle the issues identified. In Section 6 we give some conclusions.

2. Key downtime terms and measures in maintenance data collection

As indicated in the previous section, ISO 14224 [14] gives guidance both on how to collect and 
how to analyze downtime data and is a document strongly linked to ISO/TR 12489 [21] on 
reliability modeling and also the two dependability documents [17, 20].

The recently issued [14] specifies four different maintenance data categories; see Table 1, 
where details are given on what is the minimum data that must be collected. For example, 
any corrective maintenance action shall be paired with the associated failure event (i.e., failure 
record). Downtime data is also labeled as minimum, meaning that the data collector must 
specify the total length of the downtime interval.

It is common to split the downtime interval in three main parts, i.e., the active repair time, 
and the activities before and after (such as waiting, delay, start-up). Obtaining accurate infor-
mation regarding these down time segments is challenging. One such example is already 
mentioned, i.e., the detection time.

Another example is the “active repair time,” which could easily be confused with the “active 
maintenance time.“ [14] distinguishes between similar terms such as the “active maintenance 
time,” “active repair time” and “overall repairing time” and uses these when addressing 
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maintenance [1], for example, when finding the optimal inspection intervals for pipelines (see 
e.g., [2–4]) or when deciding upon the appropriate testing modes for safety instrumented sys-
tems (see e.g., [5]).

In the current chapter, we focus on the maintenance part of the RM data collection and mainly 
on the measures linked to maintenance activities associated with failed items, i.e., equipment 
with downtime. Thus, attention in this chapter is primarily on the time interval from when a 
failure of a reparable item occurs to the time when it is back in an upstate.

Updated information about equipment downtime is important and relevant for various types 
of analysis within the oil and gas industry to inform decision-making. In particular, the mea-
sure “mean time to repair,” commonly abbreviated as “MTTR” is widely used within this 
industry for the purpose of reliability, availability and maintainability analysis (see e.g., [6–
9]). It is also widely used in, for example, design planning (e.g., [10, 11]) and also in relation to 
safety integrity level verification for safety instrumented systems (e.g., [5, 12, 13]).

However, there are several obstacles related to the collection of such data. One of the chal-
lenges is simply to get sufficiently high quality in the data for downtime predictions, for exam-
ple, for assessment of the expected repairing time, i.e., the “MTTR.” The problem is typically 
twofold; the relevant population is too small (e.g., technology is changing, and old data, which 
has taken years to collect, may not be relevant anymore), and the taxonomy used for the data 
collection may not be sufficiently clear, which may give room for interpreting information 
differently.

This is the reason why the international standard ISO 14224 [14] is such an important docu-
ment. The document is partly a result of industry field feedback implemented for more than 
25 years within the OREDA project (see [1, 15]), which has led to the ISO 14224 standard 
[16]. It represents a main guidance document for collection of RM data within the oil and gas 
industry, applicable in par with the dependability standard IEC 60300-3-2 [17], and outlines 
principles and taxonomy for how to achieve quality data. It is a way of ensuring data quality, 
e.g., through a consistent taxonomy being used (see e.g., [18, 19]).
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time” (TD) (see e.g., [14]). It is a key value needed, for example, when assessing the expected 
time to achieve the repair of the failed item, i.e., the so-called mean time to repair, widely 
referred to by the abbreviation “MTTR.” The main problem is that, in situations where failures 
are hidden and these are not evident before some demand occurs, it is most difficult for a data 
collector to assess or specify the exact time of the failures. Besides, it may not be possible to con-
firm whether in fact these values are true or not. Often, rather one attempts to ignore the issue 
by claiming that the precision of this value is negligible, as TD ≪ MTTR, or MTTR ≪ MTTF, 
where MTTF is the common abbreviation for the “mean time to failure.” In other words, the 
numeric value of TD is assumed to be of low importance to the predictive analysis.

In addition, when using the data on repair times from a database, one normally mixes together 
situations where the failure is detected at once (being in continuous mode) and those situations 
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where the failure is hidden (or dormant) for a while until a demand occurs (e.g., revealed from 
a functional test of the equipment). Consequently, to guide for more consistent data, the newly 
issued [14] has tried to limit the use of MTTR, despite the strong position and frequent use of 
this measure in the oil and gas industry.

Similarly, the time to mobilize or carry out the repair may also be subject to uncertainty, 
depending on how the data collector interprets these measures. Having a consistent inter-
pretation of the key terms used to predict downtime is crucial in order to obtain high-quality 
maintenance data.

An objective of this chapter is to critically examine key terms and associated measures used 
in maintenance data collection, by studying the repair time taxonomy defined in Ref. [14], i.e., 
the different terms used in data collection to define downtime in relation to failed items (see 
Section 2).

The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description 
and definitions of key measures, mostly based on the terminology in [14, 20], such as the 
MTTR. Section 3 provides two example cases illustrating the effects of using different inter-
pretations of the MTTR. Section 4 links data collection to decision-making and presents find-
ings from data collection experiences identified from published literature, addressing several 
challenging issues that could compromise the maintenance data quality and use. Then Section 
5 provides a discussion on to what extent the industry is in line with ISO 14224 taxonomy and 
how to handle the issues identified. In Section 6 we give some conclusions.

2. Key downtime terms and measures in maintenance data collection

As indicated in the previous section, ISO 14224 [14] gives guidance both on how to collect and 
how to analyze downtime data and is a document strongly linked to ISO/TR 12489 [21] on 
reliability modeling and also the two dependability documents [17, 20].

The recently issued [14] specifies four different maintenance data categories; see Table 1, 
where details are given on what is the minimum data that must be collected. For example, 
any corrective maintenance action shall be paired with the associated failure event (i.e., failure 
record). Downtime data is also labeled as minimum, meaning that the data collector must 
specify the total length of the downtime interval.

It is common to split the downtime interval in three main parts, i.e., the active repair time, 
and the activities before and after (such as waiting, delay, start-up). Obtaining accurate infor-
mation regarding these down time segments is challenging. One such example is already 
mentioned, i.e., the detection time.

Another example is the “active repair time,” which could easily be confused with the “active 
maintenance time.“ [14] distinguishes between similar terms such as the “active maintenance 
time,” “active repair time” and “overall repairing time” and uses these when addressing 
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 measures, i.e., expected values, such as the “mean active repair time,” “mean overall repair-
ing time,” “mean time to restoration” and “mean time to repair.” We will further address and 
discuss the meaning of these terms and measures in the following sections.

2.1. Mobilization time

The mobilization time is normally a main part of the repair preparations. It includes mobilization 
of all types of resources required, such as vessels, personnel and ROVs. It includes all activities 
carried out to get the necessary resources available to execute the active repair of the failed items.

In Ref. [14], there is also a relevant note to the entry associated to the definition, which states 
that “time spent before starting the maintenance is dependent on access to resources, e.g., 
spare parts, tools, personnel, subsea intervention and support vessels.” The mobilization time 
is therefore sometimes difficult to distinguish from delays caused by manufacturing time and 
transportation.

In practical terms, the mobilization of intervention vessels is often described using the term 
“opportunity maintenance,” meaning that the intervention vessel is on site or called for in 
relation to other activities. For example, the vessel could already be on site when the failure is 
detected, or some critical failure is somehow making the mobilization more urgent and priori-
tized. To deal with such situations, it is important to have clear procedures for how to collect 
the mobilization data. Typically, the mobilization time TM is specified as TM = 0, if other items 
are mainly responsible for the vessel order. However, for analysis purposes, it is important to 
be aware of which maintenance activities are included in the order and which are not.

Information about an intervention vessel can also be found in long-term schedules, where the 
time when the vessel is on site largely depends on the planned route. For example, the vessel 
could plan for 30 days at a “Site A,” then 30 days at a “Site B” (which could then be operated 
by a different company), then at “Site C,” etc. Mobilization will then depend on both whether 
the item is critical for production and safety and whether the intervention vessel by chance is 
at the site or soon is coming to this site.

Data category Examples Minimum data

Identification Equipment tag number, failure reference Unique maintenance identification, 
equipment identification/location, failure 
record

Maintenance data Maintenance category = preventive or 
corrective

Date of maintenance, maintenance 
category

Maintenance resources Type of main resource(s) and number of  
days used, e.g., drilling rig, diving vessel, 
service vessel

(No data specified as minimum)

Maintenance times Time duration for active maintenance work 
being done on the equipment

Active maintenance time, downtime

Table 1. Maintenance data categories (based on ([14], Table 8)).
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Furthermore, it is not straightforward how to cope with the issue of multiple maintenance 
and mobilization activities. Often, several maintenance calls are issued, and the allocation 
of a maintenance vessel needs to be cost-efficient. Thus, one may find that there is a need to 
remobilize the vessel, as it was not able to complete the maintenance actions on site before 
moving to the next location.

2.2. Active maintenance time

The active maintenance time is, as defined in Ref. [20], “Duration of the maintenance action, 
excluding logistic delays.” Per the definition, other delays such as technical delays are thus 
included in the active maintenance time. The measure is often referred to as “the effective 
time to repair” (see e.g., [12]). This is regardless of whether the repair is performed in one go.

However, there is nothing stating that the maintenance activity must be completed during the 
downtime. Hence, parts of the maintenance, or in some situations (and especially for preven-
tive maintenance) most of the maintenance, relate to an upstate of the equipment. As men-
tioned, several separate activities may be performed before the maintenance is completed. For 
example, one may try different options and run checks on whether the performance is satisfy-
ing, or one might have to wait for equipment parts to arrive, etc. However, the time used to 
run-down or start-up the equipment is considered as part of the uptime and not the downtime.

In practice, the active maintenance time could include various testing of the equipment, to 
check its condition. Depending on the urgency of getting the item back into operation, the 
duration of this activity might be significant. This also relates to, e.g., wells that are alternating 
in production, which usually makes the maintenance activity less urgent and allows for more 
“experimentation.” The most cost-efficient solution is then perhaps not the most time-efficient 
one. For example, one could opt to use time-demanding repairing tools with lower cost and 
lower efficiency.

The active maintenance time is, by including technical delay, interpreted in Ref. [14] as, “the 
calendar time during which maintenance work on the item is actually performed.” Although 
normally not the case, it is possible for the active maintenance time interval to be larger than 
the total downtime. This would be true in situations where the equipment is running in oper-
ation while the maintenance activity is ongoing.

2.3. Active repair time and mean active repair time

The effective time needed to achieve the repair of an item is called the “active repair time” (see 
[14]) and is a key part of the downtime as shown in Table 2, in Phase No. 3. It consists of, per 
the IEC 60050-192 [20], three possible activities, i.e., the fault localization time, the fault cor-
rection time and the function checkout time. See also ([21], Figure 5), which compares repair 
time taxonomies provided in [20–22] (currently also available in the International Association 
of Drilling Contractors (IADC) Lexicon definition of “mean active repair time” [23].

The active repair time is different from the active maintenance time, as the preparations and 
delays are not included (Phase No. 2 and No. 4). But, it is not necessarily the same as the number 
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 measures, i.e., expected values, such as the “mean active repair time,” “mean overall repair-
ing time,” “mean time to restoration” and “mean time to repair.” We will further address and 
discuss the meaning of these terms and measures in the following sections.

2.1. Mobilization time

The mobilization time is normally a main part of the repair preparations. It includes mobilization 
of all types of resources required, such as vessels, personnel and ROVs. It includes all activities 
carried out to get the necessary resources available to execute the active repair of the failed items.

In Ref. [14], there is also a relevant note to the entry associated to the definition, which states 
that “time spent before starting the maintenance is dependent on access to resources, e.g., 
spare parts, tools, personnel, subsea intervention and support vessels.” The mobilization time 
is therefore sometimes difficult to distinguish from delays caused by manufacturing time and 
transportation.

In practical terms, the mobilization of intervention vessels is often described using the term 
“opportunity maintenance,” meaning that the intervention vessel is on site or called for in 
relation to other activities. For example, the vessel could already be on site when the failure is 
detected, or some critical failure is somehow making the mobilization more urgent and priori-
tized. To deal with such situations, it is important to have clear procedures for how to collect 
the mobilization data. Typically, the mobilization time TM is specified as TM = 0, if other items 
are mainly responsible for the vessel order. However, for analysis purposes, it is important to 
be aware of which maintenance activities are included in the order and which are not.

Information about an intervention vessel can also be found in long-term schedules, where the 
time when the vessel is on site largely depends on the planned route. For example, the vessel 
could plan for 30 days at a “Site A,” then 30 days at a “Site B” (which could then be operated 
by a different company), then at “Site C,” etc. Mobilization will then depend on both whether 
the item is critical for production and safety and whether the intervention vessel by chance is 
at the site or soon is coming to this site.

Data category Examples Minimum data

Identification Equipment tag number, failure reference Unique maintenance identification, 
equipment identification/location, failure 
record

Maintenance data Maintenance category = preventive or 
corrective

Date of maintenance, maintenance 
category

Maintenance resources Type of main resource(s) and number of  
days used, e.g., drilling rig, diving vessel, 
service vessel

(No data specified as minimum)

Maintenance times Time duration for active maintenance work 
being done on the equipment

Active maintenance time, downtime

Table 1. Maintenance data categories (based on ([14], Table 8)).
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Furthermore, it is not straightforward how to cope with the issue of multiple maintenance 
and mobilization activities. Often, several maintenance calls are issued, and the allocation 
of a maintenance vessel needs to be cost-efficient. Thus, one may find that there is a need to 
remobilize the vessel, as it was not able to complete the maintenance actions on site before 
moving to the next location.

2.2. Active maintenance time

The active maintenance time is, as defined in Ref. [20], “Duration of the maintenance action, 
excluding logistic delays.” Per the definition, other delays such as technical delays are thus 
included in the active maintenance time. The measure is often referred to as “the effective 
time to repair” (see e.g., [12]). This is regardless of whether the repair is performed in one go.

However, there is nothing stating that the maintenance activity must be completed during the 
downtime. Hence, parts of the maintenance, or in some situations (and especially for preven-
tive maintenance) most of the maintenance, relate to an upstate of the equipment. As men-
tioned, several separate activities may be performed before the maintenance is completed. For 
example, one may try different options and run checks on whether the performance is satisfy-
ing, or one might have to wait for equipment parts to arrive, etc. However, the time used to 
run-down or start-up the equipment is considered as part of the uptime and not the downtime.

In practice, the active maintenance time could include various testing of the equipment, to 
check its condition. Depending on the urgency of getting the item back into operation, the 
duration of this activity might be significant. This also relates to, e.g., wells that are alternating 
in production, which usually makes the maintenance activity less urgent and allows for more 
“experimentation.” The most cost-efficient solution is then perhaps not the most time-efficient 
one. For example, one could opt to use time-demanding repairing tools with lower cost and 
lower efficiency.

The active maintenance time is, by including technical delay, interpreted in Ref. [14] as, “the 
calendar time during which maintenance work on the item is actually performed.” Although 
normally not the case, it is possible for the active maintenance time interval to be larger than 
the total downtime. This would be true in situations where the equipment is running in oper-
ation while the maintenance activity is ongoing.

2.3. Active repair time and mean active repair time

The effective time needed to achieve the repair of an item is called the “active repair time” (see 
[14]) and is a key part of the downtime as shown in Table 2, in Phase No. 3. It consists of, per 
the IEC 60050-192 [20], three possible activities, i.e., the fault localization time, the fault cor-
rection time and the function checkout time. See also ([21], Figure 5), which compares repair 
time taxonomies provided in [20–22] (currently also available in the International Association 
of Drilling Contractors (IADC) Lexicon definition of “mean active repair time” [23].

The active repair time is different from the active maintenance time, as the preparations and 
delays are not included (Phase No. 2 and No. 4). But, it is not necessarily the same as the number 
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of man-hours needed to achieve the repair. The number of man-hours also relates to the amount 
of personnel working with the repair and is thus not directly linked to the active repair time. 
Similarly, the time of resource use may only capture a part of, and give a misleading picture of, 
the overall active repair time. For example, an ROV is often used for subsea maintenance opera-
tions, but the use of the actual ROV time may be split on several simultaneous maintenance 
operations. There may be several other ROV activities carried out, while the ROV is subsea.

The expectation of the active repair time is a relevant key performance indicator (KPI) for 
downtime, i.e., the mean active repair time (MART). It is listed in ([14], Annex E), to have 
purpose and value through “indication of the productivity and work content of repair activi-
ties.” It is noted that if one is also interested in the preparation and delay times, then the mean 
downtime (MDT), comprising Phase Nos. 2–4, is a relevant KPI or measure.

2.4. Overall repairing time and mean overall repairing time

ISO/TR 12489:2013 defines the mean overall repairing time (MRT) as the “expected time to 
achieve the following actions:

• The time spent before starting the repair; and,

• The effective time to repair; and,

• The time before the item is made available to be put back into operation.”

[12] gives the same understanding of the elements included but instead refers to MRT as the 
“mean repair time,” which although somewhat similar introduces a variation of the term that 
is found in practice but which is distinct from the “mean time to repair” (see Section 2.6).

By including the time spent before starting the repair and the time to prepare the item for 
operation, the measure is synonymous with the MDT when fault detection time is equal to 
zero. The MDT is simply the expectation of the downtime, i.e., the mean time the equipment 
is not in a standby or operating mode (upstate).

2.5. Detection time

Detection time is the period from when a fault occurs to the time when this is detected, where 
fault in this context refers to the equipment being unable to perform as required due to some 

Phase No. Description State of equipment

1 Time of failure and then run-down Uptime

2 Preparations and delays Downtime

3 Active repair time Downtime

4 Waiting and delays Downtime

5 Start-up Uptime

Table 2. Equipment state categorization.
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internal state, in line with the definition in Ref. [20]. The term “fault detection time” is some-
times used for more specificity, as, e.g., in Ref. [21]. However, this term is not the same as the 
“fault localization time,” i.e., the time taken to complete fault localization, although the two 
terms appear similar. Fault localization takes place after the fault is detected and during the 
period of corrective maintenance action. Fault localization often includes the activity of diag-
nosing at what time the fault occurred (see e.g., [24]).

Fault detection may be achieved through manual or automatic operations, depending on modes 
of operation and system characteristics. Faults of safety systems with possible long detection 
time, e.g., revealed through functional testing, often make it challenging to identify the exact 
detection time. Assumptions and estimates are then normally made based on the testing intervals.

The expectation of the fault detection time is called the “mean fault detection time” and is 
abbreviated as the “MFDT” (see e.g., [21]). For immediately revealed failures, the value of 
MFDT is equal to zero and negligible for failures with short detection time. Otherwise, this 
value strongly depends on the test policy for the equipment. For hidden failures, the detection 
time may represent the main part of the downtime.

Sometimes, for assessment of reliability and maintenance performance, the abbreviation 
“MFDT” is also used for the ”mean fractional dead time.” This term has a completely different 
meaning, i.e., a measure for the average unavailability expressing the expected fraction of time 
in a nonfunctional condition (refer to use in, e.g., ([25], p. 428, [26])). Obviously, the two terms 
should not be mixed.

2.6. Restoration time, mean time to restoration and mean time to repair

Restoration time (or time to restoration; see [14]) includes also the fault detection time in addi-
tion to the elements comprised by the overall repairing time (see above). The expectation of 
this value, i.e., the mean time to restoration (MTTRes), thus includes the full picture of:

• Fault detection time.

• Preparation and delays (administrative, logistic and technical delays).

• Active repair time.

• Delays after the item is repaired (mainly administrative).

The variation in the meaning of MTTR as the ‘mean time to restoration’ versus the ‘mean time to 
repair’ makes it unclear whether all the four elements are captured, i.e. the full picture above. It is 
often challenging to separate what definition is used in practice by only looking at the abbrevia-
tion “MTTR.” The change of the meaning of MTTR in 1999 (see [27]) has the engineering popu-
lation still divided between those using the present time definition, ”mean time to restoration” 
and those keeping with the old definition, “mean time to repair” and a reluctance to change [28].

[14] also defines the mean time to repair (MTTR) as “expected time to achieve repair of a failed 
item.” The problem with this definition is the fault detection time, which is either zero when 
the failure is revealed immediately, or it is unknown. If it is possible to include the detection 
time, the MTTR is equal to the MTTRes; otherwise MRT is considered a more appropriate 
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of man-hours needed to achieve the repair. The number of man-hours also relates to the amount 
of personnel working with the repair and is thus not directly linked to the active repair time. 
Similarly, the time of resource use may only capture a part of, and give a misleading picture of, 
the overall active repair time. For example, an ROV is often used for subsea maintenance opera-
tions, but the use of the actual ROV time may be split on several simultaneous maintenance 
operations. There may be several other ROV activities carried out, while the ROV is subsea.
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downtime, i.e., the mean active repair time (MART). It is listed in ([14], Annex E), to have 
purpose and value through “indication of the productivity and work content of repair activi-
ties.” It is noted that if one is also interested in the preparation and delay times, then the mean 
downtime (MDT), comprising Phase Nos. 2–4, is a relevant KPI or measure.

2.4. Overall repairing time and mean overall repairing time

ISO/TR 12489:2013 defines the mean overall repairing time (MRT) as the “expected time to 
achieve the following actions:

• The time spent before starting the repair; and,

• The effective time to repair; and,

• The time before the item is made available to be put back into operation.”

[12] gives the same understanding of the elements included but instead refers to MRT as the 
“mean repair time,” which although somewhat similar introduces a variation of the term that 
is found in practice but which is distinct from the “mean time to repair” (see Section 2.6).

By including the time spent before starting the repair and the time to prepare the item for 
operation, the measure is synonymous with the MDT when fault detection time is equal to 
zero. The MDT is simply the expectation of the downtime, i.e., the mean time the equipment 
is not in a standby or operating mode (upstate).

2.5. Detection time

Detection time is the period from when a fault occurs to the time when this is detected, where 
fault in this context refers to the equipment being unable to perform as required due to some 
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internal state, in line with the definition in Ref. [20]. The term “fault detection time” is some-
times used for more specificity, as, e.g., in Ref. [21]. However, this term is not the same as the 
“fault localization time,” i.e., the time taken to complete fault localization, although the two 
terms appear similar. Fault localization takes place after the fault is detected and during the 
period of corrective maintenance action. Fault localization often includes the activity of diag-
nosing at what time the fault occurred (see e.g., [24]).

Fault detection may be achieved through manual or automatic operations, depending on modes 
of operation and system characteristics. Faults of safety systems with possible long detection 
time, e.g., revealed through functional testing, often make it challenging to identify the exact 
detection time. Assumptions and estimates are then normally made based on the testing intervals.

The expectation of the fault detection time is called the “mean fault detection time” and is 
abbreviated as the “MFDT” (see e.g., [21]). For immediately revealed failures, the value of 
MFDT is equal to zero and negligible for failures with short detection time. Otherwise, this 
value strongly depends on the test policy for the equipment. For hidden failures, the detection 
time may represent the main part of the downtime.

Sometimes, for assessment of reliability and maintenance performance, the abbreviation 
“MFDT” is also used for the ”mean fractional dead time.” This term has a completely different 
meaning, i.e., a measure for the average unavailability expressing the expected fraction of time 
in a nonfunctional condition (refer to use in, e.g., ([25], p. 428, [26])). Obviously, the two terms 
should not be mixed.

2.6. Restoration time, mean time to restoration and mean time to repair

Restoration time (or time to restoration; see [14]) includes also the fault detection time in addi-
tion to the elements comprised by the overall repairing time (see above). The expectation of 
this value, i.e., the mean time to restoration (MTTRes), thus includes the full picture of:

• Fault detection time.

• Preparation and delays (administrative, logistic and technical delays).

• Active repair time.

• Delays after the item is repaired (mainly administrative).

The variation in the meaning of MTTR as the ‘mean time to restoration’ versus the ‘mean time to 
repair’ makes it unclear whether all the four elements are captured, i.e. the full picture above. It is 
often challenging to separate what definition is used in practice by only looking at the abbrevia-
tion “MTTR.” The change of the meaning of MTTR in 1999 (see [27]) has the engineering popu-
lation still divided between those using the present time definition, ”mean time to restoration” 
and those keeping with the old definition, “mean time to repair” and a reluctance to change [28].

[14] also defines the mean time to repair (MTTR) as “expected time to achieve repair of a failed 
item.” The problem with this definition is the fault detection time, which is either zero when 
the failure is revealed immediately, or it is unknown. If it is possible to include the detection 
time, the MTTR is equal to the MTTRes; otherwise MRT is considered a more appropriate 
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measure. When using the MTTR, the meaning could be all of the three measures above, as 
illustrated in Figure 1, depending on the length of fault detection, active repair time and prep-
arations and delays, which is causing unnecessary confusion to data collection and analysis. 
[21] therefore avoids the use of the term MTTR.

2.7. Availability measures: intrinsic availability

The length of downtime and associated measures are important in computations of avail-
ability, where availability is often estimated (e.g., by Monte Carlo simulations) by the use of 
terms such as the MTTR and MTTF. This is the case when calculating the intrinsic (or inher-
ent) availability for some component (AI), where one considers the corrective maintenance 
downtime of the system:

   A  I   = MTTF /  (MTTF + MTTR)   (1)

where MTTF is the mean time to failure. However, as already mentioned [14] notes that it 
is more appropriate to refer to the active maintenance time observed in the field, i.e., the 
MTTRes, which represents a more meaningful term compared with, e.g., the MTTR. The for-
mula should therefore be instead.

   A  I   = MTTF /  (MTTF + MTTRes)   (2)

The MTTRes here is not the same as the mean downtime, MDT, although the two measures 
may have the same value. Replacing MDT with MTTRes, and MTTF with mean uptime (MUT), 
would give the operational availability instead of the AI and is perhaps a more relevant mea-
sure from a maintenance perspective. Both are used to express proportion of time that the 
equipment or system is in an upstate, but the MDT is generally not considered an intrinsic 
property. The duration of MDT could in practice include a variety of delays (e.g., detection, 
isolation, spare parts, standby, repair duration, reinstatement, etc.; see ([14], Annex C)). The 
mean up- and downtime are measures that depend strongly on the system performance, i.e., 

Figure 1. Different measures that could represent the mean time to repair (MTTR).
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reliability, maintainability and maintenance support, and therefore dependent on the context 
in which they are used. The MTTRes, by focusing on the maintenance resources and disre-
garding external resources, thus allows for a more intrinsic analysis.

3. Significance of taxonomical differences

To illustrate the effects of different interpretations of maintenance times, two example cases 
are provided that illustrate the challenges related to situations where failures are detected 
with short-time versus long-time intervals. In the first case, we use a data set for subsea con-
trol modules (SCMs) obtained from the OREDA database. In the second case, we have con-
structed a data set for downhole safety valves (DHSVs) based on reliability data collected 
annually by the Petroleum Safety Authority Norway (PSA) to analyze and map the risk level 
on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, the so-called RNNP project (see e.g., [29]). Both data sets 
have been randomized and anonymized for confidentially reasons and are thus solely for 
illustration purposes.

3.1. Example I: short detection time

The data set consists of 375 SCMs, with a total time in service of 1.44 × 107 hour. During this 
period, a total of 255 failures have occurred (counting any type of failure severity, i.e., criti-
cal, degraded or incipient). An estimator for the mean time to failure, MTTF, is thus given as 
1.44 × 107/255 = 56,471 hour. We now consider the implications of varying definitions of the 
repair time, in this context referred to simply as MTTR. Let us assume that there is uncer-
tainty on all of the components that together form the MTTRes, i.e., fault detection time, 
administrative delay prior to repair, logistic delay, technical delay, active repair time and 
administrative delay post repair. For simplicity, we will assume that each of these param-
eters is represented by a triangular distribution denoted T1:

• T1 (1; 8; 20) hours, i.e., minimum = 1 hour, peak value = 8 hour and maximum value = 20 hour.

• All of the components of the MTTRes are assumed to be independent of each other.

This distribution is not based on any real data set, but delays and repair times on an SCM 
could realistically be at least 20 hour.

Recalling from the previous chapter we have:

• MART = active repair time (fault localization + correction + function checkout).

• MRT (overall repair time) = MART + administrative delay prior to repair + logistical delay 
+ technical delay + administrative delay post repair.

• MTTRes (time to restoration) = MRT + fault detection time.

Thus, we can establish three definitions for the intrinsic (inherent, technical) system avail-
ability, A:
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measure. When using the MTTR, the meaning could be all of the three measures above, as 
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sure from a maintenance perspective. Both are used to express proportion of time that the 
equipment or system is in an upstate, but the MDT is generally not considered an intrinsic 
property. The duration of MDT could in practice include a variety of delays (e.g., detection, 
isolation, spare parts, standby, repair duration, reinstatement, etc.; see ([14], Annex C)). The 
mean up- and downtime are measures that depend strongly on the system performance, i.e., 
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Figure 2. Intrinsic availability distribution for A1, (left) using MTTR = MTTRes. Mean = 99.915% and stdev = 1.5 × 10−4. 
A2, (center) using MTTR = MRT. Mean = 99.932% and stdev = 1.4 × 10−4. A3, (right) using MTTR = MART. Mean = 99.983% 
and stdev = 7.0 × 10−5.

   A  1   = MTTF /  (MTTF + MTTRes)   (3)

   A  2   = MTTF /  (MTTF + MRT)   (4)

   A  3   = MTTF /  (MTTF + MART)   (5)

For now, we assume that the MTTF is deterministic, and thus all uncertainty is placed on the 
MTTR component. Running a Monte Carlo simulation using N = 10,000 gives the distribu-
tions for A1, A2 and A3 shown in Figure 2.

As Figure 2 shows, widening the definition of repair time to include delays and fault detec-
tion will lower the system availability and increase the standard deviation, as there is obvi-
ously more uncertainty. The deviations between the three definitions of repair time are not 
significant in this particular case, as the MTTF is relatively much larger. Consider however 
Figure 3, where a sensitivity analysis is run for the MTTF, showing the expected absolute and 
relative difference between A1 and A3 (blue line) and A2 and A3 (red line), where A3 is a main 
element of both A2 and A3, i.e., the differences thus indicating the contribution of detection 
time. As the MTTF becomes lower, the significance in the varying interpretation of repair time 
becomes as expected greater.

Figure 3 also shows the expected relative difference between the two measures, showing a 
decreasing value in the approximate MTTF interval = [500; 10,000]. Indicating that especially 
when the MTTF is higher than 10,000 hours, i.e., around 1 year, it is fully acceptable to ignore 
the contribution of detection time in such calculations.

While there is the obvious point that MTTR generally plays a more important part of avail-
ability the lower the MTTF is, there are also other reasons why the MTTR generally is skewed 
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towards the right of Figure 2. When collecting subsea data, for example, for OREDA, this 
process is often time-demanding and costly; see e.g., [15] when done manually, which is 
often the case. For this reason, the priority is often to collect failures and any maintenance 
related directly to these. This comes at the cost of sometimes disregarding opportunity main-
tenance or other types of no-failure maintenance, where the equipment in question is actu-
ally in a downtime state, thus overestimating the total time in service and consequently also 
the MTTF. Essentially, the actual MTTF is bound to be lower than what is often used as an 
estimate, and thus the difference in repair time definition becomes greater. In addition to 
component-related maintenance, there are also at times planned shutdowns of wells or even 
fields, which are not always captured for the same reasons and which also emphasize the 
point made. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.1, there is the difficulty of distinguishing 
mobilization time from delays caused by manufacturing time and transportation, meaning 
there is a possibility of potentially both longer or shorter times added to, or subtracted from, 
extended definitions of MTTR. According to Ref. [15], quality checks on various equipment 
items (not necessarily subsea items) yielded wrong interpretations or coding used during 
data collection in 39% of the cases. Such errors could also swing both the MTTF and the MTTR 
in either direction but will certainly give rise to variations in the expected system availability.

3.2. Example II: hidden failures

A main objective of this second example case is to address the important issue of hidden 
failures (also called dormant failures). These are failures that, according to Ref. [14], are not 
immediately evident to operations and maintenance personnel. This means that it may take 
some time before detection, as it is not possible to detect these failures unless some specific 
action, such as a periodic test, is performed.

For the second data set, we refer to a population of 8714 DHSV tests collected from 73 facilities 
operating at the Norwegian Continental Shelf during the time period in 2012–2016 from the 

Figure 3. Expected absolute (left) and expected relative (right) difference between A1 and A3 (upper line) and A2 and A3 
(lower line), as a function of varying MTTF [hours].
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related directly to these. This comes at the cost of sometimes disregarding opportunity main-
tenance or other types of no-failure maintenance, where the equipment in question is actu-
ally in a downtime state, thus overestimating the total time in service and consequently also 
the MTTF. Essentially, the actual MTTF is bound to be lower than what is often used as an 
estimate, and thus the difference in repair time definition becomes greater. In addition to 
component-related maintenance, there are also at times planned shutdowns of wells or even 
fields, which are not always captured for the same reasons and which also emphasize the 
point made. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.1, there is the difficulty of distinguishing 
mobilization time from delays caused by manufacturing time and transportation, meaning 
there is a possibility of potentially both longer or shorter times added to, or subtracted from, 
extended definitions of MTTR. According to Ref. [15], quality checks on various equipment 
items (not necessarily subsea items) yielded wrong interpretations or coding used during 
data collection in 39% of the cases. Such errors could also swing both the MTTF and the MTTR 
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A main objective of this second example case is to address the important issue of hidden 
failures (also called dormant failures). These are failures that, according to Ref. [14], are not 
immediately evident to operations and maintenance personnel. This means that it may take 
some time before detection, as it is not possible to detect these failures unless some specific 
action, such as a periodic test, is performed.

For the second data set, we refer to a population of 8714 DHSV tests collected from 73 facilities 
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RNNP project [29], which in contrast to the SCM population is taken from a wide range of oil 
and gas operators. The availability requirements refer to an industry standard (see Table 3) 
based on the requirements set by the Norwegian oil and gas operator Statoil. These require-
ments are also referred to as the “failure fraction,” FF, the ratio between number of safety critical 
failures revealed from periodic testing, x, and the corresponding number of tests performed, n:

  FF = x / n  (6)

This measure may further be used to estimate the MTTF (see [30, 31]), which will then also 
depend on the time between the tests (the periodic testing interval).

For simplicity, we assume that the valves are tested at the maximum interval, i.e., twice a year 
(as defined in Ref. [32]), meaning that if a failure is detected from testing, the valve failure 
has occurred at some point in time within the interval = [0, 6] months. The data set then cor-
responds to an estimated 4357 DHSVs. These valves are associated with a total number of 200 
failures recorded from this population.

Furthermore, we assume that, except for the detection time TD, each of the parameters is rep-
resentable by the triangle distribution defined in Example I, T1 (1; 8; 20) hours. In addition, 
another triangular probability distribution is made for the time to detect the failure, denoted T2 
(1; 2160; 4320) hours, i.e., a peak (mean) value of 3 months. This corresponds to a total downtime 
of 4.32 × 105 hours.

Although the various delay times may be correlated, we assume the parameters are indepen-
dent of each other. For the time to failure, we calculate this based on the RNNP data in Table 3, 
showing the percentage of critical failures, i.e., exceeding the acceptance criteria of the barrier 
testing. The calculations based on PSA data [29] yield a total time in service of 7.49 × 107 hours. 
An estimator for the mean time to failure, MTTF, is thus given as 7.49 × 107/200 = 3.74 × 105 hours. 
We now consider the implications of varying definitions of the repair time, in this context 
referred to simply as MTTR. We assume that there is uncertainty on all of the components which 
together form the MTTRes.

Figure 4 shows, similarly to Figure 2 for Example I, that widening the definition of repair time 
to include delays and fault detection will lower the system availability and increase the standard 

Barrier element: DHSV

Number of facilities where tests were performed in 2016 73

Average number of tests for facilities where tests were performed in 2016 119

Number of facilities with percentage failures in 2016 greater than the industry standard 25

Total (mean) percentage of failures in 2016 0.023 (0.026)

Total (mean) percentage failures 2012–2016 0.021 (0.021)

Industry standard for availability (Statoil value) 0.02

Table 3. General calculations and comparison with industry standards [29].
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deviation. For this example, in contrast to the previous, the detection time is significant. Also for 
this example, the MTTF is relatively high; however, now the differences between using MTTRes 
and MRT are much greater, where the deviations in the mean availability between the A1 (i.e., 
MTTR = MTTRes) and A2 (i.e., MTTR = MRT) is equal to 0.547% versus a deviation of 0.061% 
given for Example I. And although there is significant uncertainty related to the value of MTTF, 
the relevance of detection time is significant.

Consider also the value of the MTTF in Figure 5, where a sensitivity analysis is run, showing 
both the expected absolute and relative difference between A1 and A3 (blue line) and A2 and A3 
(red line). As the MTTF becomes lower, the significance in the varying interpretation of repair 
time becomes as expected greater also in this example.

Example II indicates that the MTTF must be significantly higher before the availability devia-
tions converge towards zero, at least a factor of 10 higher than the SCM situation (Example I). 
Only when the MTTF is in the region of 500,000 hours (60 years or more) can the contribution 
from detection time be considered negligible in this example.

Figure 4. Intrinsic availability distribution for A1, (left) using MTTR = MTTRes. Mean = 99.416 and stdev = 2.3 × 10−3.  
A2, (center) using MTTR = MRT. Mean = 99.990% and stdev = 0.2 × 10−4. A3, (right) using MTTR = MART. Mean = 99.997% 
and stdev = 0.1 × 10−4.

Figure 5. Expected absolute (figure to the left) and expected relative (figure to the right) difference between A1 and A3 
(upper line) and A2 and A3 (lower line), as a function of varying MTTF [hours].
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RNNP project [29], which in contrast to the SCM population is taken from a wide range of oil 
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deviation. For this example, in contrast to the previous, the detection time is significant. Also for 
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MTTR = MTTRes) and A2 (i.e., MTTR = MRT) is equal to 0.547% versus a deviation of 0.061% 
given for Example I. And although there is significant uncertainty related to the value of MTTF, 
the relevance of detection time is significant.

Consider also the value of the MTTF in Figure 5, where a sensitivity analysis is run, showing 
both the expected absolute and relative difference between A1 and A3 (blue line) and A2 and A3 
(red line). As the MTTF becomes lower, the significance in the varying interpretation of repair 
time becomes as expected greater also in this example.

Example II indicates that the MTTF must be significantly higher before the availability devia-
tions converge towards zero, at least a factor of 10 higher than the SCM situation (Example I). 
Only when the MTTF is in the region of 500,000 hours (60 years or more) can the contribution 
from detection time be considered negligible in this example.
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Besides, one may claim that one could see significant variations in this value. For exam-
ple, in the 2010 edition of the PDS handbook [30], which presents recommended data for 
safety instrumented systems, DHSVs are assigned with overall failure rates in the range 
between 2.0 and 6.7 per 106 hours depending on the data source, corresponding to a MTTF 
value inside the interval = [58, 17] years. Knowing also that there are significant differences 
between companies and operating conditions, the estimated value of detection time and 
the measure selected (i.e., MRT or MTTRes) could significantly influence the availability 
calculations.

4. Maintenance data collection link to decision-making and challenges

Information about downtime is highly important for decision-making in the oil and gas indus-
try, including for subsea systems. For example, such data is needed to track maintenance KPIs 
and achieve the so-called maintenance excellence; refer to references [33, 34].

In general, having useful information about RM is important for high-quality decision-making, 
and it is one of the six key dimensions that are used to evaluate decision quality [35]:

1. Helpful frame (what is it that I am deciding?)

2. Creative alternatives (what are my choices?)

3. Useful information (what do I know?)

4. Clear values (what consequences do I care about?)

5. Sound reasoning (am I thinking straight about this?)

6. Commitment to follow through (will I really take action?)

The above six dimensions can be visualized as a chain of decision links (see also ([36], p. 55)), 
where the decision is not stronger than its weakest link, which simply means that poor infor-
mation (i.e., the RM data in this context) deteriorates the decision quality. It is also pointed 
out in Ref. [35] that the information or data should be “useful” and hence should be compared 
with its area of use, in this case within the area of RM data applicability and how such data 
may create business value by contributing to good decisions.

Despite the link to business value, and the broad consensus that use of RM data strongly 
depends on its quality, collecting such data about RM performance in the industry has typi-
cally received considerably less attention compared with the use of the information.

To some extent it is inevitable that data is not always suited for the decision-making, as 
the system requirements, design and operations change over time. Neither are the data-
bases sufficiently flexible to adopt for the data needs all the time. The data sources are, 
in many situations, unmanageable at the time when they are needed. For example, when 
analyzing and predicting downtime for some subsea safety valve, one typically uses the 
data already collected and at the time available from some database or source, such as 
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OREDA (see e.g., [1, 37]), WellMaster (see e.g., [38]) or some internal database. There may 
be at the time limited room for collecting new and more relevant information. Data collec-
tion requires time, personnel and software resources. It could take years to build a quality 
database, and strategic decisions should be taken about what equipment data and format 
are relevant in the future. At the time of analysis and decision-making, there may not be 
sufficient resources (e.g., time) to collect additional information.

RM data collection is often an issue of resources, such as cost. In Ref. [14], it is mentioned 
that “collecting RM data is costly and therefore it is necessary that this effort is balanced 
against the intended use and benefits.” The RM data collection activity is considered an 
investment, but it is an issue that strongly depends on both how and why the data are col-
lected. Besides, it is not always clear what time perspective one is considering. Several years 
of data collection could be required for the data to have significant population and value 
in decision-making.

A similar point is made in Ref. [39], with reference to the Well Integrity Management System 
(WIMS). This is a software application for data collection, and [39] claim that it is important 
that both accurate and reliable information are achieved, at least from a user perspective. 
Nowadays data is shared with, and should be compatible with, other systems used by the 
oil and gas companies, such as, the data management system SAP, to synchronize data qual-
ity. The taxonomy used in the RM database should to a large extent also be reflected in the 
sources where the data is first recorded, such that the transfer of failure data does not have to 
go through several interpretation steps where essential information is missing.

Another issue is cost and ownership, which is a main reason why the data collection process 
is often delayed. Experience shows that often the data collection is performed at a quite late 
stage compared to when the actual failure occurred. The main information is typically cap-
tured by, e.g., reports from the maintenance provider. Then it is later the task of some data 
collector to transfer the relevant information into a RM database, including identification of 
missing and low-quality information. For example, the time to mobilize is normally given 
with low accuracy in such reports. The same is the situation when studying data from typical 
replacements, for example, choke replacements. The number of hours to replace such an item 
is too often given as an estimate, for example, 24 hours, as the detailed information may not 
be available from the maintenance reports.

The information provided by the MTTR, which is a common and much used KPI in the oil and 
gas industry (see e.g., [40, 41]), is also challenging. The KPI has a strong position within this 
industry, especially for availability calculations, and it is highly difficult to avoid the use of 
this term by replacing it with MRT and MTTRes, as suggested in Ref. [21]. A quick search in 
“Google scholar” (January 2016), for the period 2013–2016, confirms that the term “mean time 
to repair” (MTTR) is used significantly and way more than the term “mean time to restora-
tion” (MTTRes). The search results confirm that on several accounts, the term used is MTTR, 
while the actual basis for estimating this value is equivalent to “mean time to restoration,” 
which is the specific term and abbreviation used in the two IEC documents [20, 22] but then 
with the meaning of MTTRes. The abbreviation is also used for the mean time to recover (or 
recovery), synonymous with the “mean time to repair.”
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Besides, one may claim that one could see significant variations in this value. For exam-
ple, in the 2010 edition of the PDS handbook [30], which presents recommended data for 
safety instrumented systems, DHSVs are assigned with overall failure rates in the range 
between 2.0 and 6.7 per 106 hours depending on the data source, corresponding to a MTTF 
value inside the interval = [58, 17] years. Knowing also that there are significant differences 
between companies and operating conditions, the estimated value of detection time and 
the measure selected (i.e., MRT or MTTRes) could significantly influence the availability 
calculations.

4. Maintenance data collection link to decision-making and challenges

Information about downtime is highly important for decision-making in the oil and gas indus-
try, including for subsea systems. For example, such data is needed to track maintenance KPIs 
and achieve the so-called maintenance excellence; refer to references [33, 34].

In general, having useful information about RM is important for high-quality decision-making, 
and it is one of the six key dimensions that are used to evaluate decision quality [35]:

1. Helpful frame (what is it that I am deciding?)

2. Creative alternatives (what are my choices?)

3. Useful information (what do I know?)

4. Clear values (what consequences do I care about?)

5. Sound reasoning (am I thinking straight about this?)

6. Commitment to follow through (will I really take action?)

The above six dimensions can be visualized as a chain of decision links (see also ([36], p. 55)), 
where the decision is not stronger than its weakest link, which simply means that poor infor-
mation (i.e., the RM data in this context) deteriorates the decision quality. It is also pointed 
out in Ref. [35] that the information or data should be “useful” and hence should be compared 
with its area of use, in this case within the area of RM data applicability and how such data 
may create business value by contributing to good decisions.

Despite the link to business value, and the broad consensus that use of RM data strongly 
depends on its quality, collecting such data about RM performance in the industry has typi-
cally received considerably less attention compared with the use of the information.

To some extent it is inevitable that data is not always suited for the decision-making, as 
the system requirements, design and operations change over time. Neither are the data-
bases sufficiently flexible to adopt for the data needs all the time. The data sources are, 
in many situations, unmanageable at the time when they are needed. For example, when 
analyzing and predicting downtime for some subsea safety valve, one typically uses the 
data already collected and at the time available from some database or source, such as 
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OREDA (see e.g., [1, 37]), WellMaster (see e.g., [38]) or some internal database. There may 
be at the time limited room for collecting new and more relevant information. Data collec-
tion requires time, personnel and software resources. It could take years to build a quality 
database, and strategic decisions should be taken about what equipment data and format 
are relevant in the future. At the time of analysis and decision-making, there may not be 
sufficient resources (e.g., time) to collect additional information.

RM data collection is often an issue of resources, such as cost. In Ref. [14], it is mentioned 
that “collecting RM data is costly and therefore it is necessary that this effort is balanced 
against the intended use and benefits.” The RM data collection activity is considered an 
investment, but it is an issue that strongly depends on both how and why the data are col-
lected. Besides, it is not always clear what time perspective one is considering. Several years 
of data collection could be required for the data to have significant population and value 
in decision-making.

A similar point is made in Ref. [39], with reference to the Well Integrity Management System 
(WIMS). This is a software application for data collection, and [39] claim that it is important 
that both accurate and reliable information are achieved, at least from a user perspective. 
Nowadays data is shared with, and should be compatible with, other systems used by the 
oil and gas companies, such as, the data management system SAP, to synchronize data qual-
ity. The taxonomy used in the RM database should to a large extent also be reflected in the 
sources where the data is first recorded, such that the transfer of failure data does not have to 
go through several interpretation steps where essential information is missing.

Another issue is cost and ownership, which is a main reason why the data collection process 
is often delayed. Experience shows that often the data collection is performed at a quite late 
stage compared to when the actual failure occurred. The main information is typically cap-
tured by, e.g., reports from the maintenance provider. Then it is later the task of some data 
collector to transfer the relevant information into a RM database, including identification of 
missing and low-quality information. For example, the time to mobilize is normally given 
with low accuracy in such reports. The same is the situation when studying data from typical 
replacements, for example, choke replacements. The number of hours to replace such an item 
is too often given as an estimate, for example, 24 hours, as the detailed information may not 
be available from the maintenance reports.

The information provided by the MTTR, which is a common and much used KPI in the oil and 
gas industry (see e.g., [40, 41]), is also challenging. The KPI has a strong position within this 
industry, especially for availability calculations, and it is highly difficult to avoid the use of 
this term by replacing it with MRT and MTTRes, as suggested in Ref. [21]. A quick search in 
“Google scholar” (January 2016), for the period 2013–2016, confirms that the term “mean time 
to repair” (MTTR) is used significantly and way more than the term “mean time to restora-
tion” (MTTRes). The search results confirm that on several accounts, the term used is MTTR, 
while the actual basis for estimating this value is equivalent to “mean time to restoration,” 
which is the specific term and abbreviation used in the two IEC documents [20, 22] but then 
with the meaning of MTTRes. The abbreviation is also used for the mean time to recover (or 
recovery), synonymous with the “mean time to repair.”
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5. Discussion

RM data is used for a vast array of different applications, both operational and engineering. 
Data use today is as relevant as it was 30 years ago, for example, according to Ref. [42], reli-
ability data is used to design the operational phase in terms of evaluating the operational 
performance of equipment, adjusting maintenance intervals, optimizing test intervals, estab-
lishing failure probability distributions, optimizing spare parts and logistics and job priority 
scheduling. Of similar importance to the engineering of equipment components, reliability 
data provide input to analysis such as safety integrity level analyses, RAM studies, required 
maintainability, selection of equipment and parts based on reliability experience, choice of 
maintenance strategy and qualification testing.

The OREDA database, which has a taxonomy based directly on ISO 14224, contains more than 
39,000 failures and 73,000 maintenance records, as well as over 2000 years of operating experi-
ence from subsea fields. Its current member list includes BP, Engie E&P Norge, Eni, Gassco, 
Petrobras, Shell, Statoil and Total. Expert members from the OREDA project are also involved 
in the development of ISO 14224, to make sure that the challenges experienced in practice are 
captured when revising the standard. When the latest edition was issued [14], it was possible 
to include several definitions of key measures relevant for downtime predictions, such as, the 
new definition of the mean time to restoration (MTTRes).

Considering the cost of subsea maintenance operations, downtime and mobilization of ves-
sels, the range of affected decisions, operations and procedures and not least the extent to 
which safety systems are used in today’s industry, the importance of RM data quality cannot 
be emphasized enough. We will next discuss some challenges relating to the practical use of 
the ISO 14224 taxonomy, what impacts this may have on decisions, operations and design and 
some suggestions to improvements.

5.1. Data separation

One of the key challenges when collecting RM data is related to the fact that the RM data-
base in many cases exists as a separate entity which may only partially communicate or not 
communicate at all, with other relevant systems (e.g., SAP). It is not rare to observe that data 
stored in an RM system such as OREDA or WellMaster is essentially data extracted from 
another system or database, converted into an appropriate format and then re-entered. This 
creates several challenges relating to both data integrity and quality:

(1) Creates an unnecessary overhead; data could simply be stored in one place, possibly sup-
plemented by automatic or manual conversion if a special format or interpretation was 
required, as is often the case for standards that use a specific taxonomy.

(2) Requiring access to multiple data systems, means spending more time interviewing and 
more time spent on data interpretation, since it is likely that the different systems have dif-
ferent data formats, requiring multiple “reformatting” efforts to reach taxonomical compli-
ance. The data are not even necessarily found within the same company, but may be located 
with suppliers or sub-suppliers.
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(3) Since crucial data, such as maintenance or vessel data, may not be stored directly into a 
RM system, then there is also the risk that original records do not contain all required 
fields, meaning that if the persons responsible for the operations cannot be contacted or do 
not recall specifics, then required data will be impaired, severely inaccurate or lost forever.

5.2. Mobilization time

The mobilization time, as previously mentioned, includes all resources, including personnel. 
The source for obtaining such data varies. Sometimes, such as in the event of unexpected, 
significant failures, specific detailed maintenance reports may outline the mobilization time 
of resources used. In other cases, such data are available through data stored in vessel log 
reports, and the data stored into the RM database is typically an interpretation of this. These 
reports however seldom store records of other resources than the vessels themselves, such 
as personnel. Maintenance records for which no records exist in neither vessel logs nor other 
systems have unknown mobilization times and must therefore be estimated. This is typically 
done based on expected duration to bring the vessel to its destination. Such estimates will 
thus be optimistic figures in cases where there were delays, where there were shortages in 
spare parts or where there were other delays that should have been considered, but were not. 
Conversely, in some cases, due to lack of accurate maintenance records or other source docu-
ments, the time allocated to mobilization becomes too large if the same maintenance campaign 
covers several maintenance jobs but where mobilization is not split across all maintenance 
records. There is also a fair chance that data collection will not necessarily capture any remo-
bilization related to maintenance jobs, if these occur at a point after the maintenance data was 
collected or if this remobilization is not logically mapped to the original mobilization activity.

It may be challenging to use statistical data to estimate the mobilization time due to the issues 
discussed above. In many situations, one must rely on experts having insights into the plan-
ning of maintenance activities, to assess and recommend representative values of mobilization 
time. For example, the mobilization is often highly area and company sensitive, where the 
mobilization time could be significantly shorter within one specific geographic area, e.g., due 
to a higher number of cooperating vessels operating within the area.

5.3. Detection time

The abbreviation for “mean fault detection time” (i.e., MFDT) is, as already mentioned in 
Section 2.5, an abbreviation that may have two distinct meanings, both of which are relevant 
for assessment of reliability and maintenance performance. However, in practice, this discrep-
ancy is not widely problematic, as the specific meaning of both terms is considered well known.

In many situations, it may be reasonable to ignore the contribution of detection time when 
making assessments involving downtime measures. However, as we may see from the two 
examples given in the previous section, the significance partly depends on the equipment dealt 
with and obviously the type of assessment. It is especially important to distinguish between the 
two types of “MTTR,” i.e., “MRT” and “MTTRes,” when the failure rate is high and the time 
of failure is uncertain.
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5. Discussion

RM data is used for a vast array of different applications, both operational and engineering. 
Data use today is as relevant as it was 30 years ago, for example, according to Ref. [42], reli-
ability data is used to design the operational phase in terms of evaluating the operational 
performance of equipment, adjusting maintenance intervals, optimizing test intervals, estab-
lishing failure probability distributions, optimizing spare parts and logistics and job priority 
scheduling. Of similar importance to the engineering of equipment components, reliability 
data provide input to analysis such as safety integrity level analyses, RAM studies, required 
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Petrobras, Shell, Statoil and Total. Expert members from the OREDA project are also involved 
in the development of ISO 14224, to make sure that the challenges experienced in practice are 
captured when revising the standard. When the latest edition was issued [14], it was possible 
to include several definitions of key measures relevant for downtime predictions, such as, the 
new definition of the mean time to restoration (MTTRes).

Considering the cost of subsea maintenance operations, downtime and mobilization of ves-
sels, the range of affected decisions, operations and procedures and not least the extent to 
which safety systems are used in today’s industry, the importance of RM data quality cannot 
be emphasized enough. We will next discuss some challenges relating to the practical use of 
the ISO 14224 taxonomy, what impacts this may have on decisions, operations and design and 
some suggestions to improvements.

5.1. Data separation

One of the key challenges when collecting RM data is related to the fact that the RM data-
base in many cases exists as a separate entity which may only partially communicate or not 
communicate at all, with other relevant systems (e.g., SAP). It is not rare to observe that data 
stored in an RM system such as OREDA or WellMaster is essentially data extracted from 
another system or database, converted into an appropriate format and then re-entered. This 
creates several challenges relating to both data integrity and quality:

(1) Creates an unnecessary overhead; data could simply be stored in one place, possibly sup-
plemented by automatic or manual conversion if a special format or interpretation was 
required, as is often the case for standards that use a specific taxonomy.

(2) Requiring access to multiple data systems, means spending more time interviewing and 
more time spent on data interpretation, since it is likely that the different systems have dif-
ferent data formats, requiring multiple “reformatting” efforts to reach taxonomical compli-
ance. The data are not even necessarily found within the same company, but may be located 
with suppliers or sub-suppliers.
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(3) Since crucial data, such as maintenance or vessel data, may not be stored directly into a 
RM system, then there is also the risk that original records do not contain all required 
fields, meaning that if the persons responsible for the operations cannot be contacted or do 
not recall specifics, then required data will be impaired, severely inaccurate or lost forever.

5.2. Mobilization time

The mobilization time, as previously mentioned, includes all resources, including personnel. 
The source for obtaining such data varies. Sometimes, such as in the event of unexpected, 
significant failures, specific detailed maintenance reports may outline the mobilization time 
of resources used. In other cases, such data are available through data stored in vessel log 
reports, and the data stored into the RM database is typically an interpretation of this. These 
reports however seldom store records of other resources than the vessels themselves, such 
as personnel. Maintenance records for which no records exist in neither vessel logs nor other 
systems have unknown mobilization times and must therefore be estimated. This is typically 
done based on expected duration to bring the vessel to its destination. Such estimates will 
thus be optimistic figures in cases where there were delays, where there were shortages in 
spare parts or where there were other delays that should have been considered, but were not. 
Conversely, in some cases, due to lack of accurate maintenance records or other source docu-
ments, the time allocated to mobilization becomes too large if the same maintenance campaign 
covers several maintenance jobs but where mobilization is not split across all maintenance 
records. There is also a fair chance that data collection will not necessarily capture any remo-
bilization related to maintenance jobs, if these occur at a point after the maintenance data was 
collected or if this remobilization is not logically mapped to the original mobilization activity.

It may be challenging to use statistical data to estimate the mobilization time due to the issues 
discussed above. In many situations, one must rely on experts having insights into the plan-
ning of maintenance activities, to assess and recommend representative values of mobilization 
time. For example, the mobilization is often highly area and company sensitive, where the 
mobilization time could be significantly shorter within one specific geographic area, e.g., due 
to a higher number of cooperating vessels operating within the area.

5.3. Detection time

The abbreviation for “mean fault detection time” (i.e., MFDT) is, as already mentioned in 
Section 2.5, an abbreviation that may have two distinct meanings, both of which are relevant 
for assessment of reliability and maintenance performance. However, in practice, this discrep-
ancy is not widely problematic, as the specific meaning of both terms is considered well known.

In many situations, it may be reasonable to ignore the contribution of detection time when 
making assessments involving downtime measures. However, as we may see from the two 
examples given in the previous section, the significance partly depends on the equipment dealt 
with and obviously the type of assessment. It is especially important to distinguish between the 
two types of “MTTR,” i.e., “MRT” and “MTTRes,” when the failure rate is high and the time 
of failure is uncertain.
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Figure 6. P-F interval model (equipment degradation model).

The detection time may naturally be subject to high uncertainty when dealing with hidden 
failures. However, that is not always the situation. Detection time is closely linked to equipment 
degradation modeling, such as, the use of so-called P-F interval models (see e.g., ([25], p. 394)). 
A P-F interval is the time from when there is a potential for failure (TP) due to the equipment 
being in a condition where it is possible to reveal some fault (e.g., from periodic functional test-
ing, condition monitoring or inspection) to the time when the failure occurs (TF); see Figure 6. 
If the item is subject to periodic testing, and the test interval is shorter than the P-F interval, then 
one may have a situation where a fault is always detected from testing before any failure occurs. 
By using such models, it is possible to assess the time from when the fault is revealed to the time 
of the fault by comparing the condition of the item and the P-F interval model.

Detection time should also be seen in relation to the probability of detection, which relates to 
both the quality of testing and inspection activities, and to the incentives of accepting versus 
failing tests. For functional testing of equipment exposed to hidden failures, there may be 
strong incentives of passing tests that are close to the acceptance criterion. For example, if fail-
ing a valve leakage test leads to a more frequent test schedule, documentation work, etc., then 
the test personnel might pass a test even though some initial result shows that the leakage is 
2.1 bar and thus just over the acceptance criterion of 2.0 bar. One could find it convenient to 
extend the test or make some adjustments on site to achieve a time interval where the leakage 
result is found acceptable. The incentives of failing or accepting tests is likely to both influence 
testing schedules and the statistics concerning how many of the results in the area around the 
acceptance criterion are reported as “failures” and thus also the estimated MTTF value.

5.4. Mean time to repair (MTTR)

As with MFDT, MTTR is also an abbreviation that may have several different meanings. 
Within the oil and gas industry, the letters used in the abbreviation could refer to several terms 
which all make sense within the area of analysis, and may thus cause analytic ambiguity. The 
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“TT” term consistently refers to “time to.” However, the two other letters are found highly 
inconsistent in use. “M” could refer to “minimum,” “mean” or “maximum” and likewise 
the “R” term could also refer to different meaningful words, such as “repair,” “recovery,” 
“respond” or “restore/restoration.” It is therefore sometimes confusing when the abbreviation 
is not explicitly defined.

The use of the term “mean time to restoration,” with the abbreviation MTTRes, as suggested in 
ISO 14224 [14] clearly reduces the chance of making wrong assumptions regarding use of MTTR.

The use of MTTR very much is an issue of quality. By comprising both MTTRes and MRT, it 
represents a measure that fails to give consistent information. In some situations, MTTR will 
provide the MTTRes information, and in some situations, it will provide a combination of the 
two. To use the MTTRes makes it clear that the intended meaning is captured. By keeping the 
MTTR as a useful term, one must ensure that the “R” refers to “restore” and not “repair.” For 
decision-making purposes, the MTTR measure is better avoided, as also recommended in the 
international standard [14].

5.5. Failure fraction (FF)

The failure fraction, while being a measure that is simple to understand and use, also has 
some limitations with respect to time aspects. Using the FF as an availability measure, for 
example, makes it difficult to draw conclusions when the population varies significantly in 
detection time and number of demands. The value expressed from using this measure does 
not separate between equipment tested monthly or tested once a year, which makes it difficult 
to use the values for estimating the MTTF.

Failure fraction is typically used for equipment linked to hidden failures. If assuming that the 
fault does not occur during the testing, the measure provides relevant information about the 
number of tests that reveal hidden failures. However, such an assumption strongly depends 
on the testing interval, as there is a possibility that the fraction of test inducted faults may be 
high, and one could then argue that the FF, and consequently also the MTTF, would be far 
higher if the testing interval was reduced.

A main challenge is that the failure fraction ignores the number of demands or faults that 
occurred since the last test, which is important information regarding the availability of the 
system. Hence, it is possible that instead of one failure, there should have been recorded, e.g., 
two failures, where a shorter test interval could have detected the two distinct faults initiated 
at different points in time instead of only the one that was registered at the point of testing. 
Furthermore, some of the failures could be observed from a demand and maintained prior to 
the functional testing and thus not be included in the FF statistics.

5.6. Decision-making quality

Typically, the quality of data influences the quality of decision-making. The process also com-
prises other elements, as listed in Section 4. Part of this quality relates to consistency in the 
use of the downtime measures for, e.g., availability calculations, which we exemplify in the 
current chapter.
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Figure 6. P-F interval model (equipment degradation model).

The detection time may naturally be subject to high uncertainty when dealing with hidden 
failures. However, that is not always the situation. Detection time is closely linked to equipment 
degradation modeling, such as, the use of so-called P-F interval models (see e.g., ([25], p. 394)). 
A P-F interval is the time from when there is a potential for failure (TP) due to the equipment 
being in a condition where it is possible to reveal some fault (e.g., from periodic functional test-
ing, condition monitoring or inspection) to the time when the failure occurs (TF); see Figure 6. 
If the item is subject to periodic testing, and the test interval is shorter than the P-F interval, then 
one may have a situation where a fault is always detected from testing before any failure occurs. 
By using such models, it is possible to assess the time from when the fault is revealed to the time 
of the fault by comparing the condition of the item and the P-F interval model.

Detection time should also be seen in relation to the probability of detection, which relates to 
both the quality of testing and inspection activities, and to the incentives of accepting versus 
failing tests. For functional testing of equipment exposed to hidden failures, there may be 
strong incentives of passing tests that are close to the acceptance criterion. For example, if fail-
ing a valve leakage test leads to a more frequent test schedule, documentation work, etc., then 
the test personnel might pass a test even though some initial result shows that the leakage is 
2.1 bar and thus just over the acceptance criterion of 2.0 bar. One could find it convenient to 
extend the test or make some adjustments on site to achieve a time interval where the leakage 
result is found acceptable. The incentives of failing or accepting tests is likely to both influence 
testing schedules and the statistics concerning how many of the results in the area around the 
acceptance criterion are reported as “failures” and thus also the estimated MTTF value.

5.4. Mean time to repair (MTTR)

As with MFDT, MTTR is also an abbreviation that may have several different meanings. 
Within the oil and gas industry, the letters used in the abbreviation could refer to several terms 
which all make sense within the area of analysis, and may thus cause analytic ambiguity. The 
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“TT” term consistently refers to “time to.” However, the two other letters are found highly 
inconsistent in use. “M” could refer to “minimum,” “mean” or “maximum” and likewise 
the “R” term could also refer to different meaningful words, such as “repair,” “recovery,” 
“respond” or “restore/restoration.” It is therefore sometimes confusing when the abbreviation 
is not explicitly defined.

The use of the term “mean time to restoration,” with the abbreviation MTTRes, as suggested in 
ISO 14224 [14] clearly reduces the chance of making wrong assumptions regarding use of MTTR.

The use of MTTR very much is an issue of quality. By comprising both MTTRes and MRT, it 
represents a measure that fails to give consistent information. In some situations, MTTR will 
provide the MTTRes information, and in some situations, it will provide a combination of the 
two. To use the MTTRes makes it clear that the intended meaning is captured. By keeping the 
MTTR as a useful term, one must ensure that the “R” refers to “restore” and not “repair.” For 
decision-making purposes, the MTTR measure is better avoided, as also recommended in the 
international standard [14].

5.5. Failure fraction (FF)

The failure fraction, while being a measure that is simple to understand and use, also has 
some limitations with respect to time aspects. Using the FF as an availability measure, for 
example, makes it difficult to draw conclusions when the population varies significantly in 
detection time and number of demands. The value expressed from using this measure does 
not separate between equipment tested monthly or tested once a year, which makes it difficult 
to use the values for estimating the MTTF.

Failure fraction is typically used for equipment linked to hidden failures. If assuming that the 
fault does not occur during the testing, the measure provides relevant information about the 
number of tests that reveal hidden failures. However, such an assumption strongly depends 
on the testing interval, as there is a possibility that the fraction of test inducted faults may be 
high, and one could then argue that the FF, and consequently also the MTTF, would be far 
higher if the testing interval was reduced.

A main challenge is that the failure fraction ignores the number of demands or faults that 
occurred since the last test, which is important information regarding the availability of the 
system. Hence, it is possible that instead of one failure, there should have been recorded, e.g., 
two failures, where a shorter test interval could have detected the two distinct faults initiated 
at different points in time instead of only the one that was registered at the point of testing. 
Furthermore, some of the failures could be observed from a demand and maintained prior to 
the functional testing and thus not be included in the FF statistics.

5.6. Decision-making quality

Typically, the quality of data influences the quality of decision-making. The process also com-
prises other elements, as listed in Section 4. Part of this quality relates to consistency in the 
use of the downtime measures for, e.g., availability calculations, which we exemplify in the 
current chapter.
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Based on the above discussion, the use of downtime measures is found ambiguous in the 
sense that they can be given different interpretations, such as the situation now appears to be 
with the term “mean time to repair,” and, in particular, the abbreviation “MTTR,” and may 
thus contribute to reduced data and decision-making quality. The attempt of [20] to reduce 
ambiguity by defining “MTTR” as “mean time to restore” and thereby include the detection 
time is welcome in that sense (see also [27]). However, as the “MTTR” is still being widely 
used with previous definitions, the “mean time to repair” and the “mean time to restore” 
could be difficult to separate. The ISO 14224 [14] term “mean time to restoration” with the 
abbreviation “MTTRes” is considered less ambiguous.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have looked at different terms used to describe downtime. Different terms are 
used in data collection to define downtime, where some may be questioned to not provide ade-
quate quality needed for associated analyzes and decision-making where the RM data is used.

The ‘mean time to repair’ is a term that is well-established and widely used for e.g. availabil-
ity calculations. Although the meaning of this term has shifted over time, we find examples 
where MTTR refers to different meanings and thus is a challenging term to use. The solution 
proposed in Ref. [14], to avoid the use of this term, and instead use MTTRes and MRT, is 
considered an acceptable way to deal with this challenge. Data collection experience indicates 
that to complete a change of the MTTR meaning is difficult, as the term has such a strong posi-
tion within the oil and gas industry.

Another challenge discussed in this chapter relates to the mobilization of maintenance 
resources. Experience shows that it is difficult to both interpret and quantify mobilization 
times in practice. Part of this problem is that resources may be linked to several maintenance 
activities on site, which provides an opening for different ways of recording the actual time 
used to mobilize and to repair the specific item. It becomes an interpretation issue, which 
may influence the values used for prediction of time needed to achieve repair of a failed item. 
Limited guidance, except for adequate definition, is given in Ref. [14] on this issue.

In general, we recommend that data collection is given higher attention compared with the 
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Abstract

This chapter is dedicated to the reliability and maintenance of assets that are characterized
by a degradation process. The item state is related to a degradation mechanism that
represents the unit-to-unit variability and time-varying dynamics of systems. The mainte-
nance scheduling has to be updated considering the degradation history of each item. The
research method relies on the updating process of the reliability of a specific asset. Given a
degradation process and costs for preventive/corrective maintenance actions, an optimal
inspection time is obtained. At this time, the degradation level is measured and a predic-
tion of the degradation is conducted to obtain the next inspection time. A decision criterion
is established to decide whether the maintenance action should take place at the current
time or postpone. Consequently, there is an optimal number of inspections that allows to
extend the useful life of an asset before performing the preventive maintenance action. A
numerical case study involving a non-stationary Wiener-based degradation process is
proposed as an illustration of the methodology. The results showed that the expected cost
per unit of time considering the adaptive maintenance strategy is lower than the expected
cost per unit of time obtained for other maintenance policies.

Keywords: degradation-based reliability, degradation models, remaining useful life,
reliability-based maintenance, predictive maintenance, numerical case study

1. Introduction

Maintenance is a keystone to ensure the competitiveness of any industry in terms of productivity,
quality and availability. According toMIL-STD-3034, standardmaintenance (preventive, corrective
and inactive) is the action of performing tasks (time-directed, condition-directed, failure-finding,
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servicing and lubrication) at periodicities (periodic, situational and unscheduled) to ensure the
item’s functions (active, passive, evident and hidden) are available until the next scheduled main-
tenance period. Both preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance tasks are performed on
industrial equipment through their operational lifetime. The balance between preventive and
corrective maintenance actions is usually ruled by the long-term cost rate, the asset availability
or safety criteria. Accordingly, different maintenance strategies are encountered in literature [1].
They concern the replacement of systems subject to random failures andwhose states are identified
at all time.

However, in some particular cases, the item state may be influenced by some factors especially
for mechanical units that have to cope with variable mechanical stresses, a variable energy
consumption, a modification of the operating conditions and the effect of the environment.
Obviously, the reliability and remaining useful life (RUL) of such equipment will change
accordingly. Consequently, the maintenance scheduling has to be updated considering the
degradation history. This topic is covered by the degradation-based reliability approach that
consists in monitoring degradation covariates with respect to a given threshold in order to
trigger inspection or maintenance actions.

Several case studies highlighted that, usually, the failure of an item is to put in relation with a
degradation process. Typical examples of such degradation processes are the crack-growth in
a mechanical part due to fatigue loading, the wear of cutting tools in machining, the devel-
opment of corrosion mechanism in reinforced concrete structures and the development of
pitting on bearing race. Moreover, a large number of experiments and engineering phenom-
ena show that items of the same category, even from one identical batch, degrade differently
from one another in performance. As the failure of an item can lead to dramatic conse-
quences, it is mandatory to assess the specific remaining useful life (RUL) accurately and to
schedule the maintenance tasks accordingly for each item. The modelling of the degradation
mechanism based on measurements and fitting procedures is a key element to achieve this
objective.

Historically, the degradation was first considered at the design stage of an item, using empir-
ical laws for the conception of mechanical parts for fatigue loading cycles (e.g., Palmgren
fatigue life for bearings and Paris-Erdogan crack growth relationship). However, experience
showed that these empirical degradation models were affected by a significant dispersion on
the predicted life, thus enforcing the necessity to consider uncertainties for such models.
Consequently, deterministic models were replaced by stochastic models to take into account
the unit-to-unit variability and time-varying dynamics for the remaining useful life prediction.
Thanks to the development of accurate real-time sensors and dedicated monitoring software,
the tracking of the degradation is made possible by measuring related physical variables such
as vibrations, temperatures, pressures and forces. The monitoring of those indicators allows
to detect faulty behaviours and to forecast a degradation trend, thus allowing for a better
remaining useful life prediction. To sum up, the reliability and the remaining useful life can
be assessed at three different stages of an item life as illustrated in Figure 1:
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1. In the design stage, the physical degradation mechanism is modelled taking into account
the uncertainties in the parameters. This gives a nominal life expectancy of the item that
depends on given conditions of usage.

2. The in-service stage during which the degradation indicators are monitored and alarm
thresholds are set. Faulty behaviours due to a process perturbation or external cause can
be detected.

3. The end of life stage from which failure data are used to update both the degradation
models and the threshold values for the monitored indicators.

2. Degradation-based reliability

2.1. Reliability

The reliability of an item (a part, a machine or a system) is the probability that the item will
perform its intended function throughout a specified time interval when operated in a normal

Figure 1. The three complementary approaches for the reliability and remaining useful life estimation.
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(or stated) environment [2]. According to the standards, the term ‘reliability’ also refers to a
reliability value and is considered as the probability for an item to be in a functional state.
Given a random variable Tf that represents the lifetime of an item, the reliability R(t) is given
by the following equation:

RðtÞ ¼ PðTf > tÞ ð1Þ

As previously mentioned, the reliability can be identified at different stages of an item life. The
fitting step of reliability is usually performed using field failure data or simulated failure times
from the design stage. The set of failure data is used to obtain the non-parametric failure
function (also called unreliability) F(t) that represents the distribution of the failure times:

FðtÞ ¼ PðTf ≤ tÞ ¼ 1� RðtÞ ð2Þ

The probability density function f(t) is derived from the failure function:

f ðtÞ ¼ dFðtÞ
dt

ð3Þ

Finally, the failure rate (or hazard function) h(t) is defined:

hðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ
RðtÞ ð4Þ

The failure rate represents the conditional probability of failure of an item during [t, t + Δt]
given that this item has survived until time t. The failure rate is a first indicator on the
evolution of an item state. An increasing failure rate indicates that the conditional probability
of failure over time increases, thus implying a progressive degradation process.

Fitting a parametric reliability model on data is achieved using two methods: the regression
method and the maximum likelihood method. For the regression method, the parametric
reliability law is transformed into a linear form and a regression fit is performed. The latter is
based on the likelihood function of the reliability model to identify the parameters that maxi-
mizes the probability of observing the failure data again.

The fitting procedure is illustrated on the two-parameter Weibull law for complete data as
example.

2.1.1. The regression method

The failure function of a Weibull law is FðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t
η

� �β� �
, η being the scale parameter

and β the shape parameter. The linear form y = Ax + B of this model for the regression fit is:

ln ln
1

1� F̂ðtiÞ

 ! !
¼ β̂lnðtiÞ � β̂lnðη̂Þ ð5Þ
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With F̂ðtiÞ a non-parametric estimator of the failure function assessed at the ith failure time
considering that n items were operational at the beginning of the survival study. Common
non-parametric estimators of the failure function are [3]:

1. the Kaplan-Meier estimator F̂ðtiÞ ¼ i=n;

2. the mean rank estimator F̂ðtiÞ ¼ i=ðnþ 1Þ;

3. the approached rank adjust estimator F̂ðtiÞ ¼ ði� 0:3Þ=ðnþ 0:4Þ.
From Eq. (5), the identification of the parameters for the linear regression gives:

β̂ ¼ A ð6Þ

η̂ ¼ exp �B
β̂

 !
ð7Þ

2.1.2. The maximum likelihood method

The likelihood function L considers the product of the probability density function of the
model governed by a set of parameters θ, each function being assessed at a failure time ti:

Lðtij θÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1 f ðtiÞ ð8Þ

For the Weibull case, using the log-transformation of the likelihood function, it follows:

lnLðtij β, ηÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1 lnðβ̂Þ � lnðη̂Þ þ ðβ̂ � 1Þ
�
lnðtiÞ � lnðη̂Þ

�
� ti

η̂

� �β̂8<
:

9=
; ð9Þ

Taking the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function, the estimators of the parameters
are [3]:

Xn

i¼1

�
t
β̂
i lnðtiÞ

�

Xn

i¼1
t
β̂
i

� 1
β̂
� 1
n

Xn

i¼1 ln ti ¼ 0 ð10Þ

η̂ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1 t
β̂
i

� � 1

β̂ ð11Þ

Sometimes, the produced fit does not match the experimental data. In this case, a third param-
eter has to be introduced, that is, the location parameter γ that shifts the failure times accord-
ingly. Then a convenient approach consists in testing different values of this location parameter,
to apply the regression and to identify the best estimator γ̂ for which the highest determination
factor is obtained. The maximum likelihood method can also handle the case of the three-
parameter Weibull estimation through numerical optimization of the likelihood function.
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2.2. First hitting time process

First hitting (or passage) time processes are used in a wide area of applications including
medicine, environmental sciences, engineering sciences, economy and sociology. Accordingly,
such processes can describe either the sojourn duration of a patient in a hospital given the
gravity of his illness, the time delay before a polluting product reaches an area, the lifetime of
mechanical parts given a stochastic damage assessment, etc. Generally speaking, these pro-
cesses aim at capturing the stochastic behaviour of a given diffusive mechanism to predict the
hitting times of a critical threshold.

A first hitting time process has two components:

• A stochastic (degradation) process noted {Z(t), t ∈ T, z ∈ Z}, which describes the random
evolution of a degradation process (e.g., physics-related processes in the areas of mechan-
ics, chemistry and electricity or non-physics-related processes such as the evolution of
quality or a performance indicator) with respect to elapsed time;

• A given state space boundary value noted zf that defines the failure level of the degrada-
tion process.

Given the initial degradation value z0 at the starting time t0, the first hitting time Tf of reaching
the critical threshold is [4]:

Tf ¼ inf
�
t j ZðtÞ � Zðt0Þ ≥ zf � z0

�
ð12Þ

Consequently, the first passage time for exceeding the degradation threshold is the first time t
for which the stochastic process Z(t) has reached the threshold zf given that it started from the
value z0 at initial time t0. Instead of considering the first hitting time, one may be interested in
obtaining the probability of crossing the failure threshold:

F
�
tjZðtÞ, zf , z0, t0

�
¼ PðTf ≤ tÞ ¼ P

�
ZðtÞ � Zðt0Þ ≥ zf � z0

�
ð13Þ

The failure function F(t) is now conditioned by the degradation process Z(t) assessed over
time, the failure threshold zf, and the initial values t0 and z0.

2.3. Remaining useful life

Let Z(t) be the evolution of the degradation over time, zf (a positive value) be the failure
threshold and X(tj) a degradation measurement at inspection time tj. It is supposed that the
degradation process leads to a soft failure (at time Tf), which means that there are no other
hard failure modes which compete for the failure time. Considering the first hitting time
process of a given threshold, the RUL of an item given the conditional measurement X(tj) at
inspection time tj and the preset threshold zf is:

RULðtjÞ ¼ inf {l : Xðtj þ lÞ ≥ zf jl ≥ 0, XðtjÞ < zf } ð14Þ

In order to obtain an accurate estimation of the RUL, the degradation model Z(t) should
perfectly fit the degradation data X(t) to minimize the error in the forecasted degradation
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value Z(tj + l). Practically, the RUL is obtained by the computation of the mean residual life
MRL (i.e., the mean value of the RUL conditioned by the observations X(t)) using the following
equation [5]:

MRLðtjÞ ¼ E
�
Tf � tjTf > t, XðtjÞ < zf

�
¼
ð∞
tj
R
�
u j XðtjÞ

�
du ð15Þ

With R(u | X|tj)) the conditional degradation-based reliability of the item at time u > tj, given
the degradation measurement X(tj).

2.4. Degradation models

According to Gorjian et al. [6], degradation models can be divided into two main families:
normal degradation models and accelerated degradation models.

• Normal degradation model are dedicated to the estimation of reliability for asset operat-
ing at normal conditions. Examples of normal degradation models are the general degra-
dation path model, the random process model, the (non-)linear regression models and the
time series model. Normal degradation models can also consider some stress factors; such
cases are the stress-strength interference model, the cumulative damage/shock model for
which the degradation measure is a function of a defined stress.

• Accelerated degradation models make inference about the reliability at normal conditions
given degradation data that were obtained at accelerated time/stress conditions. There
exist two categories: the physics-based models and the statistics-based model. In physics-
based models, the physical variables of the model (e.g., pressure, temperature and stress)
are increased in order to obtain failure data under a reasonable timeframe. Examples of
physics-based models are the Arrhenius model for temperature-related degradation
mechanism and the inverse power model for non-thermal-related degradation mecha-
nism (e.g., the fatigue damage in bearings). Statistics-based model uses data obtained in
various operating conditions to establish a statistical model from a set of input explana-
tory variables. Example of statistics-based model is the Cox proportional hazards model
that expresses the failure rate as the product of a baseline failure rate and a function of the
covariates [7].

As previously mentioned, the RUL knowledge is a keystone to offer guidance for an optimal
maintenance planning. It has been considered as a fundamental ingredient in the field of
Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) [8]. The main challenge of RUL estimation lies in
the presence of heterogeneity due to different inner states or external operating conditions of
systems. The performance or degradation of a system is caused by interactions of both the
inner deterioration and the working environment of the system, justifying the need to take into
account the heterogeneity in the degradation model. In this way, it is affected by three kinds of
heterogeneity that are the unit-to-unit variability for items from the same batch, the variability
in the operating conditions over time and the diversity of tasks and workloads of systems
during their life cycles. For each heterogeneity corresponds adequate degradation models. In
this study, a focus on data-driven models with unit-to-unit variability and time-varying
dynamics of systems is considered.
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2.4.1. Random coefficient regression models

Random effects were first considered in random coefficient regression models [9]. At each
inspection time tj, a degradation value Xj(tj) is measured on an item i. The degradation model
takes the form:

XiðtjÞ ¼ Zðtij;α;βiÞ þ εij ð16Þ

With α = (α1, α2, …, αn) a vector of constant parameters that are characteristics of the tested
population and βi = (βi1, βi2, …, βin) a vector of random parameters that are specific to each
item i (i.e., α is the vector representing the common part of the degradation, while βi represents
the heterogeneity). The term εij represents the measurement error on the degradation value at
time tj on the item i and is supposed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a null mean and a
standard deviation σε. Common representations of this model are the linear form, the power
form and the logarithmic form. However, this simple model has several drawbacks including
the need for more historical degradation data from different items of the same category, the
difficulty in capturing the time-varying dynamics of the items and the independency between
random noise with time [10].

2.4.2. Stochastic process-based models

Stochastic process-based models with random coefficients are able to consider both time-
varying dynamics and unit-to-unit variability. These processes may be represented by some
specific models that are derived from the Levy Processes family [11]. A levy stochastic process
has independent (non-)stationary increments which represent the sequence of successive ran-
dom and independent displacements of a point in a space. Frequently used models from this
family are the gamma process [12] and the Wiener process [13]. According to the results
presented in the literature, it seems that stochastic process-based models with random effects
can effectively improve the accuracy of RUL estimation in addition to extend the range of
applications by considering both cases of monotonous and non-monotonous degradation
processes, whether they are linear or non-linear [8]. However in industrial applications, the
main drawback of stochastic process-based models with random effects is the computation
issue that can be complex and highly dependent of the choice of random parameters and their
distribution. Generally, the assumption of normally distributed parameters is chosen [14]. The
next section is dedicated to the study of a non-stationary formulation of the Wiener process
that is used in the illustrative example at the end of this chapter.

2.5. The Wiener process

The Wiener process has been widely applied to degradation modelling in various fields, for
example, bearings, laser generators and milling machines [15]. The Wiener process is particu-
larly a good candidate to represent the evolution of a degradation process that is made of an
increasing trend over time with random Gaussian noise, both being proportional to elapsed
time. It is characterized by continuous sample paths and independent, (non-)stationary and
normally distributed increments [16].
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2.5.1. Definition and mathematical properties

AWiener process-based model has two kinds of parameters: one set related to the expected
value of the degradation rate and one that represents the magnitude of the random noise.
The generic formulation of a degradation process ZW(t) ruled by a Wiener process-based
model is:

ZW ðtÞ ¼ ZWðt0Þ þmðt;θÞ þ σWðtÞ ð17Þ

With ZW (t) the initial degradation value at time t0,m(t; θ) the trend function ruled by the set of
parameters θ, σ a parameter that represents the magnitude of the Gaussian noise perturbing
the trend, W(t) the standard Brownian motion that has the following characteristics:

• W(0) = 0;

• W has independent increments, that is, for 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t3 ≤ t4, the increments W(t4) – W(t3)
and W(t2) – W(t1) are independent random variables;

• W is a continuous stochastic process, and for 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2, the increment W(t2) – W(t1) has a
normal distribution with mean equals to zero and standard deviation equals to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 � t1
p

.

It follows that the Wiener process-based model can also be formulated as:
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Therefore, the mathematical expectation and variance of a Wiener process-based degradation
model are:

E
�
ZWðtÞ

�
¼ ZW ðt0Þ þmðt;θÞ ð20Þ

V
�
ZWðtÞ

�
¼ σ2t ð21Þ

2.5.2. Fitting the Wiener process

Given a set of n + 1 measurements of degradation data z0, z1, z2, …, zn at inspection times
t0, t1, t2, …, tn, the fitting procedure of a Wiener process-based degradation model is
achieved mainly using the maximum likelihood method [17]. This method allows to obtain
the value of the parameters θ and σ from the power density function (pdf) of the Wiener
process-based model, each pdf function being assessed at the measurements points. The
likelihood function is:
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next section is dedicated to the study of a non-stationary formulation of the Wiener process
that is used in the illustrative example at the end of this chapter.

2.5. The Wiener process

The Wiener process has been widely applied to degradation modelling in various fields, for
example, bearings, laser generators and milling machines [15]. The Wiener process is particu-
larly a good candidate to represent the evolution of a degradation process that is made of an
increasing trend over time with random Gaussian noise, both being proportional to elapsed
time. It is characterized by continuous sample paths and independent, (non-)stationary and
normally distributed increments [16].
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For the stationary Wiener process (i.e., m(t; θ) μ.t is a linear function of time), the estimation of
the parameters μ, σ is obtained by taking the partial derivative of the log-likelihood function
and searching for the roots [17]:

μ̂ ¼
Xn�1

i¼0 ðtiþ1 � tiÞXn�1
i¼0 ðziþ1 � ziÞ

¼ ðzn � z0Þ
ðtn � t0Þ ð23Þ
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
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Xn�1
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½ðzi � zi�1Þ � μ̂ðti � ti�1Þ�2

Δti

s
ð24Þ

For non-stationary Wiener processes, the parameters are obtained using optimization tech-
niques such as the Quasi Newton methods for instance [18].

2.5.3. FHT and RUL distribution of a Wiener process

Given a degradation threshold value zc and initial degradation value z0, the hitting times of a
Wiener process-based degradation model follow an Inverse Gaussian law with mean parame-
ter equals to m�1(zc � z0|θ) (i.e., the inverse function of m(t | θ) and shape parameter equals to
ðzc�z0Þ2=σ2 that has the following power density function fIG:

f IGðtjzc, z0,θ, σÞ ¼
zc � z0
σ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πt3
p exp �ðzc � z0Þ2

2tσ2
½x�m�1ðzc � z0j θÞ�2
½m�1ðzc � z0j θÞ�2

( )
ð25Þ

The corresponding reliability considering the last measurement zi at inspection time ti is:

Rðtjzc, zi, ti,θ, σÞ ¼ 1�
ðt
ti

zc � zi
σ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πx3
p exp �ðzc � ziÞ2

2xσ2
½x�m�1ðzc � zij θÞ�2
½m�1ðzc � zij θÞ�2

( )
dx ð26Þ

As the parameters of the Wiener process-based degradation model are updated for each new
measurement, the reliability function given by Eq. (26) is a dynamic reliability, that is, the
reliability is updated given the updated estimation of the parameters and the last degradation
measurement. Consequently, it corresponds to the RUL distribution over time that is assessed
at different inspection times.

3. Maintenance model

3.1. General assumptions

• The failure time of an item of equipment is ruled by a stochastic degradation process, that
is, it corresponds to the hitting time of a degradation threshold.
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• Whenever a failure occurred, a corrective maintenance action is performed immediately,
that is, the degradation process cannot cross the threshold and there is no duration in
failed state to consider.

• The degradation process itself is not altered by the maintenance actions, that is, the
parameters of the degradation process remain unchanged. Maintenance actions only
affect the recovery values of the degradation at inspection times.

• Both preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance are considered, that is, the
failure of an item of equipment does not lead to dramatic consequences (only higher cost
values). For preventive maintenance, an optimal inspection time tj = Tp is obtained consid-
ering the balance between preventive and corrective costs.

• For the predictive maintenance approach at each inspection time, two strategies are
considered depending on the measured degradation level. If the degradation is lower
than expected, then the maintenance action is postponed to another inspection time
considering the predicted degradation distribution. Otherwise, the maintenance action is
conducted at current inspection time. The decision to do or postpone the maintenance
action is given by a cost criterion.

• In case of a corrective maintenance or a preventive replacement, the item is replaced by a
new one (AGAN maintenance) so that z0 = 0, that is, the expected life of the item corre-
sponds to its mean time to failure (MTTF).

• Failure of the asset is tolerated, that is, it does not lead to catastrophic consequences.

• Downtimes due to unavailability of the maintenance staff or resources are not considered
at this stage, that is, the duration of maintenance actions is considered as negligible
compared to the life duration of the asset (i.e., MTTR < MUT).

3.2. Maintenance policies

Four types of maintenance policies are considered that are the corrective maintenance, the
preventive systematic maintenance, the preventive condition-based maintenance (CBM) and
the predictive maintenance [19].

3.2.1. The corrective maintenance

The maintenance task is carried out after failure of the asset to identify, isolate and rectify a
fault in order to restore the failed equipment, machine or system in an operational condition.
The timing for corrective maintenance can be immediate (the restoration process starts imme-
diately after a failure) or deferred (the maintenance tasks are delayed given a set or mainte-
nance rules). A corrective maintenance policy is mainly used for low value assets, equipment
for which the failures do not lead to catastrophic consequences or item for which the RUL is
hard to predict due to random failures.

3.2.2. The preventive systematic maintenance

Also known as calendar-based, clock-based or time-based maintenance, it is a maintenance
action of an asset according to a scheduled timetable (i.e., a given periodicity between
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For the stationary Wiener process (i.e., m(t; θ) μ.t is a linear function of time), the estimation of
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For non-stationary Wiener processes, the parameters are obtained using optimization tech-
niques such as the Quasi Newton methods for instance [18].

2.5.3. FHT and RUL distribution of a Wiener process

Given a degradation threshold value zc and initial degradation value z0, the hitting times of a
Wiener process-based degradation model follow an Inverse Gaussian law with mean parame-
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As the parameters of the Wiener process-based degradation model are updated for each new
measurement, the reliability function given by Eq. (26) is a dynamic reliability, that is, the
reliability is updated given the updated estimation of the parameters and the last degradation
measurement. Consequently, it corresponds to the RUL distribution over time that is assessed
at different inspection times.

3. Maintenance model

3.1. General assumptions

• The failure time of an item of equipment is ruled by a stochastic degradation process, that
is, it corresponds to the hitting time of a degradation threshold.
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• Whenever a failure occurred, a corrective maintenance action is performed immediately,
that is, the degradation process cannot cross the threshold and there is no duration in
failed state to consider.

• The degradation process itself is not altered by the maintenance actions, that is, the
parameters of the degradation process remain unchanged. Maintenance actions only
affect the recovery values of the degradation at inspection times.

• Both preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance are considered, that is, the
failure of an item of equipment does not lead to dramatic consequences (only higher cost
values). For preventive maintenance, an optimal inspection time tj = Tp is obtained consid-
ering the balance between preventive and corrective costs.

• For the predictive maintenance approach at each inspection time, two strategies are
considered depending on the measured degradation level. If the degradation is lower
than expected, then the maintenance action is postponed to another inspection time
considering the predicted degradation distribution. Otherwise, the maintenance action is
conducted at current inspection time. The decision to do or postpone the maintenance
action is given by a cost criterion.

• In case of a corrective maintenance or a preventive replacement, the item is replaced by a
new one (AGAN maintenance) so that z0 = 0, that is, the expected life of the item corre-
sponds to its mean time to failure (MTTF).

• Failure of the asset is tolerated, that is, it does not lead to catastrophic consequences.

• Downtimes due to unavailability of the maintenance staff or resources are not considered
at this stage, that is, the duration of maintenance actions is considered as negligible
compared to the life duration of the asset (i.e., MTTR < MUT).

3.2. Maintenance policies

Four types of maintenance policies are considered that are the corrective maintenance, the
preventive systematic maintenance, the preventive condition-based maintenance (CBM) and
the predictive maintenance [19].

3.2.1. The corrective maintenance

The maintenance task is carried out after failure of the asset to identify, isolate and rectify a
fault in order to restore the failed equipment, machine or system in an operational condition.
The timing for corrective maintenance can be immediate (the restoration process starts imme-
diately after a failure) or deferred (the maintenance tasks are delayed given a set or mainte-
nance rules). A corrective maintenance policy is mainly used for low value assets, equipment
for which the failures do not lead to catastrophic consequences or item for which the RUL is
hard to predict due to random failures.

3.2.2. The preventive systematic maintenance

Also known as calendar-based, clock-based or time-based maintenance, it is a maintenance
action of an asset according to a scheduled timetable (i.e., a given periodicity between
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consecutives maintenance tasks). It is mainly applied for critical assets to prevent failures, or
routine inspections that occur on a regular basis to control the state of safety equipment. The
optimal periodicity is obtained given the reliability of the item, and the relative costs between a
preventive maintenance and a corrective maintenance.

3.2.3. The preventive condition-based maintenance (CBM)

The preventive maintenance actions are based on the condition of the component being
maintained. The condition of assets is tracked over time using statistical process control
techniques, monitoring equipment performance through regular inspections. Measuring the
variable of interest directly is usually difficult to achieve, and in this case, some other related
variables are used to obtain the estimates of the variable of interest (e.g., bearings wear can be
accessed through vibration, noise or temperatures analyses). Once the related indicators have
crossed a given threshold, the preventive maintenance action is performed.

3.2.4. The predictive maintenance

An extension of the condition-based maintenance in that way that the state or degradation
level of the asset is forecasted to predict the failure time and adapt the maintenance tasks
accordingly. An alternative denomination is the adaptive maintenance as the maintenance
scheduling is continuously adapted according to the updated actual degradation level and its
forecasting.

3.3. The cost model

3.3.1. Corrective and age replacement cost model

In a context of a reliability-centred maintenance approach, the cost maintenance model is
based on the reliability calculation that allows to obtain the most relevant time to perform the
preventive maintenance in order to reach the optimum expected maintenance cost per unit of
time. A generic age replacement model is used as preventive maintenance model [19]

cmðTpÞ ¼
FðTpÞ:Cc þ RðTpÞ:Cp

MUTjTp
¼ FðTpÞ:Cc þ RðTpÞ:CpðTp

0
RðtÞdt

ð27Þ

with Tp is the time of preventive maintenance; F(Tp) represents the probability of having a
failure at time Tp given the degradation-based reliability model; Cc is the total corrective cost
incurred when a failure occurs; Cp is the total cost due to a preventive maintenance action; cm is
the average cost per unit of time that has to be optimized; MUT|Tp is the mean up time under a
preventive maintenance policy.

Considering the cost contributions, Cc and Cp are expressed as follows:

Cc ¼MTTRcðτsto þ τintcÞ þ Ccstc þ Pcstc ð28Þ
Cp ¼MTTRpðτsto þ τintpÞ þ Ccstp þ Pcstp ð29Þ
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MTTRc andMTTRp are themean times to restore, respectively, for a correctivemaintenance and for
a preventive maintenance, τsto the variable losses per unit of time due to unavailability of the asset,
τint the variable costs per unit of time, Ccst the fixed part of the costs, Pcst the fixed part of the losses
and the subscripts ‘c’and ‘p’ standing for corrective and preventive maintenance, respectively.

From Eq. (27), considering an infinite time to perform a preventive maintenance leads to the
pure corrective maintenance model, that is

cmcð∞Þ ¼
Fð∞Þ:Cc þ Rð∞Þ:Cpð∞

0
RðtÞdt

¼ Cc

MTTF
ð30Þ

with MTTF the mean time to failure.

3.3.2. Introducing the inspection cost

Considering the condition-based and the predictive maintenance models, measurements are
required to assess the current degradation level and to forecast its trend. It is considered that
these measurements are performed through inspections that are considered as additional
costs. In this case, the total maintenance cost over time is [20]:

CðtÞ ¼ CiNiðtÞ þ CpNpðtÞ þ CcNcðtÞ ð31Þ

With Cx and Nx(t) the cost and the counter of inspection, preventive actions and corrective
tasks. On the one hand, the inspections will increase the total cost, but on the other hand, it will
allow to avoid failures as well as to increase the useful life of equipment. Consequently, there is
an optimum number of inspections to consider.

Considering the condition-based maintenance scenario, the inspections should take place at a
given periodicity that will reasonably decrease the probability of crossing the degradation
threshold without being too frequent.

For the predictive maintenance scenario, it is considered that at least one inspection will take
place at the time corresponding to the calendar-based preventive maintenance model (i.e., the
inspection will guide the decision of performing the preventive maintenance action or post-
poning it at another inspection time). Practically, at the first inspection time tj=1 corresponding
to the time of preventive maintenance, the following criterion is assessed:

KCðt1 ¼ TpÞ ¼
Cp

t1
F�ðt2Þ:CcþR�ðt2Þ:CpþCi

t1þ
ð t2

t1

R�ðtÞdt

ð32Þ

F* and R* being the updated failure and reliability function given the last degradation mea-

surement Z(t1) and t2 ¼ T�p ¼ Tp

�
t1jZðt1Þ

�
the next forecasted inspection time given the deg-

radation level Z(t1) measured at the 1st inspection time t1. This criterion represents the ratio
between the strategy that replaces the equipment at time t1 and the strategy to postpone the
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with MTTF the mean time to failure.
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threshold without being too frequent.

For the predictive maintenance scenario, it is considered that at least one inspection will take
place at the time corresponding to the calendar-based preventive maintenance model (i.e., the
inspection will guide the decision of performing the preventive maintenance action or post-
poning it at another inspection time). Practically, at the first inspection time tj=1 corresponding
to the time of preventive maintenance, the following criterion is assessed:

KCðt1 ¼ TpÞ ¼
Cp

t1
F�ðt2Þ:CcþR�ðt2Þ:CpþCi

t1þ
ð t2

t1

R�ðtÞdt

ð32Þ

F* and R* being the updated failure and reliability function given the last degradation mea-

surement Z(t1) and t2 ¼ T�p ¼ Tp

�
t1jZðt1Þ

�
the next forecasted inspection time given the deg-

radation level Z(t1) measured at the 1st inspection time t1. This criterion represents the ratio
between the strategy that replaces the equipment at time t1 and the strategy to postpone the
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replacement at time t2 ¼ T�p. Actually, the numerator represents the cost rate obtained for a

lifecycle t1 and the denominator the cost rate for an expected lifecycle t2 that is obtained given
the last degradation measurement and considering the corrective and preventive cost values. If
KC > 1 it is cheaper to postpone the preventive maintenance action to the next inspection time
predicted from the degradation-based reliability model. When KC ≤ 1, the maintenance is
performed at the last inspection time reached.

At inspection time tj + 1, the criterion is assessed considering the total elapsed time and the
number of inspections already performed, that is, the general form of the criterion is:

KCðtjÞ ¼
Cpþðj�1Þ:Ci

tj
F�ðtjþ1Þ:CcþR�ðtjþ1Þ:Cpþj:Ci

tjþ
ð tjþ1

tj

R�ðtÞdt

ð33Þ

As long as KC(tj) > 1, the maintenance action is delayed to next inspection time tj+1.

4. Methodology

This section summarizes the methodology that consists of updating a degradation-based
reliability model from data as well as the maintenance optimization for preventive replace-
ment that leads to an adaptive maintenance model. Considering a completely new asset for
which neither reliability nor degradation information is provided, the methodology focuses on
four stages that correspond to the four maintenance policies related to the knowledge level of
the reliability and degradation process of the asset.

4.1. Run-to-failure stage

As no information is available on the asset, the first stage consists to let the asset running until
its failure before performing a corrective maintenance action to restore it in AGAN condition.
This provides a set of failure times that is used to fit a parametric reliability model as presented
in Section 2.1.

4.2. Systematic preventive maintenance stage

According to the parametric reliability of the asset and the corrective and preventive mainte-
nance costs, an optimal periodicity Tp is obtained using Eq. (27).

4.3. Monitoring the degradation and CBM stage

The third stage consists in monitoring the degradation process to fit a degradation model that
will be used in the last stage. Consequently, the monitoring of the data should be tuned so that
the measurements points are sufficient for the modelling. Two design variables are to be
defined as the preventive degradation threshold beyond which the preventive task is
performed and the degradation measurements periodicity. Generally, these variables are
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adjusted using experimental design, sensitivity analyses and return of experience. Given a
penalty cost for the monitoring (e.g., inspection cost) and practical constraints, an optimal set
of these parameters can be identified.

4.4. Forecasting the degradation and adaptive maintenance stage

Given the degradation measurements collected in the previous stage, a degradation model
identification can be attempted. The selection of the most suitable model is complexed; it
depends on the nature of the degradation data and the sample size. Goodness of fit criterion
is used to give guidance on the most suitable degradation model. Once the degradation model
has been identified, the adaptive maintenance stage defines the first inspection time as the time
corresponding to the preventive systematic maintenance periodicity t1 = Tp. Considering that
the item has survived until this time, an inspection is performed and the degradation level is
measured. Given the degradation model Z(t), the distribution of the hitting times is updated so
as the failure function density F*(t). A new reliability model is then fitted on this failure
function from which we can deduce the mean residual life as well as a new optimized time T�p
for a preventive replacement. At this step, the cost criterion Kc is assessed if Kc > 1, the
maintenance is postponed to the next inspection time tjþ1 ¼ T�p; otherwise, the preventive

maintenance action is performed at the current inspection tj. Figure 2 shows an illustration of
the updating process of both the degradation and the threshold hitting times distribution.

Figure 2. Illustration of the adaptive maintenance and graphical interpretation of the cost criterion Kc.
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Figure 3. The simulation flowchart of the adaptive maintenance model.
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The superscript ‘*’ stands for any value or parametric law that is updated given the last
degradation measurement. As the reliability model R*(t) is updated each time, a new deg-
radation data is collected and the adaptive maintenance model is also updated, respectively.
This methodology permits to increase the useful life of an item of equipment for which the
specific degradation path is quite optimistic compared to the mean trend and to obtain a
better estimation of the mean residual life in general. Figure 3 presents the simulation
flowchart of the adaptive maintenance model. Once the degradation model is identified,
the first step consists in the simulation of random degradation paths and the computation of
the hitting times of the degradation threshold corresponding to the failed state. From this
collection of hitting times, a statistical generic reliability law is computed that determines
the first inspection time tj = Tp given the costs of the different maintenance actions. At this
time and considering that the item has not failed, an inspection is performed to measure the
degradation level. From this degradation value and given the degradation process, new
degradation trajectories are simulated in order to obtain a new set of hitting times of the
threshold and the reliability law is updated accordingly. The next step is the assessment of
the cost criterion KC(tj) that decides whether or not a maintenance action should occur at the
present inspection time. Obviously, the item may fail between consecutive inspection times,
which leads to a corrective maintenance (AGAN replacement). In this case, the failure time
is added on the failure times database in order to update the time of the first inspection.

5. An illustrative example

The methodology to obtain an adaptive maintenance model is applied on an illustrative
example. The degradation model used in this example is a non-stationary Wiener process as
presented in Section 2.5. The non-stationary Wiener process is as follows:

ZðtÞ ¼ Zðt0Þ þ atb þ σWðtÞ ð34Þ

With a, b and σ being random parameters for each degradation path. It is supposed that those
parameters follow a uniform distribution with inferior and superior boundaries equalling to
0.8 and 1.2. The degradation failure threshold is set to zf = 100, and each degradation path has
an initial degradation Z(t0)= z0 = 0. This degradation model is supposed to be unknown for the
first two stages of the study. The model is used to generate failure times during the first stage
(i.e., the crossing times of the failure threshold). Figure 4 shows three simulations of the
degradation process.

The maintenance costs are as follows:

• Correction maintenance action, Cc = 2500 €

• Preventive maintenance action, Cp = 500 €

• Inspection cost, Ci = 50 €
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5.1. Stage 1: run to failure

In the first stage, it is considered that the asset is running until failure. The distribution of the
failure times is supposed to be unknown at first. From a collection of 5000 failure times, a
three-parameter Weibull distribution is fitted using the maximum likelihood method. The

estimated parameters are β̂ ¼ 1:2357, η̂ ¼ 90:4343, and γ̂ ¼ 39:0214. The mean time to failure
computed with the simulated failure times is MTTF = 126.76 days, and the expected value of
the fitted Weibull distribution is 123.47 days. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the pdf histo-
gram obtained with failure data and the pdf of the fitted Weibull distribution. The expected
corrective maintenance cost is cmcð∞Þ ¼ 20:25 €/day (see Eq. (30)).

5.2. Stage 2: systematic preventive maintenance

Considering the reliability obtained at the previous stage, the optimum systematic preventive
maintenance periodicity is Tp = 41.79 days with an expected daily maintenance cost
cmðTpÞ ¼ 12:61 €/day. Figure 6 represents the evolution of the expected maintenance cost for
different values of Tp (see Eq. (27)).

5.3. Stage 3: condition-based maintenance (CBM)

In stage 3, the degradation is monitored. The purpose is to collect sufficient data for modelling
the degradation process as well as performing the condition-based maintenance. In order to

Figure 4. Three simulated paths of the Wiener-based degradation process. The corresponding failure times are, respec-
tively, 42.53, 122.75 and 197.75 days.
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Figure 5. Probability density function from simulated failure times and estimated three-parameter Weibull pdf function.

Figure 6. Optimum systematic preventive maintenance periodicity Tp.
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find the optimal set of design parameters that are the periodicity of inspection Ti and the
preventive degradation threshold zCM for the condition monitoring, a Monte Carlo simula-
tion approach was conducted. For each scenario run, 5000 simulations were performed to
reach the stationary maintenance cost. A minimum condition-based maintenance cost value
of 8.55 €/day was reached for the set of variables [Ti = 22 days; zCM = 64]. Figure 7 shows the
surface plot of the related CBM cost per unit of time. The white sphere, located in the optimal
region, represents the minimum cost value obtained. Conducting inspections too frequently
leads to additional costs, and on the other hand, considering long duration between inspec-
tions increases the probability of failure and related corrective costs. Similarly, setting the
condition monitoring degradation threshold close to the failure degradation level increases
the likelihood of failure; and on the other hand, setting the condition monitoring degradation
threshold to a very low level leads to precocious replacement of the asset thus shortening its
useful life.

Figure 7. Plot of the condition monitoring maintenance cost with respect to the periodicity of inspection Ti and condition
monitoring degradation threshold zCM. The optimum cost value is 8.55 €/day for the set of variables [Ti = 22 days; zCM = 64].
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5.4. Stage 4: degradation-based adaptive maintenance

In this last stage, the adaptive maintenance methodology is set up. Given the monitoring of
degradation data, the Wiener process-based degradation model Z(t) can be identified for each
degradation path using the maximum likelihood method. For each run, an inspection is
conducted at t1 = 41.79 days (i.e., the scheduled time for systematic preventive maintenance).
The degradation level Z(t1) is measured and the cost criterion is assessed Kc(t1) according to
Eq. (33). If Kc(t1) < 1, the item is replaced at t1 and only the cost of preventive maintenance is
due; otherwise, the next inspection is scheduled to t2 ¼ Tpðt1jZðt1ÞÞ given the updated RUL of
the item. The same procedure is repeated for each inspection time tj until Kc(tj) < 1. Figure 8

Figure 8. Illustration of the adaptive maintenance policy on a specific degradation path. The corresponding threshold hitting
time being high, the adaptive maintenance allows to extend the usage of the asset, thus fully exploiting its useful life.
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shows an example of the adaptive maintenance methodology. For each simulation, the degra-
dation process is supposed to be known. For this specific degradation path, three inspections
were performed and the item was preventively replaced at the fourth inspection time.

5.5. Maintenance policies comparison

Figure 9 represents the maintenance cost per unit of time obtained over 5000 simulations for
each maintenance policy. The expected theoretical maintenance costs for the corrective and
preventive maintenance policies are also represented (dash lines).

At the end of the 5000 simulations, the number of inspections and failure events for each
maintenance policy are the following:

• Corrective maintenance: 0 inspection and 5000 failures.

• Systematic preventive maintenance: 0 inspection and 40 failures.

• Condition-based maintenance: 20,093 inspections and 182 failures.

• Adaptive maintenance: 7397 inspections and 200 failures.

Figure 9. Maintenance cost per unit of time for the different maintenance policies.
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Due to the distribution of the failure times, the calendar-based preventive maintenance had the
minimum number of failure events; but on the other hand, it reduces the useful life of item
since the replacement takes place at t = 71.79 days no matter the degradation level. Comparing
the condition-based maintenance and the adaptive maintenance, the latter had slightly more
failures events but required almost three times less inspections. The fact that both condition-
based maintenance and adaptive maintenance had more failures than calendar-based mainte-
nance makes sense: each time the preventive maintenance is postponed, there is a risk of a
failure to occur between consecutive inspections.

6. Conclusion

This chapter was dedicated to the presentation of an adaptive maintenance methodology for
extending the useful life of asset. The methodology uses the reliability-centred maintenance
approach as well as the degradation-based reliability approach to define a degradation-based
adaptive maintenance model. Background reliability information was presented in Section 1.
Section 2 was devoted to the presentation of the degradation-based reliability approach with a
focus on the stochastic processes. Section 3 detailed the age-based maintenance cost model and
its extension to consider inspection costs, which lead to the definition of the cost criterion KC

used to justify the best maintenance action to perform at each inspection time. Section 4 was a
sum up of the methodology, highlighting the procedure of updating the reliability estimation
step and degradation paths prediction given the last measurement. The methodology was
applied on a numerical example using a non-stationary Wiener-based degradation process
with random parameters. Four maintenance policies, from the run to failure to the adaptive
maintenance stage, were compared. The results showed that the adaptive maintenance model
had the minimum maintenance cost per unit of time. However, there are still challenges to
cope with to improve the methodology, for example:

• The failure threshold definition that can be hard to set. An elegant solution would be to
consider a probabilistic distribution of this threshold instead of a deterministic value or to
combine expert judgement with fuzzy logic to take into account the uncertainties.

• The degradation modelling is also a tricky step, especially for degradation process with
changing degradation rate and load dependant. While stochastic processes can consider
both unit-to-unit variability and time-varying dynamics of systems, the fitting procedure
of such process might lead to inaccurate model. Given the degradation data history, the
fitting procedure should select the most relevant measurements to accurately predict
the future behaviour especially for non-stationary and non-monotonous degradation
mechanism.

• Finally, the adaptive maintenance methodology should be extended to the case of a
system made of several components, each of them being ruled by its specific degradation
mechanism.

This methodology can be applied for any asset given that degradation measurements and
degradation modelling are possible. Examples of application are the replacement of cutting
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tools in machining process by monitoring the requested power, the replacement of bearings
through vibration monitoring techniques and the maintenance scheduling of railway track
sections given the assessment of railway track condition geometry.
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tools in machining process by monitoring the requested power, the replacement of bearings
through vibration monitoring techniques and the maintenance scheduling of railway track
sections given the assessment of railway track condition geometry.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we study the task of obtaining and using the exact cumulative bounds of
various network reliability indices. A network is modeled by a non-directed random
graph with reliable nodes and unreliable edges that fail independently. The approach
based on cumulative updating of the network reliability bounds was introduced byWon
and Karray in 2010. Using this method, we can find out whether the network is reliable
enough with respect to a given threshold. The cumulative updating continues until
either the lower reliability bound becomes greater than the threshold or the threshold
becomes greater than the upper reliability bound. In the first case, we decide that a
network is reliable enough; in the second case, we decide that a network is unreliable.
We show how to speed up cumulative bounds obtaining by using partial sums and how
to update bounds when applying different methods of reduction and decomposition.
Various reliability indices are considered: k-terminal probabilistic connectivity, diameter
constrained reliability, average pairwise connectivity, and the expected size of a sub-
network that contains a special node. Expected values can be used for unambiguous
decision-making about network reliability, development of evolutionary algorithms for
network topology optimization, and obtaining approximate reliability values.

Keywords: network reliability, factoring method, network connectivity, random graph,
diameter constraint, probabilistic connectivity, pairwise connectivity, network topology
optimization, estimation, cumulative updating

1. Introduction

The network reliability analysis is one of the primary tasks in the course of the network topology
design and optimization. Usually, random graphs are used when modeling networks with
unreliable elements [1–7]; therefore, the network reliability is defined as a connectivity measure
in a random graph. There are many reliability indices of networks, for example, probabilistic
connectivity [4], average pairwise reliability [5, 6], and diameter constrained reliability [7].
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The most widespread network reliability index is the probabilistic connectivity of the corres-
ponding random graph. Depending on the number of terminals (selected nodes that must be
connected), there are three types of this measure such as two-terminal, all-terminal (ATR) and
k-terminal reliabilities. The average pairwise reliability (APR) describes the network reliability
from the point of connection between every two nodes, while a network may be still discon-
nected. The reliability of a network with a diameter constraint (DCR) is defined as the proba-
bility of each pair of nodes connectivity by paths that travel through a limited number of
communication channels. This index is more useful, especially for P2P networks [8], wave-
length division multiplexing networks, wireless sensor networks, and so on.

Another reliability index we consider in this chapter is the mathematical expectation of the size
of a connected subgraph that contains a special node (MENC) [2], which describes the quality
of monitoring area coverage.

Despite the fact that problems of exact reliability computations are NP-hard [9, 10], it is
possible to conduct the exact calculation for networks of practical interest dimension, taking
into account some special features of network topologies. For large-scale networks, various
methods of reliability evaluation are widely used [11, 12]. Won and Karray suggested the
cumulative updating of reliability bounds for uniqueness of decision on network feasibility
[13]. Originally, this approach was presented for ATR. In this chapter, we present our results on
cumulative updating of other reliability indices, and some improvements for ATR bounds
cumulative updating. In addition, the main ideas of constructing the cumulative bounds for
random graph characteristics are discussed along with examples of their usage in obtaining
better evaluation of reliability indices and improving bionic optimization algorithms.

2. The basic notations

We simulate a network with perfectly reliable nodes and unreliable links by an undirected
random graph G = (V,E) with given presence probabilities 0 ≤ ei ≤ 1 of the edges. The notations
which are used in this chapter are given below. Most of them coincide with the notations from
[14].

G—Undirected probabilistic network;

V—Set of n nodes;

E—Set of m edges;

ei; eij – i-th edge or edge that connects i-th and j-th nodes, depending on context;

pj – Operating probability of j-th edge;

wi – Weight of node i, WT = (w1,…,wn);

W(G) – Total weight of nodes of G;

R(G) – All-terminal reliability of G, that is, probability that every two nodes are connected;

K—Set of terminal nodes;

System Reliability94

Rd
K Gð Þ—Diameter constrained reliability of G, that is, the probability that every two nodes

from K are connected by a path that travel through not more than d edges;

LB, UB—Lower and upper bounds of G reliability. In case of ATR, we use the original notation
form [13]: RL, RU;

R0—Predefined threshold for the network reliability value;

N(G) (M(G))—Mathematical expectation of the number of disconnected (or connected) pairs of
nodes in G;

CS(G; s)—Mathematical expectation of a number of nodes in a connected subgraph that
contains a node s; if s = 1, then CS(G);

R—Average pairwise reliability of G;

C—Edge chain composed of edges e1,…,ek;

G/C (G/e)—Network G with a contracted chain C (edge e);

G\C (G\e)—Network G without chain C (edge e); and

G∗
e—Network G with an absolutely reliable edge e;

3. Factoring method and cumulative updating of network reliability
bounds

The most common exact method for calculating various network reliability measures is the
factoring method. According to this method, we divide the probability space, which consists of
all particular network realizations, into two sets based on the presence or absence of a network
element. Further on we refer to such a network element as a factored element, or a pivot
element. As a result, for a given network G and a factored element e, we will obtain the two
networks: G∗

e , where e is absolutely reliable, and G\e, where e is absolutely unreliable, so we
could remove it. The probability of G∗

e is equal to the pivot element reliability, and the proba-
bility of G\e is equal to the pivot element failure probability. For a reliability index Rel of the
initial network, the following expression holds (the total probability law):

Rel Gð Þ ¼ peRel G
∗
e

� �þ 1� pe
� �

Rel G\eð Þ (1)

Then the obtained networks are subject to the same factoring procedure. Recursions continue
until either an unreliable network is obtained (0 is returned) or an absolutely reliable network
is obtained (1 is returned). For ATR (Figure 1), expression (1) turns to:

R Gð Þ ¼ peR G=eð Þ þ 1� pe
� �

R G\eð Þ: (2)

We can speed up the factoring process by calculating the intermediate networks reliabilities
directly, that is, without further factorization. For ATR calculation, the five-vertex graph reli-
ability formula can be used [13]. Another way to accelerate the reliability computing by using
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various reduction [4] and decomposition [17] methods, such as serial-parallel transformation
on each recursive call of the factoring procedure, biconnected decomposition, and other
methods.

The idea of the cumulative updating method is an incremental updating of exact lower (LB)
and upper (UB) reliability bounds and comparing them with a given reliability threshold R0. If
LB > R0, then the network is reliable. If UB < R0, then the network is unreliable. The LB must
necessarily be non-decreasing, and the UB must necessarily be non-increasing. Another oblig-
atory condition is the equality of LB, UB at the last step and exact reliability value R. One
possible way of bounds updating is the usage of the factoring method. When a final graph or a
disconnected graph is obtained, we can update bounds [13].

As a rule, any algorithm of calculation of mathematical expectation for a non-negative function
μ of a random graph G practically comes to summarizing non-negative values. According to
the definition of mathematical expectation in the discrete case [14]:

E μ Gð Þ� � ¼
X
H∈ Γ

P Hð Þ � μ Hð Þ, (3)

where Γ is a set of all possible final realizations of G that are obtained during factorization.

If some realizations Γ0 are obtained along with their probabilities, and a function μ is obtained
for all these realizations, then the LB is greater or equal to the corresponding partial sum.

Now let us assume that for μ, its possible minimal μm

� �
and maximal μM

� �
values are known.

In this case, we easily obtain the following bounds:

LB ¼
X
H∈Γ0

P Hð Þ � μ Hð Þ þ μm 1�
X
H∈ Γ0

P Hð Þ
 !

; UB ¼
X
H∈ Γ0

P Hð Þ � μ Hð Þ þ μM 1�
X
H∈ Γ0

P Hð Þ
 !

: (4)

Finally, both bounds will obviously come to an exact value.

From (4), we easily obtain the equations for improving bounds when the new (i-th) realization
Hi is obtained and μ Hið Þ is calculated:

Figure 1. The factoring method.
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LBi ¼ LBi�1 þ P Hið Þ � μ Hið Þ � μm

� �
; UBi ¼ UBi�1 � P Hið Þ � μM � μ Hð Þ� �

: (5)

For ATR, μm ¼ 0 and μM ¼ 1, so we arrive to the equations presented by Won and Karray in
[13], while for MENC μm ¼ 1 and μM ¼ n, where n is a total number of nodes in a graph. Initial
values of bounds are equal to these values.

4. Improvements for ATR bounds cumulative updating

4.1. The chain branching

Our methods named chain branching (CB) and chain reduction (CR) [15] could be used [16] .as
a basis for two kinds of the ATR bound updating (UAB) algorithms named UAB based on CB
(UAB_CB), and UAB based on CR (UAB_CR). These methods can be used if a network
contains a chain, that is, a sequence of adjacent two-degree nodes. The CB reduces the calcula-
tion of ATR for calculating the ATRs of networks obtained from G by removing a pivot chain,
or removing it and contracting its terminal nodes, while CR reduces it for calculating the ATR
of the network GR, in which, this chain is substituted by a single edge. Let a chain C consist of k
edges, its terminal nodes are s and t, and let an edge est has a reliability pst, then [16]

R Gð Þ ¼
Yk

i¼1
pi þ pst

Xk

i¼1
1� pi
� �Y

j 6¼i
pj

2
4

3
5 � R G=Cð Þ þ 1� pst

� �Xk

i¼1
1� pi
� �Y

j 6¼i
pj � R G\Cð Þ: (6)

The best choice is the usage of the longest chain as a pivot. However, it requires finding of all
the chains. We may accelerate the calculation by choosing a chain (or an edge) incidental to a
node with a minimal degree for obtaining a new chain.

4.2. The usage of Cutnodes

Let a network G have a cutnode u that divides G into two subnetworks G1 and G2, therefore,

R Gð Þ ¼ R G1ð ÞR G2ð Þ. RL 1ð Þ and RU 1ð Þ are lower and upper bounds for R G1ð Þ, respectively. Like
wise, RL 2ð Þ and RU 2ð Þ are the lower and upper bounds for R G2ð Þ, respectively. Then RL 1ð Þ�
RL 2ð Þ ≤R Gð Þ ≤RU 1ð Þ � RU 2ð Þ.

Let us estimate the ATR of subnetworksG1 andG2 in turn starting fromG1. While estimating the

ATR of G1, we have no information about the ATR of G2, thus RL 2ð Þ ¼ 0 and RU 2ð Þ ¼ 1, and RL
for R(G) is 0, while RU for R(G) is RU G1ð Þ. After some steps of estimating R G1ð Þ, we switch to

estimating RL 2ð Þ and RU 2ð Þ, thus improving RL and RU for G, and so on. Therefore, we calculate
the bounds for R G1ð Þ and R G2ð Þ separately (possibly in parallel). Now let us continue with
applying this scheme to calculating the bounds for R G1ð Þ and R G2ð Þ by the factoring method.

Similar to [15], we suppose that some networks H1, H1, …, HI are obtained from G1, and
networks K1, K2,…, KJ from G2 by factorization (1). Let us denote xi ¼ P Hið Þ, yi ¼ R Hið Þ,
1 ≤ i ≤ I, and si ¼ P Kið Þ, ti ¼ R Kið Þ, 1 ≤ i ≤ J. Then [16]:
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� �
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X
H∈ Γ0

P Hð Þ
 !
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X
H∈ Γ0

P Hð Þ
 !

: (4)
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Figure 1. The factoring method.
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LBi ¼ LBi�1 þ P Hið Þ � μ Hið Þ � μm

� �
; UBi ¼ UBi�1 � P Hið Þ � μM � μ Hð Þ� �

: (5)
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Let us estimate the ATR of subnetworksG1 andG2 in turn starting fromG1. While estimating the

ATR of G1, we have no information about the ATR of G2, thus RL 2ð Þ ¼ 0 and RU 2ð Þ ¼ 1, and RL
for R(G) is 0, while RU for R(G) is RU G1ð Þ. After some steps of estimating R G1ð Þ, we switch to

estimating RL 2ð Þ and RU 2ð Þ, thus improving RL and RU for G, and so on. Therefore, we calculate
the bounds for R G1ð Þ and R G2ð Þ separately (possibly in parallel). Now let us continue with
applying this scheme to calculating the bounds for R G1ð Þ and R G2ð Þ by the factoring method.

Similar to [15], we suppose that some networks H1, H1, …, HI are obtained from G1, and
networks K1, K2,…, KJ from G2 by factorization (1). Let us denote xi ¼ P Hið Þ, yi ¼ R Hið Þ,
1 ≤ i ≤ I, and si ¼ P Kið Þ, ti ¼ R Kið Þ, 1 ≤ i ≤ J. Then [16]:
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R G1ð Þ ¼
XI

i¼1
xiyi ¼ 1�

XI

i¼1
xi 1� yi
� �

; R G2ð Þ ¼
XJ

i¼1
siti ¼ 1�

XJ

i¼1
si 1� tið Þ: (7)

Statement 1 For all a,b such that 1 ≤ a ≤ I, 1 ≤ b ≤ J, the following inequalities hold:

Xa

i¼1
xiyi

Xb

i¼1
siti ≤R Gð Þ ≤ 1�

Xa

i¼1
xi 1� yi
� �" #

1�
Xb

i¼1
si 1� tið Þ

" #
: (8)

Proof of the statement can be found in [16], as well as the algorithm with the use of cutnodes
(UAB_C).

4.3. The usage of two-node cuts

Now let us describe the UAB modification that uses two-node cuts. Let the network G has a
node cut u,v that divides it into two subnetworks G1 and G2 (Figure 2). For any networkH that
contains the nodes u and v we will denote a network that is obtained by contracting these
nodes as H0.

For the first time, the approach based on two-node cut was presented by Kevin Wood [17] in
1989. It describes how to perform the reliability-preserving triconnected decomposition of a
network for calculating its k-terminal reliability. Later in 2006, we have introduced a general
method which allows using an arbitrary node cut for calculating all-terminal reliability [18, 19].
This method makes possible to reduce the reliability calculation to the calculation of reliabil-
ities of a group of networks each one with a smaller dimension. The total number of these
networks is 2*BW, where BW is the Bell number and W is the number of nodes in the cut. A
particular case of two-node cut along with numerical experiments to demonstrate the effi-
ciency for the ATR calculation was presented in [16, 20], and in [21]—for the k-terminal
reliability calculation. Despite the fact that the method from [17] presents a graph transforma-
tion for further factoring, and the method from [20] presents an expression for the network
reliability, both of them practically lead to similar calculations of the same complexity. Another
result was with the ATR calculation using special kind of node cuts [22]: the so-called

Figure 2. The network G with two-node cut and auxiliary networks.
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longitudinal and cycle cuts. All the listed results, which we have obtained, are described in
detail in [19]. Following is the corresponding Eq. [20] for the ATR without proof:

Theorem 1 The following equation holds:

R Gð Þ ¼ R G1ð Þ R G02 u; vð Þ� �� R G2ð Þ� �þ R G2ð Þ R G01 u; vð Þ� �� R G1ð Þ� �þ R G1ð ÞR G2ð Þ: (9)

The equation for three-node cut is sufficiently more complicated [18, 19]:

R Gð Þ ¼ 1
2
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� �
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� �
þ R G13∣2

2

� �
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� �� �h

þR G12∣3
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� �
R G1∣23

2

� �
þ R G13∣2
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� �
� R G12∣3

2

� �� �
þ R G13∣2

1

� �
R G12∣3

2

� �
þ R G1∣23

2

� �
� R G13∣2

2

� �� �

�R G1ð Þ R G12∣3
2

� �
þ R G13∣2

2

� �
þ R G1∣23

2

� �� �
� R G2ð Þ R G12∣3

1

� �
þ R G13∣2

1

� �
þ R G1∣23

1

� �� �

þR G1ð ÞR G2ð Þ� þ R G1ð ÞR G123
2

� �þ R G123
1

� �
R G2ð Þ,

(10)

where nodes 1, 2, and 3 composes the threee-node cut, Gx∣yz
i is a graph that is obtained by

merging y and z nodes in Gi, and Gxyz
i is obtained by merging x, y, and z nodes. The expression

for four-node cut has also been obtained [19], but we do not present it due to its huge size.

However, our results on using an arbitrary node cut for all-terminal reliability calculation were
published only in Russian [18, 19], and only the two-node cut case was presented in English
[16, 20]. Maybe, this is the reason that these results are not so widely known, and therefore, the
same ideas were proposed again by Juan Manuel Burgos and Franco Robledo Amoza [23, 24]
in 2016. As we have done it in [16–20], in [23, 24], the authors show how to calculate the all-
terminal reliability of a network with a node cut via reliabilities of a group of smaller networks,
but in a somewhat different way. As a result, Eqs. (9–10) were presented.

Let us describe how we can use expression (9) and update the ATR bounds separately for both
subgraphs G1 and G2 (Figure 2) for obtaining the ATR bounds of the whole graph G.

Suppose that some networks H1,…, HI are obtained from G1 during the factoring process. If
this factoring does not involve edges incidental to u or v, then parallel factoring in G01 u; vð Þ
leads to obtain H01 u; vð Þ,…, H0I u; vð Þ. Let us introduce the following denotations: xi ¼ P Hið Þ,
yi ¼ R Hið Þ, x0i ¼ P H0i u; vð Þ� �

, and y0i ¼ R H0i u; vð Þ� �
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ I. As in both G1 and G01 u; vð Þ, the

factoring is executed by the same pivot edges, we have x0i ¼ xi. Obviously y0i ≥ yi because
H01 u; vð Þ differs from Hi by the edge (u,v) that has reliability 1 in H01 u; vð Þ. Similarly, by the
factoring in G2 by edges that are not incidental to x or y, we obtain the networks K1,…, Kj, and
by the factoring in G02 u; vð Þ, we obtain K01,…, K0J . Let us denote siP Kið Þ, ti ¼ R Kið Þ,
s0i ¼ P K0i u; vð Þ� �

, and t0i ¼ R K0i u; vð Þ� �
for 1 ≤ i ≤ J. Similar to the above case, we have s0i ¼ si,

t0i ≥ ti. Let L ¼ max I; Jf g, and let xi ¼ yi ¼ y0i ¼ 0 for I þ 1 ≤ i ≤L, si ¼ ti ¼ t0i ¼ 0 for J þ 1 ≤ i ≤L.

Let us obtain RL1, i, RU1, i, RL01, i, RU
0
1, i, RL2, i, RU2, i, RL02, i, RU

0
2, i for 1 ≤ i ≤L:
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(UAB_C).

4.3. The usage of two-node cuts

Now let us describe the UAB modification that uses two-node cuts. Let the network G has a
node cut u,v that divides it into two subnetworks G1 and G2 (Figure 2). For any networkH that
contains the nodes u and v we will denote a network that is obtained by contracting these
nodes as H0.

For the first time, the approach based on two-node cut was presented by Kevin Wood [17] in
1989. It describes how to perform the reliability-preserving triconnected decomposition of a
network for calculating its k-terminal reliability. Later in 2006, we have introduced a general
method which allows using an arbitrary node cut for calculating all-terminal reliability [18, 19].
This method makes possible to reduce the reliability calculation to the calculation of reliabil-
ities of a group of networks each one with a smaller dimension. The total number of these
networks is 2*BW, where BW is the Bell number and W is the number of nodes in the cut. A
particular case of two-node cut along with numerical experiments to demonstrate the effi-
ciency for the ATR calculation was presented in [16, 20], and in [21]—for the k-terminal
reliability calculation. Despite the fact that the method from [17] presents a graph transforma-
tion for further factoring, and the method from [20] presents an expression for the network
reliability, both of them practically lead to similar calculations of the same complexity. Another
result was with the ATR calculation using special kind of node cuts [22]: the so-called

Figure 2. The network G with two-node cut and auxiliary networks.
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longitudinal and cycle cuts. All the listed results, which we have obtained, are described in
detail in [19]. Following is the corresponding Eq. [20] for the ATR without proof:

Theorem 1 The following equation holds:

R Gð Þ ¼ R G1ð Þ R G02 u; vð Þ� �� R G2ð Þ� �þ R G2ð Þ R G01 u; vð Þ� �� R G1ð Þ� �þ R G1ð ÞR G2ð Þ: (9)

The equation for three-node cut is sufficiently more complicated [18, 19]:
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where nodes 1, 2, and 3 composes the threee-node cut, Gx∣yz
i is a graph that is obtained by

merging y and z nodes in Gi, and Gxyz
i is obtained by merging x, y, and z nodes. The expression

for four-node cut has also been obtained [19], but we do not present it due to its huge size.

However, our results on using an arbitrary node cut for all-terminal reliability calculation were
published only in Russian [18, 19], and only the two-node cut case was presented in English
[16, 20]. Maybe, this is the reason that these results are not so widely known, and therefore, the
same ideas were proposed again by Juan Manuel Burgos and Franco Robledo Amoza [23, 24]
in 2016. As we have done it in [16–20], in [23, 24], the authors show how to calculate the all-
terminal reliability of a network with a node cut via reliabilities of a group of smaller networks,
but in a somewhat different way. As a result, Eqs. (9–10) were presented.

Let us describe how we can use expression (9) and update the ATR bounds separately for both
subgraphs G1 and G2 (Figure 2) for obtaining the ATR bounds of the whole graph G.

Suppose that some networks H1,…, HI are obtained from G1 during the factoring process. If
this factoring does not involve edges incidental to u or v, then parallel factoring in G01 u; vð Þ
leads to obtain H01 u; vð Þ,…, H0I u; vð Þ. Let us introduce the following denotations: xi ¼ P Hið Þ,
yi ¼ R Hið Þ, x0i ¼ P H0i u; vð Þ� �

, and y0i ¼ R H0i u; vð Þ� �
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ I. As in both G1 and G01 u; vð Þ, the

factoring is executed by the same pivot edges, we have x0i ¼ xi. Obviously y0i ≥ yi because
H01 u; vð Þ differs from Hi by the edge (u,v) that has reliability 1 in H01 u; vð Þ. Similarly, by the
factoring in G2 by edges that are not incidental to x or y, we obtain the networks K1,…, Kj, and
by the factoring in G02 u; vð Þ, we obtain K01,…, K0J . Let us denote siP Kið Þ, ti ¼ R Kið Þ,
s0i ¼ P K0i u; vð Þ� �
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for 1 ≤ i ≤ J. Similar to the above case, we have s0i ¼ si,

t0i ≥ ti. Let L ¼ max I; Jf g, and let xi ¼ yi ¼ y0i ¼ 0 for I þ 1 ≤ i ≤L, si ¼ ti ¼ t0i ¼ 0 for J þ 1 ≤ i ≤L.
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RL1i ¼
Xi

j¼1
xjyj, RU

1
i ¼ 1�

Xi

j¼1
xj 1� yj
� �

, RL01i ¼
Xi

j¼1
xjyj0 , RU

01
i ¼ 1�

Xi

j¼1
xj 1� yj0
� �

,

RL2i ¼
Xi

j¼1
sjtj, RU2

i ¼ 1�
Xi

j¼1
sj 1� tj
� �

, RL0 2
i ¼

Xi

j¼1
sjtj0 , RU

02
i ¼ 1�

Xi

j¼1
sj 1� tj0
� �

:

As is shown in [13], these values are the upper and lower bounds for reliabilities of the
corresponding networks; these bounds are exact for i = L. In the case i = 0, the lower bounds
are 0 and the upper bounds are 1.

Note that RL01, i ≥RL1, i, RU
0
1, i ≥RU1, i, as y0i ≥ yi; RL

0
2, i ≥RL2, i, RU

0
2, i ≥RU2, i, as t0i ≥ ti.

Now we obtain RLj, and RUj for odd and even j separately. For j = 2i, 0 ≤ i ≤ L:

RU2i ¼ RU1
i RU

02
i þ RU01i RU

2
i � RU1

i RU
2
i ,

RL2i ¼ RL1i RL02i � RL2i
� �

þ RL2i RL01i � RL1i
� �

þ RL1i RL
2
i :

(11)

For j = 2i + 1,0 ≤ i ≤ L � 1:

RU2iþ1 ¼ RU1
iþ1RU

02
i þ RU01iþ1RU

2
i � RU1

iþ1RU
2
i , RL2iþ1

¼ L1iþ1 RL02i � RL2i
� �

þ RL2i RL01iþ1 � RL1iþ1
� �

þ RL1iþ1RL
2
i :

(12)

Statement 2 For any 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 L, we have

RUj�1 ≥RUj ≥R Gð Þ ≥RLj ≥RLj�1: (13)

If j = 2 L, then the second and the third inequalities become equalities. The proof of the
statement can be found in [16], as well as the algorithm (UAB_2NC) with two-node cuts.

Note that both CB and CR can be used for speeding up the 2NC algorithm under the condition

that the nodes u and v do not belong to a pivot chain. In the case of CR RU1
j ≔RU1

j � xj 1� pð Þ,
RU01j ≔RU01j � xj 1� pð Þ, where p is a multiplier by which the reliability of a reduced network

must be multiplied in CR [4].

4.4. Case studies

We have compared the algorithms presented with node cuts UAB_C and UAB_2NC to the
algorithm CR from [13] that does not take possible cutnodes or two-node cuts into account.
The results [16] of the comparison are presented in Tables 1–3. The CR was used while
factoring for better performance, and the five-node networks were considered as simple ones.
The PC with Intel Core Duo 2.93 GHz was used for testing.

We have chosen the two networks G1 and G2 for testing UAB_C, and the two networks G3 and
G4 for testing UAB_2NC.
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The network G1 consists of two 9-vertex complete graphs which are connected by a cutnode.
Thus, it contains 17 nodes and 72 edges.

The network G2 consists of two 5 � 5 lattices which are connected by a cutnode. As a cutnode,
we choose the corner. The resulting network contains 49 nodes and 80 edges. Table 1 shows
the results of numerical experiments.

The network G3 (48 nodes and 79 edges) is composed of two 5 � 5 lattices which are connected
by two nodes (Figure 3).

Network R0 Algorithm Time Recursions

G1 0.9 UAB_CR 39 s 5,245,491

G1 0.9 UAB_C <1 ms 2504

G1 0.94 UAB_CR 34 s 639,562

G1 0.94 UAB_C <1 ms 2643

G2 0.5 UAB_CR 2 s 259,879

G2 0.5 UAB_C 60 ms 4322

G2 0.901 UAB_CR 3 min 22 s 24,765,569

G2 0.901 UAB_C 45 ms 3233

Table 1. Comparison of UAB_CR and UAB_C.

R0 UAB_CR UAB_2NC

Time (s) Recursions Time (s) Recursions

0.5 2.2 257,084 0.08 8696

0.6 43.2 5,055,553 0.18 19,399

R G3ð Þ — — 0.28 27,180

0.92 13 1,532,293 0.08 8725

0.922 2.5 281,565 0.08 8696

Table 2. Results of the numerical experiments for the network G3.

R0 UAB_CR UAB_2NC

Time (s) Recursions Time (s) Recursions

0.2 0.12 16,814 0.1 10,963

0.3 27 3,630,494 0.87 80,756

R G4ð Þ — — 8,8 805,358

0.996 113 14,878,088 0.02 1747

0.998 0.36 45,374 < 1 ms 35

Table 3. Results of the numerical experiments for the network G4.
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Statement 2 For any 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 L, we have

RUj�1 ≥RUj ≥R Gð Þ ≥RLj ≥RLj�1: (13)

If j = 2 L, then the second and the third inequalities become equalities. The proof of the
statement can be found in [16], as well as the algorithm (UAB_2NC) with two-node cuts.

Note that both CB and CR can be used for speeding up the 2NC algorithm under the condition

that the nodes u and v do not belong to a pivot chain. In the case of CR RU1
j ≔RU1

j � xj 1� pð Þ,
RU01j ≔RU01j � xj 1� pð Þ, where p is a multiplier by which the reliability of a reduced network

must be multiplied in CR [4].

4.4. Case studies

We have compared the algorithms presented with node cuts UAB_C and UAB_2NC to the
algorithm CR from [13] that does not take possible cutnodes or two-node cuts into account.
The results [16] of the comparison are presented in Tables 1–3. The CR was used while
factoring for better performance, and the five-node networks were considered as simple ones.
The PC with Intel Core Duo 2.93 GHz was used for testing.

We have chosen the two networks G1 and G2 for testing UAB_C, and the two networks G3 and
G4 for testing UAB_2NC.
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The network G1 consists of two 9-vertex complete graphs which are connected by a cutnode.
Thus, it contains 17 nodes and 72 edges.

The network G2 consists of two 5 � 5 lattices which are connected by a cutnode. As a cutnode,
we choose the corner. The resulting network contains 49 nodes and 80 edges. Table 1 shows
the results of numerical experiments.

The network G3 (48 nodes and 79 edges) is composed of two 5 � 5 lattices which are connected
by two nodes (Figure 3).

Network R0 Algorithm Time Recursions

G1 0.9 UAB_CR 39 s 5,245,491

G1 0.9 UAB_C <1 ms 2504

G1 0.94 UAB_CR 34 s 639,562

G1 0.94 UAB_C <1 ms 2643

G2 0.5 UAB_CR 2 s 259,879

G2 0.5 UAB_C 60 ms 4322

G2 0.901 UAB_CR 3 min 22 s 24,765,569

G2 0.901 UAB_C 45 ms 3233

Table 1. Comparison of UAB_CR and UAB_C.

R0 UAB_CR UAB_2NC

Time (s) Recursions Time (s) Recursions

0.5 2.2 257,084 0.08 8696

0.6 43.2 5,055,553 0.18 19,399

R G3ð Þ — — 0.28 27,180

0.92 13 1,532,293 0.08 8725

0.922 2.5 281,565 0.08 8696

Table 2. Results of the numerical experiments for the network G3.

R0 UAB_CR UAB_2NC

Time (s) Recursions Time (s) Recursions

0.2 0.12 16,814 0.1 10,963

0.3 27 3,630,494 0.87 80,756

R G4ð Þ — — 8,8 805,358

0.996 113 14,878,088 0.02 1747

0.998 0.36 45,374 < 1 ms 35

Table 3. Results of the numerical experiments for the network G4.
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The network G4 (22 nodes and 108 edges) is composed of two 11-vertex complete graphs
which are connected by two nodes without edge connecting them. A similar network that is
composed of two 5-vertex complete graphs is presented in Figure 4.

The edges G1 and G4 are equally reliable with p = 0.5, while the edges G2 and G3 are equally
reliable with p = 0.9. R G1ð Þ ¼ 0:9307194, R G2ð Þ ¼ 0:883248, R G3ð Þ ¼ 0:903168801959, and
R G4ð Þ ¼ 0:982472649148.

Tables 2 and 3 present the results for G3 and G4, respectively. The third row contains the
results when the threshold value coincides with the exact reliability value. The results for
the factoring algorithm with chain reduction are shown in the second column. The results for
the UAB_2NC are shown in the third column.

As can be seen, the approach proposed has a great advantage. The efficiency of UAB as it is
depends on the closeness of the threshold value R0 to the reliability value R(G).

5. Cumulative updating of diameter constrained network reliability

For the DCR, expression (1) takes the following form:

Rd
K Gð Þ ¼ peR

d
K G∗

e

� �þ 1� pe
� �

Rd
K G\eð Þ: (14)

Figure 3. The union of two 5 � 5 lattices by two nodes.

Figure 4. The union of two complete five-node networks by two nodes without connecting edge.
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We denote this method as a simple factoring method (SFM). Cancela and Petingi have pro-
posed a modified factoring method for calculating DCR [7], which is much faster than the
already described classical factoring method in the diameter constrained case (14). The Cancela
and Petingi factoring method (CPFM) operates with a list of paths instead of graphs. For any
terminals s, t, the list Pst dð Þ of all the paths with a limited length between s, t is generated. By Pd

the union of Pst dð Þ for all the pairs of terminals is denoted. P(e) is composed of the paths of Pd

which include the edge e. The list of CPFM arguments are given below [7]:

• npst: the number of paths of length at most d between s and t in G;

• linksp: the number of non-perfect edges (edges e such that p(e) < 1) in the path p, for every
p∈Pd.

• feasiblep: this is a flag, which has the value False when the path is no longer feasible, that is,

it includes an edge which failed; and True otherwise;

• connectedst: this is a flag, which has the value True when s and t are connected by a perfect
path of length at most d and False otherwise;

• connectedPairs: the number of pairs of terminals which are connected by a perfect path of
length at most d.

Pseudocode of the method proposed for the DCR bounds cumulative updating [27], which is
based on CPFM, is presented below:

Input: G = (V;E), d, Pd, P(e), np(s; t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t), connectedPairs, RL = 0,
RU = 1, Pl = 1.
Function FACTO (np(s,t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t),connectedPairs, Pr)
if RL > R0 or RU < R0 then

e is an arbitrary edge: 0 < pe < 1
contractEdge (np(s; t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t),connectedPairs, Pr)
deleteEdge (np(s; t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t),connectedPairs, Pr)

end FACTO

Function contractEdge(np(s; t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t),connectedPairs, Pr)
Pr = Pr * pe
for each p = (s,..,t) in P(e) such that feasible(p) = true do

links(p) = links(p) - 1
if connected(s,t) = false and links(p) = 0 then

connected(s,t) true
connectedPairs = connectedPairs + 1
if connectedPairs = |K|*(|K|-1)/2 then RL = RL + Pr

FACTO (np(s,t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t), connectedPairs, Pr)
end contractEdge

Function deleteEdge(np(s,t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t), connectedPairs, Pr)
Pr = Pr *(1-pe)
For each p = (s,…,t) in P(e) such that feasible(p) = true do
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for each p = (s,..,t) in P(e) such that feasible(p) = true do
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feasible(p) = false
np(s,t) = np(s,t) - 1
if np(s,t) = 0 then RU = RU - Pr

FACTO (np(s,t), links(p), feasible(p), connected(s,t), connectedPairs, Pr)
end deleteEdge

For the speeding up of DCR calculation, it is possible to apply methods of reduction and
decomposition. In our previous studies [25–27], we have obtained such methods which can
calculate the DCR faster. These methods are the analogue of the well-known series-parallel
transformation for CPFM, and the pivot edge selection strategy. Also, we have obtained
decomposition methods for calculating DCR in the case with two terminals. The methods
obtained allow us to significantly reduce the number of recursive calls in CPFM and the
complexity of DCR computation. In the above algorithm, we assume that the series-parallel
reduction has been already performed and the pivot edge selection strategy is used.

Below we show how RL and RU are changing during the procedure proposed for the Intellinet
network topology (Figure 5). The edge reliability is equal to 0.7 for each edge and the diameter
value is equal to 12. The threshold value was equal to the exact DCR value, which was previously

Figure 5. The Intellinet network.
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calculated. The calculation time was about 12 min. Experiments were performed on Intel Xeon
E31240 3.3 GHz, 8 cores (Figure 6).

6. Special problems of updating reliability bounds

When special methods of graph reduction or decomposition are applied for the speeding up of
calculations, the corresponding equations for updating the bounds must be used. Derivation of
such equations for different functions μ(G) is based on taking into account all ”inner” changes
of bounds that are concealed inside intermediate steps thus leading to final results of such a
reduction or a decomposition. For example, when “branching by chain” [15] is applied,
consequent factoring by edges of a chain is used for derivation, and each factoring may require
a change of bounds.

Now let us turn to an example of a simple reduction, which is removing a dangling node. Let
the graph G have some attached trees in its structure is shown in Figure 7.

In the case of the ATR, we have the trivial equality R Gð Þ ¼ peR G\eð Þ, where e is the edge that
connects the dangling node to the graph. As removing e with probability 1� pe leads to graph

Figure 6. The behavior of DCR bounds for the Intellinet network.

Figure 7. The graph with attached trees.
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disconnection, the upper bound must be decreased by 1� pe. The lower bound rests un-
changed, but probabilities of all further realizations of G\e must be multiplied by pe. If there
are some attached trees as shown in Figure 7, then the ATR of the graph G is equal to the ATR
of this graph without all attached trees G0ð Þ multiplied by the product of reliabilities of all the
edges in these trees (let us denote it as Pr): R Gð Þ ¼ Pr � R G0ð Þ. Thus, we continue with the
graph G0, LB does not change, Pr must be included as a multiplier in probabilities of further
realizations, and UB is reduced by probability of at least one edge of attached trees, that is,
1-Pr. If the reduction takes place at the initial step, then the upper bound starts from Pr.

The case of APR is not so simple. It is known that the task of obtaining this reliability index is
equivalent to the one of obtaining mathematical expectation of the number of disconnected
pairs of nodes in a random graph (EDP, see [28, 29]). Indeed, the following equations are valid:

R Gð Þ ¼ C2
n �N Gð Þ

C2
n

; N Gð Þ ¼ C2
n 1� R Gð Þ� �

: (15)

From these equations, bounds are easily obtained:

LBAPR ¼ C2
n �UBEDP

C2
n

, UBAPR ¼ C2
n � LBEDP

C2
n

: (16)

In [14], the following equation was derived with deleting the dangling node t that is incidental
to the node s:

N Gð Þ ¼ N G0ð Þ þ 1� pst
� �

wtW G\estð Þ: (17)

Here wt is the weight of the node t, initially 1. This weight shows an expected number of nodes
that are merged in this node during the graph transformations: when using the factoring
method, for example, one should remember the number of nodes that are merged if we assume
that an edge between them is reliable. This weight is used for calculating the number of
disconnected pairs of nodes when the graph is divided. Let W(G) be the total weight of the all
nodes (initially, it is equal to the number of nodes) in G. G0 equals G with the only difference:
the weight of the node s becomes equal to ws þ pstwt.

From this, we obtain the following changes in the bounds: LBEDP is increased by 1� pst
� �

wt W Gð Þ � wt½ � and the UBEDP is decreased by pstwt W Gð Þ � wt½ �. Contrary to case of the ATR,
the result of removing attached trees highly depends on their structures, so dangling nodes
must be removed one at a time. The only known exception with the derived equation is the
case of the attached chain [6].

7. Using cumulative bounds for network reliability approximation

A simple approximation of the function μ(G) through its bounds is their average: μ(G) =
(LB + UB)/2. However, the bounds tend to the exact solution with different rates. It seems to
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be reasonable assuming that cross of lines, obtained by the linear approximation of curves for
LB and UB, may be a better approximation of μ(G). Let us have the bounds LBi and uBi at a
step i > 0 and let μi Gð Þ be the corresponding approximation. The following proportion takes
place:

μM �UBi
� �

: LBi � μm

� � ¼ UBi � bμi Gð Þ
� �

: bμi Gð Þ � LBi
� �

: (18)

Hence, we have

bμi Gð Þ ¼
μM � LBi � μm �UBi

μM �UBi � μm þ LBi
: (19)

Let us name this approximation as the approximation based on trends (ABT).

In the case of ATR, μm ¼ 0 and LB ¼ UB ¼ μ Gð Þ, so

bRi Gð Þ ¼ LBi

1�UBi þ LBi
, (20)

while in the case of MENC, μm ¼ 1 and μM ¼ C2
n, so

cCSi Gð Þ ¼ C2
n � LBi �UBi

C2
n �UBi � 1þ LBi

: (21)

At the last step, LB ¼ UB ¼ μ Gð Þ, and from (19) we have that the proposed approximation also
equals this value.

In Figures 8–10, the behavior of bounds for the EDP of 4x4 lattice (p = 0.7), for the MENC of the
same lattice with c-node 1, and for the probability of the flow transmission (PFT) between two

Figure 8. The behavior of bounds and approximations of EDP, the exact value is 20.915633.
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diagonal corners of this lattice with throughput of all edges 1 and the edges reliability uni-
formly distributed between 0.5 and 1, are presented, respectively.

As we can see the ABT has become better than the average of LB and UB from the first step or
very fast.

We consider the practical usage of cumulative bounds and ABT in the following section.

8. Using cumulative bounds in network topology optimization

When optimizing the network topology by a certain criteria, a fitness function (FF) must be
calculated for each alternative. In our case (k-terminal reliability, MENC, and APR) this means
using NP-hard algorithms for its obtaining. Note that using approximate algorithms may lead
to wrong decisions when structures with close values of FF are compared.

Figure 9. The behavior of bounds and approximations of MENC, the exact value is 12.562672.

Figure 10. The behavior of bounds and approximations of PFT, the exact value is 0.196600.
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We propose using the cumulative bounds for decision-making about whether a new solution
obtained by crossover or mutation deserves including into population.

The ideas are simple (without the loss of generality, we assume that a task is maximizing some
function of an unreliable network):

1. A wittingly inappropriate solution may be rejected before carrying out the exhaustive
calculation of the corresponding FF. If the upper bound of the FF becomes smaller than
the FF value of the worst solution in the current population, then this potential solution is
rejected.

2. At initial stages, a new solution may be included into the population based on the LB
value. If it exceeds the FF value of the worst solution in the current population, then
this new solution substitutes the worst one with assigning ABT as an approximate value
of the FF.

Note that inevitable narrowing of bounds of FF in population leads to seldom updating of the
population and to a better approximation of FF.

The experiments [30, 31] with network topology optimization by the criteria of the ATR and
the DCR show that using the cumulative bounds allow the speeding up of calculations up to
two times without loss of precision or with negligible loss (about 10�7).

9. Conclusion

The general approach of obtaining the cumulative bounds of random graph functions is
presented. We have shown the possibility of computing the cumulative bounds by partial
sums and updating the cumulative bounds in case of applying different methods of reduction
and decomposition. For example, various indices of the network reliability were considered:
the all-terminal reliability, the diameter constrained reliability, the average pairwise connectiv-
ity, and the expected size of a subnetwork that contains a special node. Also, we have
described how the cumulative bounds approach can be used for network reliability evaluation
and development of evolutionary algorithms for the network topology optimization. Future
works can include methods of computing the cumulative bounds for other reliability indices
along with methods of reduction and decomposition, further improvement of evolutionary
algorithms for the network topology optimization, and parallel algorithms for the network
reliability analysis.
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Abstract

Stochastic models for spare parts forecasting have not been widely researched in scientific
literature from the aspect of their reliability. In this chapter, the authors present models
which analyze standard reliability parameters of technical systems’ parts/components. By
analyzing system reliability and failure rate, we estimate the required number of spare
parts in the moment of expected failure or when reliability falls below the predefined
level. Two different approaches based on data availability are presented herewith.

Keywords: reliability, spare parts, forecasting methods, Rayleigh model, Weibull model,
failure rate, inventory

1. Introduction

Technical systems, for example, aircrafts or weapon systems, are typically highly complex and
composed of a large number of components and parts. Maintaining those systems adheres to
strict rules and procedures for specific part or component. In order for such a system to be
successfully maintained, the efficient management of spare part inventory is required, that is, a
specific part should be provided in the right place at the right time [1].

Unpredictability of future events, that is, equipment and parts failure, has major impact on this
problem. One way to reduce the level of unpredictability is to maintain a sufficient number of
spare parts in inventory which results in the increase of warehouse costs and capital trapped in
spare parts; another way is the assessment of spare parts inventory by using one of the
available models for spare parts forecasting [2].

Forecasting is an essential skill on predicting future events and represents a foundation for
every valid assessment. Although forecasts are often deemed expensive and time consuming, a
vast number of researchers have been involved in finding novel methods with improved and
more accurate assessment in recent years.
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composed of a large number of components and parts. Maintaining those systems adheres to
strict rules and procedures for specific part or component. In order for such a system to be
successfully maintained, the efficient management of spare part inventory is required, that is, a
specific part should be provided in the right place at the right time [1].
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spare parts; another way is the assessment of spare parts inventory by using one of the
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Concerning the demand for spare parts, exponential smoothing model and Croston’s model are
still among the most utilized due to their simplicity. The exponential smoothing model described
in Refs. [3, 4] is based on pounder-moving average and can be implemented straightforwardly.
In 1972, Croston presented a model based on exponential smoothing but far superior to it [5].
This method was most widely used in industry and is still a part of many software packages for
spare parts forecasting. Rao [6] and then Schultz [7] studied Croston’s method and proposed
certain alterations but with no effect on execution results. Willemain et al. [8], and later Johnston
and Boylan [9] proved that for majority of cases Croston’s method gives better results than
exponential smoothing method. Syntetos and Boyland [10, 11] made a considerable contribution
to this scientific field by proposing a modified method based on criticism of Croston’s model,
calling it biased with reference to spare parts demand per time unit.

Another commonly used method is Bootstrap method—a computer statistical technique
which, based on available data sample, creates a large number of new samples of same range
as the original sample, by random sampling with replacement from original data set. From the
aspect of inventory management, this model was examined in detail in Refs. [12, 13]. In
addition, Refs. [14, 15] examine spare parts forecasting using Poisson’s model. A conclusion
was reached that traditional statistical methods based on analysis of time series can incorrectly
assess functional form related to dependent and independent variables.

The nature of the spare parts demand is stochastic, and previously stated models do not always
provide most accurate assessments [16]. For that reason, the number of models dealing with
assessing the required number of spare parts, based on parameters such as spare part reliability,
maintenance possibilities, life span, maintenance costs, and so on, has greatly increased during
the past decade.

Due to the increase of system complexity [17], presenting reliability as a quantitative measure
is commonly considered. By analyzing system’s reliability and failure rate, we can estimate the
required number of spare parts in the moment of expected failure or when reliability falls
below the predefined level. There are numerous papers on the topic of determining the
required number of spare parts, particularly as a part of logistic support [18, 19]. Refs. [20, 21]
mostly deal with repairable spare parts or inventory managements with the aim of achieving
previously set system reliability. On the other side, quantitative theories based on the theory of
reliability were used to estimate the failure rate in order to precisely determine demand for a
specific spare part [22–25]. An overview of the abovementioned models in spare parts fore-
casting with some new approaches proposed has been given in Ref. [26].

In this chapter, we present two models for spare parts forecasting based on the analysis of
reliability parameter. Each model can be used depending on data availability.

2. Spare parts forecasting using Rayleigh model

Spare parts manufacturers provide only basic information on the part they produce. In this
case, we observe the average life span of a part/component (Tut) expressed in hours, μ, as a
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stochastic process modeled with Rayleigh’s distribution [27]. Probability density function
(PDF) of Rayleigh’s model is stated in Eq. (1)

pðμÞ ¼ μ
σ2

exp � μ2

2σ2

� �
, ð1Þ

where σ is the parameter of Rayleigh’s distribution determined by relation E(μ2) = 2σ2. E(μ) is
the mathematical expectation of Rayleigh’s random variable μ. Based on that, Tut can be
presented as follows:

Tut ¼
ð∞
0
μpðμÞdμ ¼

ð∞
0

μ2

σ2
exp � μ2

2σ2

� �
dμ: ð2Þ

With replacement μ2/(2σ2) = x, Eq. (2) is transformed into

Tut ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

σ
ð∞
0
x1=2expð�xÞdx ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

σΓ
3
2

� �
: ð3Þ

Γ(a) is Gamma function [28] and Γð3=2Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffi
π
p

=2, so the average life span can be presented as
Tut ¼ σ

ffiffi
π
2

p
:

Based on the aforementioned, the PDF of Rayleigh’s model can now be presented as follows:

pðμÞ ¼ μπ
4Tut

2 exp � μ2π
4Tut

2

� �
: ð4Þ

Cumulative density function (CDF) can similarly be determined as

FðμÞ ¼
ðμ

0

pðμÞdμ ¼
ðμ

0

μπ

2T2
ut

exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
dμ ð5Þ

If we substitute μ2π=ð4T2
utÞ ¼ u in the previous equation, it can be reduced to

FðμÞ ¼
ðμ2π=ð4T2

utÞ

0

exp ð�uÞdu ¼ 1� exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
: ð6Þ

The function of part’s reliability can further be determined with Eq. (7)

RðμÞ ¼ 1� FðμÞ ¼ exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
: ð7Þ

Finally, based on the previous equations, we can define the failure function as a probability
that the examined part will cease to perform its function in a specific time interval
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stochastic process modeled with Rayleigh’s distribution [27]. Probability density function
(PDF) of Rayleigh’s model is stated in Eq. (1)

pðμÞ ¼ μ
σ2

exp � μ2

2σ2

� �
, ð1Þ

where σ is the parameter of Rayleigh’s distribution determined by relation E(μ2) = 2σ2. E(μ) is
the mathematical expectation of Rayleigh’s random variable μ. Based on that, Tut can be
presented as follows:

Tut ¼
ð∞
0
μpðμÞdμ ¼

ð∞
0

μ2

σ2
exp � μ2

2σ2

� �
dμ: ð2Þ

With replacement μ2/(2σ2) = x, Eq. (2) is transformed into

Tut ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

σ
ð∞
0
x1=2expð�xÞdx ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

σΓ
3
2

� �
: ð3Þ

Γ(a) is Gamma function [28] and Γð3=2Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffi
π
p

=2, so the average life span can be presented as
Tut ¼ σ

ffiffi
π
2

p
:

Based on the aforementioned, the PDF of Rayleigh’s model can now be presented as follows:

pðμÞ ¼ μπ
4Tut

2 exp � μ2π
4Tut

2

� �
: ð4Þ

Cumulative density function (CDF) can similarly be determined as

FðμÞ ¼
ðμ

0

pðμÞdμ ¼
ðμ

0

μπ

2T2
ut

exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
dμ ð5Þ

If we substitute μ2π=ð4T2
utÞ ¼ u in the previous equation, it can be reduced to

FðμÞ ¼
ðμ2π=ð4T2

utÞ

0

exp ð�uÞdu ¼ 1� exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
: ð6Þ

The function of part’s reliability can further be determined with Eq. (7)

RðμÞ ¼ 1� FðμÞ ¼ exp � μ2π

4T2
ut

 !
: ð7Þ

Finally, based on the previous equations, we can define the failure function as a probability
that the examined part will cease to perform its function in a specific time interval
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λðμÞ ¼ pðμÞ
RðμÞ ¼

μπ

2T2
ut

: ð8Þ

The essence of this model’s implementation is in an approach of determining the quantity of
spare parts in inventory and costs that occur due to negative level of inventory at the end of
usability period of examined part (underage costs) originally presented in Ref. [29]. This
approach stresses the stochastic nature of variable Tut. By observing the expected number of
variations of this random variable in time interval (Tut + dTut) for a given slope _Tut in its specific
environment dTut for N units of stated component, we can then determine the number of
components most likely to fail as follows:

n ¼
ðþ∞

0

pðμj _TutÞpð _TutÞd _Tut ¼
ðþ∞

0

pðμÞ _Tut
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

_σ
exp �

_T
2
ut

2 _σ2

 !
d _Tut: ð9Þ

By implementing and substituting _T
2
ut=ð2 _σ2Þ ¼ u, the previous equation is reduced to

n ¼ pðμÞ _σffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

ðþ∞

0

exp ð�uÞdu ¼ pðμÞ _σffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p , ð10Þ

where _Tut is the Gauss random variable with variance Vð _TutÞ ¼ _σ.

Now, given that μ is a Rayleigh’s random variable with mathematical expectation E(μ) = Tut
and variance V(μ) = 2 Tut

2/π, then the average number of components n, which will be subject
to failure in time Tut, can be determined as

n ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

TutpðμÞ ¼ μπffiffiffi
2
p

Tut
exp � μ2π

4Tut
2

� �
: ð11Þ

Moreover, the number of spare parts required in inventory can be determined by observing the
total time when random variable μ is below Tut:

q ¼ FðμÞ
n
¼

1� exp � μ2π
4Tut

2

� �

μπffiffi
2
p

Tut
exp � μ2π

4Tut
2

� � ð12Þ

This model can be a part of software for spare parts forecasting as in Ref. [30].

3. Spare parts forecasting using Weibull’s model

For spare parts forecasting in cases where the total unit time of a product is unavailable but
data on previous failure rates are available, Weibull’s model can be used [31]. This model is
most often used when reliability of a technical system is being determined. The PDF of
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Weibull’s model with two parameters, shape parameter β and characteristic life η, has the
following form:

f ðtÞ ¼ β
η

t
η

� �β�1
exp � t

η

� �β

, t ≥ 0, η > 0, β > 0: ð13Þ

The function of reliability can be expressed by the following formula:

RðtÞ ¼ exp � t
η

� �β

, ð14Þ

while CDF is

FðtÞ ¼ 1� RðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t
η

� �β

: ð15Þ

The failure rate function of Weibull’s model is

λðtÞ ¼ β
η

� �
t
η

� �β�1
: ð16Þ

In relation to Weibull’s model, a problem can arise while estimating the distribution parame-
ters. There are multiple ways for parameter estimation but based on Ref. [32] if the available
data sample is less than 15, then linear regression for parameter estimation is used, and in the
opposite case maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) gives best results.

If linear regression is used, we start from CDF function of Weibull’s model expressed as
follows:

FðtÞ ¼ 1� exp
t
η

� �β

) 1� FðtÞ ¼ exp
t
η

� �β

: ð17Þ

Taking the logarithm of previous formula, we get

ln½1� FðtÞ� ¼ ln exp � t
η

� �β
" #

¼ ln
1

ln½1� FðtÞ�
� �

¼ t
η

� �β

: ð18Þ

If we take the logarithm of the previous expression once again

ln ln
1

ln½1� FðtÞ�
� �� �

¼ βlnt� βlnη ð19Þ

and implement

y ¼ ln½�ln½1� FðtÞ�� ð20Þ

and
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λðμÞ ¼ pðμÞ
RðμÞ ¼

μπ

2T2
ut

: ð8Þ

The essence of this model’s implementation is in an approach of determining the quantity of
spare parts in inventory and costs that occur due to negative level of inventory at the end of
usability period of examined part (underage costs) originally presented in Ref. [29]. This
approach stresses the stochastic nature of variable Tut. By observing the expected number of
variations of this random variable in time interval (Tut + dTut) for a given slope _Tut in its specific
environment dTut for N units of stated component, we can then determine the number of
components most likely to fail as follows:

n ¼
ðþ∞

0

pðμj _TutÞpð _TutÞd _Tut ¼
ðþ∞

0

pðμÞ _Tut
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

_σ
exp �

_T
2
ut

2 _σ2

 !
d _Tut: ð9Þ

By implementing and substituting _T
2
ut=ð2 _σ2Þ ¼ u, the previous equation is reduced to

n ¼ pðμÞ _σffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

ðþ∞

0

exp ð�uÞdu ¼ pðμÞ _σffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p , ð10Þ

where _Tut is the Gauss random variable with variance Vð _TutÞ ¼ _σ.

Now, given that μ is a Rayleigh’s random variable with mathematical expectation E(μ) = Tut
and variance V(μ) = 2 Tut

2/π, then the average number of components n, which will be subject
to failure in time Tut, can be determined as

n ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

TutpðμÞ ¼ μπffiffiffi
2
p

Tut
exp � μ2π

4Tut
2

� �
: ð11Þ

Moreover, the number of spare parts required in inventory can be determined by observing the
total time when random variable μ is below Tut:

q ¼ FðμÞ
n
¼

1� exp � μ2π
4Tut

2

� �

μπffiffi
2
p

Tut
exp � μ2π

4Tut
2

� � ð12Þ

This model can be a part of software for spare parts forecasting as in Ref. [30].

3. Spare parts forecasting using Weibull’s model

For spare parts forecasting in cases where the total unit time of a product is unavailable but
data on previous failure rates are available, Weibull’s model can be used [31]. This model is
most often used when reliability of a technical system is being determined. The PDF of
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Weibull’s model with two parameters, shape parameter β and characteristic life η, has the
following form:

f ðtÞ ¼ β
η

t
η

� �β�1
exp � t

η

� �β

, t ≥ 0, η > 0, β > 0: ð13Þ

The function of reliability can be expressed by the following formula:

RðtÞ ¼ exp � t
η

� �β

, ð14Þ

while CDF is

FðtÞ ¼ 1� RðtÞ ¼ 1� exp � t
η

� �β

: ð15Þ

The failure rate function of Weibull’s model is

λðtÞ ¼ β
η

� �
t
η

� �β�1
: ð16Þ

In relation to Weibull’s model, a problem can arise while estimating the distribution parame-
ters. There are multiple ways for parameter estimation but based on Ref. [32] if the available
data sample is less than 15, then linear regression for parameter estimation is used, and in the
opposite case maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) gives best results.

If linear regression is used, we start from CDF function of Weibull’s model expressed as
follows:

FðtÞ ¼ 1� exp
t
η

� �β

) 1� FðtÞ ¼ exp
t
η

� �β

: ð17Þ

Taking the logarithm of previous formula, we get

ln½1� FðtÞ� ¼ ln exp � t
η

� �β
" #

¼ ln
1

ln½1� FðtÞ�
� �

¼ t
η

� �β

: ð18Þ

If we take the logarithm of the previous expression once again

ln ln
1

ln½1� FðtÞ�
� �� �

¼ βlnt� βlnη ð19Þ

and implement

y ¼ ln½�ln½1� FðtÞ�� ð20Þ

and
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x = lnt, a = β and b = �βlnη, then Eq. (19) can be expressed in the following linear form:

y ¼ axþ b ð21Þ

If t1, t2,…, tn are observed values of random variable t, the procedure for parameter estimation
is as follows [33]:

1. Data should be arranged in an ascending order: tð1Þ ≤ tð2Þ ≤⋯ ≤ tðnÞ:

2. Value of empirical function of distribution is then calculated: F̂ðtðiÞÞ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n.

3. Calculating yi ¼ ln½�ln½1� F̂ðtðiÞÞ��, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n:

4. Calculating xi ¼ ln tðiÞ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n:

5. Drawing points Ti ¼ ðxi, yiÞ in the coordinate system and mathematically determine

direction y ¼ β̂xþ b̂ which best approximates obtained data set. The most frequently used
is the least-square method or linear regression which minimizes the vertical deviation of
observed points from the given direction, in the following way:

XN

i¼1
â þ b̂xi � yi
� �2

¼ min
XN

i¼1
â þ b̂xi � yi
� �2

ð22Þ

where â and b̂ are the least-squares estimates of a and b, and can be determined with the
following formulae:

b̂ ¼
XN

i¼1xiyi �
XN

i¼1xi
XN

i¼1yi
N

XN

i¼1x
2
i �

XN

i¼1xi
� �2

N

ð23Þ

and

â ¼
XN

i¼1yi
N

� b̂

XN

i¼1xi
N

¼ y� b̂x ð24Þ

6. Based on the equations, it is now simple to determine parameters β i η.

In cases where data sample is greater than 15, parameters are determined by maximum
likelihood estimator method [33].

By observing t1, t2, t3,…, tn data sample of size n population with given PDF equation (13), then
the joint density of likelihood function can be determined as a product of the densities of each
point
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LðtÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1
f ðtiÞ ¼ β

η

� �
ti
η

� �β�1
exp � ti

η

� �β
 !

¼ β
η

� �
ti
η

� �nβ�nXn

i¼1
tiβ�1 exp �

Xn

i¼1

ti
η

� �β
 !

: ð25Þ

Taking natural logarithm of both sides gives

lnL ¼ nln
β
η

� �
þ ðβ� 1Þ

Xn

i¼1
ti � lnðηβ�1Þ �

Xn

i¼1

ti
η

� �β

: ð26Þ

By differentiating partially previous equation, we obtain

∂
∂β

lnL ¼ n
β
þ
Xn

i¼1
lnti � 1

η

Xn

i¼1
tiβlnti ¼ 0 ð27Þ

and

∂
∂η

lnL ¼ n
η
þ 1
η2
Xn

i¼1
ti
β

¼ 0: ð28Þ

From the previous equation, we can estimate η as

η̂ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1
tiβ̂ : ð29Þ

By replacing Eq. (29) into Eq. (27), we get

1
β
þ 1
n

Xn

i¼1lnti �
Xn

i¼1ti
βlntXn

i¼1ti
β
¼ 0: ð30Þ

Eq. (30) does not have a closed-form solution, so we can estimate shape parameter β by using

Newton-Raphson’s method or any other numeric procedure. After we determined β̂, by
replacing it into Eq. (29) we can calculate η̂.

Once the parameters of Weibull’s model are determined, we can estimate the required number
of spare parts that should be in inventory in the given time interval. In order to achieve that,
we use the approach presented in Ref. [34]. The PDF of Weibull’s distributed failure time is
given by Eq. (13), while the PDF of Rayleigh’s distribute failure time is given by Eq. (1). Based
on those two equations, we can conclude that σ ¼ ηffiffi

2
p , while μ ¼ tβ2, wherein μ is Rayleigh’s

random and t is Weibull’s random variable.
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x = lnt, a = β and b = �βlnη, then Eq. (19) can be expressed in the following linear form:

y ¼ axþ b ð21Þ

If t1, t2,…, tn are observed values of random variable t, the procedure for parameter estimation
is as follows [33]:

1. Data should be arranged in an ascending order: tð1Þ ≤ tð2Þ ≤⋯ ≤ tðnÞ:

2. Value of empirical function of distribution is then calculated: F̂ðtðiÞÞ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n.

3. Calculating yi ¼ ln½�ln½1� F̂ðtðiÞÞ��, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n:

4. Calculating xi ¼ ln tðiÞ, i ¼ 1, 2,…, n:

5. Drawing points Ti ¼ ðxi, yiÞ in the coordinate system and mathematically determine

direction y ¼ β̂xþ b̂ which best approximates obtained data set. The most frequently used
is the least-square method or linear regression which minimizes the vertical deviation of
observed points from the given direction, in the following way:

XN

i¼1
â þ b̂xi � yi
� �2

¼ min
XN

i¼1
â þ b̂xi � yi
� �2

ð22Þ

where â and b̂ are the least-squares estimates of a and b, and can be determined with the
following formulae:

b̂ ¼
XN

i¼1xiyi �
XN

i¼1xi
XN

i¼1yi
N

XN

i¼1x
2
i �

XN

i¼1xi
� �2

N

ð23Þ

and

â ¼
XN

i¼1yi
N

� b̂

XN

i¼1xi
N

¼ y� b̂x ð24Þ

6. Based on the equations, it is now simple to determine parameters β i η.

In cases where data sample is greater than 15, parameters are determined by maximum
likelihood estimator method [33].

By observing t1, t2, t3,…, tn data sample of size n population with given PDF equation (13), then
the joint density of likelihood function can be determined as a product of the densities of each
point
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LðtÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1
f ðtiÞ ¼ β

η

� �
ti
η

� �β�1
exp � ti

η

� �β
 !

¼ β
η

� �
ti
η

� �nβ�nXn

i¼1
tiβ�1 exp �

Xn

i¼1

ti
η

� �β
 !

: ð25Þ

Taking natural logarithm of both sides gives

lnL ¼ nln
β
η

� �
þ ðβ� 1Þ

Xn

i¼1
ti � lnðηβ�1Þ �

Xn

i¼1

ti
η

� �β

: ð26Þ

By differentiating partially previous equation, we obtain

∂
∂β

lnL ¼ n
β
þ
Xn

i¼1
lnti � 1

η

Xn

i¼1
tiβlnti ¼ 0 ð27Þ

and

∂
∂η

lnL ¼ n
η
þ 1
η2
Xn

i¼1
ti
β

¼ 0: ð28Þ

From the previous equation, we can estimate η as

η̂ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1
tiβ̂ : ð29Þ

By replacing Eq. (29) into Eq. (27), we get

1
β
þ 1
n

Xn

i¼1lnti �
Xn

i¼1ti
βlntXn

i¼1ti
β
¼ 0: ð30Þ

Eq. (30) does not have a closed-form solution, so we can estimate shape parameter β by using

Newton-Raphson’s method or any other numeric procedure. After we determined β̂, by
replacing it into Eq. (29) we can calculate η̂.

Once the parameters of Weibull’s model are determined, we can estimate the required number
of spare parts that should be in inventory in the given time interval. In order to achieve that,
we use the approach presented in Ref. [34]. The PDF of Weibull’s distributed failure time is
given by Eq. (13), while the PDF of Rayleigh’s distribute failure time is given by Eq. (1). Based
on those two equations, we can conclude that σ ¼ ηffiffi

2
p , while μ ¼ tβ2, wherein μ is Rayleigh’s

random and t is Weibull’s random variable.
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pt _tðt, _tÞ ¼ pμ _μ t
β
2, _t

β
2
t
β
2�1

� �
jJj: ð31Þ

|J| represents Jacobian transformation expressed with Eq. (32)

jJj ¼
dμ
dt

dμ
d _μ

d _μ
dt

d _μ
d _t

��������

��������
¼ β2

4
tβ�2: ð32Þ

By substituting Eq. (32) in Eq. (31), we obtain Eq. (33)

pt _t ðt, _tÞ ¼
β2

4
tβ�2pμ _μðμ, _μÞ ð33Þ

If we stress the stochastic nature of a specific part’s failure rate by observing the expected
number of variations of Rayleigh’s random variable in interval (μ, μ+dμ) for a given slope _μ in
specific environment dμ, then the number of spare parts that are most likely to fail can be
determined as follows:

n ¼
ðþ∞

0

_μpμ _μðμ, _μÞd _μ ¼
ðþ∞

0

_μ
μ
σ2
e�

μ2

2σ2
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

σ2
e�

_μ2

2σ2 dμ ¼
ðþ∞

0

_tpt _tðt, _tÞd _t: ð34Þ

Based on the previous equations, the number of spare parts that are subject to failure in time
period of [0, t] is

n ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
2
p

t
β
2

η
e
� tβ

η2 ð35Þ

As in the previous section, it is now necessary to determine the number of spare parts required to
be kept in inventory in time interval [0, t]. We will use the approach presented in paper [29] but in
this case the quantity will be calculated as a quotient of CDF function ofWeibull’s random variable
and size n. More accurately, as parameter ηmarks the time in which 63.2% of units will fail and is
approximately equal to MTTF [35], we estimate the time interval in which t is below η as

q ¼ FðtÞ
n

ð36Þ

When we determine the quantity of spare parts that need to be kept in inventory, then in case
when we know the price per unit of product based on Newsvendor model [36], we can
determine the underage costs, that is, cost per unit of unsatisfied demand as

q ¼ Φ�1
cu

cu þ co

� �
ð37Þ

whereΦ-1 presents inverse distribution function (complementary error function), cu are under-
age costs, and co are the overage costs, which in our case is spare part price.
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4. Case study

Depending on data availability, one of the two recommended approaches will be implemented.
If the total unit time (Tut) is available for a specific part, we opt to use model for spare parts

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

40 F 2089 F 3166 F 280 S 2137 S

301 F 2097 F 3344 F 313 S 2141 S

309 F 2135 F 3376 F 389 S 2163 S

943 F 2154 F 3385 F 487 S 2183 S

1070 F 2190 F 3443 F 622 S 2240 S

1124 F 2194 F 3467 F 900 S 2314 S

1248 F 2223 F 3478 F 952 S 2435 S

1281 F 2224 F 3578 F 996 S 2464 S

1303 F 2229 F 3595 F 1003 S 2543 S

1432 F 2300 F 3699 F 1101 S 2560 S

1480 F 2324 F 3779 F 1085 S 2592 S

1505 F 2349 F 3924 F 1092 S 2600 S

1506 F 2385 F 4035 F 1152 S 2670 S

1568 F 2481 F 4121 F 1183 S 2717 S

1615 F 2610 F 4167 F 1244 S 2819 S

1619 F 2625 F 4240 F 1249 S 2820 S

1652 F 2632 F 4255 F 1262 S 2878 S

1652 F 2646 F 4278 F 1360 S 2950 S

1757 F 2661 F 4305 F 1436 S 3003 S

1795 F 2688 F 4376 F 1492 S 3102 S

1866 F 2823 F 4449 F 1580 S 3304 S

1876 F 2890 F 4485 F 1719 S 3483 S

1899 F 2902 F 4570 F 1794 S 3500 S

1911 F 2934 F 4602 F 1915 S 3622 S

1912 F 2962 F 4663 F 1920 S 3665 S

1914 F 2964 F 4694 F 1963 S 3695 S

1918 F 3000 F 46 S 1978 S 4015 S

2010 F 3103 F 140 S 2053 S 4628 S

2038 F 3114 F 150 S 2065 S 4806 S

2085 F 3117 F 248 S 2117 S 4881 S

5140 S

Table 1. Windshield failure time.
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pt _tðt, _tÞ ¼ pμ _μ t
β
2, _t

β
2
t
β
2�1

� �
jJj: ð31Þ

|J| represents Jacobian transformation expressed with Eq. (32)

jJj ¼
dμ
dt

dμ
d _μ

d _μ
dt

d _μ
d _t

��������

��������
¼ β2

4
tβ�2: ð32Þ

By substituting Eq. (32) in Eq. (31), we obtain Eq. (33)

pt _t ðt, _tÞ ¼
β2

4
tβ�2pμ _μðμ, _μÞ ð33Þ

If we stress the stochastic nature of a specific part’s failure rate by observing the expected
number of variations of Rayleigh’s random variable in interval (μ, μ+dμ) for a given slope _μ in
specific environment dμ, then the number of spare parts that are most likely to fail can be
determined as follows:

n ¼
ðþ∞

0

_μpμ _μðμ, _μÞd _μ ¼
ðþ∞

0

_μ
μ
σ2
e�

μ2

2σ2
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π
p

σ2
e�

_μ2

2σ2 dμ ¼
ðþ∞

0

_tpt _tðt, _tÞd _t: ð34Þ

Based on the previous equations, the number of spare parts that are subject to failure in time
period of [0, t] is

n ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
2
p

t
β
2

η
e
� tβ

η2 ð35Þ

As in the previous section, it is now necessary to determine the number of spare parts required to
be kept in inventory in time interval [0, t]. We will use the approach presented in paper [29] but in
this case the quantity will be calculated as a quotient of CDF function ofWeibull’s random variable
and size n. More accurately, as parameter ηmarks the time in which 63.2% of units will fail and is
approximately equal to MTTF [35], we estimate the time interval in which t is below η as

q ¼ FðtÞ
n

ð36Þ

When we determine the quantity of spare parts that need to be kept in inventory, then in case
when we know the price per unit of product based on Newsvendor model [36], we can
determine the underage costs, that is, cost per unit of unsatisfied demand as

q ¼ Φ�1
cu

cu þ co

� �
ð37Þ

whereΦ-1 presents inverse distribution function (complementary error function), cu are under-
age costs, and co are the overage costs, which in our case is spare part price.
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4. Case study

Depending on data availability, one of the two recommended approaches will be implemented.
If the total unit time (Tut) is available for a specific part, we opt to use model for spare parts

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

Time Failure/
censored

40 F 2089 F 3166 F 280 S 2137 S

301 F 2097 F 3344 F 313 S 2141 S

309 F 2135 F 3376 F 389 S 2163 S

943 F 2154 F 3385 F 487 S 2183 S

1070 F 2190 F 3443 F 622 S 2240 S

1124 F 2194 F 3467 F 900 S 2314 S

1248 F 2223 F 3478 F 952 S 2435 S

1281 F 2224 F 3578 F 996 S 2464 S

1303 F 2229 F 3595 F 1003 S 2543 S

1432 F 2300 F 3699 F 1101 S 2560 S

1480 F 2324 F 3779 F 1085 S 2592 S

1505 F 2349 F 3924 F 1092 S 2600 S

1506 F 2385 F 4035 F 1152 S 2670 S

1568 F 2481 F 4121 F 1183 S 2717 S

1615 F 2610 F 4167 F 1244 S 2819 S

1619 F 2625 F 4240 F 1249 S 2820 S

1652 F 2632 F 4255 F 1262 S 2878 S

1652 F 2646 F 4278 F 1360 S 2950 S

1757 F 2661 F 4305 F 1436 S 3003 S

1795 F 2688 F 4376 F 1492 S 3102 S

1866 F 2823 F 4449 F 1580 S 3304 S

1876 F 2890 F 4485 F 1719 S 3483 S

1899 F 2902 F 4570 F 1794 S 3500 S

1911 F 2934 F 4602 F 1915 S 3622 S

1912 F 2962 F 4663 F 1920 S 3665 S

1914 F 2964 F 4694 F 1963 S 3695 S

1918 F 3000 F 46 S 1978 S 4015 S

2010 F 3103 F 140 S 2053 S 4628 S

2038 F 3114 F 150 S 2065 S 4806 S

2085 F 3117 F 248 S 2117 S 4881 S

5140 S

Table 1. Windshield failure time.
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forecasting based on Rayleigh’s distribution. When historic failure/censored data are available,
we use model based on Weibull’s distribution.

Table 1 provides data on specific aircraft model’s Windshield, taken from paper [37]. Table 1
consists of 88 records on the part’s failure time and 65 records on censored time expressed in

Figure 1. Weibull probability plot for Table 1 data.

Figure 2. Windshield reliability.
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flight hours. Censored time (or service time) means that the Windshields have not failed at the
time of observation.

Weibull probability plot for data from previous table is presented in Figure 1.

As noted in Figure 1, records from Table 1 followWeibull’s distribution, and as their number is
greater than 15, based on the previous research, we use maximum likelihood estimation
method for the estimation of parameters in Weibull’s distribution, described extensively in the
previous section.

Implementation of this method results in the value of shape parameter β = 2.28, and character-
istic life parameter η = 3450.54.

Now, when values of these parameters are known we can determine the reliability of part
windshield based on Eq. (15), while its failure function can be determined based on Eq. (16). A
graphical representation of these functions is presented in Figures 2 and 3.

Finally, we can determine the quantity of spare parts required to be kept in inventory in a
given time interval based on Eq. (36). A graphical representation is presented in Figure 4.

Based on Figure 4, it can be concluded that it is necessary to have one spare part in inventory
after 2000 flight hours. The results of this analysis, that is, data on spare part reliability, failure
time, and required quantity in inventory can be of great value to decision makers, on questions
related to what to keep in inventory and in what quantity, and when to plan maintenance
activities in order to prevent the occurrence of failure.

Figure 3. Failure rate function of windshield.
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The aforementioned models provide possibility for taking into consideration underage costs
during decision-making process by using Eq. (37), for those cases when price of the part in
issue is available. These costs are difficult to determine objectively. Some consequences of lack
of spare parts, for example, damage to company’s reputation due to delays, are difficult to
express quantitatively.

5. Conclusions

This section elaborates on determining spare parts required to be kept in inventory from the
aspect of reliability analysis of that part. Depending on data availability, either Rayleigh’s or
Weibull’s method can be used. In case ofWeibull’s method, two approaches for the assessment of
parameters are given, depending on data sample size. Information obtained with this analysis
can have a major role in the process of supply management. Based on them, it is possible to
reduce costs that occur due to delays, unplanned cancellations, and so on. These models can
serve as a solid foundation for the creation of software for spare parts forecasting. Although the
emphasis was placed on planning maintenance activities and avoiding delays, all the aforemen-
tioned leads to limiting the consequences of suboptimal supply management, that is, minimize
the spare parts overstocking. In the case when we are dealing with reparable systems, researches
should focus on the determination or minimization of the repair rate of such system.

Figure 4. Quantity of spare parts in function of time.
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Abstract

This chapter looks at cannibalization as a method (procedure) of improving reliability of
engineering systems. Cannibalization gives one the opportunity to use resources in the
most efficient way. In this chapter, we have explored strategies to reduce the adverse
effects of cannibalization on maintenance costs and personnel morale. The strategies
developed in this chapter, at least, can be used to determine (1) which types of cannibal-
izations are appropriate, (2) cannibalization reduction goals and (3) the actions to be
taken to meet the cannibalization reduction goals. In this chapter, we also presented a
combined analytical and simulation model of a two-line, three-line and k-line system
when cannibalization is not allowed and when cannibalization is allowed (with and
without short interruptions to the system). It is clear from the analytical and simulation
results that cannibalization can substantially increase the reliability of the systems
where it is allowed. The improvement factor of unreliability obviously exists in systems
where cannibalization is allowed as compared to those in which cannibalization is not
allowed. Moreover, the improvement factor is larger when we have two-stage cannibal-
ization (short interruptions) than without them.

Keywords: cannibalization, system, component, reliability, model

1. Introduction

Usually, policy dictates that systems of equipment are dispensed together with spare parts in
case of components which are prone to failure. With failed components being replaced and/or
repaired, the systems of equipment remain functional subservient to the said policy. Neverthe-
less, the two exceptions to the preceding policy are [1, 2] as follows: (1) as a result of the high
acquisition and holding costs, high-technology manufacturing environments and organiza-
tions, which make use of expensive equipment, will not be able to always stock spare parts
and (2) when equipment has reached its last life-cycle stage, failure rates have increased, spare
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parts become increasingly difficult to acquire and there is a slump in the usage of the said
equipment. Therefore, the inclination is not to acquire numerous spare parts as the said
equipment will be phased out soon.

One conceivable way of maintaining systems whose spare parts have been depleted or are not
available is through cannibalization. Readiness requirements and short maintenance turn-
arounds in high-technology environments can be achieved through cannibalization. In gen-
eral, ‘cannibalization’ ascribes to the process of removing a failed component from a system
and replacing the said component by an operating component (of the same type) extracted
from another part of the system. The concept of cannibalization is illustrated in Figure 1. The
practice of cannibalization has a long history, especially in the military [3].

2. Strategies to conduct informed cannibalizations

Cannibalizations, when carried out imprudently, can have unintended negative effects. Canni-
balization actions often bear negative connotations because of the following [4, 5]: (1) canni-
balizations indicate that there are problems with the spare part supply chain, (2) there is a
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Figure 1. The cannibalization concept.
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potential of mechanically damaging systems during cannibalizations and (3) cannibalizations
increase the workload of maintenance personnel and if practiced frequently will dampen
their morale. Nonetheless, the practice of cannibalization is unlikely to be eliminated
completely. Therefore, one has to consider the idea of (1) designated cannibalizations and (2)
methodology-informed cannibalizations. These will then cushion against the negative effects
of cannibalizations.

The idea of designated cannibalizations means the designation of components in the require-
ments database as cannibalizable (i.e. easy to cannibalize) or non-cannibalizable (i.e. difficult
to cannibalize). It can be noted that the cannibalizable or non-cannibalizable of components is
mainly dependent on their type. For example, the cannibalization of a fuse is a trivial task
which maintenance personnel can conduct almost invariably rather than wait for long periods
of time for the spare part to be delivered. On the other hand, the cannibalization of an aircraft
wing spar, for example, is very costly (i.e. in terms of energy, time and money), very dangerous
and unfathomed in the world of aircraft maintenance. Cannibalization of components desig-
nated as cannibalizable will provide serviceable components when the spare stock is depleted.
Cannibalizations of components designated as non-cannibalizable will not be permitted as it
may be too costly in labour or time or money, or too risky in that the component (system) may
incur mechanical damage during removal.

The methodology-informed cannibalization is an alternative route to estimate optimum rates
of cannibalization required to meet the set readiness and operational demand goals, given the
system: (1) mean uptime (MUT) (also known as MTTF), (2) MTTR, (3) mean supply response
time (MSRT), (4) mean maintenance and supply time (MMST) and (5) mean downtime (MDT).
This methodology addresses designated cannibalizations only deemed necessary in the indus-
try. The theoretical model is presented in Section 2.1. This model is an extension of the model
developed in Ref. [6]. In the model developed in Ref. [6], it is assumed that the sum of the
supply time and maintenance time uniquely classifies the total downtime. Nonetheless, in real-
life situations, three categories of downtime, that are exclusive, exist. These are (1) mainte-
nance time, (2) supply time and (3) overlapping MMST. Hence, we extend the model of Ref. [6]
to accommodate these different categories of downtime because cannibalizations affect MTTR
and MSRT, as well as MMST. In Section 2.2, we provide cannibalizations policy implications
based on the results of Section 2.1.

2.1. Theoretical model to show the effects of cannibalization on mission
time availability of systems

We begin with the following definition of system mission time average availability. The system
mission time average availability (MTAAsystem) denotes the mean proportion of mission time
the system is functioning. It is assumed that every time a component (system) fails, it is
restored to an ‘as good as new’ condition through repair and the said system mission time
average availability is

MTAAsystem ¼ MUT
MUT þMDT

ð1Þ
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parts become increasingly difficult to acquire and there is a slump in the usage of the said
equipment. Therefore, the inclination is not to acquire numerous spare parts as the said
equipment will be phased out soon.

One conceivable way of maintaining systems whose spare parts have been depleted or are not
available is through cannibalization. Readiness requirements and short maintenance turn-
arounds in high-technology environments can be achieved through cannibalization. In gen-
eral, ‘cannibalization’ ascribes to the process of removing a failed component from a system
and replacing the said component by an operating component (of the same type) extracted
from another part of the system. The concept of cannibalization is illustrated in Figure 1. The
practice of cannibalization has a long history, especially in the military [3].

2. Strategies to conduct informed cannibalizations

Cannibalizations, when carried out imprudently, can have unintended negative effects. Canni-
balization actions often bear negative connotations because of the following [4, 5]: (1) canni-
balizations indicate that there are problems with the spare part supply chain, (2) there is a
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potential of mechanically damaging systems during cannibalizations and (3) cannibalizations
increase the workload of maintenance personnel and if practiced frequently will dampen
their morale. Nonetheless, the practice of cannibalization is unlikely to be eliminated
completely. Therefore, one has to consider the idea of (1) designated cannibalizations and (2)
methodology-informed cannibalizations. These will then cushion against the negative effects
of cannibalizations.

The idea of designated cannibalizations means the designation of components in the require-
ments database as cannibalizable (i.e. easy to cannibalize) or non-cannibalizable (i.e. difficult
to cannibalize). It can be noted that the cannibalizable or non-cannibalizable of components is
mainly dependent on their type. For example, the cannibalization of a fuse is a trivial task
which maintenance personnel can conduct almost invariably rather than wait for long periods
of time for the spare part to be delivered. On the other hand, the cannibalization of an aircraft
wing spar, for example, is very costly (i.e. in terms of energy, time and money), very dangerous
and unfathomed in the world of aircraft maintenance. Cannibalization of components desig-
nated as cannibalizable will provide serviceable components when the spare stock is depleted.
Cannibalizations of components designated as non-cannibalizable will not be permitted as it
may be too costly in labour or time or money, or too risky in that the component (system) may
incur mechanical damage during removal.

The methodology-informed cannibalization is an alternative route to estimate optimum rates
of cannibalization required to meet the set readiness and operational demand goals, given the
system: (1) mean uptime (MUT) (also known as MTTF), (2) MTTR, (3) mean supply response
time (MSRT), (4) mean maintenance and supply time (MMST) and (5) mean downtime (MDT).
This methodology addresses designated cannibalizations only deemed necessary in the indus-
try. The theoretical model is presented in Section 2.1. This model is an extension of the model
developed in Ref. [6]. In the model developed in Ref. [6], it is assumed that the sum of the
supply time and maintenance time uniquely classifies the total downtime. Nonetheless, in real-
life situations, three categories of downtime, that are exclusive, exist. These are (1) mainte-
nance time, (2) supply time and (3) overlapping MMST. Hence, we extend the model of Ref. [6]
to accommodate these different categories of downtime because cannibalizations affect MTTR
and MSRT, as well as MMST. In Section 2.2, we provide cannibalizations policy implications
based on the results of Section 2.1.

2.1. Theoretical model to show the effects of cannibalization on mission
time availability of systems

We begin with the following definition of system mission time average availability. The system
mission time average availability (MTAAsystem) denotes the mean proportion of mission time
the system is functioning. It is assumed that every time a component (system) fails, it is
restored to an ‘as good as new’ condition through repair and the said system mission time
average availability is

MTAAsystem ¼ MUT
MUT þMDT

ð1Þ
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where MUT is the mean uptime (also referred to as MTTF) and MDT is the mean downtime.
The MUT denotes the mean functioning of the system. The MDT is decomposed into three
mutually exclusive activities: (1) the MTTR;, (2) the MSRT and (3) the MMST. If we substitute
these three variables into Eq. (1), we get

MTAAsystem ¼ MUT
MUT þMTTRþMSRT þMMST

ð2Þ

To simplify the calculations, one assumes a zero time for the decision to cannibalize and similarly
a zero time for accomplishing the cannibalizations. Therefore,MSRT is calculated as follows [6]:

MSRT ¼ ð1� GEÞð1� cÞμ ð3Þ

where GE denotes gross effectiveness—that is, the ratio of the parts required which can be
obtained in the supply chain, c denotes the ratio of the parts requests which cannot be obtained
in the supply chain and have to be cannibalized and μ is the mean customer wait time (CWT)
for spare parts.

The U.S. Navy describes the cannibalization action to be the number of cannibalizations
performed per 100 flight hours. This is referred to as the cannibalization rate and is denoted
CANNAF. In this research, it will suffice to use this definition. The ratio of all the parts requests
which are cannibalized, c, is determined as follows [6]:

c ¼ CANNAF

100ð1� GEÞθ ð4Þ

where θ is the component mean failure rate.

If we substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we get

MSRT ¼
�
�
μ
�
CANNAF � ð100θÞ þ ð100GEθÞ

��

100θ
ð5Þ

It can be noted that Eq. (5) shows a negative linear relationship betweenMSRT and CANNAF. If
we hold θ, μ and GE constant, it can be deduced that when the cannibalization rate is higher
the MSRT becomes lower.

If we substitute Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) and solve for CANNAF, we get

CANNAF ¼
θð100GE� 100Þ MMST þ MTTR þ MUT � MUT

MTAAsystem � μðGE �1Þ
� �� �

μðGE� 1Þ ð6Þ

We impose the following mathematical constraints when calculating with Eq. (6):

CANNAF ¼ 0 if ð1� GEÞμ ≤
MUT

MTAASYSTEM �MUT �MTTR�MMST
ð7Þ
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MTAAsystem ≤
MUT

MUT þMTTRþMMST
ð8Þ

It is impossible to achieve an MTAAsystem value higher than this. It can only mean that the
values set for the parameters in the model are not showing rational thought.

Using Eq. (6), we plot CANNAF as a function of μ for different values of MTAAsystem (with all
the other parameters fixed at values given and shown in Figure 2. It can be deduced from
Figure 2 that μ approaches infinity as CANNAF reaches a maximum of 12.31 for anMTAAsystem

of 0.65; 12.24 for an MTAAsystem of 0.60 and 12.17 for an MTAAsystem of 0.55.

Figure 3 shows that a policy to limit cannibalization activities is required. In the example of
Figure 3 (with all the other parameters fixed), it can be seen that a cannibalization rate above
14 does not add any value as the MTAAsystem is now 1.

2.2. Policy implications of the theoretical model

In this section, we state a number of conclusions based on our simulations using Eqs. (1)–(6).
These conclusions have implications on cannibalization policies. The conclusions are as follows:

a. The gradient ∂CANNAF
∂μ of the graph in Figure 2 is positive. This shows that the longer μ is

the higher CANNAF is (for different values of MTAAsystem all other parameters being held
constant). Thus, cannibalization activities may be reduced by decreasing μ;
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where MUT is the mean uptime (also referred to as MTTF) and MDT is the mean downtime.
The MUT denotes the mean functioning of the system. The MDT is decomposed into three
mutually exclusive activities: (1) the MTTR;, (2) the MSRT and (3) the MMST. If we substitute
these three variables into Eq. (1), we get

MTAAsystem ¼ MUT
MUT þMTTRþMSRT þMMST

ð2Þ

To simplify the calculations, one assumes a zero time for the decision to cannibalize and similarly
a zero time for accomplishing the cannibalizations. Therefore,MSRT is calculated as follows [6]:
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where GE denotes gross effectiveness—that is, the ratio of the parts required which can be
obtained in the supply chain, c denotes the ratio of the parts requests which cannot be obtained
in the supply chain and have to be cannibalized and μ is the mean customer wait time (CWT)
for spare parts.

The U.S. Navy describes the cannibalization action to be the number of cannibalizations
performed per 100 flight hours. This is referred to as the cannibalization rate and is denoted
CANNAF. In this research, it will suffice to use this definition. The ratio of all the parts requests
which are cannibalized, c, is determined as follows [6]:

c ¼ CANNAF

100ð1� GEÞθ ð4Þ

where θ is the component mean failure rate.

If we substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we get

MSRT ¼
�
�
μ
�
CANNAF � ð100θÞ þ ð100GEθÞ

��

100θ
ð5Þ

It can be noted that Eq. (5) shows a negative linear relationship betweenMSRT and CANNAF. If
we hold θ, μ and GE constant, it can be deduced that when the cannibalization rate is higher
the MSRT becomes lower.

If we substitute Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) and solve for CANNAF, we get

CANNAF ¼
θð100GE� 100Þ MMST þ MTTR þ MUT � MUT

MTAAsystem � μðGE �1Þ
� �� �

μðGE� 1Þ ð6Þ

We impose the following mathematical constraints when calculating with Eq. (6):

CANNAF ¼ 0 if ð1� GEÞμ ≤
MUT

MTAASYSTEM �MUT �MTTR�MMST
ð7Þ
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MTAAsystem ≤
MUT

MUT þMTTRþMMST
ð8Þ

It is impossible to achieve an MTAAsystem value higher than this. It can only mean that the
values set for the parameters in the model are not showing rational thought.

Using Eq. (6), we plot CANNAF as a function of μ for different values of MTAAsystem (with all
the other parameters fixed at values given and shown in Figure 2. It can be deduced from
Figure 2 that μ approaches infinity as CANNAF reaches a maximum of 12.31 for anMTAAsystem

of 0.65; 12.24 for an MTAAsystem of 0.60 and 12.17 for an MTAAsystem of 0.55.

Figure 3 shows that a policy to limit cannibalization activities is required. In the example of
Figure 3 (with all the other parameters fixed), it can be seen that a cannibalization rate above
14 does not add any value as the MTAAsystem is now 1.

2.2. Policy implications of the theoretical model

In this section, we state a number of conclusions based on our simulations using Eqs. (1)–(6).
These conclusions have implications on cannibalization policies. The conclusions are as follows:

a. The gradient ∂CANNAF
∂μ of the graph in Figure 2 is positive. This shows that the longer μ is

the higher CANNAF is (for different values of MTAAsystem all other parameters being held
constant). Thus, cannibalization activities may be reduced by decreasing μ;
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b. The functionMTTR = F(CANNAF) is positive. Hence, more cannibalization activities imply
longer maintenance time;

c. The gradient ∂CANNAF
∂MUT is negative. Thus, it shows that with higher system reliability or with

longer mean uptime, cannibalization rates become lower (for different values of
MTAAsystem with all other parameters being held constant). Thus, cannibalization activi-
ties can be reduced when systems are designed taking cognisance of probabilistic design
for reliability;

d. It can be deduced that the gradient ∂CANNAF
∂MTTR is positive. It implies that with longer repair

time (MTTR), the cannibalization rate becomes high (for different values of MTAAsystem

with all other parameters being held constant). Therefore, cannibalization activities may
be reduced with a more efficient maintenance operation system (i.e. better trained and
qualified maintenance personnel);

e. The gradient ∂CANNAF
∂GE is negative. It implies that the higher the GE, the lower the cannibal-

ization rate (for different values of MTAAsystem all other parameters being held constant).
Hence, increasing the availability of spare parts in the supply chain reduces cannibaliza-
tion activities;

f. It can be seen from the results that cannibalization activities serve a useful purpose in the
maintenance and operation of high performance and complex systems. Cannibalization
activities are necessary, viable and cost-effective, only if the optimum cannibalization rate
is sought for specific operating parameters; and
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g. Lastly, when the actual data on cannibalization rates and other parameters (i.e. the ones
related to MTAAsystem) is available, the models presented in Sections 2 and 3 can be
empirically tested.

3. Cannibalization revisited: theoretical model and example

This section considers a situation where repair facilities or spare components are not immedi-
ately available so that the probability of survival of a system can only be enhanced by
extracting needed replacement components from another part of the system. We develop a
model of cannibalization for the probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines in
parallel of n series-connected components when short interruptions to the system are allowed
and when short interruptions to the system are not allowed. It is assumed for practical reasons
that the lines are identical. Let all components be also identical, with exponentially distributed
lifetimes with parameter λ. We can generalize the approach to the case of non-identical
components and lines but the resulting expressions will be extremely cumbersome. We start
with two lines as follows:

i. Assume that when only one line is left, the time for replacing the failed component of this
remaining line (if one has a spare, e.g. from the failed line) is not allowed. Then, there is
no possibility of cannibalization in this system and the survival function can be easily
obtained.

ii. The time for replacing the failed component is allowed. Then, when one line fails, all n � 1
non-failed components of the failed line can be used as spares for the operable line. The
corresponding formulas (survival function) are then derived and this is cannibalization.

Then, we consider the case of three lines:

i. No time is allowed for replacing the failed component. However, cannibalization is still
performed here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for the system of
two lines (i.e. cannibalization) and when they will be exhausted, then no cannibalization,
as in the case with two lines. The formula for probability of survival (at time t) is then
written for the case with cannibalization and without and compared.

ii. Time for replacing the failed component is allowed. Then, the two-stage cannibalization
goes. When the first line fails, n � 1 non-failed components can be used to maintain the
two lines. When this is exhausted and one of the two lines fails, the same process as in the
previous case is followed and then the corresponding relationships are obtained.

We generalize the approach to the case when we have more than three lines and obtain the
corresponding recurrent equations for survival probabilities in this case that can be solved
numerically.

It can be noted that short interruptions to the system give us the possibility to use some
components of a system as spares.
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b. The functionMTTR = F(CANNAF) is positive. Hence, more cannibalization activities imply
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g. Lastly, when the actual data on cannibalization rates and other parameters (i.e. the ones
related to MTAAsystem) is available, the models presented in Sections 2 and 3 can be
empirically tested.

3. Cannibalization revisited: theoretical model and example

This section considers a situation where repair facilities or spare components are not immedi-
ately available so that the probability of survival of a system can only be enhanced by
extracting needed replacement components from another part of the system. We develop a
model of cannibalization for the probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines in
parallel of n series-connected components when short interruptions to the system are allowed
and when short interruptions to the system are not allowed. It is assumed for practical reasons
that the lines are identical. Let all components be also identical, with exponentially distributed
lifetimes with parameter λ. We can generalize the approach to the case of non-identical
components and lines but the resulting expressions will be extremely cumbersome. We start
with two lines as follows:

i. Assume that when only one line is left, the time for replacing the failed component of this
remaining line (if one has a spare, e.g. from the failed line) is not allowed. Then, there is
no possibility of cannibalization in this system and the survival function can be easily
obtained.

ii. The time for replacing the failed component is allowed. Then, when one line fails, all n � 1
non-failed components of the failed line can be used as spares for the operable line. The
corresponding formulas (survival function) are then derived and this is cannibalization.

Then, we consider the case of three lines:

i. No time is allowed for replacing the failed component. However, cannibalization is still
performed here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for the system of
two lines (i.e. cannibalization) and when they will be exhausted, then no cannibalization,
as in the case with two lines. The formula for probability of survival (at time t) is then
written for the case with cannibalization and without and compared.

ii. Time for replacing the failed component is allowed. Then, the two-stage cannibalization
goes. When the first line fails, n � 1 non-failed components can be used to maintain the
two lines. When this is exhausted and one of the two lines fails, the same process as in the
previous case is followed and then the corresponding relationships are obtained.

We generalize the approach to the case when we have more than three lines and obtain the
corresponding recurrent equations for survival probabilities in this case that can be solved
numerically.

It can be noted that short interruptions to the system give us the possibility to use some
components of a system as spares.
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3.1. Notation

X: lifetime of a system.

S�knðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components with cannibalization (when short interruptions of the system are not allowed).

SþknðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components with cannibalization (when short interruptions of the system are allowed).

SncknðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components when no cannibalization at all is allowed.

q�þ
kn ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �

kn ðtÞ
1 � SþknðtÞ

: improvement factor of unreliability (at time t) for k -lines of n -series-

connected components with cannibalization due to allowing short interruptions.

qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
1 � S � ðþÞ

kn ðtÞ: improvement factor due to cannibalization of unreliability (at time t) for

k -lines of n -series-connected components when initially no cannibalization at all is allowed.

k ¼ 1, 2, …:
n ¼ 1, 2, …

Note: The improvement factor of unreliability shows how much the unreliability has
decreased due to cannibalization being allowed.

3.2. One-line system

This section is concerned with the probability of survival (at time t) evaluation of standard
series network occurring in engineering systems. The series network is the basic building block
of the work in this section. In this incident, n number of components form a series network, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The system fails if any one of the components fails. All components
constituting the system must not fail in order to ensure a successful system operation.

The four wheels of a car illustrate a typical example of a series system. The car cannot be
driven for practical purposes with any one of the tyres punctured. It therefore follows that
these four car tyres form a series system. When one assumes independent and identical
components (each component i(i = 1,2,…..,n) with a lifetime that is exponentially distributed
with failure rate λ), it then follows that the probability of survival for the series system as
shown in Figure 4 is

Snc1nðtÞ ¼ e � nλt ð9Þ

3.3. Two-line system

Now consider two identical lines of series-connected components as shown in Figure 5. Now,
we compute the probability of survival for two cases [7, 8]: (Section 3.3.1) when no short
interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. no possibility of cannibalization: this is indeed
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the only case without cannibalization, but if we have three or more lines and no interruptions,
we already have cannibalization) and (Section 3.3.2) when short interruptions to the system are
allowed (i.e. when cannibalization can be executed).

3.3.1. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. no possibility of cannibalization)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written obviously as follows:

S �
2n ðtÞ ¼ Snc2nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞ2 ð10Þ

3.3.2. Short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is allowed)

When one line fails, the time for replacing the failed component of the remaining line is
allowed and all n � 1 non-failed components of the failed line can be used as spares for the
operable line. The cannibalization formula for Pr (X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is
written as follows:

Sþ2nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ e � 2nλt þ
ðt
0

2nλe � 2nλx
Xn�1

i¼0

e � nλðt � xÞ
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where e�2nλt in the first term in Eq. (11) means that both lines have survived (i.e. by the law of
total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining line has survived with n � 1 spares and 2nλe�2nλx dx means the density of the first
failure of 2n components. Then with one line left, there will be no further failures.

Figure 4. One line of series-connected components.

Figure 5. Two lines of series-connected components.
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3.1. Notation

X: lifetime of a system.

S�knðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components with cannibalization (when short interruptions of the system are not allowed).

SþknðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components with cannibalization (when short interruptions of the system are allowed).

SncknðtÞ: probability of survival (at time t) of a system with k -lines of n -series-connected
components when no cannibalization at all is allowed.

q�þ
kn ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �

kn ðtÞ
1 � SþknðtÞ

: improvement factor of unreliability (at time t) for k -lines of n -series-

connected components with cannibalization due to allowing short interruptions.

qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
1 � S � ðþÞ

kn ðtÞ: improvement factor due to cannibalization of unreliability (at time t) for

k -lines of n -series-connected components when initially no cannibalization at all is allowed.

k ¼ 1, 2, …:
n ¼ 1, 2, …

Note: The improvement factor of unreliability shows how much the unreliability has
decreased due to cannibalization being allowed.

3.2. One-line system

This section is concerned with the probability of survival (at time t) evaluation of standard
series network occurring in engineering systems. The series network is the basic building block
of the work in this section. In this incident, n number of components form a series network, as
illustrated in Figure 4. The system fails if any one of the components fails. All components
constituting the system must not fail in order to ensure a successful system operation.

The four wheels of a car illustrate a typical example of a series system. The car cannot be
driven for practical purposes with any one of the tyres punctured. It therefore follows that
these four car tyres form a series system. When one assumes independent and identical
components (each component i(i = 1,2,…..,n) with a lifetime that is exponentially distributed
with failure rate λ), it then follows that the probability of survival for the series system as
shown in Figure 4 is

Snc1nðtÞ ¼ e � nλt ð9Þ

3.3. Two-line system

Now consider two identical lines of series-connected components as shown in Figure 5. Now,
we compute the probability of survival for two cases [7, 8]: (Section 3.3.1) when no short
interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. no possibility of cannibalization: this is indeed
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the only case without cannibalization, but if we have three or more lines and no interruptions,
we already have cannibalization) and (Section 3.3.2) when short interruptions to the system are
allowed (i.e. when cannibalization can be executed).

3.3.1. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. no possibility of cannibalization)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written obviously as follows:

S �
2n ðtÞ ¼ Snc2nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞ2 ð10Þ

3.3.2. Short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is allowed)

When one line fails, the time for replacing the failed component of the remaining line is
allowed and all n � 1 non-failed components of the failed line can be used as spares for the
operable line. The cannibalization formula for Pr (X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is
written as follows:

Sþ2nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ e � 2nλt þ
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where e�2nλt in the first term in Eq. (11) means that both lines have survived (i.e. by the law of
total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining line has survived with n � 1 spares and 2nλe�2nλx dx means the density of the first
failure of 2n components. Then with one line left, there will be no further failures.

Figure 4. One line of series-connected components.

Figure 5. Two lines of series-connected components.
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One can compare probabilities with and without cannibalization. More appropriately, we
compare probabilities of failures. Therefore, we compute the improvement factor of

unreliability for the two-line system as qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
1 � SþknðtÞ

as shown in Figure 6.

3.4. Three-line system

Now consider three identical lines of series-connected components in a similar manner to the
two-line system. Now, we compute Pr(X ≥ t) for three cases [7, 8] (Section 3.4.1) when no
cannibalization is allowed at all (just three lines of n series parallel-connected components)
(Section 3.4.2), when no short interruptions to the system are allowed (cannibalization is made
possible here as we are using the operable components of the failed line as spares, as reflected
in Eq. (13)) and (Section 3.4.3) when short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. when
cannibalization is allowed).
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Figure 6. Improvement factor of unreliability for a two-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.4.1. No cannibalization is allowed at all (just three lines of n series parallel-connected components)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written, obviously, as follows:

Snc3nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞ3 ð12Þ

3.4.2. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is made possible
here by operable components of the failed line which are used as spares)

Cannibalization can still be done here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for
the system of two lines. When the n � 1 non-failed components are exhausted, then no
cannibalization can be done. The formula is written as follows:

S �
3n ðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � 3nλt þ
ðt
0

 
3nλe � 3nλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � 2nλðt � xÞ

�
2nλðt � xÞ

�i

i!

þ
ðt � x

0

ð2nλÞn
ðn � 1Þ!y

n � 1e � 2nλye � nλðt � x � yÞdy

!!
dx

ð13Þ

where e�3nλt in the first term in Eq. (13) means that all three lines have survived (i.e. by the law
of total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining two lines survived with n� 1 spares, and 3nλe�3nλx dxmeans the density of the first
failure of 3n components. Then with two lines with n � 1 spares and the nth failure with
intensity 2λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line will be left and no further failures.

3.4.3. Short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is allowed)

The two-stage cannibalization goes. When the first line fails, the time for replacing the failed
component of the two remaining lines is allowed. n � 1 non-failed components of the
failed line can be used to maintain the two remaining lines. When these components are
exhausted and one of the two lines fails, the n � 1 non-failed components of the failed line
can be used as spares for the remaining operable line. The corresponding cannibalization
formula for Pr(X ≥ 1) is written as follows:

Sþ3nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � 3nλt þ
ðt
0

 
3nλe � 3nλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � 2nλðt � xÞ

�
2nλðt � xÞ

�i

i!

þ
ðt � x

0

ð2nλÞn
ðn � 1Þ!y

n � 1e � 2nλy
Xn � 1

i¼0
e � nλðt � x � yÞ

�
nλðt � x � yÞ

�i

i!
dy

!!
dx

ð14Þ
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One can compare probabilities with and without cannibalization. More appropriately, we
compare probabilities of failures. Therefore, we compute the improvement factor of

unreliability for the two-line system as qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
1 � SþknðtÞ

as shown in Figure 6.

3.4. Three-line system

Now consider three identical lines of series-connected components in a similar manner to the
two-line system. Now, we compute Pr(X ≥ t) for three cases [7, 8] (Section 3.4.1) when no
cannibalization is allowed at all (just three lines of n series parallel-connected components)
(Section 3.4.2), when no short interruptions to the system are allowed (cannibalization is made
possible here as we are using the operable components of the failed line as spares, as reflected
in Eq. (13)) and (Section 3.4.3) when short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. when
cannibalization is allowed).
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Figure 6. Improvement factor of unreliability for a two-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.4.1. No cannibalization is allowed at all (just three lines of n series parallel-connected components)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written, obviously, as follows:

Snc3nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞ3 ð12Þ

3.4.2. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is made possible
here by operable components of the failed line which are used as spares)

Cannibalization can still be done here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for
the system of two lines. When the n � 1 non-failed components are exhausted, then no
cannibalization can be done. The formula is written as follows:

S �
3n ðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � 3nλt þ
ðt
0

 
3nλe � 3nλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � 2nλðt � xÞ
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where e�3nλt in the first term in Eq. (13) means that all three lines have survived (i.e. by the law
of total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining two lines survived with n� 1 spares, and 3nλe�3nλx dxmeans the density of the first
failure of 3n components. Then with two lines with n � 1 spares and the nth failure with
intensity 2λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line will be left and no further failures.

3.4.3. Short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is allowed)

The two-stage cannibalization goes. When the first line fails, the time for replacing the failed
component of the two remaining lines is allowed. n � 1 non-failed components of the
failed line can be used to maintain the two remaining lines. When these components are
exhausted and one of the two lines fails, the n � 1 non-failed components of the failed line
can be used as spares for the remaining operable line. The corresponding cannibalization
formula for Pr(X ≥ 1) is written as follows:

Sþ3nðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � 3nλt þ
ðt
0

 
3nλe � 3nλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � 2nλðt � xÞ
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where e�3nλt in the first term in Eq. (14) means that all three lines have survived; the integral
corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the remaining two lines survived
with n � 1 spares; 3nλe � 3nλxdx means the density of the first failure of 3n components, and
ð2nλÞn
ðn � 1Þ! y

n � 1e � 2nλy is the density of the nth event from the Poisson process with rate 2n. Then

with two lines with n � 1 spares and the nth failure with intensity 2λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line
will be left and no further failures.

Here, we can compare probabilities with no cannibalization at all (just three lines of n -series
parallel-connected components) and that with cannibalization (with and without short interrup-
tions). More suitably, we compare probabilities of failures. Hence, we compute the improvement
factor of unreliability for the three-line system (i.e. that for no cannibalization and cannibaliza-

tion with and without short interruptions) as qnc3nðtÞ ¼ 1 � Snc3nðtÞ
1 � SðþÞ

3n ðtÞ and q � þ
3n ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �

3n ðtÞ
1 � Sþ3nðtÞ

as depicted

in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 7. Improvement factor of unreliability for a three-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.5. k-Line system

Now consider k -identical lines of series-connected components in a similar manner to the two-line
system. Now, we compute Pr(X ≥ t) for three cases [7, 8]: (Section 3.5.1) when no cannibalization is
allowed at all (just k -lines of n -series parallel-connected components) (Section 3.5.2), when no
short interruptions to the system are allowed (cannibalization is made possible here as we are
using the operable components of the failed line as spares, as reflected in Eq. (16)) and (Section
3.5.3) when short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. when cannibalization is allowed).

3.5.1. No cannibalization is allowed at all (just k-lines of n-series parallel-connected
components)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written as follows:

SncknðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞk ð15Þ
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Figure 8. Improvement factor of unreliability for a three-line system (comparison of a system with cannibalization when
no short interruptions to the system are allowed and that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are
allowed).
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where e�3nλt in the first term in Eq. (14) means that all three lines have survived; the integral
corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the remaining two lines survived
with n � 1 spares; 3nλe � 3nλxdx means the density of the first failure of 3n components, and
ð2nλÞn
ðn � 1Þ! y

n � 1e � 2nλy is the density of the nth event from the Poisson process with rate 2n. Then

with two lines with n � 1 spares and the nth failure with intensity 2λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line
will be left and no further failures.

Here, we can compare probabilities with no cannibalization at all (just three lines of n -series
parallel-connected components) and that with cannibalization (with and without short interrup-
tions). More suitably, we compare probabilities of failures. Hence, we compute the improvement
factor of unreliability for the three-line system (i.e. that for no cannibalization and cannibaliza-

tion with and without short interruptions) as qnc3nðtÞ ¼ 1 � Snc3nðtÞ
1 � SðþÞ

3n ðtÞ and q � þ
3n ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �

3n ðtÞ
1 � Sþ3nðtÞ

as depicted

in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 7. Improvement factor of unreliability for a three-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.5. k-Line system

Now consider k -identical lines of series-connected components in a similar manner to the two-line
system. Now, we compute Pr(X ≥ t) for three cases [7, 8]: (Section 3.5.1) when no cannibalization is
allowed at all (just k -lines of n -series parallel-connected components) (Section 3.5.2), when no
short interruptions to the system are allowed (cannibalization is made possible here as we are
using the operable components of the failed line as spares, as reflected in Eq. (16)) and (Section
3.5.3) when short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. when cannibalization is allowed).

3.5.1. No cannibalization is allowed at all (just k-lines of n-series parallel-connected
components)

The formula for Pr(X ≥ t) (i.e. the probability of survival) is written as follows:

SncknðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ ¼ 1 � ð1 � e � nλtÞk ð15Þ
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3.5.2. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is made possible here by
operable components of the failed lines which are used as spares)

Cannibalization can still be done here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for
the system of k � 1 lines. When the n � 1 non-failed components are exhausted, then no
cannibalization can be done. The formula is written as follows:

S �
kn ðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � knλt þ
ðt
0

(
knλe � knλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � ðk � 1Þnλðt � xÞ

�
ðk � 1Þnλðt � xÞ

�i

i!

þ
ðt � x

0

�
ðk � 1Þnλ

�n

ðn � 1Þ! yn � 1e � ðk � 1ÞnλyS �
ðk � 1Þnðt � x � yÞdy

!)
dx

ð16Þ

where e�knλt in the first term in Eq. (16) means that all k -lines have survived (i.e. by the law of
total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining k � 1 lines survived with n � 1 spares, and knλe � knλxdx means the density of the
first failure of kn components. Then with k � 1 lines with n � 1 spares and the nth failure with

intensity (k� 1) λwill ‘ruin’ it and one line will be left and no further failures. S �
ðk � 1Þnðt � xÞ is

recurrent from the probability of survival (at time t � x) of the system with k � 1 lines when no
short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is made possible here as we
are using the operable components of the failed line as spares).

3.5.3. Short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is allowed but it was made
possible in b) by operable components of the failed lines which are used as spares)

The k � 1 stage cannibalization goes. When the first line fails, the time for replacing the
failed component of the k � 1 remaining lines is allowed. n � 1 non-failed components of
the failed line can be used to maintain the k � 1 remaining lines. When these components are
exhausted and one of the k� 1 lines fails, the n� 1 non-failed components of the failed line can be
used as spares for the remaining operable lines. The process is repeated until one (line) remains,
and the time for replacing the failed component of this remaining line (if one has a spare) is not
allowed. The corresponding cannibalization formula for Pr(X ≥ t) is written as follows:

SþknðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � knλt þ
ðt
0

(
knλe � knλx

 Xn � 1

i¼0
e � ðk � 1Þnλðt � xÞ

�
ðk � 1Þnλðt � xÞ

�i

i!

þ
ðt � x

0

�
ðk � 1Þnλ

�n

ðn � 1Þ! yn � 1e � ðk � 1ÞnλySþðk � 1Þnðt � x � yÞdy
!)

dx

ð17Þ
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where e�knλt in the first term in Eq. (17) means that all k -lines have survived; the integral
corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the remaining k � 1 lines survived
with n � 1 spares; knλe � knλxdx means the density of the first failure of kn components, and
Sþðk � 1Þnðt � xÞ is the probability of survival (at time t � x of the system with k � 1 lines when

short interruptions to the system are allowed. Then with k � 1 lines with n � 1 spares and the
nth failure with intensity (k � 1)λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line will be left and no further failures.
Thus, Eq. (17) is a recurrent relationship.

Again, we can compare probabilities with and without cannibalization. More usefully, we
compare probabilities of failures. Hence, we compute the improvement factor of unreliability
for the k-line system (i.e. that for no cannibalization and cannibalization with and without

short interruptions) as qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
1 � SðþÞ

kn ðtÞ and q � þ
kn ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �

kn ðtÞ
1 � SþknðtÞ

as depicted in Figures 9 and 10,

respectively.
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Figure 9. Improvement factor of unreliability for a k-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.5.2. No short interruptions to the system are allowed (i.e. cannibalization is made possible here by
operable components of the failed lines which are used as spares)

Cannibalization can still be done here. Indeed, when one line fails, we can use n � 1 spares for
the system of k � 1 lines. When the n � 1 non-failed components are exhausted, then no
cannibalization can be done. The formula is written as follows:

S �
kn ðtÞ ¼ PrðX ≥ tÞ

¼ e � knλt þ
ðt
0

(
knλe � knλx

 Xn � 1
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ð16Þ

where e�knλt in the first term in Eq. (16) means that all k -lines have survived (i.e. by the law of
total probability); the integral corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the
remaining k � 1 lines survived with n � 1 spares, and knλe � knλxdx means the density of the
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where e�knλt in the first term in Eq. (17) means that all k -lines have survived; the integral
corresponds to the probability that one line failed and then the remaining k � 1 lines survived
with n � 1 spares; knλe � knλxdx means the density of the first failure of kn components, and
Sþðk � 1Þnðt � xÞ is the probability of survival (at time t � x of the system with k � 1 lines when

short interruptions to the system are allowed. Then with k � 1 lines with n � 1 spares and the
nth failure with intensity (k � 1)λ will ‘ruin’ it and one line will be left and no further failures.
Thus, Eq. (17) is a recurrent relationship.

Again, we can compare probabilities with and without cannibalization. More usefully, we
compare probabilities of failures. Hence, we compute the improvement factor of unreliability
for the k-line system (i.e. that for no cannibalization and cannibalization with and without

short interruptions) as qncknðtÞ ¼ 1 � SncknðtÞ
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kn ðtÞ and q � þ
kn ðtÞ ¼ 1 � S �
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as depicted in Figures 9 and 10,

respectively.
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Figure 9. Improvement factor of unreliability for a k-line system (comparison of a system with no cannibalization and
that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are allowed).
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3.6. Computation results

Figures 6–10 show the improvement factors of unreliability for the two-line system, three-line
system and k-line system, respectively. We are looking at reliable systems, where the survival
functions should be close to 1. For illustrative purposes, we choose the values of the failure rate
and time accordingly. Therefore, it is more effective to compare unreliability of the systems
with no cannibalization (i.e. 1 � SncknðtÞ) and with cannibalization (i.e. with and without short

interruptions) (i.e. 1 � SþknðtÞ and 1 � S �
kn ðtÞ). The improvement factor of unreliability is

obtained by dividing the unreliability of the said system without cannibalization (worse
quantity) by that of the said system with cannibalization (without short interruptions) (better
quantity) and thus is larger than one. This is then compared to that obtained by dividing the
unreliability of the said system with cannibalization with short interruptions (worse quantity)
by that of the said system with cannibalization (without short interruptions) (better quantity).
It can be seen from Figures 6–10 that the improvement factors of unreliability of the systems
in which cannibalization is allowed are better than in those in which it is prohibited.
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Figure 10. Improvement factor of unreliability for a k-line system (comparison of a system with cannibalization when no
short interruptions to the system are allowed and that with cannibalization when short interruptions to the system are
allowed).
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From simulation results of Figures 6–10, it can also be shown that very larger values lead to
asymptotically equivalent system performance levels.

4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have explored strategies to mitigate the unfavourable effects that cannibal-
izations have on the costs of maintaining systems of equipment and also on the morale of
maintenance personnel. The methodologies developed in this chapter, at least, can be used to
(1) ascertain those cannibalizations that are appropriate, (2) start implementation of goals to
reduce cannibalization and (3) enlist actions to be taken in order for cannibalization reduction
goals to be met.

We also presented a combined analytic and simulation model of a two-line, three-line and
k-line system when cannibalization is not allowed and when cannibalization is allowed (with
and without short interruptions to the system). It is clear from the analytic and simulation
results that cannibalization can substantially increase the reliability of the systems where it is
allowed. The improvement factor of unreliability obviously exists in systems where cannibal-
ization is not allowed as compared to those in which cannibalization is allowed. Moreover, the
improvement factor is larger when we have two-stage cannibalization (short interruptions)
than without them.
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Abstract

Downtime of mobile machinery used in fields like construction, earthmoving or min-
ing usually leads to an instant halt of an entire process and can even endanger entire 
operations. To meet the customer’s requirement for high availabilities of their equipment, 
safeguarding the reliability of overall systems and components is necessary. Since life 
expectancy of systems and its components strongly depends on the experienced load 
history, this information needs to be available as accurately as possible to allow reliable 
lifetime calculation results. Due to the wide range of machines and applications of off‐
highway machines, determining representative loads is especially challenging. The chal-
lenges, in determining both load cycles for the entire system and local component loads, 
are discussed in this work, along with approaches to face them. Additionally, a method 
is described, which allows users to quantitatively calculate life expectancy of technical 
systems in both the concept phase and the later stages of the product life cycle. In the end, 
two examples are presented in which exemplary challenges are faced.

Keywords: reliability, drivetrain, off‐highway, load cycles, lifetime

1. Introduction

The global sales for off‐highway machines are over 100 billion US dollars [1] annually with a 
wide range of different products, which are often used in logistic processes. Although there 
are methods available to plan and calculate these processes in the line of supply chain man-
agement, over 70% of construction projects cannot be completed within the proposed budget 
and time [2]. One cause can be the unexpected downtime of construction machinery since 
in logistic processes the failure of one machine may result in the stop of the entire process 
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chain. These processes include the transport to and from the work site as well as production 
processes which are performed using mobile machinery. Similar processes can be found in 
mining operations, both above and below ground and other off‐road activities. Even small 
defects can result in high costs for the operating company and delays due to repair time [3, 4]. 
Therefore, reliability and availability are important factors for the optimization of projects that 
rely on off‐highway machines.

In order to increase the robustness of processes, the easiest way is to use redundancies on either 
the system or the component level. However, this option results in high costs and is therefore 
not preferable. Instead, a detailed knowledge of the systems reliability should be created, which 
can minimize the total cost of ownership and allow for more robust planning. Methods for the 
assessment of a system’s reliability are often qualitative, such as failure mode and effects analy-
sis (FMEA) and fault tree analysis [5, 6]. These methods do not yield quantitative information 
about the system’s reliability over time, which is necessary for incorporating reliability infor-
mation in the planning process or work scheduling. For these applications, quantitative reliabil-
ity evaluation methods are necessary. They can be applied throughout the entire life cycle from 
the early concept phase to the use of reliability models as a basis for predictive maintenance.

The challenge in determining the quantitative reliability of mobile machinery is in the mul-
titude of influences that determine the loads on the machine, as illustrated in Figure 1. The 
same machine can experience vastly different loads when used at different worksites. The 
environmental variables, such as temperature, humidity and exposure to sunlight may vary. 
The ground material and the slope of the path have an influence on the required traction 
forces. The main influence is the task that is performed by the machine, which can be defined 
by the loads and typical cycles of movement. The loads on the machine can be transformed 
into a stress on each component. Failures occur when the component stress exceeds the com-
ponents strength, which depends on the components design [7].

This work describes a method to assess the reliability of mobile machinery drivetrains quanti-
tatively, on both a component and a system level. The quantitative approach offers advantages 
both early in the development process, when different concepts can be compared with each 
other based on the quantitative reliability, and also in the later stages and in the exploitation 
phase, when the reliability assessment can be used to enable condition‐based and predictive 
maintenance approaches.

Figure 1. Influences on the system reliability of off‐highway machines.
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The accuracy of the calculated lifetimes depends on the quality of the load assumptions, since 
the loads determine the damage of the components. The challenges that this crucial part of 
reliability evaluation creates for off‐highway machines, which show a great variety in system 
concepts and applications, are discussed in this work. Two different systems, to which the 
method has been applied, will be used as examples for the application of the method and 
the possible ways to face the challenges in determining representative load cycles and local 
component loads.

2. Lifetime models

The system’s reliability depends on the reliability of its machine elements. For many com-
ponents, the lifetime can be determined through lifetime models, but not all components 
contribute equally to the overall system reliability. To identify relevant components in an 
investigated system, a qualitative reliability analysis has to be performed. The simple method 
ABC analysis [7] is well suited for this purpose, see Table 1.

Machine elements that are assigned to category A distinguish themselves by having a sig-
nificant influence on the reliability of the system, to which they contribute. In addition to 
that, methods for lifetime calculation of these elements are available which provide reliable 
lifetime predictions. Typical components in common mechanical drivetrains belonging to 
category A are gears, bearings and shafts. Parts allocated to category B determine the over-
all life expectancy of the system as well, but their lifetime cannot be calculated as precisely 
compared to machine elements in category A. B components are, among others, friction 
clutches and seals. The third category C includes components which neither affect the sys-
tem lifetime to any extent nor enable a lifetime calculation at all, for example, locking rings. 
The components in category C are rarely subject to failure, so they usually do not need to 
be considered.

Failures of components originate from an exceedance of their respective load capacity or strength 
by the occurring loads or stresses. Since both quantities are subject to statistical distribution, the 
lifetime, which is a result of the proportion of stress and strength, is statistically distributed 
as well. High volume testing of the investigated system and its components under realistic 
conditions would yield the most precise information. However, since such tests require an 
extensive amount of time and resources, this is rarely done during a development process. 
Therefore, calculation specifications to calculate the load capacity of machine elements have 
been developed, which are shown in Table 2 for components in categories A and B.

A B C

Significance High High Low

Lifetime prediction Reliable Unreliable Unreliable

Machine elements Gears, bearings, shafts Friction clutches, seals, etc. Locking, rings, etc.

Table 1. Exemplary ABC analysis of mechanical drivetrain components [7, 8].
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Cylindrical gears, which are the most common gear type in drivetrains, can be designed and 
calculated by various available standards and norms [9–14]. These approaches consider three 
general kinds of failure for gears: pitting, tooth fracture and scuffing. Since scuffing prediction 
for gears is not advanced enough and furthermore only occurs outside of predefined operat-
ing conditions, it is currently not considered in reliability calculations [15, 16]. Flank failure 
due to pitting can occur on both tooth flanks on each gear tooth. While a tooth fracture ends 
the lifetime of a gear immediately, pitting does not. In gear‐pitting testing, the threshold for 
pitting for hardened gears is usually 4% of the total flank area [9]. Thus, for each gear, three 
load capacities per tooth can be calculated and compared with the respective loads: Flanks 1 
and 2 (for which the load capacity is usually the same) and the tooth base.

Roller bearings are one of the few machine elements, for which the lifetime calculation has 
been standardized instead of the load capacity calculation and has been made available in 
[17]. The basic approach only considers load and a basic load capacity determined by testing, 
whereas the expanded approach additionally takes lubricant viscosity (temperature adjusted) 
and particle contamination, as well as revolving speed into account. However, for complex 
motion behaviour like oscillation, the currently available methods lack accuracy and therefore 
cannot provide a reliable lifetime prediction [18, 19].

Calculation of load capacity of shafts and axles has been standardized and documented, for 
example [20, 21]. Shafts in drivetrains are exposed to oscillating stresses due to torque, axial 
forces and bending moments that depend on the rotation angle. While available methods are 
designed to prove the strength of shafts, lifetime calculation is possible but not considered to 
be accurate [22]. The accuracy would improve with finite‐element method (FEM) calculations, 
but the modelling effort and computing time would increase as well.

Friction clutches are allocated in category B since there are many influences that cannot be 
considered for lifetime calculation yet (e.g. temperature, ageing, topology of disks). However, 
a rough estimation can be performed, calculating the wear of the clutch disks, proportional to 
the experienced frictional power and based on static friction coefficients. The clutch is consid-
ered as failed, when a predefined state of wear is reached [23].

Since the lifetime calculation of radial shaft seals is currently not possible, these machine elements 
belong to category B as well. The interactions of the seal with the surrounding elements are very 
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complex and therefore hard to quantify. Radial shaft seals can fail not only due to mechanical 
failure modes (e.g. wear) but chemical failure modes as well (e.g. hardening) [24]. For a rough 
estimation of seal lifetimes, however, simple models that only consider wear or temperature 
degradation are available [25].

The previously described models for component strength define a Wöhler curve for each 
component, which represents the number of load alterations that can be endured at a certain 
load level. The component stress can be considered in the form of a load spectrum, which con-
sists of the number of load alterations at a certain level the system has to endure, see Figure 2.

To assess the component damage caused by the loads in the load spectrum, for each load level 
the number of load alterations ni in the load spectrum has to be compared to the number of 
bearable load alterations Ni from the Wöhler curve which leads to the component damage 
caused by the experienced loads [26]. To account for temporal distribution of failures, the 
common procedure is to combine the lifetime with mathematical distributions based on expe-
rience, which results in a failure probability function F(t). To describe the failure probability 
mathematically, the Weibull distribution is commonly used. The shape of the function can be 
fitted to different distributions by changing the Weibull parameters b, T and t0 [7, 8, 25].

To assess the system’s reliability, the component’s reliabilities have to be combined. This can 
be done using a suitable system theory. The easiest one is Boole’s system theory, which can 
be applied for non‐repairable systems. According to Boole’s theory, the system reliability for 
serial systems without redundancies is simply the product of all component reliabilities [27].

3. Method

The previously mentioned processes of component lifetime calculations and system theory 
are part of a superordinate method, which puts all steps into the context of a system analysis 
in its entirety [8]. This method is described briefly in the following, and aims to provide a 
guideline for the calculation of overall reliability of off‐highway drive trains, see Figure 3.

Figure 2. Comparison of stress and strength for damage accumulation [8].
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complex and therefore hard to quantify. Radial shaft seals can fail not only due to mechanical 
failure modes (e.g. wear) but chemical failure modes as well (e.g. hardening) [24]. For a rough 
estimation of seal lifetimes, however, simple models that only consider wear or temperature 
degradation are available [25].

The previously described models for component strength define a Wöhler curve for each 
component, which represents the number of load alterations that can be endured at a certain 
load level. The component stress can be considered in the form of a load spectrum, which con-
sists of the number of load alterations at a certain level the system has to endure, see Figure 2.

To assess the component damage caused by the loads in the load spectrum, for each load level 
the number of load alterations ni in the load spectrum has to be compared to the number of 
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caused by the experienced loads [26]. To account for temporal distribution of failures, the 
common procedure is to combine the lifetime with mathematical distributions based on expe-
rience, which results in a failure probability function F(t). To describe the failure probability 
mathematically, the Weibull distribution is commonly used. The shape of the function can be 
fitted to different distributions by changing the Weibull parameters b, T and t0 [7, 8, 25].
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The previously mentioned processes of component lifetime calculations and system theory 
are part of a superordinate method, which puts all steps into the context of a system analysis 
in its entirety [8]. This method is described briefly in the following, and aims to provide a 
guideline for the calculation of overall reliability of off‐highway drive trains, see Figure 3.
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When performing a reliability evaluation of an existing system, firstly the system has to be 
analysed to identify all contained components and to understand how the system works 
(power flow, moving parts, etc.). The machine elements identified this way need to be cat-
egorized (ABC analysis). Since drivetrains usually contain similar components, this only has 
to be done if components are being used, which are not categorized yet. In preparation of the 
calculation of the system reliability, the system structure needs to be examined for redundan-
cies. To determine the external loads on a drivetrain, a typical load cycle needs to be defined 
in order to allow representative calculation results. This topic, as well as the transfer to local 
component loads including environmental influences and load classification, is discussed 
in‐depth in the next section. After calculating the components’ lifetimes by comparing the 
locally occurring loads with the individuals load capacities, the lifetime and subsequently 
failure distributions can be obtained. Finally, the failure distributions are combined, taking 
into account the system reliability structure. The last step is the derivation of the overall sys-
tem lifetime from the resulting system failure probability. More detailed information can be 
found in Ref. [8].

4. Challenges in load assumptions

In steps four and five of the described method, a representative load cycle and the resulting 
component loads have to be determined. This is especially challenging during the concept 
phase, when no measurements can be performed. The particular challenges for off‐highway 
machines will be described in the following.
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The term off‐highway in drivetrain technology includes a wide range of fields. Typical areas are, 
for example, construction and mining applications, in which an equally wide range of mobile 
machines are utilized for various tasks with very different characteristics. Machines in open‐pit 
mining, for example, bucket‐wheel excavators or spreaders, are among the largest machines in 
the world and handle an enormous amount of material and are accordingly subject to immense 
loads. Other machinery in the general field of earthmoving includes among others excavators, 
loaders, graders, scrapers and dumpers [28]. Even for these types of vehicles, countless variants 
exist, for example, excavators, for which crawler undercarriages or wheeled types are common. 
Besides the technical realization of the drivetrains, other specifics, for example, boom variants 
(monoblock booms, adjustable booms, embankment booms, etc.), exist [29], which influence 
the operating behaviour and subsequently the occurring loads on structure and drivetrain. 
Furthermore, machines, even with same configurations, are utilized for vastly different tasks. 
Wheel loaders, for example, can be used for material‐handling tasks (usually driving continu-
ously in a Y‐cycle), transportation of the material of larger distances, grading, material pushing 
or lifting work. With such a wide bandwidth of operating modes, it becomes clear that dimen-
sioning drivetrains for mobile machines as well as determining life expectancies of such systems 
remains challenging due to the large variance of occurring loads, even on machines with iden-
tical configurations. Uncertain load assumptions are among the main reasons for unplanned 
downtime [30]. Therefore, representative load cycles as well as precise component loads as a 
result of the load cycles are necessary for accurate lifetime evaluations of mobile machines.

4.1. Load cycles

To build a representative load cycle as the basis for determining the loads on the components, 
a deployment scenario has to be created, including all possible tasks which the investigated 
machine can perform. For each task, a representative process pattern has to be defined. The 
approach supposed to yield most realistic results measures the workflow per task throughout 
an extended period of time, divided into sections for recurring activities. For the example of a 
wheel loader, a typical task is material handling in a Y‐cycle. In this cycle, the operator fills the 
bucket by forwarding into a material heap, backs out of the heap, drives forward to an unload-
ing zone, unloads, backs out of the unloading zone and restarts the cycle. Since the driving 
path differs each time, the path for each Y‐cycle should be recorded over a sufficient period of 
time. Eventually, the sections are superposed and a relevant Y‐cycle is created, see Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the determination of a representative driving path.
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This procedure has to be performed for each identified task per machine, ideally for not one 
but multiple job sites, operators, the kind of handled material, ground conditions, etc. If a 
metrological approach is not possible due to unavailability of machines or if the investiga-
tion is performed in the product development process, the representative load cycle can be 
determined for a similar machine or by simulation without any measurements based on basic 
knowledge about the future tasks and job site, for example, topology of an open‐pit mine.

With either method, a representative workflow is made available for all tasks, including nec-
essary time‐dependent load information. With knowledge about the time share of each task 
in the overall utilization, the representative time functions for each task can subsequently be 
compiled, as illustrated in Figure 5. The compiled load cycle serves as basis for the determi-
nation of local component loads in the system, which is discussed in the following section.

4.2. Component loads

Since the lifetime of the system depends on the components’ lifetimes, defined by the expe-
rienced load history, the component loads have to be determined as accurately as possible. 
The loads can be determined either through measurements, through simulation or through a 
combination of both methods.

To determine component loads through measurements, either in the field or in a testing envi-
ronment, extensive measuring equipment has to be applied to the components. For the lifetime 
calculation, values like forces, torques, rotational speeds, temperatures, etc. have to be known 
for each component, so that the necessary measuring equipment to capture these many values 
would be challenging to be incorporated into the system and also very expensive.

As an alternative to measurements, simulations can be performed to determine the compo-
nent loads. Based on the global load cycle that is investigated, the component loads can be cal-
culated by system models, which can be modelled on different levels of detail and complexity. 
A basic method is the torque plan, which can be used to determine torques and speeds for 
gearboxes without considering dynamic loads [31]. For a more detailed simulation, torsional 
simulations can be performed that consider dynamic effects in the rotational direction, which 
can be caused by acceleration, gear shift or the system’s dynamic behaviour [32]. Through 
multibody simulations, all degrees of freedom can be considered in the load calculation.
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the compilation into representative load cycle.
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The level of complexity that is chosen for the simulation depends on the load cycle that is 
investigated and on the information that is available about the system. Simulation models 
that have much detail also require detailed information about the system components. If the 
system is still in the concept phase, a detailed simulation model may require data that are not 
yet known. It also has to be considered that simulation models have to be validated to provide 
accurate and reliable results.

Many systems already have some sensors that provide measurements of some system states. 
These can be used to improve the quality of simulations by using the available measured data 
as an input or reference for the validation. This way, the advantages of both methods can be 
combined.

The measured or calculated loads usually have the form of a load‐time function. For the next 
step, the component models require the data in the form of load per load alternation so that 
a transformation is necessary. To minimize the calculation effort for the reliability calcula-
tion, the load per load alternation can be transformed into a load spectrum using counting 
methods [33]. For many applications, such as gears and bearings, the combination of speed 
and torque determines the strain on the component. The time‐at‐level counting method can 
be used to define a load spectrum from the continuous data, as illustrated in Figure 6. The 
method defines classes for the values of two parameters, in this case torque and speed. For 
each load alternation, the combination of torque and speed classes is identified and counted 
in a matrix. The result of the counting method is the number of load alternations at each load 
and speed level in the examined time interval.

5. Examples of application

To illustrate the discussed challenges for load assumptions for off‐highway machinery, two 
examples have been selected. In the following, the presented method is exemplarily applied 
to two off‐highway drivetrains for different applications. The creation of load cycles and the 
determination of local component stresses are highlighted.
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This procedure has to be performed for each identified task per machine, ideally for not one 
but multiple job sites, operators, the kind of handled material, ground conditions, etc. If a 
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A basic method is the torque plan, which can be used to determine torques and speeds for 
gearboxes without considering dynamic loads [31]. For a more detailed simulation, torsional 
simulations can be performed that consider dynamic effects in the rotational direction, which 
can be caused by acceleration, gear shift or the system’s dynamic behaviour [32]. Through 
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The level of complexity that is chosen for the simulation depends on the load cycle that is 
investigated and on the information that is available about the system. Simulation models 
that have much detail also require detailed information about the system components. If the 
system is still in the concept phase, a detailed simulation model may require data that are not 
yet known. It also has to be considered that simulation models have to be validated to provide 
accurate and reliable results.

Many systems already have some sensors that provide measurements of some system states. 
These can be used to improve the quality of simulations by using the available measured data 
as an input or reference for the validation. This way, the advantages of both methods can be 
combined.

The measured or calculated loads usually have the form of a load‐time function. For the next 
step, the component models require the data in the form of load per load alternation so that 
a transformation is necessary. To minimize the calculation effort for the reliability calcula-
tion, the load per load alternation can be transformed into a load spectrum using counting 
methods [33]. For many applications, such as gears and bearings, the combination of speed 
and torque determines the strain on the component. The time‐at‐level counting method can 
be used to define a load spectrum from the continuous data, as illustrated in Figure 6. The 
method defines classes for the values of two parameters, in this case torque and speed. For 
each load alternation, the combination of torque and speed classes is identified and counted 
in a matrix. The result of the counting method is the number of load alternations at each load 
and speed level in the examined time interval.

5. Examples of application

To illustrate the discussed challenges for load assumptions for off‐highway machinery, two 
examples have been selected. In the following, the presented method is exemplarily applied 
to two off‐highway drivetrains for different applications. The creation of load cycles and the 
determination of local component stresses are highlighted.
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5.1. Power‐shift transmission

The following exemplary system is a power‐shift transmission designed for mobile machines, 
such as wheel loaders or dumpers with a power consumption up to 100 kW [8]. The trans-
mission is able to switch between its three forward and three reverse speeds without tractive 
power interruption with friction clutches. In total, the transmission contains 10 gears, 18 bear-
ings, 7 shafts and 2 radial shaft seals. The initial system analysis reveals gears, shafts and bear-
ings as components allocated in category A and seals and clutches in category B. Since none 
of the components are designed redundantly, the reliability structure is serial. The represen-
tative load cycle in this example is built artificially rather than metrologically. The artificial 
driving cycle emulates a dumper in a quarry, consisting of five main phases, as illustrated in 
Figure 7. First, after loading material, the dumper drives out of the quarry for which a height 
profile of the road is being used. In the second section, the loaded dumper is assumed to drive 
straight ahead. In the third part, the loaded dumper backs up in an unloading zone, unload-
ing and reversing back out. The following fourth segment is similar to the second one, where 
the empty dumper drives straight ahead, back to the quarry. In the fifth and last phase, the 
empty dumper drives down to the quarry, following the road profile in reverse. The whole 
driving cycle lasts 720 s over a distance of approximately 6 km and repeats itself over and 
over, whereas possible idling times are neglected [8].

The loads on the output of the transmission are calculated by determining the necessary trac-
tion force to move the loaded dumper up the quarry and the empty dumper down the quarry. 
In addition to the weight forces on the slopes, a rolling resistance is assumed, which is 2% of 
the overall weight force. The empty weight of the dumper is set to 10 t, with a payload capac-
ity of another 10 t. The speed of the vehicle is taken from the maximal acceleration possible 
from the driving power, subtracting the power to overcome weight forces and rolling forces. 
The maximal vehicle speed is set to 10 m/s for driving straight ahead and to 7 m/s for uphill/
downhill sections [8].

Figure 7. Artificial dumper driving cycle [8].
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Having torque and speed at the transmission output available, the local component loads and 
speeds of gears, bearings and shafts can be determined. In this example, a torque plan of the 
transmission is used, based on the gear ratios of the individual stages, see Figure 8.

Loads on the bearings are the result of gear forces and shaft dimensions. For shafts, the criti-
cal cross sections and the respective stresses have to be determined according to Ref. [20], 
which are caused mainly by the gear forces. The friction power in the clutches, which causes 
the wear considered for its lifetime calculations, is obtained using shifting times, torque and 
speed differences per shift operation. For the seals, only temperature is considered as an influ-
ence on the lifetime. For the environmental influences in this example, a static oil temperature 
is assumed. The particle contamination factor, which influences the bearing lifetimes accord-
ing to [17], is assumed to increase over time and drops every 500 operating hours when the oil 
filter is changed. The load information for the investigated components is categorized using 
time at level counting which results in load spectra serving as an input for the lifetime calcula-
tions. After combination with statistical failure distributions and applying Boole’s theory as 
system theory, it yields a failure distribution plot, illustrated in Figure 9. The probability of 
failure for combined groups of components as well as for the entire transmission is plotted 
on the ordinate.

The reliability evaluation reveals that the shafts in this example have been designed to be fail‐
safe and therefore do not appear in the plot. Furthermore, it is highlighted that the gears seem 
to be designed considerably more durable compared to the other components, according to 
the load capacity calculation in Ref. [9]. The failure probabilities of the other components are 
in the same magnitude and define the life expectancy of the transmission. The overall B10 life-
time of the transmission can be derived from the plot with 2961 h which corresponds roughly 
to a distance of 90,000 km. If the lifetime of the transmission was to be increased, seals, bear-
ings and friction clutches were the components that should be designed more durably [8].

The presented calculation, which yields the transmission lifetime, is repeated for two addi-
tional driving cycles, which are basically equal to the initial driving cycle, except the sections 
in which the dumper drives straight ahead are shortened, so that the total cycle only takes half 

Figure 8. Torque plan of investigated power‐shift transmission [8].
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5.1. Power‐shift transmission
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downhill sections [8].

Figure 7. Artificial dumper driving cycle [8].
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Having torque and speed at the transmission output available, the local component loads and 
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the time (variant 1: 360 s) and extended, so that the driving cycle period is twice as long as 
before (variant 2: 1440 s). The resulting lifetimes of all three driving cycles for different groups 
of machine elements as well as the entire system are illustrated in Figure 10.

For the short driving cycle, the lifetimes are significantly lower, compared to the initial nor-
mal driving cycle. For the long driving cycle, the inverse effect can be observed. Only the 
lifetime of the seals does not change due to the chosen lifetime model that only considered 
temperature degradation and is therefore independent of the occurring loads in the transmis-
sion. The change in lifetime of the transmission due to the different driving cycles arises from 
the changed percentages of phases with high loads (uphill/downhill phases) to the section 
with small loads (straight forward/backward). When executing the short driving cycle, the 
sections with high loads occur more often, compared to the longer cycles. Therefore, the com-
ponents in the transmission experience more damage within the same time and subsequently 
fail sooner [8].

Figure 9. Failure probability power‐shift transmission [8].

Figure 10. Lifetime of the power‐shift transmission for different load cycles [8].
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This illustrates that the accuracy of the load assumptions has a large influence on the pre-
dicted lifetime of the off‐highway drivetrain. The more realistic the investigated cycle is for 
the loads the system experiences during operation, the better the reliability can be calculated. 
One way to address this problem can be to use sensor data from the machine during operation 
to define more accurate load spectra. Using simulations that can calculate component loads 
from few input signals, the accuracy of the reliability evaluation could be increased without 
installing extensive metrology. Certainly, this would only be possible for existing systems.

5.2. Offshore winch

For offshore cranes, a high reliability is important due to the remote locations in which they 
are operated. In the offshore setting, spare parts and repair equipment are not easily acces-
sible. The reliability of the drivetrain of an offshore winch can be assessed using the proposed 
method. In cranes for offshore applications, Active Heave Compensation (AHC) systems are 
used to compensate the vertical vessel movement that is induced by the waves. This allows 
maintaining the payload at a steady position in spite of the wave movement, which is use-
ful when loads are lifted from a ship to a steady platform or the sea floor, as illustrated in 
Figure 11. The compensating motion is generated by winding and unwinding the crane’s 
winch, which creates dynamic loads on the drivetrain.

The drivetrain consists of the main drum with cogwheels on each side that are driven by 10 
pinion wheels each. Each pinion is connected to a hydraulic motor by a gearbox, which offers 
the necessary torque due to two planetary gear stages.

To create a typical load cycle for the AHC mode, all influences on the winch loads have to be 
identified. The necessary winch movement depends on the wave height over the course of 
time, so that the vertical wave movement has to be calculated for the chosen operating point. 
This can be done using the JONSWAP spectrum [34] which yields the wave movement for a 
chosen wind speed on the Beaufort scale. As a rough estimate, it is assumed that the vessel, 
and therefore the payload, follows the wave movement directly. This means that the move-
ment to compensate the waves is the opposite of the wave height at each point in time. From 
this movement, the required acceleration of the winch can be calculated. To calculate the 
required dynamic torque due to acceleration and deceleration, the winch’s moment of inertia 
has to be known. It is composed of the drum’s inertia, the rope’s inertia both on the drum and 
uncoiled and the inertia of the payload on the rope [35].
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Figure 11. Winch movement and offshore winch drivetrain [35].
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From the total required torque, the load on all components can be calculated. In this example, 
only gears and bearings are considered. The gear loads can be calculated using a torque plan, 
which includes the gear ratios in all gear stages. Since all of the gearboxes are identical and 
the loads are distributed symmetrically, only one of them is analysed. The torque plan also 
yields the rotational speeds of all shafts. The bearing loads result from the gear forces and the 
weight of the shafts. They can be obtained using transfer functions, which can be generated by 
applying external loads and observing the resulting internal loads that depend on the dimen-
sions of the gears and shafts. The component loads are then categorized and transferred into 
component stresses using standardized approaches [9, 17].

In the case of the winch, the categorization of the load‐time data poses a challenge due to the 
oscillating motion of the winch. In typical drivetrains, the system performs full revolutions 
which can then be counted as load alternations. When operating in AHC mode, the drum and 
the shafts in the drivetrain do not always perform full revolutions so that a modified count-
ing method is used. A new load alternation is counted each time the zero angle position (or 
multiples of 360°) is crossed, see Figure 12. The lifetime models also require the speed and 
load corresponding to each load alternation. For this application, the mean speed and the 
mean load between two turning points are considered. This approach offers a conservative 
estimation of the lifetime.

With the categorized loads, the lifetime of the gears and bearings can be calculated and then used 
to create a failure probability function. Figure 13 shows the failure probabilities for the gears 
and bearings in one gearbox and the combined failure probabilities for the gears and bearings 
in all gearboxes. The bearings in the system have shorter lifetimes than the gears, which means 
that they determine the system’s reliability. The system’s failure probability in this example is 
equal to the failure probability of the combined bearings. The information about the system can 
then be used to identify critical components and derive the overall lifetime.

This example shows that due to special circumstances of operation, off‐highway drivetrains 
can pose challenges for the reliability calculation. In the case of the winch, the non‐typical 
oscillation movement creates difficulties for the load classification and the lifetime models 
of the components. Although the system can be handled by modifying existing methods, it 
shows that additional research is still required.
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of load alternation counting.
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6. Conclusion

Off‐highway machines often perform tasks that are embedded into a process chain so that 
machine downtime causes high costs and delays in the process. Therefore, approaches to 
assess the reliability of each machine quantitatively offer a possibility for a lower total cost of 
ownership due to better maintenance planning.

The challenge in the quantitative reliability evaluation of off‐highway drivetrains lies in the 
determination of a representative load cycle, since the accuracy of the lifetime calculation 
depends on precise load assumptions. Due to the wide range of off‐highway machines, their 
applications with different tasks and varying loads, even for machines with identical con-
figurations, the loads are machine specific. The most precise information could be generated 
through elaborate measurement campaigns of the machine in the field. Since such approaches 
are sometimes not possible, especially in early development stages, simulations offer a pos-
sible alternative.

The described method for the reliability evaluation is applied exemplarily to two off‐high-
way drivetrains with different fields of applications. The example of a power‐shift trans-
mission illustrates that the calculated lifetime depends greatly on the assumed load cycle. 
Therefore, methods have to be found to address this issue, possibly through an approach 
that combines measurements with simulations to calculate component loads from few mea-
sured signals.

The example of the offshore crane winch shows that the method can be applied to a wide range 
of systems. The challenge for the reliability calculation for the winch drivetrain lies in handling 
the oscillating motion during AHC operation. Additional research for better counting methods 
and more extensive lifetime models is required.

Figure 13. Failure distribution of gears and bearings [35].
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Abstract

The multiple temperature operational life (MTOL) testing method is used to calculate
the failure in time (FIT) by a linear combination of constant-rate failure mechanisms.
This chapter demonstrates that, unlike other conventional qualification procedures, the
MTOL testing procedure gives a broad description of the reliability from sub-zero to
high temperatures. This procedure can replace the more standard single-condition high-
temperature operational life (HTOL) by predicting the system failure rate by testing a
small number of components over more extreme accelerated conditions for much
shorter times than is conventionally used. The result is a much more accurate result for
the failure rate, calculating the mean time to failure (MTTF) based on much shorter time-
scale testing only a fraction of the number of components. Rather than testing 77 parts
for 1000h, a failure rate prediction can be obtained from as few as 15 parts tested for
only 200h with reliable results.

Keywords: MTTF, MTOL, HTOL, FIT, failure rate, multiple mechanisms

1. Introduction to MTOL

Traditional high-temperature operational life (HTOL) test strategy is based on the outdated
JEDEC standard that has not been supported or updated for many years. The major drawback
of this method is that it is not based on a model that predicts failures in the field. Nonetheless,
the electronics industry continues to provide data from tests of fewer than 100 parts, subjected
to their maximum allowed voltages and temperatures for as many as 1000h. The result based
on zero, or a maximum of one, failure out of the number of parts tested does not actually
predict. This null result is then fit into an average acceleration factor (AF), which is the product
of a thermal factor and a voltage factor. The result is a reported failure rate as described by the
standard failure in time (FIT) model, which is the number of expected failures per billion part
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hours of operation. FIT is still an important metric for failure rate in today’s technology;
however, it does not account for the fact that multiple failure mechanisms simply cannot be
averaged for either thermal or voltage acceleration factors.

One of the major limitations of advanced electronic systems qualification, including advanced
microchips and components,is providing reliability specifications that match the variety of
user applications. The standard HTOL qualification that is based on a single high-voltage
and high-temperature burn-in does not reflect actual failure mechanisms that would lead to
a failure in the field. Rather, the manufacturer is expected to meet the system’s reliability
criteria without any real knowledge of the possible failure causes or the relative importance
of any individual mechanism. More than this, as a consequence of the non-linear nature of
individual mechanisms, it is impossible for the dominant mechanism at HTOL test reflect the
expected dominant mechanism at operating conditions, essentially sweeping the potential
cause of failure under the rug while generating an overly optimistic picture for the actual
reliability.

Two problems exist with the current HTOL approach, as recognized by JEDEC in publication
JEP122G:

1. Multiple failure mechanisms actually compete for dominance in our modern electronic
devices and

2. Each mechanism has a vastly different voltage and temperature acceleration factors
depending on the device operation.

This more recent JEDEC publication recommends explicitly that multiple mechanisms should
be addressed in a sum-of-failure-rates approach. We agree that a single point HTOL test with
zero failures can, by no means, account for a multiplicity of competing mechanisms.

In order to address this fundamental limitation, we developed a special multiple-mechanism
qualification approach that allows companies to tailor specifications to a variety of customer’s
needs. We call this approach the multiple temperature operational life (MTOL) test at multiple
conditions and match the results with the foundry’s reliability models to make accurate FIT
calculations based on specific customer’s environments including voltage, temperature, and
speed. The basic strategy is outlined in Figure 1. Time to fail models are put into the matrix as
failure rates (λι) for each given set of conditions of temperature, voltage, frequency, etc. Then,
the left-hand side of the matrix takes measured failure rates as extrapolated from measure-
ments tested on the actual system under investigation. Hence, the relative acceleration factor
for each mechanism is calculated based on measurement data rather than from zero-failures,
as is traditional done through HTOL.

This new MTOL system allows the FIT value to be calculated with the assumption of not
just one but multiple degradation mechanisms that are characterized by multiple acceler-
ation factors. This chapter will describe the advantages of considering multiple failure
mechanisms and how they can be linearly combined with a simple matrix solution that
accounts for each mechanism proportionally based on data rather than based on a zero-
failure result.

System Reliability168

1.1. Limitation of traditional HTOL

The semiconductor industry provides an expected FIT for every product that is sold based on
operation within the specified conditions of voltage, frequency, heat dissipation, etc. Hence, a
system reliability model is a prediction of the expected MTBF’s, or as we will use here, mean
time to fail (MTTF), for a system that is not replaced as the sum of the FIT rates for every
component.

A FIT is defined in terms of an acceleration factor (AF) and MTTF as:

(1)

where #failures and #tested are the numbers of actual failures that occurred as a fraction of the
total number of units subjected to an accelerated test per total test time in hours. From a
statistical perspective, this calculation would be correct if there is only a single known mecha-
nism that is completely characterized by a single acceleration factor, AF. However, if multiple
mechanisms are present, there is no way to average the acceleration factor, and thus, the

Figure 1. Matrix methodology for reliability prediction.
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denominator cannot be characterized as one AF for any set of operating conditions. The true
AF must be based on the physics of the actual mechanisms, including different activation
energies for different physical processes. Without testing at multiple accelerated conditions, a
standard HTOL qualification cannot distinguish effects of more than one thermally activated
process, rather only give an approximation for the dominant mechanism at the test condition.
The test consists of stressing some number of parts, usually around 77, for an extended time,
usually 1000h, at an accelerated voltage and temperature.

In order to excite multiple mechanisms, testing must be performed at multiple conditions of
accelerated stress in order to obtain sufficient statistical data. Furthermore, there needs to be a
statistically significant number of observed or extrapolated failures during the testing so that a
proper average can be obtained. We cannot rely on a “zero failure” pass criterion when
multiple mechanisms are involved since there needs to be a distinction between the effects of
different accelerated stress conditions. The qualification tests are designed inevitably to result
in zero failures, which allows the assumption (with only 60% confidence!) that no more than ½
a failure occurred during the accelerated test. The only fallacy with this approach is that the
assumption is that the only dominant mechanism that would be seen during the test is the one
with the reported AF. However, if that mechanism is not modelled or observed, there is no
way to prove that this mechanism would actually be the cause of a field failure.

We don’t need to prove that in most systems, multiple failure mechanisms contribute to the
overall reliability of a system. Reliability mathematics assumes that the influences are time-
independent, occurring at a constant rate, while each is independent of the others. In reality,
most systems experience failures at approximately a constant rate, at least for the first few
“random” occurrences. When we consider that the defects responsible for earlier failures are
generally distributed in time, the assumption of multiple failure mechanisms makes valid
sense as to why the random failures occurring during the useful life of a product will be, in
fact, caused by not a single mechanism, but rather by a proportional combination of all the
likely failure and wear-out mechanisms. However, due to the physics involved with each
cause of failure, each will be accelerated differently depending on the thermal, electrical, or
environmental stresses that are responsible for each mechanism. Hence, when an accelerated
test is performed at an arbitrary voltage and temperature for acceleration based only on a
single failure mechanism, then, only that mechanism will be accelerated. When the failure rate
(FIT) is calculated based on the non-occurrence of a failure (i.e., zero failure assumption), then
it is naturally over-estimating the reliability by whatever factor was not introduced by the
second or third mechanism that was not accounted for in the model.

Unfortunately for the test and qualification industry, the final test procedure and failure rate
calculation have not kept pace with the depth of understanding that we have today about the
actual failure mechanisms. Also, manufacturing processes are so tightly controlled that each
known mechanism is designed to be theoretically non-existent in the field. Thus, naturally,
since there is no single mechanism that will cause a known end-of-life, so it is logical that
multiple mechanisms will affect the final failure rate. Furthermore, HTOL tests are known to
reveal multiple failure mechanisms during final qualification, which would suggest also that
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no single failure mechanism would dominate FIT in the field. Thus, finally, in order to make a
more accurate model for FIT, a preferable approximation should be that all mechanisms
contribute and the resulting overall failure distribution resembles combination of constant
failure rate processes that is consistent with the mil-handbook and JEDEC standards.

1.2. MTOL methodology

The key innovation of the multiple temperature operational life (MTOL) testing method is its
ability to separate different failure mechanisms so that predictions can be made for any user
defined operating conditions. This is opposed to the common approach for assessing device
reliability today, using high-temperature operating life (HTOL) testing [1], which is based on
the assumption that just one dominant failure mechanism is responsible for a failure of the
device in the field [2]. However, it is known that, in reality, multiple failure mechanisms act
simultaneously on any system that causes failure based on more than a single mechanism at
any time [3].

Our new approach, MTOL, deals with this issue [4]. This method predicts the reliability of
electronic components by combining separately measured FITS of multiple failure mecha-
nisms [5]. Our data reveal that different failure mechanisms act on a component in different
regimes of operation causing different mechanisms to dominate, depending on the stress and
the particular technology. When multiple mechanisms are known to affect the failure a prod-
uct, then JEDEC standard publication JEP-122G states that “When multiple failure mecha-
nisms and thus multiple acceleration factors are involved, then a proper summation
technique, for example, sum-of-the-failure rates method, is required.” The only question
that is not answered by the JEDEC standard is how to “sum” the failure rates. As a practical
solution to reaching the desired goal of a calculated failure rate that combines multiple mech-
anisms, we have proposed the following approach.

Because failure rates are linear and sum linearly only if they are all considered as constant rate
processes, they can be combined linearly to calculate the actual reliability as measured in FIT of
the system based on the physics of degradation at specific operating conditions. In a more
recent publication [6], we present experimental results of the MTOL method tested on both 45
and 28nm FPGA devices from Xilinx that were processed at TSMC (according to the Xilinx
data sheets). The FPGAs were tested over a range of voltages, temperature and frequencies.
We measured ring frequencies of multiple asynchronous ring oscillators simultaneously dur-
ing stress in a single FPGA. Hundreds of oscillators and the corresponding frequency counters
were burned into a single FPGA to monitor of statistical information in real time. Since the
frequency of a ring oscillator itself monitors the device speed and performance, there is no
recovery effect, giving a true measure for the effects of all the failure mechanisms in real time.
Our results produced an acceleration factor (AF) for each failure mechanism as a function of
core voltage, temperature and frequency.

The failure rates of all of the mechanisms were then combined using a matrix to normalize the
AF of the mechanisms to find the overall failure in time or FIT of the device. In other words,
we found an accurate estimate of the device’s mean lifetime and thus the reliability that can
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Our results produced an acceleration factor (AF) for each failure mechanism as a function of
core voltage, temperature and frequency.

The failure rates of all of the mechanisms were then combined using a matrix to normalize the
AF of the mechanisms to find the overall failure in time or FIT of the device. In other words,
we found an accurate estimate of the device’s mean lifetime and thus the reliability that can
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be conveniently transposed to other technologies and ASICs and not necessarily only FPGAs,
as was the basis of our previous work. In this chapter, we show that the MTOLmethodology is
general and can apply to any system that is characterized by multiple failure mechanisms,
which can individually be treated as approximately occurring at a constant rate, having its
own FIT per mechanism.

2. Multiple mechanism considerations

The acceleration of the rate of occurrence of a single failure mechanism is a highly non-linear
function of temperature and/or voltage as is well known through studies of the physics of
failure [3–5]. The temperature acceleration factor (AFT) and voltage acceleration factor (AFV)
can be calculated separately for each known mechanism in a combined model. The total
acceleration factor of the different stress combinations for each mechanism will be the product
of the acceleration factors of temperature and voltage or any other stress-related factor that
could include current, frequency, humidity, etc.

(2)

Calculated acceleration factors (AF) are universally used as the industry standard for device
qualification. However, it only approximates a single dielectric breakdown type of failure
mechanism and does not correctly predict the acceleration of other mechanisms. Similarly, an
acceleration factor can be determined using any other type of stress applied, for example,
vibration, radiation, number of cycles, etc. However, when only a single AF is assumed to
contribute to the expected time to fail based on the high temperature, high voltage accelera-
tion, there is no way to account for the effect of multiple mechanisms.

The goal here is to improve the approach from standard HTOL to a one where a true “sum of
failure rates” model is considered based on a proportional contribution of each mechanism
based on its relative influence. Each one mechanism acts on the system in combination with
others to cause an eventual failure. When more than one mechanism affects the reliability of a
system or component, then the relative acceleration of each one must be defined and calculated
at the applied condition. Every potential failure mechanism should be identified, and its
unique AF should then be relatively known at a given temperature and voltage so the FIT rate
can be approximated separately for each mechanism. Thus, the actual FIT will be the sum of
the failure rates per mechanism, as is described by:

FITtotal ¼ FIT1 þ FIT2 þ … þ FITi (3)

whereby each mechanism is described by its own FIT, which leads to its own expected failure
unit per mechanism, FITi. Therefore, it is impossible to accelerate more than one mechanism
with a single set of accelerated stress conditions. Thus, requiring that more than a single test is
necessary to determine what would be the actual FIT that would be found in any given
expected operating conditions.
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The qualification of device reliability, as reported by a FIT rate, must be based on an accelera-
tion factor, which represents the failure model for the tested device. Since multiple mecha-
nisms are known to lead to degradation and thus failure in any complex system, it is obvious
that a single mechanism model with a single AF assumption will never produce a useful result
for reliability prediction. This will be explained by way of example. Suppose there are two
identifiable, constant rate competing failure modes (assume an exponential distribution). One
failure mode is accelerated only by temperature. We denote its failure rate as AFT1 other failure
mode is only accelerated by voltage, AFV2, and the corresponding failure rate is denoted as

(4)

where the measured Mean Time To Fail (MTTF) (measured in hours) would be different for
each mechanism. However, since only one condition of Voltage and Temperature is applied,
yet the calculated FIT is based on a combination of two mechanisms, each with its own
acceleration factor, then there is now way to determine which mechanism dominates. Because
the effective acceleration factor for any given set of test conditions is related to the inverse of
the acceleration factor, without separately testing each mechanism, the resulting FIT will have
no relation to the actual tested results.

Due to the exponential nature of the acceleration factor as a function of V or T, or any other
stress-inducing parameter, including vibration, humidity, radiation, etc, if only a single param-
eter is changed, then it is not likely for more than one mechanism to be accelerated signifi-
cantly compared to the others. As we will see in the next section, at least three mechanisms
should be considered, many more perhaps depending on the system and use environment.
Also, each voltage and temperature dependencies must be considered separately for each
mechanism in order to make a reasonable reliability model for the whole device.

3. MTOL test system example

A test system was built in off-the-shelf Xilinx FPGA evaluation boards. The system ran hundreds
of internal oscillators at several different frequencies asynchronously, allowing independent
measurements across the chip and the separation of current versus voltage induced degradation
effects. In order to create a measurable accelerating system, ring oscillators (ROs) consisting of
inverter chains were used. The last inverter in the chain is connected to the first, forming a cycle/
ring (Figure 2). When the number of stages is odd, every sampled cell in the chain will invert its
logic level. Additionally, as no clock is fed into the RO, the frequency of the alternating logical
states depends just on the internal delay of the cells and the latency of the connections between
them, where the frequency of each RO is given by ½NTp, whereN is the number of inverters and
Tp is the propagation delay of each inverter. Each inverter chain was implemented as a complete
logical cell using predefined Xilinx primitives, and thus, each ring oscillator was made up of the
basic components of the FPGA. When degradation occurred in the FPGA, a decrease in perfor-
mance and frequency of the RO could be observed and attributed to either increase in resistance
or change in threshold voltage for the transistors.
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For optimal testing and chip coverage, different sized ROs were selected, ranging from three
inverters, giving the maximum frequency possible in accordance with the intrinsic delays of
the FPGA employed (400–700MHz), and up to 1001-inverter oscillators, giving a much lower
frequency (around 800KHz). The system implemented on the chip starts operating immedi-
ately when the FPGA core voltage is connected. Using a wide range of ROs enabled us to
measure the frequency and the internal delay of a real, de-facto system on a chip. This allows
seeing the frequency dependence of each failure mechanism without any recovery effect. The
set of ROs consisted of:

• 150 oscillators of 3 stages

• 50 oscillators of 5 stages

• 20 oscillators of 33 stages

• 3 oscillators of 333 stages

• 1 oscillator of 1001 stages

It is important to note, here, that the size of the ring determines the interdependence of any
degradation. The shortest oscillators containing only three stages will have the greatest variability
as well as the highest frequency. This is because a shorter critical electrical path will be muchmore
sensitive tominor variations that lead to greater or smaller degradation over time. This means that
the lower frequency oscillators containing as many as 1001 stages will average out the effects of
individual degradations. Furthermore, the random statistical variability of individual devices will
be exaggerated by the statistical distribution inwear-out slopes seen at high frequencies. Thus, we
made 150 of the smallest ring size devices, which would need to be averaged to find the average
degradation at those frequencies exhibiting more random times to fail. Interestingly, we see that
the variability of three-ring oscillators is quite diverse, nearly randomly distributed about an
average, whereas the lower frequency rings are much more narrowly distributed, indicating a
more predictable time to fail, as compared to circuits having a much shorter critical path.

3.1. Testing methods

The testing system was synthesized and downloaded to the FPGA card. The test conditions
were predefined for allowing separation and characterization of the relative contributions of
the various failure mechanisms by controlling voltage, temperature, and frequency. Extreme
core voltages and environmental temperatures, beyond the specifications, were imposed to
cause failure acceleration of individual mechanisms to dominate others at each condition, for
example, sub-zero temperatures, at very high operating voltages, to exaggerate HCI.

Figure 2. Ring oscillator is made of 2Nþ1 Inverters connected in a chain.
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For each test, the FPGA board was placed in a temperature-controlled oven, dedicated to the
MTOL testing, with an appropriate voltage set at the FPGA core. The board was connected to a
computer via USB and the external clock signal was fed into the chip. The tests performed for
200–500h, while the device was working in the accelerated conditions. Frequencies of every
ring oscillator, of different sizes, were measured. Initial sampling started after one working-
hour in the accelerated environment, and then, samples were taken automatically at 5-min
intervals. The frequency measurement data were stored in a database from which one could
draw statistical information about the degradation in the device performance.

The acceleration conditions for each failure mechanism allowed us to examine the specific
effect of voltage and temperature versus frequency on that particular mechanism at the system
level and thus define its unique physical characteristics even from a finished product. A close
inspection of test results yielded more precise parameters for the acceleration factors (AF)
equations and allowed adjusting them to the device under test. Finally, after completing the
tests, some of the experiments with different frequency, voltage and temperature conditions
were chosen to construct the MTOL Matrix.

3.2. Separation of mechanisms

Our tests for various mechanisms included exposing the core of the FPGA to accelerating
voltages above nominal. About 45nm defines the nominal voltage at 1.2V and for 28 and 20nm,
1.0V. Our method of separating mechanisms allowed the evaluation of actual activation energies
for the three failure mechanisms, which are hot carrier injection (HCI), bias temperature instabil-
ity (BTI) and electromigration (EM). We plotted the degradation in frequency and attributed it to
one of the three failure mechanisms.

We need to justify our approach for accounting for current in the devices. Both-and HCI have
Jγ factors; however, in a completely packaged CMOS digital circuit, there is no way to directly
measure current, I, or as current density, J. We assume, in our experiments, that the stored gate
charge strictly determines current transferred for each switching transition, that is, from a 0 to
a 1 and vise verse. Whatever the current is for any state-transition will be same for each
transition and the current will be, therefore, directly proportional to the frequency. Hence, the
degradation for each transition will be directly proportional to the measured frequency, f.
The voltage exponent will depend on the frequency, but the exponent, γ, measured will be the
effective voltage acceleration parameter and comes into the equations for EM and HCI at f*Vγ.

The results of our experiments give both EA and γ for the three mechanisms we studied at
temperatures ranging from �50 to 150�C. The Eyring model [1] is utilized here to describe the
failure in time (FIT) for all of the failure mechanisms. The specific FIT of each failure mecha-
nisms follows these formulae:

(5)

(6)

(7)
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The degradation slope, α, is measured as the degradation from initial frequency as an exponen-
tial decay, approximated by taking the difference in frequency, and divided by initial frequency
over the time. In our experiments, we found that when the decay was dominated by BTI, the
decay was proportional to the fourth root of time, while HCI and EM, being diffusion-related
mechanisms, have decay that is proportional to the square root of time [2], as seen in Figure 3.

In the 45nm boards each oscillator, the ring frequency was measured and plotted against the
square root of time in 45nm devices. The slope, α, was then converted to a FIT for each test as
determined by extrapolating the degradation slope to 10% degradation from its initial value.
Each set is plotted as an exponential decay dependent on the square root of time as shown by
example in Figure 3. This slope is then used to find the time to fail as seen in the development
of FIT below (Eqs. (8)–(11)). We defined the exponent as 1/n so that we can apply the degrada-
tion based on the square-root law, as it does the degradation that is dominated by HCI or EM.
For 28 and 20nm technology and below, we found that n¼4 fits much more closely, as seen
later with our 1000h evaluation.

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Figure 3. Typical frequency versus square root of time showing degradation slope α.
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The time to fail (TTF) was then calculated for as the square of the inverse slope times the failure
criterion, which is 10% degradation in the 45nm technology [1]. Hence, the FIT for each slope is
simply determined as the (10*α)2, where n ¼ 2. The average FIT is the metric to determine the
reliability since that corresponds to the MTTF in Eq. (9). This FIT value is plotted as a function

Figure 4. Failure rate, FIT/1000, versus frequency in MHz for (a) HCI, stressed at �35�C with 2.0V core voltage and (b)
BTI, stressed at 145�C with 2.4V at the core.
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of the frequency in order to determine the failure mechanisms and to fit the model parameters
for each mechanism.

Two typical degradation plots are shown in Figure 4(a and b), the FITs, determined by the
slopes, are plotted against frequency in two different experiments. The data demonstrate the
clear advantage of RO generated frequencies in a single chip [4]. In the examples of Figure 4, we
see that FIT is directly proportional to frequency [6], consistent with Eq. (5). Figure 4(b) shows a
chip that was stressed at high voltage and temperature showing a strong BTI degradation at low
frequency and a much shallower slope due to EM in combination with a small HCI effect. Such
curves were made for each experiment, incorporating all the oscillators across the chip spanning
the range of frequencies, reflecting also the averaging effect of the longer chains. Hence, the
variability is much lower than at higher frequencies, demonstrating that the averaging of many
variations results in a consistent mean degradation. The slope of FIT versus frequency is then
related at low temperatures as occurring only from HCI, while at higher voltages and tempera-
tures, it can be due to BTI [6] and EM. BTI is only responsible for low frequency degradation.

In order to determine the dependence of each mechanism, the activation energy as relating to
the temperature factor (TF) and voltage acceleration factors (VF) is determined from Eqs.(2) to
(4) and is presented in Ref. [6].

3.3. 1000h extrapolation

We verified that the measurement to 1% degradation over relatively shorter times gives the
same slope as longer term measurement that were carried all the way to 1000h. We found that
the failure criterion of 10% degradation was reached in these ring oscillators. This is seen in
Figure 5, where the frequency was recorded at accelerated conditions all the way to 1000h at
various voltage and temperatures. The slopes are all very close to t¼, as seen to by typical of
the 28nm devices. These are the devices that show only BTI, which is consistent with a ¼

Figure 5. 1000h degradation data for 28nm devices over a range of core voltages from 1.3 to 1.6V at 30 and 120�C as
indicated.
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power law signature. Furthermore, we see that the initial degradation extrapolates to the 10%
failure criterion, verifying the approach to measure for only a few hundred hours instead of
requiring a complete 1000-h test.

4. Linear matrix solution

We assume here that the linear, Poisson, model for constant rate is associated with the probability
of failure for each separable mechanism. As we showed in Eq. (3) above, each FITadds linearly to
the other FITs in order to obtain an average system failure rate. By observation of the procedure
in Figure 1, it is clear that each FIT will have its own value that is uniquely determined by the
acceleration factor for each mechanism depending on the voltage (V), temperature (T), and
operational fequency (F). For this example, we found that there was no evidence of a time-
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), and therefore, we included only HCI, BTI, and EM.

This approach is exactly what JEDEC describes as a sum of failure rates methodology as it
sums the expected failure rate of each mechanism distinctly from the other mechanisms. The
combination results from actual accelerated life tests where there is an extrapolated mean time
to fail based on the known operating conditions of V, T and F. Hence, we are sure to test at a
large range of Temperatures, including very high and very low temperatures as well as core
voltage as high as will be practical to achieve reliable operation.

Of course, we assume that each component is composed of multiple sub-components, for
example, a certain percentage is effectively ring-oscillator, static SRAM, DRAM, etc. Each type
of circuit, based on its operation, can be seen to affect the potential steady-state (defect related)
failure mechanisms differently based on the accelerated test conditions. However, unlike
traditional reliability systems, rather than treat each sub-system or component as an individual
source with a known failure rate, we separate the system into distinct mechanisms that is
known to have its own acceleration factor with voltage, temperature, frequency, cycles, etc.
Hence, the standard system reliability FIT can be modeled using traditional MIL-handbook-
217 type of algorithms and adapted to known system reliability tools; however, instead of
treating each component as individuals, we propose treating each complex component as a
series system of various mechanisms, each with its own reliability.

The matrix is arranged as in Table 1. The three most left-hand columns show the temperature, T,
voltage, V, and frequency, F, used for the accelerated test. The measured value for FIT is then put
in the third column from the right, after the relative (un-normalized) calculations for each
mechanism are placed below the column describing the mechanism. Here, they are labeled
HCI, BTI, and EM. Any three rows can be used to solve the matrix, and the product of the
solution parameters is then put in the FIT column on the right-hand side of the matrix. The three
rows that are used to solve the matrix will then have exactly the same solution as the measured
FIT values used to calibrate the matrix.

The second from the right-hand column shows the ratio of the extrapolated failure rate and the
calculated FIT. These values serve to show the closeness of fit to the model parameters by
comparing the other measured FIT values with the calculations. This matrix will have a unique
solution that will fit the percentages of each mechanism (Pi) with the measured failure rate, FIT.
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the temperature factor (TF) and voltage acceleration factors (VF) is determined from Eqs.(2) to
(4) and is presented in Ref. [6].

3.3. 1000h extrapolation

We verified that the measurement to 1% degradation over relatively shorter times gives the
same slope as longer term measurement that were carried all the way to 1000h. We found that
the failure criterion of 10% degradation was reached in these ring oscillators. This is seen in
Figure 5, where the frequency was recorded at accelerated conditions all the way to 1000h at
various voltage and temperatures. The slopes are all very close to t¼, as seen to by typical of
the 28nm devices. These are the devices that show only BTI, which is consistent with a ¼

Figure 5. 1000h degradation data for 28nm devices over a range of core voltages from 1.3 to 1.6V at 30 and 120�C as
indicated.
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power law signature. Furthermore, we see that the initial degradation extrapolates to the 10%
failure criterion, verifying the approach to measure for only a few hundred hours instead of
requiring a complete 1000-h test.

4. Linear matrix solution

We assume here that the linear, Poisson, model for constant rate is associated with the probability
of failure for each separable mechanism. As we showed in Eq. (3) above, each FITadds linearly to
the other FITs in order to obtain an average system failure rate. By observation of the procedure
in Figure 1, it is clear that each FIT will have its own value that is uniquely determined by the
acceleration factor for each mechanism depending on the voltage (V), temperature (T), and
operational fequency (F). For this example, we found that there was no evidence of a time-
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), and therefore, we included only HCI, BTI, and EM.

This approach is exactly what JEDEC describes as a sum of failure rates methodology as it
sums the expected failure rate of each mechanism distinctly from the other mechanisms. The
combination results from actual accelerated life tests where there is an extrapolated mean time
to fail based on the known operating conditions of V, T and F. Hence, we are sure to test at a
large range of Temperatures, including very high and very low temperatures as well as core
voltage as high as will be practical to achieve reliable operation.

Of course, we assume that each component is composed of multiple sub-components, for
example, a certain percentage is effectively ring-oscillator, static SRAM, DRAM, etc. Each type
of circuit, based on its operation, can be seen to affect the potential steady-state (defect related)
failure mechanisms differently based on the accelerated test conditions. However, unlike
traditional reliability systems, rather than treat each sub-system or component as an individual
source with a known failure rate, we separate the system into distinct mechanisms that is
known to have its own acceleration factor with voltage, temperature, frequency, cycles, etc.
Hence, the standard system reliability FIT can be modeled using traditional MIL-handbook-
217 type of algorithms and adapted to known system reliability tools; however, instead of
treating each component as individuals, we propose treating each complex component as a
series system of various mechanisms, each with its own reliability.

The matrix is arranged as in Table 1. The three most left-hand columns show the temperature, T,
voltage, V, and frequency, F, used for the accelerated test. The measured value for FIT is then put
in the third column from the right, after the relative (un-normalized) calculations for each
mechanism are placed below the column describing the mechanism. Here, they are labeled
HCI, BTI, and EM. Any three rows can be used to solve the matrix, and the product of the
solution parameters is then put in the FIT column on the right-hand side of the matrix. The three
rows that are used to solve the matrix will then have exactly the same solution as the measured
FIT values used to calibrate the matrix.

The second from the right-hand column shows the ratio of the extrapolated failure rate and the
calculated FIT. These values serve to show the closeness of fit to the model parameters by
comparing the other measured FIT values with the calculations. This matrix will have a unique
solution that will fit the percentages of each mechanism (Pi) with the measured failure rate, FIT.
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Once the parameters for the three mechanisms have been calculated and verified against the
other test data, a full set of extrapolated values for FIT can then be calculated using the
equations for each mechanism times the same P values used to fit the three exemplary rows.
Table 2 shows the inverse matrix of the values under the three mechanisms with the
corresponding P values for HCI, BTI, and EM, respectively.

Since the matrix is linear, as are the calculations for FIT at any given T, V and F, then the full
matrix of actual FIT calculations is simply the sum of each P value times the calculated relative
significance of each mechanism. A calculated reliability curve is shown in Figure 6 across the full
range of expected FITversus temperature for any set of operational conditions shown in Table 3.

The unique solution that solves all three equations with the three extrapolated acceleration
factors gives a percentage contribution for each of the failure mechanisms. We report the
reliability as FIT, which is 109/MTTF for each condition. The percentages for each mechanism
are shown, based on the relative contributions that were extrapolated from the physics of
failure equations normalized to the measured FIT of each test. Seeing the dispersion of FIT
values per test proves that the approximation of a constant rate, meaning a random distribu-
tion in time, is the proper statistical model for these results. Figure 6 shows the resulting FIT as
plotted versus temperature (�C) for the measured 45nm technology FPGA.

One advantage of plotting our data as failure rate versus temperature allows one to determine
effective activation energy as a function of temperature and stressor parameters, V and F. The
principle follows the assumption that the failure rate, λ, is exponentially dependent on the
activation energy divided by the absolute temperature, T:

Inverse matrix Pi

�4.36972E�29 4.76285E�18 �1.10403E�20 1.13118E�10

0 0 10,946.04333 26,489,424.87

1.19767Eþ14 �2040.515932 �1.15932Eþ14 1.59226Eþ17

Table 2. Inverse matrix (left three columns) and respective P values (right-hand column).

T (�C) V F (GHz) HCI BTI EM Measured Ratio FIT

�62.5 1.2 1 99.99% 0.01% 0.00% 30 94% 2.83Eþ01

125 1.2 1 0.00% 86.86% 13.14% 997.4 102% 1.01Eþ03

153 1.2 1 0.00% 63.79% 36.21% 3672 100% 3.67Eþ03

�35 2.5 0.5 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 23,750,000 100% 2.38Eþ07

154 1.2 0 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 2420 100% 2.42Eþ03

140 2.2 0 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 66,200 102% 6.76Eþ04

�22.5 2.8 1 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 240,000,000 101% 2.43Eþ08

7.3 3 1 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 156,000,000 106% 1.66Eþ08

Table 1. Test results showing proportions of failure mechanisms for given V, T, and F compared with the calculated as
well as the measured failure rate (FIT).
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(12)

If we assume that EA,eff is a function of V and F, we can calculate this from our solutions shown
above,

(13)

Hence, if we plot the change in λ by (1/kT) divided by λ at any temperature, T, we get

(14)

The advantage of this representation allows a designer to consider the temperature rage as a
function of stressor factors that would affect the reliability of a product, especially under

Figure 6. Reliability curves for 45nm technology showing FIT versus temperature for voltages. These curves are for 1.0,
1.2, and 1.4V core voltage at 10MHz (dashed) and at 1GHz (solid).

T (�C) V F (GHz) HCI BTI EM FIT

�50 1.2 2 1.45382Eþ11 2.84438E�10 1.99008E�27 16.5

�10 1.2 2 6,131,362,305 1.61083E�08 2.65294E�23 1.1

20 1.2 2 1,006,254,891 1.61337E�07 6.00169E�21 4.4

30 1.2 2 596,524,778.1 3.14239E�07 2.8808E�20 8.4

40 1.2 2 365,644,331.1 5.86524E�07 1.2509E�19 15.6

50 1.2 2 231,020,972.9 1.05325E�06 4.95957E�19 28.0

80 1.2 2 68,110,854.71 4.99845E�06 1.9353E�17 135.5

100 1.2 2 33,650,811.61 1.22819E�05 1.60476E�16 350.9

Table 3. Calculated FIT based on the solved matrix for typical use conditions.
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extreme conditions. We see very clearly that at low frequencies, the reliability is completely
dominated by BTI where the activation energy is around 0.53eV, whereas at very high temper-
atures and very low temperatures, the effect of frequency becomes dominant. At the very low
temperatures, a negative activation energy is seen for higher frequency operation, while at
high temperatures, the EM effect becomes more important, both of which are current-related
effects; hence, they are frequency dependent.

What is most important to understand about this Matrix solution to linear, constant, failure
rate models is that this methodology is not limited to only microelectronics. We must under-
stand that all that is needed are the appropriate physics of failure relations to whatever stresses
will be experienced during the expected life of the product. It is also important to know that
this method of combining mechanisms is limited to failure mechanisms that have a generally
constant rate over time. That is to say that the slope from a Weibull distribution is close to 1. If,
however, the failure distribution of a particular mechanism is known to be highly predictable,
that is with a wear-out characteristic, having a Weibull slope of 2 or more, then this methodol-
ogy will not properly work to combine mechanisms. On the other hand, if one mechanism is
known to dominate or be the limitation, that one mechanism can be separated from the other
more randommechanisms, as shown in Figure 7 and based on our extrapolation from Table 3.

One clear proof from this graph is that it is not possible to choose simply one accelerating
temperature and voltage, or any one condition for any accelerated test, expecting that a simple
extrapolation can be made based on a single failure mechanism. The mechanisms interact such
that any accelerated test will surely give incorrect results, and, thus, the traditional HTOL test
is obviously not sufficient for reliability prediction. Furthermore, the MTOL, multiple stressor
qualification will give accurate prediction for the failure rate under any given operating
conditions from a fraction of the number of samples tested over a much shorter period of time.
Hence, this methodology will save a large proportion of the standard qualification procedure
and give much more accurate and meaningful results.

Figure 7. Activation energy versus temperature based on the data above in Figure 6 for the same voltages, 1.0, 1.2, and
1.4V on the 45nm FPGA technology.
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Abstract

This chapter deals with the reliability of die interconnections used in plastic discrete 
power packages, dedicated to on‐board electronic systems used in a wide range of appli‐
cations such as automotive industry. A complete reliability analysis of two bonding tech‐
nologies—aluminum wire and ribbon bonding—is proposed. This study is particularly 
focused on interconnection technologies’ aging, when the package is subjected to thermal 
cycling or power cycling with high‐temperature swings. For thermal cycling, the experi‐
mental reliability test results highlight that wire bond package aging is about 2.5 faster 
than the ribbon bond package. For power cycling, this acceleration factor is about 1.5. In 
both cases and whatever the bonding technique, the failure mechanism of the package 
is of a fatigue‐stress nature. Many failure analysis results show wire bond lift‐off. The 
degradation of the ribbon bond is more difficult to observe. Thermo‐mechanical simu‐
lations using finite elements show a high stress concentration in the heel area. For the 
wire‐bonding technique, the wire is subjected to repeated flexing and pulling that lead 
to its lift off. The ribbon‐bonding process shows a higher robustness, thanks to a higher 
contact surface on the die, the low‐loop profile and the stiffness of the ribbon.

Keywords: discrete power electronic packages, bonding techniques, wire and ribbon, 
thermal cycling, power cycling, reliability

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, due to the global energy crisis and the threat of climate change, 
transition toward a low carbon electricity system has increasingly become a major issue for 
all governments around the world [1, 2]. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) has recently reported that greenhouse gas emissions, covered by the Kyoto Protocol, 
increased by 80% from 1970 to 2010. In particular, the IPCC has specified that the global 
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energy consumption doubled over that period of time. In Europe, with about 20% of global 
emissions (excluding land use and forestry) in 2013, the transport industry is still a major 
contributor of greenhouse gases [3, 4].

Despite this worrying background and as pioneer in CO2 emission reduction, European Union 
(EU) has strengthened its engagement with the development of an efficient and sustainable 
transport industry. In the automotive sector, electric vehicles (EVs) have gradually become 
popular over the past decade [5]. In recent years, hybrid EVs (HEVs) have been developed 
to combine the use of an internal combustion engine with one or more electric motors (EMs) 
connected to a battery pack. Such hybridization improves the fuel economy, but all of the 
available energy still comes from the fuel tank. Plug‐in HEVs (PHEVs) have then been intro‐
duced to displace petroleum energy with multisource electrical energy. Therefore, PHEVs are 
able to draw power from the electric grid, store it in batteries, and use it for transportation 
[6]. These batteries play an important role due to their cost‐effectiveness, energy and power 
densities, reliability, and charging time that depend on practical applications. In particular, 
the lifetime and charging duration strongly depend on the features of the battery charger.

Nowadays, power electronics plays an increasing role in the development of EVs. In par‐
ticular, it is a key element of the traction inverter, the DC‐DC converter used to supply the 
vehicle’s onboard systems, as well as the battery charger [7]. But new important challenges 
are emerging, including a significant reduction in production costs, greater compactness, and 
cooling efficiency [8–10]. To achieve these goals, the packaging is of the utmost importance, 
because it ensures both electric connections of the chip and its power dissipation [11]. With 
excellent performance of existing power semiconductor devices, driven also by wide band‐
gap materials, the packaging typically acts as the main limiting factor [12, 13].

Thermal management of power packages is still an important issue to increase the system’s 
lifetime [14]. In particular, it is important to limit thermal gradients and consequently thermo‐
mechanical stresses due to multi‐physics couplings [15, 16]. The automotive market in Europe 
has largely adopted qualification according to the AEC‐Q101 test flow for discrete compo‐
nents [17]. Such standard highlights that the lifetime has to be equal to 15 years when the 
power device is subjected to high‐temperature variations. One way to address these needs 
consists in optimizing bonding technologies [18].

In this chapter, a comparative reliability study of two aluminum bonding technologies—
wire bonding and ribbon bonding—is presented. At the moment, these bonding technologies 
are widely used for through‐hole and surface‐mount power packages. The reliability study 
focuses on both thermal‐cycling and power‐cycling tests.

2. Interconnection technologies for discrete power packages

2.1. Relevance of discrete packages in industrial applications

Packaging is an important step in the assembly process of an electronic chip. A package has 
the following main functions [19]:

System Reliability186

• Mechanical resistance and die protection. The aim is to ensure the die disposing (as a function 
of package dimensions, shape, weight, etc.), and its mechanical and chemical protection 
against environment (vibrations, temperature variations, dust, moisture, etc.).

• Consistence with the needs of the application. A specific interest is granted to electrical proper‐
ties (electrical insulation), heat transfer capacity, and protection against radiation.

• Interface between the die and the electrical system (terminals).

• Favorable costs.

Nowadays, power semiconductor devices can be assembled into two kinds of packages: dis‐
crete packages and power modules. A discrete package contains only one die, while a power 
module is composed of several dies which are appropriately connected to build one or more 
basic functions. Although power modules are widely deployed today (e.g., automotive power 
train, aircraft power distribution, or railway traction inverters), where rated voltage and cur‐
rent can easily reach 6.5 kV and more than 1 kA, respectively, discrete power semiconductor 
devices still find numerous applications, and especially at power levels up to several kilo‐
watts. D. O. Neacsu has recently highlighted that discrete power packages target the follow‐
ing markets [20]:

• IT (information technology) and consumer electronics for about 34%.

• Consumer appliances for about 30%.

• Industrial equipment for about 24%.

• Automotive for about 12%.

For most of these applications, manufacturing costs must be optimized to reach mass produc‐
tion. The discrete’s cost per ampere will always be lower than that of a high‐current module 
because this package is simple to manufacture facilitating series production.

2.2. Package manufacturing process and importance of die interconnections

The manufacturing process of a discrete power package (e.g., medium packages such as 
TO‐220, D2PAK, etc.) is composed of the following steps. First of all, a copper lead‐frame con‐
stitutes the skeleton of the package. It provides both the heat‐sink and the terminals (leads). 
For non‐insulated package, the semiconductor die is directly soldered on the lead‐frame. 
Regarding insulated package, a ceramic layer (e.g., alumina) is first soldered on the lead frame 
to provide insulation, either for safety reasons (if the end user can access the heat‐sink) or 
functional considerations (if the heat‐sink is connected to another potential). Then, the die is 
soldered on the ceramic. Whatever the package (insulated or not), all the layers are stacked up 
with lead‐based solder alloys. These Pb‐rich alloys are still used in industry due to the good 
trade‐off between their low cost, and their good thermal and mechanical properties (melting 
temperature, wettability, thermal conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansion). The 
interconnection between the die and the terminals can be done using several technologies: wire 
bonding, clip bonding, or ribbon bonding. These techniques will be described in the next sections 
of this chapter. Encapsulant is the final constituent of the package. Its main role is to protect the 
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die and its interconnections against physical damage (shocks, vibrations, etc.) and external fac‐
tors (temperature, humidity, etc.). Epoxy is currently the most commonly used organic‐resin 
encapsulant material in use because it offers a beneficial mix of properties and thermal perfor‐
mances at a relatively low cost.

For applications in the low‐voltage and high‐current ranges, specific attention should be paid 
to die interconnections. These interconnections necessarily lead to electric resistance, and 
inductance which is important to minimize to reach performance requirements, especially in 
high‐speed electronics. Their geometric dimensions are also a key factor to optimize.

2.3. Wire‐bonding technology: scope and reliability limitations

2.3.1. Wire‐bonding techniques

Wire bonding is the oldest and the most widespread technology used in industry because 
this is a straightforward, flexible, and cost‐effective solution. Right now, it is estimated that 
over 90% of the manufactured packages in volume are wire bonded [21]. The wire‐bonding 
technology consists in soldering a wire between two metal parts of the elements that must 
be interconnected, that is, the leads and the die metallization for a discrete power package. 
The most established wire materials are aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), and gold (Au) because 
of their high diffusion rates. For Al wires, some alloys (in the ppm range) can be used, either 
to harden aluminum (silicon or magnesium alloy) or to reduce corrosion (nickel alloy). Die 
metallization and wire must be made of the same material to prevent the formation of inter‐
metallic layers.

Two basic techniques are currently used: wedge wire bonding and ball wire bonding. For each 
technique, there are three wire‐bonding processes: thermo‐compression, thermo‐sonic, and ultra‐
sonic. Wedge wire bonding typically uses the thermo‐sonic and ultrasonic techniques depend‐
ing on the application requirements, whereas ball wire bonding uses the thermo‐compression 
and thermo‐sonic processes.

Thermo‐compression bonding requires high temperature (higher than 300°C) and force to 
deform wire and make bonds. The first wedge wire bonder, which was designed in the mid‐
twentieth century, used the thermo‐compression method. Ultrasonic wedge wire bonding 
was then introduced in the early 1960s. This process, which combines force and ultrasonic 
power, is performed at room temperature. In comparison with thermo‐compression bond‐
ing, the welding time is shorter. Thermo‐sonic bonding consists in adjusting heat, force, and 
ultrasonic power to bond a wire. Nowadays, even if this process was first implemented in a 
wedge bonder in 1970, thermo‐sonic bonding is typically used to bond a gold wire to either a 
gold or an aluminum surface on a substrate.

Among these three bonding processes, ultrasonic bonding is primarily used for Al wire in 
power electronics device applications (see Figure 1). In that case, the wire diameter range can 
easily reach 100–500 µm depending on the applications requirements (in particular, current‐
carrying capacity) and the process compatibility [22].
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2.3.2. Reliability issues

Many authors have highlighted that wire‐bonding failures of power packages are mainly 
caused either by shear stresses generated between the die and the wire, or due to repeated 
flexure of the wire. Two main failure mechanisms can particularly occur: wire bonding lift‐off 
and heel cracking [23–26].

Wire bond lift‐off (see Figure 2) occurs due to crack propagation along the interface between 
the wire and the die. The initiation of a fracture mechanism within the wire tail itself is respon‐
sible for the crack development. Its propagation is thermally activated. In particular, during 
active or passive temperature cycling, the CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) mismatch 
between the wire bond material (e.g., aluminum) and die material (e.g., silicon) induces the 
crack propagation that finally leads to the wire bond lift‐off. Many studies have reported the 
numerical methods to calculate such strength applied onto the wire. Many authors have also 
reported that it is possible to strengthen wire bond reliability by gluing the wire to the die 
metallization using a coating layer (e.g., a polyimide cover layer).

Figure 1. 2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package using Al‐wire bonding.

Figure 2. Aluminum wire bond lift‐off (2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package).
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this is a straightforward, flexible, and cost‐effective solution. Right now, it is estimated that 
over 90% of the manufactured packages in volume are wire bonded [21]. The wire‐bonding 
technology consists in soldering a wire between two metal parts of the elements that must 
be interconnected, that is, the leads and the die metallization for a discrete power package. 
The most established wire materials are aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), and gold (Au) because 
of their high diffusion rates. For Al wires, some alloys (in the ppm range) can be used, either 
to harden aluminum (silicon or magnesium alloy) or to reduce corrosion (nickel alloy). Die 
metallization and wire must be made of the same material to prevent the formation of inter‐
metallic layers.

Two basic techniques are currently used: wedge wire bonding and ball wire bonding. For each 
technique, there are three wire‐bonding processes: thermo‐compression, thermo‐sonic, and ultra‐
sonic. Wedge wire bonding typically uses the thermo‐sonic and ultrasonic techniques depend‐
ing on the application requirements, whereas ball wire bonding uses the thermo‐compression 
and thermo‐sonic processes.

Thermo‐compression bonding requires high temperature (higher than 300°C) and force to 
deform wire and make bonds. The first wedge wire bonder, which was designed in the mid‐
twentieth century, used the thermo‐compression method. Ultrasonic wedge wire bonding 
was then introduced in the early 1960s. This process, which combines force and ultrasonic 
power, is performed at room temperature. In comparison with thermo‐compression bond‐
ing, the welding time is shorter. Thermo‐sonic bonding consists in adjusting heat, force, and 
ultrasonic power to bond a wire. Nowadays, even if this process was first implemented in a 
wedge bonder in 1970, thermo‐sonic bonding is typically used to bond a gold wire to either a 
gold or an aluminum surface on a substrate.

Among these three bonding processes, ultrasonic bonding is primarily used for Al wire in 
power electronics device applications (see Figure 1). In that case, the wire diameter range can 
easily reach 100–500 µm depending on the applications requirements (in particular, current‐
carrying capacity) and the process compatibility [22].
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caused either by shear stresses generated between the die and the wire, or due to repeated 
flexure of the wire. Two main failure mechanisms can particularly occur: wire bonding lift‐off 
and heel cracking [23–26].

Wire bond lift‐off (see Figure 2) occurs due to crack propagation along the interface between 
the wire and the die. The initiation of a fracture mechanism within the wire tail itself is respon‐
sible for the crack development. Its propagation is thermally activated. In particular, during 
active or passive temperature cycling, the CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) mismatch 
between the wire bond material (e.g., aluminum) and die material (e.g., silicon) induces the 
crack propagation that finally leads to the wire bond lift‐off. Many studies have reported the 
numerical methods to calculate such strength applied onto the wire. Many authors have also 
reported that it is possible to strengthen wire bond reliability by gluing the wire to the die 
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Figure 1. 2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package using Al‐wire bonding.

Figure 2. Aluminum wire bond lift‐off (2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package).
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Heel cracking is amplified by temperature cycling. In that case, a crack propagation occurs 
at the wire heel (see Figure 3). This phenomenon can lead to partial wire disconnection. As a 
consequence, the electrical conductivity is not completely achieved. As widely reported in the 
literature, when a wire bond is subjected to thermal cycles, the wire dilatation induces a flex‐
ure. For example, 50°C temperature swing can produce a 10‐µm increase of length. However, 
because the wire is bonded on a metallization layer, it leads to 0.05° additional angle face to 
the bonded region.

2.4. Clip‐bonding technology

Clip interconnection may be an alternative to wire bonding because it is a “bond‐less” pack‐
aging technology. This technique consists in connecting the active area of a die to the package 
lead frame using a small metal slab which is directly soldered on die’s top surface. At the 
moment, a solid copper bridge, also called “clip,” is widely used in discrete power packages 
(see Figure 4) [27].

Copper clip bonding allows both larger possible contact area and lower on‐resistance than 
wires. For example, on a MOSFET (metal‐oxide‐silicon field effect transistor) device, one cop‐
per clip may replace 15 gold wires. In that case, the static drain‐source on‐resistance (RDS(on)) 
can be reduced by about 30%, while, at the same time, providing an improved current distri‐
bution into the device [28].

Clip bonding helps to strengthen the thermal behavior of a power package by providing effi‐
cient thermal dissipation from the top of the die to the lead‐frame. Therefore, the maximum 
junction temperature during power device operation can be optimized, which is a key param‐
eter to manage in order to extend its operation life and reliability [29].

Despite these clear advantages, the clip‐bonding technology has some drawbacks. A major 
disadvantage is particularly related to the chemical aspects of the clip soldering. The clip is 
typically reflow soldered to the die and substrate pads. After clip bonding, it is very important 
to remove flux residues. This means that the cleaning agent must chemically match the prop‐
erties of solder paste residues. Thus, special attention should be paid to ensuring a high‐reli‐
ability bonding process [30].

Figure 3. Aluminum wire heel cracking (2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package).
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2.5. Ribbon bonding as the most efficient and cost‐effective interconnection  
technology

Today’s industrial applications require higher current density in electronic power devices. 
These devices are implemented in more and more compact, lightweight, energy efficient, and 
cost‐effective on‐board systems. Die‐interconnection technologies have a key role to play in 
achieving these objectives. They must above all warrant the electrical, thermal, and mechani‐
cal stability of the whole package. Their process conditions must also be controlled, stable, 
reliable, and cost effective.

Ribbon bonds represent currently a very attractive solution for power electronic applications 
that carry high electrical loads [31–33]. The process consists in interconnecting a semiconductor 
die to a lead in a power package using a flexible conductive ribbon (see Figure 5). Aluminum 
as interconnect material offers a good compromise between electrical performances (in par‐
ticular, on‐resistance) and cost. Ultrasonic technology is typically used because of its main 
strengths such as high flexibility and reliability, low cost, and increased productivity.

Compared to aluminum wire bonding, aluminum ribbon bond helps to replace a significant 
number of parallel wires per device to fulfill the current or necessary on‐resistance require‐
ments. For example, one aluminum ribbon (width and thickness equal to 60 mils (1524 µm) 

Figure 4. 25 A, 1200‐V Triac assembled in a TOP3 insulated package using copper clip bonding.

Figure 5. 2 × 20 A, 170‐V Schottky diode assembled in a D2PAK package using Al‐ribbon bonding.
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and 8 mils (203 µm), respectively) can replace about two aluminum wires (20 mils (508 µm) 
in diameter) [34]. In that case, the ribbon limits the risk of non‐continuous contact area and 
inhomogeneous heat dissipation in comparison with multiple wire bonds. Moreover, the high 
cross‐sectional area of aluminum ribbon bond limits parasitic resistances and inductances 
which can lead to additional losses, especially in high‐frequency‐switching applications.

3. Relevance of aluminum ribbon bonding in temperature‐cycling 
applications

3.1. Methodology

3.1.1. Experimental reliability test procedure

A power Schottky diode (2 × 20 A, 170 V, 175°C maximum junction temperature) assembled 
in a D2PAK package was chosen as a test device for the reliability analysis. Two kinds of 
experimental tests were performed: thermal cycling (passive temperature cycling) and power 
cycling (active temperature cycling). Each test was based on automotive qualification docu‐
ments such as the AEC‐Q101 standard [35]. In particular, this standard describes the cyclic 
temperature profiles. For thermal cycling, the test conditions are as follows: −65°C/+150°C 
(ΔTj = 215°C), two cycles per hour, 1000 cycles. Regarding power cycling, the devices must be 
subjected to a junction temperature mismatch at least equal to 100°C during 8572 cycles (one 
cycle lasts 7 min).

For each test, two sets of samples were used. The first one was composed of 77 units man‐
ufactured using the aluminum wire‐bonding technique (20 mils (508 µm) in diameter). 
The second one was composed of 77 devices under test manufactured using the alumi‐
num ribbon‐bonding process (width and thickness equal to 60 mils (1524 µm) and 8 mils  
(203 µm), respectively). It is important to note that all devices under test had the same die size  
(4.87 mm × 4.24 mm × 280 µm).

Several readouts were carried out during the experimental reliability tests. This means that 
all units were removed from the test bench at several fixed time intervals. For thermal cycling, 
the readouts were 100 cycles, 500 cycles, 1000 cycles, 1250 cycles, and 2000 cycles. Regarding 
power cycling, the devices under test were removed at 4286 cycles and 8572 cycles. For each 
duration mentioned earlier, the following electrical and thermal parameters were measured 
for each unit under test: forward voltage drop (VF), reverse leakage current (IR), and junction‐
to‐case thermal resistance (Rth(j‐c)).

For both sets (the first one using the Al‐wire‐bonding technique and the second one using 
the Al‐ribbon‐bonding process), the evolution of each parameter (in relation to the number 
of passive or active temperature cycles) can be shown on a normal probability plot (Henry’s 
chart). This chart is typically used to extract the mean and standard deviation of the statistical 
distribution. Regarding the targeted failure mechanism (bond lift‐off), we only focused on 
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the VF‐parameter. In particular, its evolution decided when a power device reached its end 
of life. This parameter was evaluated using the temperature dependence of the forward volt‐
age drop. Regarding the initial VF‐values, both sets of 77 units under test were homogeneous 
before the reliability test launching (average value and standard deviation equal to 0.85 V for 
40‐A forward current and 5 mV, respectively). The failure criterion we took into consider‐
ation was a VF‐parameter increase higher than 5% with respect to its initial value. This failure 
criterion is severe as compared to that of the AEC‐Q101 standard, for which allowable shift 
values within ±20% of the initial readings are tolerated [35]. This aims to establish a reliability 
analysis as quickly as possible (considering the duration of the passive or active temperature‐
cycling tests).

3.1.2. FEM thermo‐mechanical modeling

Thermo‐mechanical simulations (for instance, with ANSYS® Workbench software) using the 
FEM (finite‐element method) are commonly used to get a better understanding of devices’ 
failure mechanism.

In this study, a three‐dimensional model of the D2PAK package was generated. As mentioned 
previously, the test device was composed of two Schottky diodes. However, one diode was 
only taken into consideration to simplify the modeling and optimize the simulation dura‐
tions. The numerical model was composed of quadrilateral meshed elements with a refined 
meshing at the wire and especially the heel, as well as the contact area between the silicon 
die and the wire (see Figure 6). The highest element edge length was equal to 200 µm and the 
lowest one was equal to 20 µm.

The thermo‐mechanical properties of the materials are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 [14]. 
Regarding the thermal loads, the passive temperature‐cycle profile (−65°C/+150°C, rise time, 
fall time, and cycle duration equal to 15, 15, and 30 min, respectively) was used. For power 
cycling, a heat flow was adjusted to meet the junction temperature profile described in the 
previous paragraph. Regarding the mechanical loads, the X‐, Y‐, and Z‐displacements were 
blocked at the origin of the plan to freely authorize the expansion of materials

Figure 6. FEM model of the D2PAK package (an example of assembly using Al‐wire‐bonding process).
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ation was a VF‐parameter increase higher than 5% with respect to its initial value. This failure 
criterion is severe as compared to that of the AEC‐Q101 standard, for which allowable shift 
values within ±20% of the initial readings are tolerated [35]. This aims to establish a reliability 
analysis as quickly as possible (considering the duration of the passive or active temperature‐
cycling tests).

3.1.2. FEM thermo‐mechanical modeling

Thermo‐mechanical simulations (for instance, with ANSYS® Workbench software) using the 
FEM (finite‐element method) are commonly used to get a better understanding of devices’ 
failure mechanism.

In this study, a three‐dimensional model of the D2PAK package was generated. As mentioned 
previously, the test device was composed of two Schottky diodes. However, one diode was 
only taken into consideration to simplify the modeling and optimize the simulation dura‐
tions. The numerical model was composed of quadrilateral meshed elements with a refined 
meshing at the wire and especially the heel, as well as the contact area between the silicon 
die and the wire (see Figure 6). The highest element edge length was equal to 200 µm and the 
lowest one was equal to 20 µm.

The thermo‐mechanical properties of the materials are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 [14]. 
Regarding the thermal loads, the passive temperature‐cycle profile (−65°C/+150°C, rise time, 
fall time, and cycle duration equal to 15, 15, and 30 min, respectively) was used. For power 
cycling, a heat flow was adjusted to meet the junction temperature profile described in the 
previous paragraph. Regarding the mechanical loads, the X‐, Y‐, and Z‐displacements were 
blocked at the origin of the plan to freely authorize the expansion of materials

Figure 6. FEM model of the D2PAK package (an example of assembly using Al‐wire‐bonding process).
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3.2. Main results and discussion

3.2.1. Reliability analysis

For each reliability test and each set of samples, the distribution of the units’ lifetime was 
fitted with a two‐parameter Weibull distribution. At the moment, this law is widely used in 
reliability engineering due to its versatility and relative simplicity.

From the Weibull cumulative probability density function (cdf), in accordance with Eq. (1), it 
is possible to extract the characteristic lifetime (η) at which 63.2% of the devices under test in 
a set failed, and the shape parameter (β) is also known as the Weibull slope

  F  (  t )    = cdf = 1 −  e   −  (    t __ η   )     
β

    (1)

• t: time to failure.

• η: characteristic lifetime (F(t) = 63.2%).

• β: shape parameter (Weibull slope).

For both reliability tests (thermal cycling and power cycling), the two‐parameter Weibull 
analysis is presented in Figure 7. Figure 7 highlights that the D2PAK package failure mode 

Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio CTE (10−6 K−1)

Copper heat‐sink 120 0.34 16.8

Al wire/ribbon 64 0.3 23

Silicon die 130 0.28 2.6

Epoxy resin 16.5 0.3 19

Solder joint (PbSn5Ag2.5) 20.9–0.04 × T (°C) 0.3 27

Table 2. Typical mechanical data of D2PAK materials [14].

Dimensions Thermal 
conductivity 
(W.m−1.K−1)

Specific heat 
(J.kg−1.K−1)

Density (kg.m−3)

Copper heat‐sink 10.4 × 10.75 × 1.36 mm 330 385 8900

Al wire 508 µm in diameter 195–0.059 T 920 2680

Al ribbon Width and thickness equal to 1524  
and 203 µm, respectively

Silicon die 4.87 × 4.24 × 280 µm 156 703 2330

Epoxy resin 10.4 × 9.35 × 4.60 mm 0.75 800 1820

Solder joint 
(PbSn5Ag2.5)

4.87 mm × 4.24 mm × 15 µm 44 130 11,070

Table 1. Typical thermal data of D2PAK materials [14].
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is of a fatigue‐stress nature because the shape parameter (β) is higher than one, whatever the 
bonding technique used. For the thermal‐cycling tests (see Figure 7(a)), the β‐values of the 
units using Al‐wire bonding and Al‐ribbon bonding are about 10.5 and 11.5, respectively. 
Regarding the power‐cycling tests (see Figure 7(b)), the β‐values of the units using Al‐wire 
bonding and Al‐ribbon bonding are about 19.2 and 14.8, respectively. Many failure analy‐
sis results show the expected failure mechanism, that is, wire bond lift‐off as described in 
Figure 2.

For the thermal‐cycling tests, Figure 7(a) shows that the characteristic lifetime (η2) of the 
D2PAK assembly using the Al‐ribbon‐bonding process is about 2.3 times higher than the units 
using the Al‐wire‐bonding technique (Al‐wire bonding: η1 ≈ 1,155 cycles; Al‐ribbon bonding: 
η2 ≈ 2,702 cycles). Therefore, the failure acceleration of the wire bond package is more than 
two times higher than the ribbon bond package.

Regarding the power‐cycling tests, Figure 7(b) shows that the characteristic lifetime (η4) of the 
D2PAK assembly using the Al‐ribbon‐bonding process is about 1.4 times higher than that of 
the units using the Al‐wire‐bonding technique (Al‐wire bonding: η3 ≈ 7,899 cycles; Al‐ribbon 
bonding: η4 ≈ 10,704 cycles). Thus, the failure acceleration of the wire bond package is about 
1.5 times higher than that of the ribbon bond package.

3.2.2. Failure mechanism understanding

This part of the paper focuses on the wire bond lift‐off explanation since the degradation of 
the ribbon bond is more difficult to observe. In the latter case, the number of thermal cycles 

Figure 7. Relevance of Al‐ribbon‐bonding reliability during thermal cycling (a) and power cycling (b).
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η2 ≈ 2,702 cycles). Therefore, the failure acceleration of the wire bond package is more than 
two times higher than the ribbon bond package.
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bonding: η4 ≈ 10,704 cycles). Thus, the failure acceleration of the wire bond package is about 
1.5 times higher than that of the ribbon bond package.

3.2.2. Failure mechanism understanding

This part of the paper focuses on the wire bond lift‐off explanation since the degradation of 
the ribbon bond is more difficult to observe. In the latter case, the number of thermal cycles 

Figure 7. Relevance of Al‐ribbon‐bonding reliability during thermal cycling (a) and power cycling (b).
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must be much higher to have the same failure mechanism. For example, as can be seen in 
Figure 8, for thermal cycling, the ribbon bond lift‐off phenomenon cannot be observed, even 
after 2000 temperature cycles.

The temperature cycles are connected to the stress cycles at the link between the wire and the 
die. As can be seen in Figure 9, the fatigue mechanism is likely due to two phenomena. The 
first one corresponds to the wire flexure at the bond heel. Indeed, repeated flexing and pull‐
ing of the wire occur as the Schottky diode heats and cools during temperature cycling, due 
to temperature swings. This phenomenon has already been widely described. For example, 
Meyyappan et al. developed a wire fatigue model to predict failure due to flexure in wedge‐
bonded power modules [36].

The Von Mises stress can typically be used to determine whether an isotropic and ductile 
material (such as aluminum) will yield when subjected to a complex loading condition. 
This is accomplished by calculating the Von Mises yield criterion and comparing it to the 
material’s yield stress. Figure 10 shows the Von Mises stress distribution after one passive 

Figure 9. Fatigue mechanism explanation of Al‐wire bond subjected to high‐temperature swings.

Figure 8. Failure analysis result of a D2PAK package using Al‐ribbon bonding after 2000 passive temperature cycles 
(−65℃/+150℃, two cycles/h).
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temperature cycle (−65℃/+150℃. Rise time, fall time, and cycle duration equal to 15, 15, and 
30 min, respectively). The aluminum wire exhibits some stress concentration in the heel.

The wire bond lift‐off is also initiated by a thermo‐mechanical stress (shear stress) caused by 
the CTE mismatch between the aluminum bond wire (CTEAl = 23.8 ppm.℃−1) and the silicon 
die (CTESi = 2.6 ppm.℃−1). The number of thermal cycles to failure (Nf) is proportional to the 
maximum strain amplitude (Δε), which depends on the CTE mismatch and the temperature 
swing (ΔT) in accordance with Eq. (2)

   N  f   ∝ Δε =  ( CTE  Al   −  CTE  Si  ) ΔT  (2)

• Nf: number of thermal cycles to failure.

• Δc: maximum strain amplitude.

• ΔT: temperature swing.

• CTEAl = 23.8 ppm.°C−1. CTESi = 2.6 ppm.°C−1.

The failure analysis results highlight that the bonding rupture starts to progress laterally, 
finally causing the bond wire to lift off.

The Schottky diodes assembled in a D2PAK package using the Al ribbon‐bonding process 
exhibit a better robustness during thermal cycling. Their characteristic lifetime is about 2.3 
times higher than the D2PAK units that use the Al wire‐bonding technique. A higher contact 
surface on the silicon die, the low‐loop profile, and the stiffness of the ribbon may allow slow‐
ing down crack initiation and propagation between the Al bond and the Al metallization on 
top of the silicon die.

Figure 10. Example of Von Mises stress distribution after one passive temperature cycle (−65°C/+150°C, two cycles/h, 
D2PAK package using Al‐wire‐bonding process).
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4. Conclusions

This chapter has pointed out the relevance of aluminum (Al) ribbon bonding used in the 
assembly process of discrete power packages. The reliability analysis has been particularly 
performed on a surface‐mount device (D2PAK assembly) subjected to thermal cycling and 
power cycling. For example, at the moment, such package is widely used in automotive 
applications.

To assess the good performances of Al‐ribbon bonding, the reliability analysis has been based 
on a comparative study between Al‐wire bonding and Al‐ribbon bonding.

For both thermal cycling and power cycling, the Weibull analysis has highlighted that the 
failure mode of the D2PAK package is of a fatigue‐stress nature, whatever the bonding tech‐
nique used. Many failure analysis results have shown wire bond lift‐off. The degradation of 
the ribbon bond is more difficult to observe.

Regarding thermal cycling, the experimental test results have also shown that failure accelera‐
tion of the wire bond package is about 2.5 times higher than that of the ribbon bond package. 
For power cycling, this acceleration factor is about 1.5.

Thermo‐mechanical simulations using finite elements have shown that a stress concentration 
can be observed in the heel area. For the wire‐bonding technique, the wire is subjected to 
repeated flexing and pulling that lead to the wire lift‐off. The ribbon‐bonding process shows 
a higher robustness. It can be explained by a higher contact surface on the die, the low‐loop 
profile, and the stiffness of the ribbon.
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Abstract

The photovoltaic generation distribution supports new energetic scenario development
(Net Zero Energy Cluster and DC microgrids). In this context, smart maximum power
point (SMPPT) converter represents innovative systems that are able to monitor operat-
ing conditions, communicate energetic production data and signal a fault condition. The
Smart Maximum Power Point role becomes crucial, and critical aspects such as effi-
ciency and reliability have to be taken into account from the beginning of the design. In
this chapter, the idea is to review different reliability prediction models for electronic
components focusing on the military ones with the analysis of a case study related to a
Smart Maximum Power Point converter in photovoltaic applications.

Keywords: MIL-HDBK-217F photovoltaic, reliability, RIAC 217 Plus

1. Introduction

Nowadays, photovoltaic (PV) systems are wide and capillary distributed. With the introduc-
tion of digital technologies, a new role emerges for these systems. In new scenarios (micro-
grids [1] and Net Zero Energy Buildings), PV systems become energetic and information
“nodes” of the grid. In this context, the efficiency of PV technologies can be improved by the
introduction of a smart maximum power point (SMPPT) converter that is able to maximize
each photovoltaic generator power by tracking its Maximum Power Point by real-time imped-
ance matching. These converters are characterized by the presence of a digital microcontroller
that is able to “manage” the photovoltaic power but also to assure the execution of ancillary
services such as monitoring, diagnostics, communication and so on. Crucial aspects are effi-
ciency and reliability; these issues have to be considered since design starting phase. Many
prediction models can be used to estimate reliability indices for Smart Maximum Power Point
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converters. In this manuscript, the attention is focused on the Military Handbook 217F and its
successor RIAC 217 Plus. The case study of a SMPPT Synchronous converter is analyzed.

2. SMPPTconverter for PVapplications

SMPPT converters are DC-DC converters equipped by a suitable control stage. In literature,
numerous topological solutions of DC-DC converters [2] have been proposed for PV applica-
tions, each of them presenting vantages and critical aspects. Choosing a topology rather than
another should be done taking into account the different system parameters in order to
determine the optimal solution in terms of cost-benefit analysis.

Topological solution suitable for SMPPT converters can be characterized by synchronous (SR),
diode rectification (DR) or interleaved (IL) solutions. In detail, traditional step-up or step-
down circuits can be realized with MOSFET for both switching devices, so constituting the
SR boost or SR buck. PV application of the most used topology is the boost one reported in the
SR, DR and Il versions in Figure 1.

IL topology is characterized by a cellular architecture, in which many converters, called cells, are
paralleled to create a unique converter. The cells share the same input and output voltages, but
each one processes only a fraction of the total system power. One of the primary benefits of a
cellular conversion approach is the large degree of input and output ripple cancelation,which can
be achieved among cells, leading to reduced ripple in the aggregate input and output waveforms.
The activemethod of interleaving permits to obtainmore advantages. In the interleavingmethod,
the cells are operated at the same switching frequency with their switching waveforms displaced

Figure 1. SMPPT boost topologies: (a) SR; (b) DR; (c) IL.
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in phase over a switching period. The benefits of this technique are due to harmonic cancelation
among the cells and include low ripple amplitude and high ripple frequency in the aggregate
input and output waveforms. For a broad class of topologies, interleaved operation of N cells
yields an N-fold increase in fundamental current ripple frequency, and a reduction in peak ripple
magnitude by a factor of N or more compared to synchronous operation. To be effective in
cellular converter architecture, however, an interleaving scheme must be able to accommodate a
varying number of cells andmaintain operation after some cells have failed.

SMPPT converters work in continuous changing conditions as it is evident exploiting historical
climatic data series (temperature, irradiance, wind speed) monitored by weather stations [3] and
appropriately acquired (Figure 2). Since it is difficult to identify the worst operating condition
considering both the ambient temperature and the irradiance, the annual frequency of different
meteoclimatic conditions can be analyzed in order to identify the most frequent ones.

Both temperature and irradiance effects have to be taken into account to the aim of accurate
SMPPT reliability and efficiency estimations. It is possible to identify a joined parameter, the
backside temperature TbackPV, able to represent both temperature and irradiance conditions.

The TbackPV formula is reported in Eq. (1).

TbackPV ¼ TPV þ S
S0

ΔT (1)

Figure 2. Annual distribution of temperature and irradiance.
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where

-S is the irradiance at the specific operating condition;

-S0 is 1000 W/m2;

-TPV is the PV generator temperature calculable by means of Eq. (2).

TPV ¼ S
S0

� �
∗ T1ebw þ T2
� �þ Ta

� �
þ S
S0

ΔT (2)

where

-Ta is the ambient temperature;

-T1, T2 are empirical coefficients determining upper and lower temperature limits at low wind
speeds, in �C;

-b is empirical coefficient determining the rate that module temperature drops as wind speed
increases.

3. Reliability assessment

The maintenance of correct functioning mode in the time represents an important task for
SMPPT converters [4]. This issue involves the concept of reliability evaluation that can be
carried out by different reliability prediction model. In detail, the internationally approved
definition for the reliability R(t) consists in the probability that an item will perform a required
function without failure under stated conditions for a stated period of time. This definition is
reported in Eq. (3).

R tð Þ ¼ Pr T > tf g (3)

where

-t is the mission time;

-T is the unit lifetime.

The reliability value R is a number in the range (0, 1), and its graph is shown in Figure 3.

This graph denotes a maximum probability of a system proper functioning at the beginning.
This probability decreases with time, and in case of long mission time, the proper functioning
probability of a system/device is low.

The reliability of a system can be evaluated by two different types of analysis: the part count
analysis (PCA) and the part stress analysis (PSA).

PCA is used in the initial design phase when components and their parameters have not yet
been decided. Only the knowledge of the type of components, their level of quality and the
environment, in which the system will be used, are necessary.

System Reliability206

PSA is used in an advanced design phase when the list of system components is known. The
failure rate is calculated by considering effects related to the temperature and the electrical
stresses to which the devices are subjected.

Various mathematical reliability models [5] are available according to the class of considered
components (electronic, electrical, electromechanical devices).

Scientific studies on the reliability of electronic devices have shown that the exponential model
represents the suitable one for describing the behavior of these components, as reported in
Eq. (4).

R tð Þ ¼ e�λt (4)

where

-λ is the failure rate;

-t is the mission time.

The exponential distribution is memoryless, and in fact the following expression demonstrates
that the probability to have a device lifetime longer than (t + t1) depends only on t1 and it does
not depend on t.

Pr T > tþ t1\T > tf g ¼ Pr T > tþ t1f g
Pr T > tf g ¼ R tþ t1ð Þ

R tð Þ ¼ e�λ tþt1ð Þ

e�λt
¼ e�λt1 (5)

In the case of electronic components, this property means that they only break for accidental
causes but not for wear.

3.1. Reliability prediction model

As said earlier, many reliability prediction models are available.

Figure 3. Reliability function R(t) graph.
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The most used ones are:

• MIL-HDBK-217: this reliability model [6], published by the United States Navy in 1965,
was the only reliability prediction method available at the time; therefore, the reliability
communities adopted this tool for their own use. It is probably the most internationally
recognized empirical prediction method. As a result, MIL-HDBK-217 became and is still
one of the most widely known and used reliability prediction methods. It includes models
for a broad range of part types and supports the five most commonly used environments
in the telecom industry (Ground Fixed Controlled, Ground Fixed Uncontrolled, Ground
Mobile, Airborne Commercial, and Space) plus additional alternatives useful in the mili-
tary environment. It is based on pessimistic failure rate assumptions. It does not consider
other factors that can contribute to failure rate such as burn-in data, laboratory testing
data, field test data, designer experience, wear-out and so on.

• The Telcordia prediction model, Reliability Prediction Procedure for Electronic Equipment
SR-332 [7], was developed by AT&T Bell Labs in 1997, and it is focused only on electronic
equipment. This model (previously known as Bellcore) modified the MIL-HDBK-217
Prediction Model to better represent the equipment of the telecommunication industry
by adding the ability to consider burn-in, field and laboratory test data. Although the
Telcordia standard was developed specifically for the telecom field, it is used to model
products in a number of other industries. A disadvantage is that the predictions are
limited to environment that works with temperature between 30 and 65�C.

• The RIAC Handbook 217 Plus model [8], published in 2006, has been developed by the
Reliability Information Analysis Center (RIAC) and pointed out by United States Depart-
ment of Defense as the successor of the MIL-HDBK-217 and the PRISM methodology. The
form of this model is quite different from MIL-HDBK-217 and Telcordia SR-332 because
217 Plus considers a different base failure rate for each generic class of failure mechanism.
These process factors are determined by a qualitative assessment of process criteria with
weighting factors applied.

• FIDES: the reliability methodology FIDES Guide 2004 [9] has been created by FIDES
Group, a consortium of French industrialists from the fields of aeronautics and defense
(Airbus France, Eurocopter, GIAT Industries, MBDA and THALES). The FIDES method-
ology is based on the Prediction Model physics of failures supported by the analysis of
test data, so it is different from traditional prediction methods, which are exclusively
based on the statistical analysis of historical failure data collected in the field, in-house or
from manufacturers.

Many of these models allow to calculate reliability in a specific operating condition. These
methods are suitable for a large number of application fields characterized by a worst case or a
nominal operating case. In photovoltaic applications, neither a nominal operating condition
nor a worst case can be identified. PV systems work, in fact, in constantly changing conditions
in terms of irradiance, room temperature, wind speed, humidity and so on. At first analysis,
a reliability analysis could be carried out on the worst case, but results would not properly
characterize a PV plant since the worst-case scenario is certainly not the condition that
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prevalently occurs. The further difficulty is determined by the operation of PV systems which
does not, as in other applications, continue. A PV plant does not work 24 h a day for 365 days a
year, but a variable number of hours vary depending on different factors, such as sunshine,
season and geographic location.

3.1.1. Structure connection types

Another aspect to consider in reliability analysis consists in the structure information and
types of connections among the devices of the whole system under investigation. In fact, it is
important to consider how the different parts are connected to form the system: In series, in
parallel or in series: Parallel combinations. In Figure 4, series, parallel and hybrid connections
and their respective failure rate formulas are reported.

3.1.1.1. Series connection

A series structure system (Figure 4(a)) functions only when all of its parts are correctly
functioning. In this case, the event consisting in the “correct operating mode” S of the system
is given by the intersection of the “good functioning” events Ai of the i-parts:

S ¼ A1 ∩A2 ∩A3…:: ∩AN (6)

In the assumption that Ai events are stochastically independent, the reliability of the “series”
system can be calculated by means of Eq. (7).

Rs ¼ Pr Sf g ¼
YN

i¼1
Pr Aif g ¼

YN

i¼1
Ri (7)

where Ri is the ith part reliability.

The series connection failure rate is calculated as reported in the next formula.

λs tð Þ ¼
XN

i¼1
λi tð Þ (8)

where λi is the ith part failure rate.

SMPPT converters characterized by buck and boost topologies are examples of series struc-
tures.

3.1.1.2. Parallel connection

A parallel structure system (Figure 4(b)) fails only when every one of its parts fails. The next
formula points out that if Āi is the “incorrect operation” of the ith part of the system, the event
“incorrect operation” of the system is given by the intersection of the different Āi.
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U ¼ Ai ∩A2 ∩A3 ∩…: ∩AN (9)

Under the hypothesis of stochastical independence of the event Āi, the unreliability of a
parallel system (Fp) can be calculated by the next equation:

Fp ¼ Pr S
� � ¼

YN

i¼1
Pr Ai
� � ¼

YN

i¼1
Fi (10)

The reliability of a parallel structure system is reported in Eq. (11).

Rs ¼ Pr Sf g ¼ 1�
YN

i¼1
Fi (11)

where Fi is the ith part unreliability.

3.1.1.3. Hybrid connection

In systems with series-parallel connections (Figure 4(c)), the reliability and unreliability func-
tions of the different parts have to be calculated in order to achieve the overall reliability.
SMPPT IL converters are examples of hybrid structure, so the designer has to calculate the
reliability of its series connections and the unreliability of its parallel connections; finally, the
whole system reliability can be evaluated.

3.1.2. Reliability indices

Indices used to express devices’ reliability performances are as follows:

Figure 4. Structure connections: (a) series, (b) parallel and (c) series-parallel.
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• the failure rate (λ) or hazard function that represents the frequency with which a compo-
nent or a system fails

• the mean time between failure (MTBF) is a measure of how reliable a product is. It is
usually given in units of hours. High MTBF values characterize high-reliability products.

The question is:” Which operating condition/s have to be considered to a correct SMPPT
reliability evaluation?” The answer is crucial since photovoltaic systems are characterized by
operating and nonoperating mode depending on meteorological and climatic conditions and
on the day/night alternation. The calculation of reliability indices in a unique working point
could not be meaningful. To overcome this drawback, the idea is to propose weighted MTBF
formulas obtained by analyzing occurrence of TbackPV conditions over an annual time period
and identifying the most frequent conditions (Figure 5).

In fact, calculating TbackPV values and the number of hours they occur, it is possible to obtain α
and β terms for the weighted MTBF formula:

MTBFwg ¼ α1 MTBFβ1 þ α2 MTBFβ2 þ α3 MTBFβ3 þ α4MTBFβ4 þ α5 MTBFβ5 (12)

In detail, the obtained expression for MTBFwg is reported in Eq. (13).

MTBFwg ¼ 0:18 MTBF35% þ 0:28MTBF57% þ 0:19MTBF71% þ 0:28MTBF86% þ 0:07 MTBF100%
(13)

In the followings, the MIL-HDBK-217 and its successor, the RIAC 217 Plus, are analyzed since
they represent the most conservative models for reliability prediction.

3.2. MIL-HDBK-217F

The Military Handbook 217F can be used for both PCA and PSA analyses.

In case of PCA analysis, the failure rate of the equipment is calculated by the following
equation:

λequip ¼
XN
i¼1

Ni λgπQ
� �

i (14)

where

-λg is the generic failure rate for the ith component;

-πQ is the quality factor for the ith component;

-Ni is the quantity of the ith component;

-N is the number of different component categories present in the equipment.

Otherwise, in case of PSA analysis, the failure rate of each component is calculated by the
following equation:
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In the followings, the MIL-HDBK-217 and its successor, the RIAC 217 Plus, are analyzed since
they represent the most conservative models for reliability prediction.

3.2. MIL-HDBK-217F

The Military Handbook 217F can be used for both PCA and PSA analyses.

In case of PCA analysis, the failure rate of the equipment is calculated by the following
equation:
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where

-λg is the generic failure rate for the ith component;
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-Ni is the quantity of the ith component;

-N is the number of different component categories present in the equipment.

Otherwise, in case of PSA analysis, the failure rate of each component is calculated by the
following equation:
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λp ¼ λb πTπAπQπE (15)

where

-λp is the failure rate, a specific component;

-λb is the base failure rate of the component in standard condition;

-πT is the temperature factor;

-πA is the application factor;

-πE is the environment factor.

The procedure and the MIL-HDBK-217F formulas to evaluate failure rates of components con-
stituting SMPPT power stage are reported below. In this manuscript, a case study represented by
a SMPPT SR boost converter reliability evaluation is presented. The circuit topology is reported
in Figure 1(a). This converter is characterized by series connection among electronic devices. As a
consequence, the MTBF index, for a specific operating condition, can be calculated as reported in
the following formula:

MTBF ¼ 1
λQ1þλQ2 þ λL þ λCin þ λCout

(16)

3.2.1. MIL_HDBK-217 F MOSFET failure rate

In detail, MOSFETs are characterized by failure mechanisms such as defects in the substrate,
insulation films or metallization, stress at solder connections due to a mismatch of thermal
properties of the different materials and excessive electrical stresses and electrostatic discharges.

Figure 5. TbackPV annual distribution.
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The MOSFET failure rate λp must be calculated as shown in paragraph 6.4 of MIL_HDBK-
217F. The λp formula is here reported.

λp ¼ λbπTπAπQπE
Failures
106 hours

(17)

The base failure rate λb depends on the transistor typology as indicated in Table 1:

SMPPT converters are constituted by MOSFET transistor, so the relative λb is 0.012.

The application factor πA that depends on the device nominal power is reported in Table 2.

In our case study, the MOSFET nominal power is in the range of 80–100 W, so πA is 8.0.

The quality factor πQ values are reported in Table 3.

MOSFETs used in SMPPT application are constituted by plastic cases, so the πQ is 8.0.

Transistor type λb

JFET
MOSFET

0.0045
0.012

Table 1. MIL_HDBK-217 F MOSFET base failure rate.

Application πA

Linear amplification (Pr < 2W) 1.5

Small signal switching 0.7

Power FETs (non-linear, Pr ≥ 2W)

2 ≤Pr < 5 W 2.0

5 ≤Pr < 50 W 4.0

50 ≤Pr < 250W 8.0

Pr ≥ 250W 10

Table 2. MIL_HDBK-217 F MOSFET application factor values.

Quality πQ

JANTXV 0.70

JANTX 1.0

JAN 2.4

Lower 5.5

Plastic 8.0

Table 3. MIL_HDBK-217 F MOSFET quality factor values.
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The value of the environmental factor πE is indicated inTable 4 for different types of environment.

The MOSFETof the considered converter is installed on the Earth where it is possible to control
both the temperature and the humidity, so it is correct to refer to a “Ground Benign” environ-
ment and the relative πE -is 1.0.

The temperature factor πT can be obtained by the following equation:

πT ¼ e �1925
1

Tjþ273� 1
298

� �� �
(18)

where Tj is the MOSFET junction temperature. For example, considering a Tj value of 50�C, the
temperature factor is 1.6.

In the considered case study, the SMPPT converter is a synchronous one. As a consequence, the
MOSFET failure rate evaluation reported above has to be carried out for both Q1 and Q2.

In detail, as reported before, the Low Side MOSFET Q1 reaches 50�C and the temperature factor
is 1.6, while in case of the High Side MOSFET Q2 reaching 40�C, the temperature factor is 1.4.

So, in conclusion, the MOSFET failure rate can be calculated as follows:

λQ1 ¼ λbπTπAπQπE
Failures
106 hours

¼ 0:012 ∗ 1:6 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 1 ¼ 1:228
Failures
106 hours

(19)

λQ2 ¼ λbπTπAπQπE
Failures
106 hours

¼ 0:012 ∗ 1:4 ∗ 8 ∗ 8 ∗ 1 ¼ 1:075
Failures
106 hours

(20)

Environment πE

Ground, Benigh GB 1.0

Ground, Fixed GF 6.0

Ground, Mobile GM 9.0

Naval, Sheltered NS 9.0

Naval, Unsheltered NU 19

Airborne, inhabited, Cargo AIC 13

Airborne, Inhabited, Fighter AIF 29

Airborne, Uninhabited, Cargo AUC 20

Airborne, Uninhabited, Fighter AUF 43

Airborne, Rotary Winged ARW 24

Space, Flight SF 0.5

Missile, Flight MF 14

Missile, Launch ML 32

Cannon, Launch CL 320

Table 4. MIL_HDBK-217 F MOSFET environment factor values.
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3.2.2. MIL_HDBK-217 F capacitor failure rate

Formulas and tables to calculate capacitors failure rate are reported in the paragraph 10.1 of
the MIL-HDBK-217F.

This evaluation is based on Eq. (21).

λp ¼ λbπTπCπVπSRπQπE
Failures
106 hours

(21)

where

-πC is the capacitance factor;

-πV is capacitor voltage stress factor;

-πSR is the series resistance factor.

The numeric values of these parameters are determined as follows: the basic fault rate λb

depends on the type of capacitors in input and output to the SMPPT converter. Considering
an aluminum capacitor working at T Celsius degrees, the λb is 0.00012 and the πT factor is
calculated by the following formula:

πT ¼ e �
0:35

8:617∗10�5
1

Tþ273� 1
298ð Þ

� �
(22)

The πC factor can be calculated by considering the capacitance value in μF and applying
Eq. (23); the πSR factor depends on the device equivalent series resistance, and its value is 1.0;
the quality factor based on the capacitor plastic case is 10.0.

πC ¼ C0:23 (23)

Finally, also in this case, the environment is “Ground Benign” and the πV factor can be
obtained by applying the following formula:

πV ¼ S
0:6

� �5

þ 1 (24)

So considering the SR input and output capacitor of 120 μF, the relative failure rate is reported
as follows:

λCin ¼ λCout ¼ λbπTπCπVπSRπQπE ¼ 0:00012 ∗ 1 ∗ 3 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 10 ∗ 1 ¼ 0:0036
Failures
106 hours

(25)

3.2.3. MIL_HDBK-217F inductor failure rate

Magnetic devices are the most reliable electronic components. The inductor fault rate λp is
calculated by the following equation reported in Section 11.2 of the Military Handbook.

λp ¼ λb ∙πT ∙πQ ∙πE (26)
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In detail, the base failure rate λb is 0.00003 as in Table 5.

The temperature factor formula is reported in Eq. (27).

πT ¼ e
� 0,11

8,617∙10�5
1

THSþ273�
1
298

� �� �
(27)

where THS is the hot-spot temperature.

Similar to previous cases, the πQ and the πE factor can be calculated, and their values are 3.0
and 1.0, respectively.

Considering ad inductor of 47 μH and a THS of 70�C, the device failure rate is as follows:

λL ¼ λb ∙πT ∙πQ ∙πE ¼ 0:00003 ∗ 1:767 ∗ 3 ∗ 1 ¼ 1:59 ∗ 10�4
Failures
106hours

(28)

The obtained failure rate confirms the inductor affordable behavior.

After the calculation of the failure rate of the single components, the evaluation of the whole
SMPPT converter failure rate is carried out.

MTBF ¼ 1
λQ1þλQ2 þ λL þ λCin þ λCout

¼ 1
1:228þ 1:075þ 1:59 ∗ 10�4 þ 0:0036þ 0:0036

¼ 0:433 ∗ 106hours
(29)

The reported procedure can be also applied for different SMPPT topologies. Considering the
TbackPV distribution over an annual period of time, it is possible to calculate the MTBFwg

(Eq. (13)) for the analyzed case study.

MTBFwg ¼ 0:18MTBF35% þ 0:28MTBF57% þ 0:19 MTBF71% þ 0:28MTBF86%
þ0:07 MTBF100% ¼ 0:2 ∗ 106hours

(30)

3.3. RIAC 217 Plus

The RIAC Handbook 217 Plus reliability prediction model is the updated version of MIL-
HDBK-217F. It guarantees compatibility with its predecessor so keeping unchanged industry
practice for systems reliability estimations. It also considers components’ operating and
nonoperating conditions (operating and nonoperating temperatures, duty cycles, cycling
rate and so on). Failure rates are calculated as the product of a base failure rate λb and some
πi factors representing the possible i stresses influencing component reliability.

Inductor type λb

Fixed 0.00003

Variable 0.00005

Table 5. MIL_HDBK-217 F inductor base failure rate.

System Reliability216

In Table 6, the 217 Plus failure rate formulas are reported.

where

λOB is base failure rate, Operating;

λEB is base failure rate, Environmental;

λTCB is base failure rate, Temperature Cycling;

λSJB is base failure rate, Solder Joint;

λEOS is failure rate, Electrical OverStress;

πG is reliability growth failure rate factor;

πDCO is failure rate factor for Duty Cycle, operating;

πTO is failure rate factor for Temperature, operating;

πS is failure rate factor for Stress;

πDCN is failure rate factor for Duty Cycle, nonoperating;

πTE is failure rate factor for Temperature, environmental;

πCR is failure rate factor, Cycling Rate;

πDT is failure rate factor, Delta Temperature;

πSJDT is failure rate factor, Solder Joint Delta Temperature.

Applying the formulas reported in Table 6 in a similar manner as the MIL-HDBK-217F model,
it is possible to evaluate RIAC 217 Plus reliability performance.

Since the thermal stress is one of the most invalidating factors, the attention is here focused on
MTBF variations depending on temperature increase. Referring to the reported failure rate
formulas, πTE and πTO factors for different temperature values are shown in Figure 6.

In πTE factor graph, the device behavior is similar. In case, instead, of πTO, the temperature
factor considered in operating mode, it is evident the temperature strongly influences the
switching and magnetic components. It is worth noting that aspect has to be taken into account
for an accurate reliability prediction.

SMPPT electronic component Failure rate formulas

MOSFET λMOS ¼ πG λOBπDCOπTOπS þ λEBπDCNπTE þ λTCBπCRπDTð Þ þ λSJBπSJDT þ λEOS

Diode λdiode ¼ πG λOBπDCOπTOπS þ λEBπDCNπTE þ λTCBπCRπDTð Þ þ λSJBπSJDT þ λEOS

Capacitor λC ¼ πGπC λOBπDCOπTOπS þ λEBπDCNπTE þ λTCBπCRπDTð Þ þ λSJBπSJDT þ λEOS

Inductor λInductor ¼ πG λOBπDCOπTO þ λEBπDCNπTE þ λTCBπCRπDTð Þ þ λEOS

Table 6. RIAC 217 Plus failure rate formulas.
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4. Reliability comparative analysis among SMPPT topologies

In the last paragraph, the focus is on a comparative analysis among different SMPPT boost
converters. In detail, the reliability R(t), considering a period of 25 years (as PV generator one)
and an irradiance value of 1000 W/sqm, is calculated for a SR, a DR and an IL boost converter.

Results are reported in Eqs. (31)–(33).

RSR 25 yearsð Þ ¼ 56% (31)

RDR 25 yearsð Þ ¼ 68% (32)

RIL 25 yearsð Þ ¼ 91% (33)

Eqs. (30) and (31) demonstrate that the MOSFET used as High Side switching device in the SR
converter appreciably deteriorates the SMPPT reliability performance.

Suitably choosing the IL converter devices, a quasi-redundant or totally redundant structure
can be obtained. Such converter is able to assure higher reliability performances than the DR
and SR ones as confirmed by Eq. (32).

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, reliability prediction models suitable to the evaluation of SMPPT converter
performances are considered. The attention is focused on the military models since they
provide more conservative predictions with respect to the industrial ones.

A case study about a SMPPT characterized by a SR topology is carried out. In addition, the
thermal phenomena influence on the reliability evaluation is showed. Finally, a comparative
analysis among SMPPT converters in terms of R (25 years) is obtained, underlining the higher
IL boost performances with respect to the SR and DR ones.

Figure 6. RIAC 217+ factors dependence on temperature: (a) πTE vs. T; (b) πTO vs. T.
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Abstract

New contemporary applications of thick resistive films are inducing the need to inves-
tigate their behaviour under various stressing conditions. On the other hand, there is 
a growing interest in noise measurements as means of thick‐film resistor quality and 
reliability evaluation and evaluation of degradation under stress. For these reasons, this 
chapter presents effects of mechanical, electrical and simultaneous mechanical and elec-
trical straining on performances of conventional thick‐film resistors that are analysed 
from micro‐ and macro‐structural, charge transport and low‐frequency noise aspects.

Keywords: thick‐film resistors, mechanical straining, high voltage pulse stressing, 
resistance, gauge factor, noise index

1. Introduction

Present miniaturization trends and ongoing usage of thick‐film resistors in sensitive telecom-
munications equipment have induced the need to investigate their reliability under various 
straining conditions. The most of the published data dealt with effects of mechanical strain-
ing on performances of these complex heterogeneous systems using the piezoresistive effect 
in thick resistive films for strain gauge realization [1, 2]. On the other hand, performances of 
standard thick resistive films subjected to unwanted mechanical straining [3–5] have not been 
sufficiently investigated despite the fact that mechanical straining may take place during 
all phases of resistor realization, examination and application. In case of high‐voltage pulse 
stressing, the most of the papers investigated effects of trimming of thick resistive films by 
energy of high‐voltage pulses [6–8] and behavioural analysis of surge thick‐film resistors [9]. 
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Influence of electrical straining on the reliability of conventional thick resistive films has been 
seldom investigated. Little attention has particularly been paid to examining effects of the 
simultaneous impact of these two types of straining with respect to their contrasting effects 
on resistor performances. In addition, standard low‐frequency noise measurements [10–13] 
are being recognized as useful tools in reliability analysis of thick‐film resistors subjected to 
various straining conditions. For these reasons, this chapter focuses on performance analy-
sis of mechanically, electrically and simultaneously mechanically and electrically strained 
thick‐film resistors based on compositions with three different volume fractions of conduct-
ing phase, using standard resistance and low‐frequency noise measurements as valuable 
indicators in reliability evaluation of thick resistive structures under a wide range of extreme 
working conditions.

2. Mechanically strained thick‐film resistive structures

Thick resistive films have been known for their piezoresistive properties for more than 40 years. 
Over the years, strain gauge applications have been topics of the most of the available published 
data. At first, only the basic piezoresistive characteristics of thick resistive films were examined. 
Later on, new resistive sensing elements emerged based on novel thick‐film inks designed for 
each specific application [14, 15]. On the other hand, standard thick‐film resistors are being con-
tinuously used in contemporary electronic equipment that requires high functional capability, 
improved reliability and environmental stability. These up‐to‐date applications induced the need 
to examine performances of standard mechanically strained thick‐film resistive structures [5, 16].

Sensitivity of a certain material to mechanical strain is referred as the gauge factor. In case 
of thick‐film resistive structures, gauge factor (GF) is defined as the ratio of the relative resis-
tance change (∆R/R) and the relative change of length of the resistor (ε = ∆l/l) under influence 
of mechanical straining:

  GF =   ΔR / R _____ ε  .  (1)

The relation between strain and resistor position on the substrate can be given by the equa-
tion [17]:

  ε = 12   t x ‾‾  ___  L   3     d  i  ,  d≪L,  (2)

where t is substrate thickness,    x ‾‾   is average position of the thick resistive film with respect to 
the fixed substrate edge, d is substrate deflection and L is distance between fixed substrate 
edges. The maximum value for the strain occurs for    x ‾‾  = L / 2 :

   ε  max   = Δl / l =   
6  d  i   t ____  L   2   .  (3)

System Reliability222

Schematic presentation of mechanically strained thick‐film resistor is given in Figure 1.

Mechanical straining causes a reversible resistance change in thick‐film resistors [5, 16]. The 
reversible resistance change is partially due to change in resistor geometry but mainly due to 
micro‐structure changes. According to 3‐D planar random resistor network model [18], trans-
port of electrical charges in thick‐film resistive materials takes place via a complex conductive 
network formed during firing by sintering metal‐oxide particles (usually combination of RuO2 
and Bi2Ru2O7) immerged in the glass matrix. During the sintering process, a number of con-
ducting chains is being formed. These chains consist of clusters of particles (particles that are in 
contact) and neighbouring particles separated by thin glass barriers (metal‐insulator‐metal or 
MIM units). Therefore, the current flow is being determined by metallic conduction and tun-
nelling through glass barriers. The micro‐structure of thick resistive films, determined by the 
ratio of the conducting and insulating phase, also determines conducting mechanisms present 
in the film. Performed experiments [16], illustrated by data given in Table 1, showed that gauge 
factor values are greater for resistors realized with compositions with higher sheet resistances, 
that is, resistor compositions with smaller volume fractions of conducting phase have greater 
GF values. Thick‐film resistors based on compositions with high sheet resistances (≥100 kΩ/sq) 
have lower volume fraction of conducting phase and therefore charge transport is predomi-
nantly limited by tunnelling through glass barriers. Resistors based on compositions with low 
sheet resistances (≤1 kΩ/sq), because of their high volume fraction of conducting phase, are pre-
dominantly limited by conducting through clusters of conducting particles and sintered con-
tacts. Resistors realized using compositions with medium values of sheet resistances, such as 10 
kΩ/sq compositions, incorporate approximately equally all above‐mentioned charge transport 
mechanisms. Substrate deflection causes resistance increase due to change of charge transport 
conditions and greatest resistance change leads to greatest GF value. Conducting mechanism 
known as tunnelling through glass barriers is predominantly influenced by mechanical stress-
ing. The bulk modulus of borosilicate glasses is typically between 40 and 80 GPa [19] while 
RuO2 conducting phase has a bulk modulus of approximately 270 GPa. Since the glass phase 
is less stiff than the conducting one, tunnelling through glass barriers is more sensitive to the 
applied straining than conduction through conducting particles and sintered contacts between 
them. Mechanical straining changes dimensions of the thick resistive film. It cannot alter a num-
ber of chains, barriers or contacts in the conducting network. Also, it cannot induce dielectric 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of mechanically strained thick‐film resistor.
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and Bi2Ru2O7) immerged in the glass matrix. During the sintering process, a number of con-
ducting chains is being formed. These chains consist of clusters of particles (particles that are in 
contact) and neighbouring particles separated by thin glass barriers (metal‐insulator‐metal or 
MIM units). Therefore, the current flow is being determined by metallic conduction and tun-
nelling through glass barriers. The micro‐structure of thick resistive films, determined by the 
ratio of the conducting and insulating phase, also determines conducting mechanisms present 
in the film. Performed experiments [16], illustrated by data given in Table 1, showed that gauge 
factor values are greater for resistors realized with compositions with higher sheet resistances, 
that is, resistor compositions with smaller volume fractions of conducting phase have greater 
GF values. Thick‐film resistors based on compositions with high sheet resistances (≥100 kΩ/sq) 
have lower volume fraction of conducting phase and therefore charge transport is predomi-
nantly limited by tunnelling through glass barriers. Resistors based on compositions with low 
sheet resistances (≤1 kΩ/sq), because of their high volume fraction of conducting phase, are pre-
dominantly limited by conducting through clusters of conducting particles and sintered con-
tacts. Resistors realized using compositions with medium values of sheet resistances, such as 10 
kΩ/sq compositions, incorporate approximately equally all above‐mentioned charge transport 
mechanisms. Substrate deflection causes resistance increase due to change of charge transport 
conditions and greatest resistance change leads to greatest GF value. Conducting mechanism 
known as tunnelling through glass barriers is predominantly influenced by mechanical stress-
ing. The bulk modulus of borosilicate glasses is typically between 40 and 80 GPa [19] while 
RuO2 conducting phase has a bulk modulus of approximately 270 GPa. Since the glass phase 
is less stiff than the conducting one, tunnelling through glass barriers is more sensitive to the 
applied straining than conduction through conducting particles and sintered contacts between 
them. Mechanical straining changes dimensions of the thick resistive film. It cannot alter a num-
ber of chains, barriers or contacts in the conducting network. Also, it cannot induce dielectric 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of mechanically strained thick‐film resistor.
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breakthrough or influence the height of glass barriers that exist between adjacent conducting 
particles. It can only affect widths of glass barriers present in the film, thus changing the bar-
rier resistance. Alteration of charge transport parameters also reflects on measured noise index 
values. Noise index values are decreasing with increasing resistor length and increasing for 
resistors realized with compositions with higher sheet resistances. Thick‐film resistors realized 
using 10 kΩ/sq compositions usually have GF ~10 and stable NI values and therefore are com-
monly used as strain sensors.

3. Electrically strained thick‐film resistive structures

Different conditions of thick‐film resistor application that induced the need to investigate 
their behaviour under stress also brought to attention the importance of high‐voltage pulse 
stressing. The most of the available data dealt with trimming of thick resistive films by 
the energy of high‐voltage pulses [6–8], a trimming method based on internal discharges 
using both thick‐film resistor terminations as electrodes for applying the high‐voltage energy 
to the resistor body. Also, several papers explored properties of low‐ohm thick‐film surge 
resistors [9] that serve as protection of communication systems. However, little attention has 
been paid to the influence of high‐voltage pulse stressing on structure and noise performances 
of conventional thick‐film resistors [20, 21].

High voltage pulse stressing of thick resistive film causes irreversible resistance change. 
Experimental data obtained by extensive investigations of performances of thick‐film resistors 
subjected to this type of straining [20, 21] showed that behaviour under strain strongly depends 

Rsq (kΩ/sq) l (mm)    ̄   R  
i
     (kΩ)    ̄ ¯  |  ΔR / Ri |     (%)    ̄  GF      ̄  NI    (dB)    ̄  Δl    (μm)

1 2 0.666 0.401 4.2 −19.5 1.905

1 4 1.290 0.333 3.5 −26.6 3.81

1 6 1.49 0.303 3.2 −29.6 5.715

10 2 16.595 0.958 10.06 −20 1.905

10 4 32.81 0.945 9.92 −19.5 3.81

10 6 50.644 0.918 9.64 −19.1 5.715

100 2 276.51 1.381 14.50 −1.8 1.905

100 4 495.83 1.266 13.30 −7.3 3.81

100 6 704.3 1.136 11.92 −10.3 5.715

Table 1. Experimental data (nominal sheet resistance Rsq, resistor length l, mean value of initial resistance Ri, relative 
resistance change due to mechanical straining ΔR/Ri, gauge factor GF, noise index NI and resistor length change Δl) 
for thick‐film resistors with different geometries (width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 2, 4 and 6 mm) subjected to maximal 
mechanical straining of 400 μm [16].
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on sheet resistances of resistor compositions used. Resistors based on compositions with low 
sheet resistances exhibit macro‐structural changes that result in irreversible resistance increase. 
Lack of micro‐structural changes is a consequence of the dominant conducting mechanism, 
conducting through clusters of conducting particles. High‐voltage treatment leads to burning 
and evaporation of the resistive layer. Resistor volume is reduced causing the significant resis-
tance and noise index increase (Figure 2).

Resistors realized using compositions with medium values of sheet resistances exhibit ini-
tial resistance decrease followed by the significant resistance increase during high volt-
age pulse stressing (Figure 3). Lower pulse amplitudes lead to resistance decrease due 
to changes in conducting mechanisms, metallic conduction through conducting particles 
and sintered contacts and tunnelling through glass barriers. High‐voltage treatment affects 
charges captured by traps present in thin glass layers between neighbouring conducting 
particles or the trap concentration increases [12] due to existence of impurities introduced 
in insulating layers during firing. In addition, a minor resistance decrease may occur due 
to the conversion of single chain from non‐conductive to conductive state. High‐voltage 
treatment induces electrical field inside MIM unit that is insufficient to provoke dielectric 
breakthrough and therefore decrease of the resistance due to the increase in a number of 
contacts between neighbouring particles does not occur. Measured resistances substan-
tially increase when the pulse voltage reaches the critical point when macro‐structural 
changes occur. High‐voltage treatment leads to burning and evaporation of the resistive 
layer thus reducing its volume and causing significant resistance increase similar to the one 
seen in resistors based on compositions with low sheet resistances. Since the low‐frequency 
noise in thick‐film resistors is the consequence of electrical charge transport fluctuations, 
noise index values are in agreement with resistance behaviour (Figure 3). Due to high volt-
age treatment, conduction is being modulated by electrical charges captured by traps that 
are not directly involved in conduction, thus altering the height of the potential barriers of 
MIM units. For these reasons, measured noise index values are more sensitive to changes 
on micro‐structural level than resistance.

Figure 2. Experimental results. (A) Multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes, (B) single pulses of the 
critical amplitude for relative resistance (a) and noise index (b) changes during high‐voltage pulse stressing of 1 kΩ/sq 
thick‐film resistor (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 3 mm) [21].
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breakthrough or influence the height of glass barriers that exist between adjacent conducting 
particles. It can only affect widths of glass barriers present in the film, thus changing the bar-
rier resistance. Alteration of charge transport parameters also reflects on measured noise index 
values. Noise index values are decreasing with increasing resistor length and increasing for 
resistors realized with compositions with higher sheet resistances. Thick‐film resistors realized 
using 10 kΩ/sq compositions usually have GF ~10 and stable NI values and therefore are com-
monly used as strain sensors.
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Different conditions of thick‐film resistor application that induced the need to investigate 
their behaviour under stress also brought to attention the importance of high‐voltage pulse 
stressing. The most of the available data dealt with trimming of thick resistive films by 
the energy of high‐voltage pulses [6–8], a trimming method based on internal discharges 
using both thick‐film resistor terminations as electrodes for applying the high‐voltage energy 
to the resistor body. Also, several papers explored properties of low‐ohm thick‐film surge 
resistors [9] that serve as protection of communication systems. However, little attention has 
been paid to the influence of high‐voltage pulse stressing on structure and noise performances 
of conventional thick‐film resistors [20, 21].

High voltage pulse stressing of thick resistive film causes irreversible resistance change. 
Experimental data obtained by extensive investigations of performances of thick‐film resistors 
subjected to this type of straining [20, 21] showed that behaviour under strain strongly depends 
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Table 1. Experimental data (nominal sheet resistance Rsq, resistor length l, mean value of initial resistance Ri, relative 
resistance change due to mechanical straining ΔR/Ri, gauge factor GF, noise index NI and resistor length change Δl) 
for thick‐film resistors with different geometries (width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 2, 4 and 6 mm) subjected to maximal 
mechanical straining of 400 μm [16].
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on sheet resistances of resistor compositions used. Resistors based on compositions with low 
sheet resistances exhibit macro‐structural changes that result in irreversible resistance increase. 
Lack of micro‐structural changes is a consequence of the dominant conducting mechanism, 
conducting through clusters of conducting particles. High‐voltage treatment leads to burning 
and evaporation of the resistive layer. Resistor volume is reduced causing the significant resis-
tance and noise index increase (Figure 2).

Resistors realized using compositions with medium values of sheet resistances exhibit ini-
tial resistance decrease followed by the significant resistance increase during high volt-
age pulse stressing (Figure 3). Lower pulse amplitudes lead to resistance decrease due 
to changes in conducting mechanisms, metallic conduction through conducting particles 
and sintered contacts and tunnelling through glass barriers. High‐voltage treatment affects 
charges captured by traps present in thin glass layers between neighbouring conducting 
particles or the trap concentration increases [12] due to existence of impurities introduced 
in insulating layers during firing. In addition, a minor resistance decrease may occur due 
to the conversion of single chain from non‐conductive to conductive state. High‐voltage 
treatment induces electrical field inside MIM unit that is insufficient to provoke dielectric 
breakthrough and therefore decrease of the resistance due to the increase in a number of 
contacts between neighbouring particles does not occur. Measured resistances substan-
tially increase when the pulse voltage reaches the critical point when macro‐structural 
changes occur. High‐voltage treatment leads to burning and evaporation of the resistive 
layer thus reducing its volume and causing significant resistance increase similar to the one 
seen in resistors based on compositions with low sheet resistances. Since the low‐frequency 
noise in thick‐film resistors is the consequence of electrical charge transport fluctuations, 
noise index values are in agreement with resistance behaviour (Figure 3). Due to high volt-
age treatment, conduction is being modulated by electrical charges captured by traps that 
are not directly involved in conduction, thus altering the height of the potential barriers of 
MIM units. For these reasons, measured noise index values are more sensitive to changes 
on micro‐structural level than resistance.

Figure 2. Experimental results. (A) Multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes, (B) single pulses of the 
critical amplitude for relative resistance (a) and noise index (b) changes during high‐voltage pulse stressing of 1 kΩ/sq 
thick‐film resistor (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 3 mm) [21].
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Established correlation between structural properties and low‐frequency noise can also be 
illustrated using noise spectra measurements (Figure 4). The fitting of experimental results 
for current noise spectra and the following theoretical relation can be performed:

   S  I  (f ) =  A  0   +   
 B  0   __  f   γ    +  ∑ 

i
       

 C  i   ___________  2π  f  Ci  (1 +  f   2  /  f  Ci  2   )  .  (4)

The first term is the thermal current noise given by:

   A  0   =   
4  k  B   T

 ____ R  ,  (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and R is the resistance 
of thick resistive film. 1/f noise is represented by the second term where B0 and γ are fitting 
parameters. The sum of noise spectra of the Lorentzian shape is presented by the third term 
where Ci and fCi are characteristic parameters and frequencies, respectively.

1/f noise is the dominant noise component in the total current noise spectrum. Fitting parameters 
B0 and γ can be used in determining its sensitivity to high‐voltage treatment. Fitting parameter 
γ has value γ = 1 both before and after the performed straining. Figure 5 shows current depen-
dencies of B0. Parameter B0 increases for approximately one order of magnitude with applied 

Figure 3. Experimental results for relative resistance and noise index changes during high voltage pulse stressing of  
10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistor using multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes (resistor width: w = 1 mm, 
length: l = 3 mm) [21].
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stressing and the current dependence B0 ~ Ia, with exponent a > 2 before and a < 2 after stressing. 
Contribution of noise due to mobility fluctuations in clusters and contacts between particles to 
total 1/f noise after high voltage pulse straining are possible causes of the exponent ‘a’ change.

Figure 4. Experimental results for normalized current noise spectra before (1) and after (2) high voltage pulse stressing 
(multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes) for 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistor (full lines, fitting results) [21].

Figure 5. 1/f noise fitting parameter B0 before and after high voltage pulse stressing of 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors [21].
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Normalized noise amplitude B0/I2 before and after high‐voltage pulse stressing is shown in 
Figure 6. The normalized noise amplitude is dimensionless in opposition to fitting parameter B0. 
Analogous to data given in Figure 5, 1/f noise increases for about an order of magnitude with 
applied high‐voltage treatment. After performed fitting procedure, Lorentzian terms caused by 
fluctuations induced by the presence of traps in insulating layers of MIM units can be observed 
as slight bends of current noise spectra. Although concealed by 1/f noise, Lorentzian terms affect 
the agreement of measured values and theoretical relation. Current noise spectra analyses, prior 
to and after high voltage pulse stressing, are in agreement with resistance and noise index behav-
iour. It is interesting to note that conducting mechanisms seen in resistors with medium sheet 
resistances combine conducting mechanisms observed in resistors with greater and lower contents 
of conducting phase. Low‐frequency noise measurements that include current noise spectrum 
and noise index measurements provide results that are far more sensible to macro- and micro‐
structural changes than measured resistance values. This fact is of special importance in reliability 
analysis when reversible changes of resistance occur due to straining of thick resistive films.

When thick‐film resistors based on high sheet resistance compositions are concerned, due to a 
low volume fraction of the conducting phase, dominant conduction mechanism is tunnelling 
through glass barriers. Stressing causes pronounced micro‐structural changes, changes bar-
rier resistances and causes significant resistance decrease similar to the ones seen in resistors 
based medium sheet resistance compositions. Experimental data showed that noise index 
values are in agreement with resistance behaviour exhibiting an increase of NI values with the 
resistance progressive decrease and reaching their constant values (saturation) with a stagna-
tion of the resistance decrease (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Normalized noise amplitude before and after high voltage pulse stressing of 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors [21].
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4. Simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining

Investigations of mechanical and electrical straining of thick‐film resistors showed that these 
two types of straining have opposite effects on behaviour of these complex nanostructures 
[5, 20, 21]. Examining effects of the simultaneous impact of mechanical and electrical straining 
on thick‐film resistors [16] is of particular interest for sensitive equipment exploitation since 
simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining may affect resistors capability to withstand 
high‐voltage treatment.

In the case of medium and high sheet resistance compositions, resistance changes of thick resistive 
films exposed to high‐voltage treatment are caused by changes in the micro‐structural level [20] 
that result in decreasing resistance values. In a case of thick‐film resistors subjected to mechanical 
straining, resistance changes are caused by changes in physical dimensions and more dominantly 
by changes on micro‐structural level resulting in increasing resistance values [5, 16]. On the other 
hand, simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining has opposing effects on performances 
of thick‐film resistors [16]. The ratio of conducting and insulating phase determines sheet resis-
tances of thick resistive films and accordingly micro‐structural properties and charge transport 
conditions. When compositions with a high content of conducting phase are in question, metallic 
conduction is the dominant conducting mechanism. When the simultaneous impact of these two 
types of straining are in question, they have opposing effects on tunnelling through insulating 
layers of MIM unit and accordingly on barrier resistances. In a case of applied mechanical strain-
ing, widths of glass barriers are being altered. On the other hand, applied electrical straining 
affects glass barrier heights. Taking into account the fact that tunnelling is not a dominant con-
ducting mechanism when thick‐film resistors with low sheet resistances are concerned, the lack 
of micro‐structure changes is expected. Simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining cause 
changes in the macro‐structure. High‐voltage pulse stressing causes visible vaporisation of resis-
tive layers. It decreases volumes of resistors and therefore significantly increases their resistances. 
Gauge factor changes exhibit increase following the shapes of curves of the resistance changes 
due to resistor degradation. Noise index values are in agreement with resistance behaviour and 
show significant increase confirming the fact that noise parameters are very sensitive to structural 
changes of thick‐film resistors, more sensitive than resistance changes (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Experimental results. (A) Multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes, (B) single pulses of the critical 
amplitude for relative resistance (a) and noise index (b) changes during high‐voltage pulse stressing of 100 kΩ/sq thick‐
film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 3 mm) [21].
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Normalized noise amplitude B0/I2 before and after high‐voltage pulse stressing is shown in 
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as slight bends of current noise spectra. Although concealed by 1/f noise, Lorentzian terms affect 
the agreement of measured values and theoretical relation. Current noise spectra analyses, prior 
to and after high voltage pulse stressing, are in agreement with resistance and noise index behav-
iour. It is interesting to note that conducting mechanisms seen in resistors with medium sheet 
resistances combine conducting mechanisms observed in resistors with greater and lower contents 
of conducting phase. Low‐frequency noise measurements that include current noise spectrum 
and noise index measurements provide results that are far more sensible to macro- and micro‐
structural changes than measured resistance values. This fact is of special importance in reliability 
analysis when reversible changes of resistance occur due to straining of thick resistive films.

When thick‐film resistors based on high sheet resistance compositions are concerned, due to a 
low volume fraction of the conducting phase, dominant conduction mechanism is tunnelling 
through glass barriers. Stressing causes pronounced micro‐structural changes, changes bar-
rier resistances and causes significant resistance decrease similar to the ones seen in resistors 
based medium sheet resistance compositions. Experimental data showed that noise index 
values are in agreement with resistance behaviour exhibiting an increase of NI values with the 
resistance progressive decrease and reaching their constant values (saturation) with a stagna-
tion of the resistance decrease (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Normalized noise amplitude before and after high voltage pulse stressing of 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors [21].
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4. Simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining

Investigations of mechanical and electrical straining of thick‐film resistors showed that these 
two types of straining have opposite effects on behaviour of these complex nanostructures 
[5, 20, 21]. Examining effects of the simultaneous impact of mechanical and electrical straining 
on thick‐film resistors [16] is of particular interest for sensitive equipment exploitation since 
simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining may affect resistors capability to withstand 
high‐voltage treatment.

In the case of medium and high sheet resistance compositions, resistance changes of thick resistive 
films exposed to high‐voltage treatment are caused by changes in the micro‐structural level [20] 
that result in decreasing resistance values. In a case of thick‐film resistors subjected to mechanical 
straining, resistance changes are caused by changes in physical dimensions and more dominantly 
by changes on micro‐structural level resulting in increasing resistance values [5, 16]. On the other 
hand, simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining has opposing effects on performances 
of thick‐film resistors [16]. The ratio of conducting and insulating phase determines sheet resis-
tances of thick resistive films and accordingly micro‐structural properties and charge transport 
conditions. When compositions with a high content of conducting phase are in question, metallic 
conduction is the dominant conducting mechanism. When the simultaneous impact of these two 
types of straining are in question, they have opposing effects on tunnelling through insulating 
layers of MIM unit and accordingly on barrier resistances. In a case of applied mechanical strain-
ing, widths of glass barriers are being altered. On the other hand, applied electrical straining 
affects glass barrier heights. Taking into account the fact that tunnelling is not a dominant con-
ducting mechanism when thick‐film resistors with low sheet resistances are concerned, the lack 
of micro‐structure changes is expected. Simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining cause 
changes in the macro‐structure. High‐voltage pulse stressing causes visible vaporisation of resis-
tive layers. It decreases volumes of resistors and therefore significantly increases their resistances. 
Gauge factor changes exhibit increase following the shapes of curves of the resistance changes 
due to resistor degradation. Noise index values are in agreement with resistance behaviour and 
show significant increase confirming the fact that noise parameters are very sensitive to structural 
changes of thick‐film resistors, more sensitive than resistance changes (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Experimental results. (A) Multiple series of 10 pulses with increasing amplitudes, (B) single pulses of the critical 
amplitude for relative resistance (a) and noise index (b) changes during high‐voltage pulse stressing of 100 kΩ/sq thick‐
film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 3 mm) [21].
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In a case of resistor compositions with medium sheet resistances, conduction incorporates 
both tunnelling through glass barriers and metallic conduction. Change of barrier resistance 
results in decreasing resistance values that is being succeeded by increasing resistance values 
caused by alterations on macro‐structural level analogous to ones observed in low sheet resis-
tance compositions. GF values are stable until degradations on macro‐structure level occur 
and onwards follow the shapes of curves of the resistance changes. Noise index values are 
very sensitive, registering both micro‐ and macro‐structural degradations of strained thick‐
film resistors. Experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes and noise 
index for simultaneously mechanically and electrically strained 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors 
are given in Figure 9(a) and (b) [16]. In order to illustrate effects of electrical straining alone 
and simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining, the summary plot for relative resistance 
change of 10 kΩ/sq resistors is given in Figure 9(c) [16]. Figure shows that decreasing resis-
tance values due to changes on micro‐structural level are observed in the case of electrically 
strained and simultaneously electrically and mechanically strained thick‐film resistors. Glass 
barrier height irreversibly changed [20], thus changing barrier resistance value due to applied 
high‐voltage treatment. During simultaneous impact of two different types of straining, 
glass barriers were affected in two opposing manners: mechanical straining reversibly altered 
barrier width while electrical straining irreversibly affected barrier height. These opposing 
effects seem to enhance the ability of thick resistive film to endure high‐voltage treatment by 
extending its lifetime to failure.

In the case of high sheet resistance resistor compositions, small conducting/isolating phase 
ratio determines dominant conducting mechanism‐tunnelling through glass barriers. This 
small volume fraction of conducting phase leads to pronounced micro‐structure changes, 
changing barrier resistances and causing significant resistance decrease. Gauge factor changes 
show an increase with the applied straining as well as noise index values. Experimental results 
for relative resistance, gauge factor changes and noise index for simultaneously mechanically 
and electrically strained 100 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors are given in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for simultaneously 
mechanically and electrically strained 1 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 4 mm) [16].
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Figure 9. Experimentally obtained results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for thick 
resistive films subjected to simultaneous impact of mechanical and electrical straining along with summary plot of 
relative resistance change (c) for electrically (1) and simultaneously mechanically and electrically strained (2) 10 kΩ/sq 
thick‐film resistors (A—10 pulses per series, B—single pulses, resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 4 mm) [16].

Figure 10. Experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for simultaneously 
mechanically and electrically strained (10 pulses per series) 100 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, 
length: l = 2 mm) [16].
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In a case of resistor compositions with medium sheet resistances, conduction incorporates 
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changing barrier resistances and causing significant resistance decrease. Gauge factor changes 
show an increase with the applied straining as well as noise index values. Experimental results 
for relative resistance, gauge factor changes and noise index for simultaneously mechanically 
and electrically strained 100 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors are given in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for simultaneously 
mechanically and electrically strained 1 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 4 mm) [16].
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Figure 9. Experimentally obtained results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for thick 
resistive films subjected to simultaneous impact of mechanical and electrical straining along with summary plot of 
relative resistance change (c) for electrically (1) and simultaneously mechanically and electrically strained (2) 10 kΩ/sq 
thick‐film resistors (A—10 pulses per series, B—single pulses, resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 4 mm) [16].

Figure 10. Experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor changes (a) and noise index (b) for simultaneously 
mechanically and electrically strained (10 pulses per series) 100 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, 
length: l = 2 mm) [16].
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Sources of low‐frequency noise in thick resistive films are correlated to charge transport 
mechanisms [11]; metallic conduction is correlated to resistance fluctuations of contact resis-
tivity and particle resistivity and tunnelling through glass barriers is correlated to noise due 
to modulation of the Nyquist noise and fluctuations induced by existence of traps in insulat-
ing layers of MIM units. Figure 11 shows experimental results for current noise spectrum 
before and after simultaneous electrical and mechanical straining of thick resistive films 
whose experimental results for relative resistance, gauge factor and noise index changes are 
given in Figure 9 [16]. Presented data demonstrate that changes on micro‐structural level 
cause initial resistance decrease. Changes on macro‐structural level have an opposing effect. 
Initial resistance decrease is being followed by resistance increase, thus reaching the initial 
resistance value.

In order to fully comprehend effects correlated to a current noise of simultaneously strained 
thick resistive films, the fitting procedure was implemented based on experimental data pre-
sented in Figure 11 and theoretical relation (4). As an illustration, the fitting and experimental 
results for the curve (4) in Figure 11, together with contributions of different kinds of noise 
sources in the total current noise spectrum, are given in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Experimental results for current noise spectrum before (1—I = 0.1488 mA, 2—I = 0.2925 mA, 3—I = 0.4452 mA) 
and after (4—I = 0.1435 mA, 5—I = 0.2917 mA, 6—I = 0.4424 mA) simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining of  
10 kΩ/sq thick‐film resistors [16].
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In the total current noise spectrum, dominant 1/f noise includes 1/f noise due to particle and 
contact resistivity fluctuations and fluctuations of potential barrier height caused by Nyquist 
noise of the insulator [13, 22]. Effects of simultaneous electrical and mechanical straining on 
1/f noise can be evaluated using 1/f noise fitting parameters γ and B0. It is found that fitting 
parameter γ has value 1 both before and after simultaneous mechanical and electrical strain-
ing while B0 values are presented in Figure 13.

It can be seen that parameter B0 increases for approximately one order of magnitude with 
applied straining. The current dependence B0 ~ Ia, with exponent a > 2 before and a < 2 after 
stress is found. This change of the exponent ‘a’ could be explained by a greater participation 
of noise caused by mobility fluctuations in clusters and particles contacts in total 1/f noise 
after stressing. Presence of traps in insulating layers of MIM units is related to Lorentzian 

Figure 12. Experimental results (E) for current noise spectrum and fitting results (F) according to Eq. (4) for curve (4) in 
Figure 8 with contributions of different kinds of noise sources in the total current noise spectrum (1—thermal current 
noise, 2—1/f noise, 3, 4, 5—noise spectra of the Lorentzian shape) [16].
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terms present in the total noise spectrum of thick resistive films. Presence of these terms is 
confirmed by data presented in [23]. Based on current noise spectra measurements of simulta-
neously electrically and mechanically strained resistors, detailed experimental and numerical 
analysis proved that straining affects the shape and the level of the noise spectra. Therefore, 
low‐frequency noise parameters are sensitive to degradations induced by applied straining. 
Obtained results, being in accordance with measured noise index values, are significant for 
contemporary sensitive applications of thick resistive films. In cases of reversible resistance 
changes that often disguise degradation processes in thick‐film resistors, low‐frequency noise 
measurements can be used as useful tools in detecting the ongoing reliability issues.

5. Conclusion

In the fabrication of precise and reliable up‐to‐date communication systems stability and precise 
resistance values of widely utilized conventional thick‐film resistors are of great importance. 
Different conditions of their application induced the need to investigate their behaviour under 

Figure 13. 1/f noise parameter B0 before and after simultaneous mechanical and electrical straining of 10 kΩ/sq thick‐film 
resistors (resistor width: w = 1 mm, length: l = 4 mm) [16].
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stress, especially under influence of mechanical and electrical straining. Mechanical straining 
leads to reversible resistance change due to change of charge transport conditions. It predomi-
nantly affects tunnelling through glass barriers by changing barrier widths. Electrical strain-
ing leads to irreversible resistance change due to barrier height alteration. Simultaneously, 
mechanically and electrically strained resistors are affected in two opposing manners; mechan-
ical straining reversibly alters barrier widths while electrical straining irreversibly affects bar-
rier heights. Having in mind that tunnelling through glass barriers is primarily affected by 
simultaneous straining; an impact of the simultaneous straining can be optimally evaluated 
using resistors with medium sheet resistances that include both metallic conduction and tun-
nelling through glass barriers. Results presented in this chapter can be viewed as an experi-
mental verification of correlation between resistance, gauge factor and low‐frequency noise 
parameters (noise index and current noise spectra) and changes with resistor degradation due 
to the impact of these three types of straining. Furthermore, they can be seen as validation of 
earlier presumptions [24, 25] that standard resistance, noise spectrum and noise index mea-
surements are valuable tools in reliability evaluation of thick resistive films.
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Abstract

This chapter provides an overview of the reliability of electricity distribution networks,
and its evaluation that is linked with the protection system. In this way, the characteris-
tics of network protection are presented, along with the peculiarities in coordination and
device selectivity adjustments. For the assessment of the reliability, we have the method-
ology of logic-structural matrix (LSM) that integrates the constitution of the network
with historical data of faults, so that with this, a model can be elaborated that can
evaluate the impact of changes in the system directly on the reliability indicators.

Keywords: distribution network reliability, coordination and selectivity, protection
system

1. Introduction

With the latest technologies and new concepts that have emerged, the electricity distribution
system has become more flexible, but all this is reflected in general modifications of operation,
planning, study, and analysis [1]. One of the great influencers in this environment is the smart
grids, which changed the vision of a strongly static network and inserting versatility in the
structure of the networks, using technologies, automation, and methodologies in a coupled
manner [2, 3]. The uses of smart grid are wide ranging from load control, self-healing, voltage
control, among others [4].
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device selectivity adjustments. For the assessment of the reliability, we have the method-
ology of logic-structural matrix (LSM) that integrates the constitution of the network
with historical data of faults, so that with this, a model can be elaborated that can
evaluate the impact of changes in the system directly on the reliability indicators.

Keywords: distribution network reliability, coordination and selectivity, protection
system

1. Introduction

With the latest technologies and new concepts that have emerged, the electricity distribution
system has become more flexible, but all this is reflected in general modifications of operation,
planning, study, and analysis [1]. One of the great influencers in this environment is the smart
grids, which changed the vision of a strongly static network and inserting versatility in the
structure of the networks, using technologies, automation, and methodologies in a coupled
manner [2, 3]. The uses of smart grid are wide ranging from load control, self-healing, voltage
control, among others [4].
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With the possibilities of this development, it inserts new complexities in the network and this
can have both positive and negative impacts, due to which there are several factors or function-
alities that must be reevaluated. Considering the main function of the power utilities being the
transportation of energy to the final customer, we seek to use these new technologies and
methods to increase the quality and safety of the service provided. In this way, one of the criteria
most considered by the companies is the reliability of the network, both for strategic issues of
network operation, and for the existence of financial penalties for not meeting targets [5–7].

The reliability of distribution networks is influenced by several factors like operation, mainte-
nance, and planning [8], but as the reliability of the networks is directly linked to the interrup-
tions in the power supply, one of the systems which has more impact is the protection [9].
Along with new automation, control, and communication technologies, some protection instru-
ments have also advanced [10, 11], enabling reclosing, and different performance curves. In this
way, the methodologies for adjusting the coordination and selectivity parameters of the devices
must also consider a greater variety of factors, both those that can impact and those that can be
impacted by this system.

Thus, it is proposed to evaluate the reliability of networks through their indicators considering
the protection system. This will explore the main protection devices and how to obtain the
main quality indicators, as well as verify the functionalities and main steps for coordination
and selectivity of the device, in addition to modeling the network together with the factors that
will directly impact the reliability of the distribution system.

2. Distribution network protection devices

The distribution systems of electric energy are composed of long networks, and are mostly
aerial and made up of bare cables, due to the extension and exposure can cause failures or
faults of various natures. Therefore, means for the protection of these systems become essen-
tial, for that, the protection devices are used. Moreover, the most used in distribution networks
are the fuses and reclosers [12], which are discussed in the following subsections in detail.

2.1. Fuses

The protective devices that are most used in power distribution networks are the fuses. This is
due to its low cost when compared to other protection devices and its satisfactory operation for
one of the major problems of the distribution networks that refer to the overcurrent from short
circuits by contact of the cables between each other, the vegetation or to the ground, and
among others.

As a fuse-type protective device, it bases its operation on a metal link with specific character-
istics of time versus current; when it reaches the maximum tolerable current, the heat melts the
active element and releases the opening of circuit [13].

The construction of a fuse is divided into three elements: Base―Consists of an insulating
material and serves as an interconnection between the moving parts and the support structure
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of the device. Fuse tube―Consists of an insulating material, serves as a support for the fuse link
and is the moving part that promotes the opening between the terminals when the link fuses.
Fuse link―Consisting of metal alloys with specific characteristics of melting temperature, it is
the active element of protection of the equipment, having different types of links, with faster or
slower curves depending on the application, the most common are types H and K. One
example of fuse is represented in Figure 1.

2.2. Reclosers

Compared to fuses, reclosers have a relatively high cost, but these devices are more sophisti-
cated and offer wider capabilities in protection, due to the measurement, automation, and the
control possibilities. The reclosers have been increasingly used by electric power distributors;
this happens due to the possibility of control and telecommunication of this device [14].
Through these characteristics, one can have a real-time control of the network allowing
maneuvers for various purposes, thus contributing to the evolution of the smart grid.

The reclosers allow timed automatic reclosers; though this feature associated with fast curves,
it is possible to minimize power interruptions caused by transient faults [15] such as contact of
tree branches. In most devices, the timing system can be adjusted with fast or slow reclosing
operations, or combinations thereof, depending on the need and philosophy of the company.
This protection against transient faults also includes the networks protected by the fuses
downstream of the reclosers. The construction of reclosers is more complex, and has a chamber
for interrupt of electric arc, and there is current sensors and in some cases voltage sensors. One
example of recloser is shown in Figure 2.

Regardless of the control and communication factors, the operating principle of the recloser is
also related to the lack of current and its performance has a behavior described by current
curves versus time. However, there are commercial models that are also made up of potential
transformers; with this and the ability to communicate, these can protect the distribution
system from other possible types of failures.

Figure 1. Medium voltage fuse.
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2.3. Coordination and selectivity

For proper protection of the electrical system, in addition to the use of appropriate devices,
must be taken care with the sequence of operation of such equipment. This is necessary due to
the fact that along the same network there are several devices and if this sequence of operation
does not agree, there will be disconnection of undue loads, thus compromising the reliability
of the system and may negatively influence the continuity indicators of the system from the
power utility [16, 17].

The selectivity that refers to the sensitivity of the protection devices is evaluated first. This need
arises since, that in addition to the interruption capacity of the devices, they need to be sensitized
to operate in the minimum short circuit and at the same time allow the normal load current.

The criteria for selectivity of fuses can be summarized by Eq. (1) below:

K � In ≤ Ie ≤
1
4
� Iccmin (1)

where

In–nominal load current of the circuit(A);

Ie–nominal current of the fuse link;

Iccmin–minimum value of short-circuit current (A); and

K–demand growth rate.

For reclosers, since they have both phase and neutral settings, the settings can be expressed
with the following Eqs. (2) and (3)

Figure 2. Recloser.
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1:5 � IL ≤ Ipf ≤
I2ΦF
2

(2)

ð0:1 ≈ 0:3Þ � Ic ≤ Ip ≤
I1Φm
2

(3)

where

IL–nominal load current of the circuit (A);

Ipf–pick-up current of phase, from recloser;

I2ФF–biphasic current of short circuit;

Ip–pick-up current of neutral, from recloser; and

I1Фm–single-phase current of short circuit.

In the other step, concerning coordination refers to the evaluation of the sequence of operation
of the devices besides evaluating which devices downstream will be sensitized for upstream
faults. This process seeks the best sequence of equipment performance, seeking to minimize
the area affected by the fault or defect. In order to have the correct sequence, some criteria are
used, depending on the type of equipment involved.

For coordination between fuses, we can cite three main criteria:

1. The nominal current of the protected link must always be higher than the rated current of
the protective link.

2. Ideally, the protected fuse link (source side) must be coordinated with the protective link
(load side) so as not to open first for the maximum short-circuit current at the point of
installation of the protective link.

3. The coordination between two serial fuse links is guaranteed if the interruption time of the
protective link is at most 75% of the minimum time of fusion of the protected link.

For coordination between fuses and reclosers, we can cite three main criteria that are explained
as follows:

1. For all possible fault values within the circuit section protected by the fuse link, the
minimum link fusion time must be greater than the recloser opening time multiplied by a
factor K characteristic of the recloser, which varies depending on the number of fast
operations adjusted and the reclosing time of the circuit.

2. For all possible fault values within the circuit section protected by the fuse link, the total
time of the link interruption must be less than the minimum opening time of the recloser
in its timed curve (slow curve), by adjusting the recloser for two or more timed operations.

3. In the case of not being able to coordinate between recloser and link for the whole range of
short-circuit currents, it will be guaranteed at least the coordination for the condition of
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single-phase faults involving contact impedance and maintained the selectivity to 80%
maximum circuit.

3. Reliability in distribution networks

The term reliability has broad meaning and can refer to different applications in the same
system. The authors of Ref. [18] define that the reliability of a system refers to the correct
operation with full performance and no failure. Thus, the reliability is influenced by several
factors, and may be manageable, such as planning, maintenance, and operation or unforeseen
events such as storms or accidents.

For the main current regulations, the concept of reliability in the distribution of electricity is
linked to interruptions in energy supply, which may be temporary (momentary) or sustained
(permanent) [19]. This can be considered a subgroup of the perturbations that affect the quality
of energy, as shown in Figure 3. The main disturbances that affect the quality can be frequency
variations, noise, transient, harmonic distortions, temporary variation of voltage amplitude
and properly the interruptions [20].

For the measurement and evaluation of the reliability of the distribution networks, the reliabil-
ity indicators are used, these will be explained next. The evaluation of the power utilities is
through these indicators, failure to comply with the stipulated values causes a penalty for the
company and a discount to the final consumer. Thus in power systems, it is important to keep
the reliability indicators at good levels [21].

3.1. Reliability indicators

The calculation of the reliability indicators are values that synthesize statistical aggregates,
which can be calculated from the historical interruptions that occur in certain regions or
groups of consumers of the distribution system [22, 23].

Figure 3. Power quality and subgroups.
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The main reliability indicators are defined in the guide [24], among which the most used are:

• SAIFI―System average interruption frequency index: This index considers the number of
interruptions on a media that consumer or a group or consumers suffer during a period.

SAIFI ¼

X
i

Ni

NT
(4)

where

Ni: number of consumer units affected at each interruption; and

NT: total number of consumer units of the group.

• SAIDI―System average interruption duration index: This index considers the duration of
the interruptions, thus having an average of hours that a given consumer has his energy
supply interrupted during the period.

SAIDI ¼

X
i

ðri �NiÞ

NT
(5)

where

Ni: number of consumer units affected at each interruption;

ri: duration of each interruption; and

NT: total number of consumer units of the group.

• ENS―Energy not supplied index: This index relates the total of energy not supplied in all
group due interruptions in all the events in a given period.

ENS ¼
X
i

ri � Li (6)

where

ri: duration of each interruption; and

Li: energy not supplied in each interruption.

3.2. Modeling of reliability in distribution networks

To model the distribution network to calculate its reliability, it is important to be aware that
there may be faults that impact different amounts of customers, such as an external fault that
affects all consumers or a one fault on a transformer or in a point of the network that only
affects a small group [25]. Then there will be faults with different levels of comprehensiveness.
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For this modeling, there are different methods such as block classification and analytical
simulation [26] and the logic-structural matrix (LSM). The method that best fits with the
protection equipment is the logic-structural matrix, due to the presence of the maneuverable
equipment installed in the network, on the different groups of consumers. By switching, the
equipment can isolate faults with consumers, or reestablish them, based on the maneuvers
allowed for fault isolation and network reconfiguration.

The logic-structural matrix is composed of the main data of the following:

• Annual failure rate (λ): This media is obtained through the history of failures of that group.

• Mean time to restore power supply (TR): This measure is the average time of the restoration
of the energy supply, this time is composed of several phases such as the time of displace-
ment of the maintenance team, time of repair, and even the time of waiting between the
event of the failure and the authorization of the displacement of the maintenance team

• Number of customers (N): It refers properly to the number of consumers fed in that region,
being able to be fed by transformers or directly connected in the primary network.

• Load active power (L): Active load, transformers or consumers connected directly to the
primary network.

The LSM is composed as follows: the columns are equivalent to the protection or switching
equipment of the system and each row is equivalent to the points of the system (these points
can be divided according to the needs of the company; they can be transformers, primary
consumers or networks extensions). In the cells of the logical-structural matrix, there are initial
values of the mean time to power restoration. In order to define these values, it is required to
analyze how long it takes to restore the power supply for the corresponding consumers
(matrix line), when they are faced with a failure in the distribution network assuming the
protective and switching equipments installed on the network (matrix column) [27, 28].

In the presence of switching equipment, one must evaluate the possibilities for switching,
isolating defects or transferring loads through these devices. The first possibility is sectionalizing,
what corresponds to the isolation of the segment under failure and other associated nodes
downstream of a normally closed (NC) from nodes upstream. The mean time to isolate (TI) is
computed for consumers on all these upstream nodes. The second option is the transfer of the
nodes downstream from the NC switch; when an upstream fault occurs, then the mean time to
transfer (TT) is considered for the consumers downstream. The last possibility depends on the
existence of a normally open (NO) switch downstream from the NC, and the adjacent feeder
must have available technical capacity to receive the loads that will be transferred. For manual
switches, the TI and TT also include: mean time of wait (TW) and mean time to travel (TTr). For
automatic switches, the TI and TTare much shorter, because there are not TWand TTr. Normally
TR > TT > TI.

The protection devices prevent upstream faults or defects from affecting the nodes in down-
stream of the device. This way, downstream nodes do not have their power supply interrupted,
then in the cells of LSM, in these nodes can be placed the number 0.
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To illustrate, the logical-structural matrix for the simplified distribution network is shown in
Figure 4. It is assumed that the NO switch at node 5 is connected to another feeder with the
technical capability to receive loads downstream of the NC switch.

Table 1 shows the construction of logical-structural matrix for the example in Figure 4,
considering the mean time to power restoration of node i (TRi), and constants time to isolation
(TI), and time to transfer (TT) for each device.

One can note that, for the outage of the circuit breaker (CB-1), the total time to restore power
for all consumers is computed, except to those downstream of the NC switch, for which the
transfer time to another feeder is considered. For failures downstream of the NC switch, the
time to isolate the fault for upstream consumers of the switch and the total time to restore

Figure 4. Example distribution network.

Nodes (distribution transformers or primary customers) Protective and switching equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Switch NC Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 TI 0 0

2 TR1 TI 0 0

3 TT TR2 0 0

4 TT TR2 0 0

5 TT TR2 0 0

6 TT TR2 TR3 0

7 TT TR2 TR3 0

8 TR1 TI 0 TR4

Table 1. Logical-structural matrix to the distribution network of Figure 4.
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To illustrate, the logical-structural matrix for the simplified distribution network is shown in
Figure 4. It is assumed that the NO switch at node 5 is connected to another feeder with the
technical capability to receive loads downstream of the NC switch.

Table 1 shows the construction of logical-structural matrix for the example in Figure 4,
considering the mean time to power restoration of node i (TRi), and constants time to isolation
(TI), and time to transfer (TT) for each device.

One can note that, for the outage of the circuit breaker (CB-1), the total time to restore power
for all consumers is computed, except to those downstream of the NC switch, for which the
transfer time to another feeder is considered. For failures downstream of the NC switch, the
time to isolate the fault for upstream consumers of the switch and the total time to restore

Figure 4. Example distribution network.

Nodes (distribution transformers or primary customers) Protective and switching equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Switch NC Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 TI 0 0

2 TR1 TI 0 0

3 TT TR2 0 0

4 TT TR2 0 0

5 TT TR2 0 0

6 TT TR2 TR3 0

7 TT TR2 TR3 0

8 TR1 TI 0 TR4

Table 1. Logical-structural matrix to the distribution network of Figure 4.
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power to its downstream customers is computed. Regarding the outage of fuses (FU-1 and FU-2),
it only affects its downstream consumers, so the total time to restore power is computed. The
upstream nodes are not affected by the fault, not suffering interruption, since the fuse is
coordinated to blow before the circuit breaker trips (trip saving scheme).

Then, the matrix values are multiplied by the failure rate of the respective equipment (λi), as
shown in Table 2.

The reliability index is then calculated from the LSM. To calculate the expected value of SAIDI,
the terms of each row of Table 2 are added and then multiplied by the respective amount of
consumers in that row, and then the results of all lines are added together and divided by the
total number of customers served [28], as follows:

ESAIDI ¼

Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

Mi,j

0
@

1
A �Ni

NC
(7)

where

ESAIDI = expected value of system average interruption duration index (h/year);

Mi,j = element in row i and column j of LSM;

Ni = number of consumers for the row i;

NC = total number of customers served;

n = number of rows; and

m = number of columns.

Nodes (distribution transformers or primary customers) Protective and switching equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Switch NC Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 λ1 TI λ2 0 0

2 TR1 λ1 TI λ2 0 0

3 TT λ1 TR2 λ2 0 0

4 TT λ1 TR2 λ2 0 0

5 TT λ1 TR2 λ2 0 0

6 TT λ1 TR2 λ2 TR3 λ3 0

7 TT λ1 TR2 λ2 TR3 λ3 0

8 TR1 λ1 TI λ2 0 TR4 λ4

Table 2. Logical-structural matrix with times versus failure rate.
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The expected value of ENS is straight forward obtained by replacing the number of consumers
in Eq. (8) by its respective load, active power of the distribution transformers, ignoring the total
number of customers served

EENS ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

Mi, j

0
@

1
A � Li (8)

where

EENS = expected value of energy not supplied (kWh/year);

Mi,j = element in row i and column j of LSM;

Li = average load, maximum demand of active power multiplied by the respective load factor,
associated to row i (kW);

n = number of rows; and

m = number of columns.

To obtain the expected value of SAIFI, the process is similar to the SAIDI, requiring only
replacement of the logical-structural matrix average times (TR, TI, and TT) by 1, so are
considered only the failure rates.

ESAIFI ¼

Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

M�
i, j

0
@

1
A �Ni

NC
(9)

where

ESAIFI = expected value of system average interruption frequency (failures/year);

M�
i, j = element in row i and column j of LSM, without considering the mean times;

Ni = number of customers for the row i;

NC = total number of customers served;

n = number of rows; and

m = number of columns.

4. Assessment of protection considering the reliability

In order to evaluate the influence of protection on the reliability of the distribution system, the
methodology is shown in the flowchart of Figure 5 can be used. This generic model seeks that
the protection devices can be adjusted for both coordination and selectivity quality. For a better
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Ni = number of customers for the row i;
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4. Assessment of protection considering the reliability

In order to evaluate the influence of protection on the reliability of the distribution system, the
methodology is shown in the flowchart of Figure 5 can be used. This generic model seeks that
the protection devices can be adjusted for both coordination and selectivity quality. For a better
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understanding of how the impact of selectivity and coordination on reliability will be, we have
an example below, the circuit is shown in Figure 6.

Considering a theoretical system, we have the base network shown in Figure 5 and having the
following considerations in the protection:

• Circuit breaker (CB-1): It is selective for short circuits in all nodes of the network.

• Recloser (R-1): It is selective for short circuits between nodes 4 and 5.

• Fuse (FU-1): It is selective for short circuits between nodes 8 and 9.

• Fuse (FU-2): It is selective for short circuits between nodes 6 and 7.

Faults may occur with transient (momentary) character as being sustained (permanent) [29].
With the coordination of protection devices, in addition to avoiding a complete shutdown of
the system, the effect of transient faults on the network can be reduced through the reclosers.
The transient faults are most of the faults that occur in the distribution network, reaching
values between 80 and 90% of total faults [30]. To better illustrate this, two LSMs can be
established, one for sustained faults (Table 3) and the other for momentary faults (Table 4).

With the idea of visualizing the impact of device coordination and selectivity on reliability, a
simple change that could be implemented would be to selectively the R-1 device for nodes 6 and
7 together with the coordination between the R-1 device and FU-2. With these changes, we
would have the following result in the sustained LSM (Table 5) and momentary LSM (Table 6).

Figure 6. Example distribution network.

Figure 5. Methodology of assessment of protection and reliability.
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In short, under the conditions of permanent failure, the system would keep practically the
same levels in the reliability indicators. The main impact would be directly on the temporary
faults, where for faults in nodes 6 and 7 the re-establishment time would now be only the
recloser R-1, no longer the replacement time of the FU-2 fuse. This impact would be strongly
noticed in the SAIDI indicator, which considers the duration of faults.

Nodes Protective equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Recloser R-1 Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

2 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

3 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

4 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 0

5 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 0

6 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 TR4 λM4

7 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 TR4 λM4

8 TR1 λM1 0 TR3 λM3 0

9 TR1 λM1 0 TR3 λM3 0

TA2: Reclosing action time, considering the ability to disconnect and reconnect the circuit with the reclosing device, thus
decreasing the shutdown time (TR > TA).

Table 4. Initial LSM considering momentary faults.

Nodes Protective equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Recloser R-1 Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

2 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

3 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

4 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 0

5 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 0

6 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 TR4 λP4

7 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 TR4 λP4

8 TR1 λP1 0 TR3 λP3 0

9 TR1 λP1 0 TR3 λP3 0

Table 3. Initial LSM considering sustained faults.
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In short, under the conditions of permanent failure, the system would keep practically the
same levels in the reliability indicators. The main impact would be directly on the temporary
faults, where for faults in nodes 6 and 7 the re-establishment time would now be only the
recloser R-1, no longer the replacement time of the FU-2 fuse. This impact would be strongly
noticed in the SAIDI indicator, which considers the duration of faults.
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5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the main issues of reliability in the electric power supply as well as the
characteristics and adjustments in coordination and selectivity of protection devices were
presented, as well as a brief evaluation of their direct impact on the reliability indicators. In
addition, it became clear how important it is to keep reliability levels in the pattern for both
operational and financial issues. Finally, it is possible to see a theoretical example where the
influence of the protection system on reliability was exposed, where, with the coordination
and selectivity of a recloser, a great part of the impact of the temporary faults of a circuit can be

Nodes Protective equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Recloser R-1 Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

2 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

3 TR1 λP1 0 0 0

4 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 0

5 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 0

6 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 TR4 λP4

7 TR1 λP1 TR2 λP2 0 TR4 λP4

8 TR1 λP1 0 TR3 λP3 0

9 TR1 λP1 0 TR3 λP3 0

Table 5. Final LSM considering sustained faults.

Nodes Protective equipment

Circuit breaker CB-1 Recloser R-1 Fuse FU-1 Fuse FU-2

1 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

2 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

3 TR1 λM1 0 0 0

4 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 0

5 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 0

6 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 TA4 λP4

7 TR1 λM1 TA2 λM2 0 TA4 λP4

8 TR1 λM1 0 TR3 λM3 0

9 TR1 λM1 0 TR3 λM3 0

Table 6. Final LSM considering momentary faults.
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reduced. The result, although theoretical, contributed to the validation of the importance of
coordination and selectivity of the protection devices of an energy distribution network. This
study can contribute directly in the two target areas of the power utilities, since it brings a
broad vision of the system, besides the description of a way to model the network and to
calculate the main indicators of reliability.
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Abstract

The ongoing evolution of electric power systems (EPS), especially distribution systems
within the EPS structure, is driven by the implementation of the smart grid framework.
This requires new approaches and technologies to continue ensuring a reliable and
secure supply to end users. Fluctuating output from solar photovoltaic and wind plants
can cause voltage and power variations in the feeders. In the power grid framework,
phasor measurement units (PMUs) are recognized to be an invaluable aid in ensuring
the secure operation and stability of transmission systems. The synchrophasor technique
requires a high-accuracy time stamping of all the measurements within the analyzed
power system area. It must be emphasized that the harmonic injection from power
electronic components such as fluorescent lighting, computers, and power inverters of
motors and generators can increase total harmonic distortion (THD) levels on distribu-
tion feeders and modify the conventional patterns of voltage and current signals. There-
fore, what is vital for the functional reliability of synchronous measurements is the
implementation of measurement algorithms, which can realize high-accuracy measure-
ments, both in quasi-static and dynamic EPS operating conditions. This article presents
the results of software simulations and hardware tests of measurement algorithms that
meet the requirements of the IEEE C37.118™-2011 Standard.

Keywords: PMU-based measurements technology, time synchronization, power system
operation, reliability, power system adaptive automation

1. Introduction

The availability of high-precision timing sources, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and the IEEE 1588 compliant network clock sources [1–3] plus the networking capability [4–5]
of protective relaying devices and systems, is fundamentally changing the way that many
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current and future protective relaying applications are or will be implemented. Synchrophasor
measurements [6–10], i.e., phasor measurements with high-accuracy time stamping, are under
consideration for many future protective relaying applications [11–20]. Synchrophasor mea-
surements are also used in many other power system applications such as wide-area monitor-
ing and situational awareness applications. This chapter focuses primarily on their proper
physical realization resulting from the standard requirements. Fulfillment of these require-
ments can lead to the development of the relaying applications that can either be implemented
or are considered for future implementations.

The use of high-accuracy measurements and reliable protective algorithms with adequately
high-accuracy and prompt decision-making [21–28] should guarantee an effective operation
and protection of the electric power systems (EPS) from the consequences of disturbances also
in the power system area characterized by changeable operation frequency over a wide range.
The adaptation of measurement and protective algorithms in cases under consideration has
the frequency nature, i.e., it concentrates on such a change of the parameters of algorithm
operation which guarantees the proper estimation of measurement and criterion values by
changeable frequency of the input measurement signals: currents and voltages received from
the primary circuit [22–23]. The measurement and protective algorithms used at present in the
measurement-protection devices tend to be defined for the constant frequency 50/60 Hz of the
input signal, and from the point of view of the synchronous measurement standard require-
ments, they are characterized by too big inaccuracies when the frequency of the input signals
varies over a wide range [21–22]. Another problem for the formulation of the measurement
algorithms is the determination of the level of the insensitivity of these algorithms to the
existence of interfering components in the input signals ([22, 25, 27]). Several interfering
components and factors can occur especially in the input measurement signals during the
faults within the EPS ([14–15, 22, 25, 27]). This situation is accompanied by high penetration
levels of intermittent dispersed generation (DG) [14–15], and it can significantly affect the EPS
operation. The existence of thyristor frequency converter is the source of high harmonics,
particularly the odd high 5th, 7th, 9th harmonics with the amplitude reaching up to 10% of
the amplitude of the basic component [16]. Moreover, as penetration levels increase, concerns
regarding dynamic interactions among DG units are becoming more important. Uncontrolled
personal electric vehicle (PEV) charging can lead to the overloading of the distribution equip-
ment and violations of low-voltage limits and their courses. Also, the DC component in the
input current signals can reach significant values and has a considerable influence on the
accuracy of the measuring algorithms [21–22]. In summary the measuring algorithms
implemented in the digital measure-protective systems should be characterized by:

• High accuracy of operation over a wide range of frequency change

• Non-sensitivity or low-level sensitivity to the existence of high harmonics in the input
measurement signals

• Low inaccuracy in the case of the existence of the DC component of the high level and
longtime decay (in current signals)

• Maximum short time of transient states in the measurements or decision-making
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2. Basic requirements resulting from the series of the standard C37.118™

The IEEE Std 1344™-1995 was the original synchrophasor standard. It was replaced in 2005 by
IEEE Std C37.118-2005 [6]. The newest standard has been split into two standards: IEEE Std
37.118.1-2011 [7], covering measurement provisions, and IEEE Std 37.118.2™-2011 [8], covering
data communication. In the IEEE standard from 2011, there is a significant change of the
requirements for synchronous measurements and additional clarification for the phasor and
synchronized phasor definitions. The concepts of total vector error (TVE) and compliance tests
are retained and expanded, tests over temperature variation have been added, and dynamic
performance tests have been introduced [7–9]. In addition, limits and characteristics of frequency
measurement and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) measurement have been developed.

Phasor representation of sinusoidal signals is commonly used in the AC power system analy-
sis. The sinusoidal waveform defined in Eq. (7):

x tð Þ ¼ Xm ωtþ ϕð Þ (1)

is commonly represented as the phasor as shown in Eq. (2) [7]:

¯
X ¼ Xr þ jXi ¼ Xmffiffiffi

2
p ejϕ ¼ Xmffiffiffi

2
p cosϕþ j sinϕð Þ (2)

where the magnitude is the root-mean-square (RMS) value, Xm/√2, of the waveform and the
subscripts r and i signify real and imaginary parts of a complex value in rectangular compo-
nents. This phasor is defined for the angular frequency ω.

TVE is an expression of the difference between a “perfect” sample of a theoretical
synchrophasor [7] and an estimate given by the unit under test at the same instant. The value
is normalized and expressed as per unit of the theoretical phasor. TVE is defined in the
following Eq. (7):

TVE nð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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i nð Þ � Xi nð Þ

� �2

Xr nð Þ þ Xi nð Þð Þ2

vuuuut (3)

where X
∧
r and X

∧
i are the sequences of estimates given by the unit under test and Xr(n) and Xi(n)

are the sequences of theoretical values of the input signal at the times (n) assigned by the unit to
those values. Synchrophasor measurements shall be evaluated using the TVE criterion of Eq. (3).

A phasor measurement unit (PMU) shall also calculate and be capable of reporting frequency
and ROCOF [7]. For this measurement, the following standard definitions are used. If there is
given a sinusoidal signal, as in the Eq. (7):

x tð Þ ¼ Xm cos Ψ tð Þ½ � (4)

the frequency is defined as follows:
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f tð Þ ¼ 1
2π

Ψ tð Þ
dt

(5)

Then, the ROCOF (rate of change of frequency) is defined:

ROCOF tð Þ ¼ df tð Þ
dt

(6)

As mentioned above, the series of the Standard C37.118™ was developed for synchronized
phasor measurement systems in power systems. They define a synchronized phasor
(synchrophasor), frequency, and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) measurements. They
also describe time tag and synchronization requirements for measurements of all three of these
quantities. Next, C37.118™ specifies methods for evaluating these measurements and require-
ments for compliance with the standard under both static and dynamic conditions. The “old”
2005 version of the standard, commonly followed by equipment manufacturers and system
integrators, specifies the performance of phasor measurements only under steady-state condi-
tions. The latest revision of the standard (the 2011 update) extends the synchrophasor defini-
tion. It also specifies measurement requirements and test conditions. Steady-state
requirements of TVE and ROCOF (resulting from the IEEE C37.118.1–2011 Standard) are
included in [7, 9].

The standard C37.118.1–2011 defines the measurement response time and measurement delay
time [7]. The measurement response time is the time to transition between two steady-state
measurements before and after a step change is applied to the input. The PMU shall support
data reporting (by recording of output). This reporting shall be done at submultiples (Fs) of the
nominal power-line (system) frequency (Table 1) [7].

According to the standard, the support for other reporting rates is optional and includes
higher rates like 100/s or 120/s or rates lower than 10/s such as 1/s. The rates lower than 10/s
are not subject to dynamic requirements. In this case no filtering is required, and lower-rate
data (<10/s) can be provided directly by selecting every nth sample from a higher-rate stream.
The reporting rate and performance class are often the largest factors influencing the accuracy
of the measurements. These determine the measurement window to be used, filtering, and the
length of the interval over which an event will be reported.

To comply with the standard, a PMU shall provide synchrophasor, frequency, and ROCOF
measurements that meet the requirements in a given class [7]. These requirements shall be met
at all times and under all configurations irrespective of whether the PMU function is a stand-
alone physical unit or included as part of a multifunction unit. So, all compliance tests are to be
performed with all parameters set to standard reference conditions, except those being varied

System frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz

Reporting rates (Fs, frames per second) 10 25 50 10 12 15 20 30 60

Table 1. Required PMU reporting rates [7].
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as specified for the test. The reference condition specified for each test is the value of the
quantity being tested when others are unvarying. Only the parameters specified for each
requirement shall be varied as the effects shall be considered independently. Reference condi-
tions for all tests are defined in [7].

3. General characteristics of filtration

The main objective of filtration in the measuring and automation devices within the EPS is to
pass signal components lying in a selected frequency band and to suppress signal components
of the other frequencies. It is because of the existence of the interfering components in the input
signals which can occur especially during faults within the EPS, high penetration levels of
intermittent DG, and today’s widely used thyristor frequency converters.

Generally, a linear filter can be described by the equation:

y tð Þ ¼
ð∞

�∞
x t� τð Þ h τð Þdτ (7)

where y and x are the output and input signals and h is the response function of the filter.

After the Fourier transform of the Eq. (7) is obtained:

Y jωð Þ ¼ X jωð Þ H jωð Þ (8)

Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, characterize the filter completely in the time and frequency
domain. The function h(τ) is important for the characteristics of the filter like the function H
(jω) which represents its frequency spectrum.

In principle, the shorter the interval of the transient state of the filter, the worse the filtration
properties. Thus, better filtration properties lead to the extension of time to the stable output
response. In practice, it is a trade-off between the short time of the transient state and high
quality of filtration, depending on the application requirements. In particular the short tran-
sient states of the filtration are required in the power system protection devices. Short stabili-
zation time should be kept in order to take fast and proper decisions during the disturbance,
the change of network configuration, the discharge of power, etc. Therefore, it is recommended
that filters should be used with fast-decay w-functions or w-functions described in the period
Tw and outside this range: taking a value 0. Concluding, filtering of input measurement signals
should provide:

• Fast stabilization of output signals after a step change of an input signal (ensuring short
time of the measurement)

• Effective elimination or dumping of the interfering (unusable) components

• Possible low computational effort (quasi real-time measurement)
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3. General characteristics of filtration

The main objective of filtration in the measuring and automation devices within the EPS is to
pass signal components lying in a selected frequency band and to suppress signal components
of the other frequencies. It is because of the existence of the interfering components in the input
signals which can occur especially during faults within the EPS, high penetration levels of
intermittent DG, and today’s widely used thyristor frequency converters.

Generally, a linear filter can be described by the equation:

y tð Þ ¼
ð∞

�∞
x t� τð Þ h τð Þdτ (7)

where y and x are the output and input signals and h is the response function of the filter.

After the Fourier transform of the Eq. (7) is obtained:

Y jωð Þ ¼ X jωð Þ H jωð Þ (8)

Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, characterize the filter completely in the time and frequency
domain. The function h(τ) is important for the characteristics of the filter like the function H
(jω) which represents its frequency spectrum.

In principle, the shorter the interval of the transient state of the filter, the worse the filtration
properties. Thus, better filtration properties lead to the extension of time to the stable output
response. In practice, it is a trade-off between the short time of the transient state and high
quality of filtration, depending on the application requirements. In particular the short tran-
sient states of the filtration are required in the power system protection devices. Short stabili-
zation time should be kept in order to take fast and proper decisions during the disturbance,
the change of network configuration, the discharge of power, etc. Therefore, it is recommended
that filters should be used with fast-decay w-functions or w-functions described in the period
Tw and outside this range: taking a value 0. Concluding, filtering of input measurement signals
should provide:

• Fast stabilization of output signals after a step change of an input signal (ensuring short
time of the measurement)

• Effective elimination or dumping of the interfering (unusable) components

• Possible low computational effort (quasi real-time measurement)
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Digital filtration is based on the discrete values of an input signal. Using this technique, a
discrete output signal can be obtained and is dependent on the input signal and filter charac-
teristics. The characteristics of the filter can be described using the frequency and time charac-
teristics.

Considering the frequency characteristics of filters, both analog and digital, the following are
groups of filters:

• Low-pass filters

• Band-pass filters

• High-pass filters

• Stopband filters

From this group, low-pass and band-pass filters are especially widely used in the power
system protection automation.

Analyzing the time characteristics, two groups of digital filters can be distinguished:

• Non-recursive filters of finite impulse response (FIR)

• Recursive filters of infinite impulse response (IIR)

A digital non-recursive filter can be described by Eq. (9):

y nð Þ ¼
Xp�1

k¼0
a kð Þx n� kð Þ (9)

where x and y are the input and output samples, a(k) is the filter coefficients, and p is the
number of samples in the window.

Eq. (9) of a non-recursive filter is a discrete convolution of filter coefficients and an input signal,
limited to p samples of the input signal.

A digital non-recursive filter can be described by Eq. (10):

y nð Þ ¼
Xp�1

k¼0
a kð Þx n� kð Þ þ

Xw

k¼1
b kð Þy n� kð Þ (10)

where a(k) and b(k) are the filter coefficients and w is number of coefficients b(k), w < (p - 1).

Eq. (10) shows that actual response of that filter is not only a function of an input signal and
filter coefficients but also a function of w-numbers of the previous values of the output signal.
After using the Z-transform, we can obtain:

• For a non-recursive filter:

H zð Þ ¼ Y zð Þ
X zð Þ ¼

Xp�1

k¼0
a kð Þz�k (11)
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• For a recursive filter:

H zð Þ ¼ Y zð Þ
X zð Þ ¼

Pp�1
k¼0 a kð Þz�k

1�Pw
k¼1 b kð Þz�k

(12)

To obtain the discrete spectra of the filter, the operator z shall be substituted by the equivalent
operator e�jω Ti:

• For a non-recursive filter:

H∗ jωð Þ ¼
Xp�1

k¼0
a kð Þe�jkω Ti for ω <

π
Ti

(13)

• For a recursive filter:

H jωð Þ ¼
Pp�1

k¼0 a kð Þe�jkω Ti

1�Pw
k¼1 b kð Þe�jkω Ti

for ω <
π
Ti

(14)

where Ti is the sampling period.

Recursive filters are rarely used in power system automation. The cause is a long stabilization
time of an output signal after a step change of an input signal and a relatively high sensitivity
to the slight changes of values of the coefficients a(k) and b(k).

The possibilities of optimizing non-recursive filters are limited. The optimization due to the
required frequency response, the required high dynamics, and the coefficients of the filter and
quick transition from band-pass to stopband frequently leads to high-order filters that are
difficult to implement in real time. Therefore, optimization of non-recursive filtering should
be pursued by selecting the permissible length of the measurement window and possibly a
simple form of the coefficients function (coefficients a(k)) that define the required spectral
characteristics.

4. Experimental setup

In this study, MATLAB with Simulink and Signal Processing Toolbox was used for software
simulations. MATLAB is a popular programming language developed by MathWorks [29].
MATLAB can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The
Simulink toolbox is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and model-
based design. It supports simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and
verification of embedded systems. Simulink provides a graphical editor, customizable block
libraries, and solvers for modeling and simulating dynamic systems. It is integrated with
MATLAB. It makes it possible to incorporate MATLAB algorithms into models and export
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where Ti is the sampling period.

Recursive filters are rarely used in power system automation. The cause is a long stabilization
time of an output signal after a step change of an input signal and a relatively high sensitivity
to the slight changes of values of the coefficients a(k) and b(k).

The possibilities of optimizing non-recursive filters are limited. The optimization due to the
required frequency response, the required high dynamics, and the coefficients of the filter and
quick transition from band-pass to stopband frequently leads to high-order filters that are
difficult to implement in real time. Therefore, optimization of non-recursive filtering should
be pursued by selecting the permissible length of the measurement window and possibly a
simple form of the coefficients function (coefficients a(k)) that define the required spectral
characteristics.

4. Experimental setup

In this study, MATLAB with Simulink and Signal Processing Toolbox was used for software
simulations. MATLAB is a popular programming language developed by MathWorks [29].
MATLAB can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The
Simulink toolbox is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and model-
based design. It supports simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and
verification of embedded systems. Simulink provides a graphical editor, customizable block
libraries, and solvers for modeling and simulating dynamic systems. It is integrated with
MATLAB. It makes it possible to incorporate MATLAB algorithms into models and export
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simulation results to MATLAB for further analysis. The Signal Processing Toolbox provides
industry-standard algorithms and applications for analog and digital signal processing (DSP).
Among other things, it makes it possible to visualize signals in time and frequency domains,
compute FFTs for spectral analysis, and design FIR and IIR filters. Algorithms in the toolbox
can be used as a basis for developing custom algorithms.

The second stage of this study was performed using microprocessor-based Automatic Relay
Test System ARTES 440 II manufactured by KoCoS Company (Figure 1a), and a digital fault
recorder RZ-40 (Figure 2), manufactured by Energotest, with the implemented functionality of
a PMU unit (both algorithms and other special functions). The ARTES 440 II [30] is used for
carrying out general operating tests and for testing the configured excitation and tripping
characteristics of various protection devices, such as distance protection relays, overcurrent

a) b)

Figure 1. Real photos of (a) ARTES 440 II [30] and (b) RZ-40 fault recorder [31].

Figure 2. MATLAB/Simulink model used in the software simulations.
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relays, and voltage and frequency relays. In addition, the test instrument can also be used as a
three-phase function generator which is freely configurable with regard to amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase relation. As mentioned earlier, ARTES 440 II has four voltage and six
current amplifiers whose output signals can be set independently from one another as regards
amplitude, frequency, and phase angle. The test quantities are calculated from the parameters
entered via the software and are supplied to the device under test by means of digital-analog
converters and amplifiers. Because the test quantities are generated synthetically, they are
unaffected by disturbances in the incoming supply.

The currents generated by the test system are available via the sockets of the current output
group. The six current channels are freely configurable as regards phase, amplitude, and
frequency. The current amplifiers of the ARTES 440 II provide a maximum test current of 25
A per channel. If higher test currents are required, the amplifier outputs can be operated in
parallel. The output values of the current and voltage amplifiers are monitored by the system
during tests (internal feedback measurement). If the output values do not agree with the
setpoint values, the software issues a warning to this effect. Connections to the device under
test are made via safety sockets or a multipole generator output socket. Detailed parameters of
the test system are presented in Table 2.

Disturbance (fault) recorders have been in use for a number of years and have evolved from
analog recording devices to units using digital signal processing and recording techniques.
Digital records can be easily collected, transmitted, stored, printed, and analyzed [31]. Also,
RZ-40 (Figure 1b), a fault recorder selected for this study, typically contains directly measured
analog channels, as well as event or binary channels. This allows the recorder to capture the
time sequence of analog power system quantities, along with breaker contacts, logic-state
changes, event contacts, etc. State-of-the-art recorders typically include calculated analog
quantities and logic functions to ensure that pertinent power system information is captured
during an event. RZ-40 fault recorder is designed for logging of instantaneous values of
voltages and currents as well as binary signals in electric power structures during failures or
disturbances. It has many additional functions, e.g., event recorder and electrical value meter.
RZ-40 has many functions and wide-open hardware and software structure. Each of the
functions can be used independently without lowering parameters of other functions. That is
why it was possible to implement additional software and functions of PMUs to fulfill the
requirements of the IEEE the C37.118™ series of the Standard.

General Frequency range
Transient signals
Frequency resolution
Frequency accuracy

DC to 3 kHz
DC to 4 kHz
0.001 Hz
Error < �0.01%

Phase angle
Phase resolution
Phase accuracy

0 to 360�

0.001�

Error < �0.1�1

Voltage amplifiers Resolution THD 13 mV < 0.05%1 Accuracy Error < �0.05%1

Current amplifiers Resolution THD 1 mA < 0.05%1 Accuracy Error < �0.05%1

1For the frequency range of 10 to 200 Hz.

Table 2. Detailed accuracy and resolution parameters of the analog outputs of ARTES II [30].
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relays, and voltage and frequency relays. In addition, the test instrument can also be used as a
three-phase function generator which is freely configurable with regard to amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase relation. As mentioned earlier, ARTES 440 II has four voltage and six
current amplifiers whose output signals can be set independently from one another as regards
amplitude, frequency, and phase angle. The test quantities are calculated from the parameters
entered via the software and are supplied to the device under test by means of digital-analog
converters and amplifiers. Because the test quantities are generated synthetically, they are
unaffected by disturbances in the incoming supply.

The currents generated by the test system are available via the sockets of the current output
group. The six current channels are freely configurable as regards phase, amplitude, and
frequency. The current amplifiers of the ARTES 440 II provide a maximum test current of 25
A per channel. If higher test currents are required, the amplifier outputs can be operated in
parallel. The output values of the current and voltage amplifiers are monitored by the system
during tests (internal feedback measurement). If the output values do not agree with the
setpoint values, the software issues a warning to this effect. Connections to the device under
test are made via safety sockets or a multipole generator output socket. Detailed parameters of
the test system are presented in Table 2.

Disturbance (fault) recorders have been in use for a number of years and have evolved from
analog recording devices to units using digital signal processing and recording techniques.
Digital records can be easily collected, transmitted, stored, printed, and analyzed [31]. Also,
RZ-40 (Figure 1b), a fault recorder selected for this study, typically contains directly measured
analog channels, as well as event or binary channels. This allows the recorder to capture the
time sequence of analog power system quantities, along with breaker contacts, logic-state
changes, event contacts, etc. State-of-the-art recorders typically include calculated analog
quantities and logic functions to ensure that pertinent power system information is captured
during an event. RZ-40 fault recorder is designed for logging of instantaneous values of
voltages and currents as well as binary signals in electric power structures during failures or
disturbances. It has many additional functions, e.g., event recorder and electrical value meter.
RZ-40 has many functions and wide-open hardware and software structure. Each of the
functions can be used independently without lowering parameters of other functions. That is
why it was possible to implement additional software and functions of PMUs to fulfill the
requirements of the IEEE the C37.118™ series of the Standard.

General Frequency range
Transient signals
Frequency resolution
Frequency accuracy

DC to 3 kHz
DC to 4 kHz
0.001 Hz
Error < �0.01%

Phase angle
Phase resolution
Phase accuracy

0 to 360�

0.001�

Error < �0.1�1

Voltage amplifiers Resolution THD 13 mV < 0.05%1 Accuracy Error < �0.05%1

Current amplifiers Resolution THD 1 mA < 0.05%1 Accuracy Error < �0.05%1

1For the frequency range of 10 to 200 Hz.

Table 2. Detailed accuracy and resolution parameters of the analog outputs of ARTES II [30].
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The other benefit of using this digital fault recorder to realize the functions of PMUs is the fact
that many of them are already working (especially in the Polish Power Grid infrastructure).
Thus, the implementation of synchronous measurements using these devices will have low
hardware costs of the initial wide-area measurements infrastructure. The only thing which
needs to be done is to update the software of the functioning devices to the newest one which
has the optimized and modified algorithms realizing the PMU functionality. Additionally,
existing and future infrastructure facilitates making long-term pilot programs. These programs
can lead to the development of new and long-awaited functions to ensure high-power grid
availability, stability, and reliability, especially in the power system automation scope. There-
fore, the main objective of this study is to initially check the PMU properties of this device
according to the IEEE the C37.118™ series of the Standard.

4.1. Software simulations in MATLAB

The first stage of the study was to work out a model in MATLAB/Simulink environment
(Figure 3). This model was used to simulate various tests according to the requirements of
C37.118™ series of the Standard, especially C37.118.1–2011 [7–9]. It has been used exclusively
for research and teaching purposes to demonstrate the properties of orthogonal filters.

On the basis of several other considerations and analyses, e.g., [21–22], full-cycle filters with
sine and cosine widows were implemented. Because of the necessity to evaluate TVE (Eq. (3)),
there is a reference signal builder in the simulator. The magnitude, phase, and frequency of
input signals are freely configurable. The step output “t” is used to switch from signal 1 to
signal 2 after a configured time t. Signals 1 and 2 are taken out to Files 1 and 2, a full signal
sequence is visible on the scope “Output signal.” A generated signal sequence is delivered to
the full-cycle filters block with sine and cosine windows. The required coefficients are loaded
from MATLAB workspace according to the frequency of the time window. Then, the orthogo-
nal components are used to compute magnitude (M) and phase (Ph). Calculated values of the
magnitude and phase (in complex variable Xn) are delivered to the function block “evaluating
of TVE.” The slope of TVE can be viewed on the scope and is exported to variable TVE_e.
Additionally, the B_TVE function block is used for evaluation purposes if TVE is below its
reference value of 1%. The model presented in Figure 2 does not have the ROCOF

Figure 3. Magnitude and TVE course after a step change of the magnitude in t = 80 ms (a) magnitude course and (b) TVE
course.
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measurement module. Although the implementation of ROCOF measurements poses no prob-
lems (and indeed this was done), the main tests in the dynamic conditions were carried out on
a real hardware device, and only a simplified model is presented in Figure 2.

Several testing conditions have been simulated using the developed model. Sample results of
these tests are presented in Figures 3 to 6. All simulations were realized for the sampling
frequency fs = 4 kHz. Figure 3 presents magnitude and the evaluated TVE course after a step
change of input signal magnitude of +10% (in relative values), for the nominal frequency of
input signal (f1 = 50 Hz) and the window frequency of filter (fw) equal to the nominal frequency.
This step change was performed in 80 ms from the beginning of simulation.

Figure 4 shows the courses of TVE for the same f1 and fw parameters as before: there is no
change of the magnitude, but there is a step change of phase of π/6 (Figure 4a) and 5π/6
(Figure 4b) radians. Next, again fi and fw are equal to 50 Hz: there is no change of the
magnitude and phase, but there is a step change of frequency of �0.5 Hz (Figure 4c) and
�1 Hz (Figure 4d). Finally, Figure 5 shows the situation, when the frequency of the filter
window (fw = 48.78 H) is almost fully correlated with the frequency of the input signal
(f1 = fw = 48.78 Hz (Figure 5a)) and closely correlated (f1 = 48.5 Hz, fw = 48.78 (Figure 5b)). Of
course for the last test, the coefficients of the filter are different from the first three tests and
evaluated and loaded from the MATLAB workspace. In the example, for the selected fre-
quency fw = 48.78 Hz, there are 82 samples in the filter window, and the filter window is almost

Figure 4. TVE courses after a step change in t = 80 ms of the input signal: (a) phase of π/6 radians, (b) phase of 5π/6
radians, (c) frequency of 0.5 Hz, and (d) frequency of 1 Hz.
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a real hardware device, and only a simplified model is presented in Figure 2.
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fully matched to the frequency of the input signal also equal to 48.78 Hz. The number of
samples is a natural number.

Therefore, taking the sampling frequency of 4 kHz, the other two nearest frequencies of the
fundamental component of an input signal, for which the window filter can be almost fully
correlated with the input signal, are 49.28 (81 samples in the filter window) and 48.19 (83
samples in the filter window). It should be emphasized that this phenomenon is dependent on
the sampling frequency. When the sampling frequency is 2 kHz, there are 40 samples in the
window (for the frequency of the fundamental component equal to 50 Hz). The nearest two
natural numbers of samples are 39 and 41. Evaluating 2000/39 gives the frequency of the
window equal to 51.28 Hz and 2000/41 gives fw = 48.78 Hz. Comparing these frequencies with
the ones for fs = 4 kHz (relatively 50.63 Hz and 49.28 Hz), it can be noticed that lowering the
sampling frequency leads to wider frequency ranges in which the algorithm works with the
nonmatched frequencies of windows and generates inaccuracies exceeding the limits defined
by the standard. On the other hand, raising the sampling frequency leads to the increase in the
computational effort and time.

Analyzing software simulations, it can be seen that for the assumed sampling frequency, TVE
exceeds the limit of 1% for the frequencies differing from the nominal more than about 0.5 Hz.
Therefore, the adaptive technique using switching between filter windows frequencies can be
considered to comply with the standard limitations as well as with other solutions described in
[21–22].

4.2. Testing and validation of the RZ-40 device by ARTES II

Figures 6–8 show sample hardware tests carried out with the ARTES II and RZ-40 devices.
These tests were realized for various conditions and cases described in the IEEE C37.118.1–
2011 Standard.

Each of the tests is realized in 1 second. In the half of this period (500 ms from the beginning of
test), there is a step change of the given quantity. Figure 6 shows the courses of the magnitude

Figure 5. TVE courses for filter window frequency fw = 48.78 Hz and the input signal of frequency: (a) f1 = 48.78 and (b)
f1 = 48.5 (zoomed).
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(Figure 6a) and TVE (Figure 6b) during the step change of that first on the level + 10% (relative
values). The first course is recorded using the disturbance recorder ability implemented in the
ET Manager software supplied by the manufacturer. The TVE is evaluated using the recorded

Figure 6. Magnitude and TVE course after a step change of the magnitude in t = 500 ms: (a) magnitude recorded in RZ-40
device and (b) TVE course (evaluated).

Figure 7. Frequency courses evaluated in RZ-40 device after a step change of the input signal frequency in t = 500 ms: (a)
f1 = 45.5 Hz and (b) f1 = 45.78 Hz.

Figure 8. Phase courses recorded in RZ-40 device after a step change of the input signal phase in t = 500 ms: (a) from 0 to
30� and (b) from 0 to 150�.
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fully matched to the frequency of the input signal also equal to 48.78 Hz. The number of
samples is a natural number.

Therefore, taking the sampling frequency of 4 kHz, the other two nearest frequencies of the
fundamental component of an input signal, for which the window filter can be almost fully
correlated with the input signal, are 49.28 (81 samples in the filter window) and 48.19 (83
samples in the filter window). It should be emphasized that this phenomenon is dependent on
the sampling frequency. When the sampling frequency is 2 kHz, there are 40 samples in the
window (for the frequency of the fundamental component equal to 50 Hz). The nearest two
natural numbers of samples are 39 and 41. Evaluating 2000/39 gives the frequency of the
window equal to 51.28 Hz and 2000/41 gives fw = 48.78 Hz. Comparing these frequencies with
the ones for fs = 4 kHz (relatively 50.63 Hz and 49.28 Hz), it can be noticed that lowering the
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[21–22].
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Figures 6–8 show sample hardware tests carried out with the ARTES II and RZ-40 devices.
These tests were realized for various conditions and cases described in the IEEE C37.118.1–
2011 Standard.

Each of the tests is realized in 1 second. In the half of this period (500 ms from the beginning of
test), there is a step change of the given quantity. Figure 6 shows the courses of the magnitude

Figure 5. TVE courses for filter window frequency fw = 48.78 Hz and the input signal of frequency: (a) f1 = 48.78 and (b)
f1 = 48.5 (zoomed).
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(Figure 6a) and TVE (Figure 6b) during the step change of that first on the level + 10% (relative
values). The first course is recorded using the disturbance recorder ability implemented in the
ET Manager software supplied by the manufacturer. The TVE is evaluated using the recorded

Figure 6. Magnitude and TVE course after a step change of the magnitude in t = 500 ms: (a) magnitude recorded in RZ-40
device and (b) TVE course (evaluated).

Figure 7. Frequency courses evaluated in RZ-40 device after a step change of the input signal frequency in t = 500 ms: (a)
f1 = 45.5 Hz and (b) f1 = 45.78 Hz.

Figure 8. Phase courses recorded in RZ-40 device after a step change of the input signal phase in t = 500 ms: (a) from 0 to
30� and (b) from 0 to 150�.
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values. Figure 7 presents the evaluated frequency for 48.5 Hz (Figure 7a) and 48.78 (Figure 7b).
Lastly, Figure 8 shows the phase courses for the step change of phase from 0 to 30� (Figure 8a)
and from 0 to 150� (Figure 8b).

As it can be observed, there are full-cycle window filters implemented in the RZ-40 devices. It
can be concluded from the time period between the occurrence of a step change (0.50 s) and the
moment of the stable response to this step (0.52 s). Any fluctuations in the initial period of tests
should not be considered as they are the results of transient states of starting simulations
(MATLAB/Simulink) or transients after injecting voltages on the RZ-40 inputs when the previ-
ous input magnitude was 0.

As mentioned previously, the RZ-40 has been tested in accordance with the C37.118.2011™

Standard and the “2014” amendment. In particular, the implemented measurement algorithms
focused on providing high accuracy and stability of frequency determination across a wide
range of frequency changes in measurement signals. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of
frequency estimation for a monoharmonic signal with set fundamental frequencies (45 to
55 Hz in 1 Hz steps) for successive 50 samples. Similar measurements were made for further
100 and 200 samples. The results of the measurements are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Based on
the obtained results, it can be stated that the algorithm is characterized by high-frequency
estimation accuracy (average error of measurement below 2 mHz) and high stability (maximal
standard deviation at 1 mHz for the extreme frequency of the tested range). The dynamic tests

45 Hz 46 Hz 47 Hz 48 Hz 49 Hz 50 Hz

Frequency (mean)
[Hz]

44,998,237 45,998,779 46,999,410 47,998,901 48,999,969 49,999,111

Standard deviation
[mHz]

0,894 <0,001 0,840 <0,001 <0,001 0,415

Mean freq. Error
[mHz]

�1763 �1221 �0,590 �1099 �0,031 �0,889

Average percentage error [�] �0,004 �0,003 �0,001 �0,002 <0,001 �0,002

Table 3. Results of frequency estimation in the RZ-40 for the 50 successive samples (1).

51 Hz 52 Hz 53 Hz 54 Hz 55 Hz

Frequency (mean)
[Hz]

50,998,157 51,999,145 52,998,279 53,999,208 54,998,621

Standard deviation
[mHz]

0,395 0,000 0,395 0,344 0,720

Mean error
[mHz]

�1843 �0,855 �1721 �0,792 �1379

Average
percentage error[�]

�0,004 �0,002 �0,003 �0,001 �0,003

Table 4. Results of frequency estimation in the RZ-40 for the 50 successive samples (2).
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performed indicated excellent properties of the algorithm for potential applications in the
power system. The results obtained have also been confirmed by independent tests carried
out at the Fraunhofer Institute in Magdeburg using a reference device1.

Synchrophasor measurements should be synchronized with the UTC time with the accuracy
sufficient to meet the accuracy requirements of the C37.118 Standard [3]. Time-stamp error
should be of just a few (single) μs. In order to fulfill this requirement, the accuracy of the time
source should be about ten times higher than the level of the expected time error. To synchro-
nize the RZ-40 unit, the GPS receiver EM-406A and then EM-506 was taken as the source of the
time signal. The EM-406A is a 20-channel GPS receiver, and the EM-506 one is a 48-channel
receiver. High accuracy of measurements and high precision of time stamps make it possible to
develop many new or improved applications. One of them is the SmartLoad system [13, 31].

Figure 9. Mean error of frequency estimation.

Figure 10. Standard deviation of frequency estimation.

1
Tests commissioned by Energotest Sp. z o.o.
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should be of just a few (single) μs. In order to fulfill this requirement, the accuracy of the time
source should be about ten times higher than the level of the expected time error. To synchro-
nize the RZ-40 unit, the GPS receiver EM-406A and then EM-506 was taken as the source of the
time signal. The EM-406A is a 20-channel GPS receiver, and the EM-506 one is a 48-channel
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This system is an advanced system designed to make a quasi real-time balance of power and
adaptive load-off in the case of a possible active power deficit in the supervised area of a power
network. This system has already been implemented. Some new implementations are under
development and will be the subject of subsequent publications. It seems that they can signif-
icantly improve the reliability of the power system’s operation with the benefits of a well-
implemented PMU-based measurements technology.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The IEEE C37.118.1.2011 Standard defines a phasor measurement unit (PMU), which can be a
stand-alone physical unit or a functional module within another physical unit. The Standard
does not specify any hardware, software, or a method for computing phasors, frequency, or
ROCOF. In all likelihood the best solution, especially in the initial period of implementation, is
to incorporate the PMU functionality into the existing hardware devices commonly used in the
power grid. This minimizes costs and facilitates realizing potential pilot programs. The pilot
programs seem to be the essential part of the PMU and synchronous measurement studies.
Considering the RZ-40 unit is by no means accidental. This unit has a modular and scalar
hardware architecture. It is very easy to change the input analog cards, DSP module, and
communication module or to update the firmware of the unit including the measurement
algorithms and other functionalities [28]. Last but not least, it is also a very popular unit in
the Polish Power Grid.

Analyzing the requirements for the synchronous measurements resulting from the C37.118™

series of the Standard, significant changes can be noticed between the 2005 and 2011 versions.
The requirements in the version of the Standard dated 2005 were defined only for static
conditions and were very imprecise. This leads to their free interpretation by manufactures
because several of them were not directly defined or defined on the levels which give many
different solutions allowing compliance with the Standard. Although many algorithms which
are used may comply with the 2005 Standard, they may have different properties in the
dynamic stages, especially during the fast transient states. That is why the Standard from
2011 emerges. It is much more precise, and it defines the requirements both in the static and
dynamic conditions. It also defines many important time limits for the measurement algo-
rithms realizing synchronous measurements. It was concluded that the compliance problems
with the Standard in the case of wide-area measurements are dependent on their target
applications. It was almost impossible to build the wide-area protection systems based on the
Standard of 2005. As a matter of fact, it defined some practical requirements in steady condi-
tions, but it is the requirements in dynamic states that are most vital for the protections. In
addition these “dynamic” requirements should be comparable in different devices realizing
PMU functions. All this makes synchronous measurements very hard to realize, mainly as
regards factors related to the PMU-expected higher functionalities. Simulations realized in this
study indicate the possibility of developing fast and reliable adaptive measurement algorithms
to comply with the C37.118.1–2011 requirements. Several tests confirm that for the RZ-40
device. Detailed analyses of the 2011 Standard point that some of the requirements are very
hard or even impossible to meet. Some of the difficulties in meeting the requirements probably
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result from simple typo-errors they contain. Other requirements are feasible but hard to
implement. They cause computational problems resulting from increasing the response time
and error on the output. This seems to be confirmed by Amendment 1 to the Standard released
at the end of March 2014 [9] entitled “Modification of Selected Performance Requirements,” in
which many of the required parameters, mainly applying to the dynamic requirements, are
revised. It should be emphasized that most of these parameters were met by the RZ-40 during
the tests discussed in this study for limits defined in 2011. Summing up, on the basis of the
tests defined in the Standard and conducted in this study, it is possible to meet the Standard
requirements by the devices like RZ-40. It should be observed that these are “synthetic tests”
and probably many other devices can comply with the Standard. On the other hand, most of
these “others” were only tested and confirmed by the manufacturers to comply with the
standard of 2005. Therefore, long-term pilot tests are essential to compare the properties of
different devices with the PMU functionality. These tests should be conducted using different
PMU devices working in the same locations of the power grid. The initial forecasting time of
such tests is from about 6 months to a year. Further research is needed to analyze the results.
Some of the most noticeable changes to the power distribution landscape are being driven by
the proliferation of intermittent DG, PEVs, microgrids, and power electronic components. The
application of PMUs in distribution systems is still under-explored or is at the implementation
stage. This is mostly due to the recognized technical problems (explained and revised in this
study) and economic factors. However, since the drivers of change and needs for implementa-
tion are rapidly increasing, there is a growing interest in applying PMUs in the EPS, which will
consequently engender a new body of research.
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Abstract

This chapter deals with power systems reliability including technical, economical, and
decisional aspects. Knowing that almost 90% of failures occur in the distribution sys-
tems, great interest was dedicated to this part of the system, and the first work was
oriented to reliability indices defined as objectives to attempt and as performance mea-
sures in the electricity market. Some works deal with the managers’ behavior, and the
customers reactions are modeled using economic criteria in uncertain future and
inspired from game theory. When studying components, degradation models were
introduced and combined with the effects of socks to study the reliability changing
during system operation. In some works, the correlation between maintenance policies
and reliability aspects was highlighted. In a recent work, considering the importance of
new technologies integration and renewable energy insertion to power systems, it was
revealed that reliability aspects and energy sustainability are two fundamental issues of
progress in a given society.
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1. Introduction

In general way, power system reliability addresses the issues of service interruption and
power supply loss. In several cases, it is defined as an objective to attempt in terms of
indices directly related to the customer. Typical reliability index values for US utilities are
SAIFI, SAIDI, and CAIDI. Over time, they become standard values for evaluating the
reliability of electrical systems and used in several publications. Medjoudj et al. [1], in their
recent publication, defined other indices as reliability subcriteria in their decision-making
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attributes, giving the best model of a smart energy grid. These indices are discussed in
Section 2 with an application to a real case study. After this classical definition, some
works have integrated data analysis and processing taking into account the calculation of
distribution parameters such as those used for Weibull and Weibull-Markov processes.
These works were vulgarized with applications in power system reliability by Van
Casteren et al. [2] and Medjoudj et al. [3]. The most techniques used in power system
reliability optimization and processing is the reliability centered preventive maintenance
(RCM). Several publications have highlighted that in most cases of multicomponent sys-
tems, the maintenance actions arrive very early without any effects on the system or very
late, that is, the need of curative maintenance with its negative consequences. This issue is
also treated in the case of a differentiated service of reliability in the case of customers
with different requirements of the reliability level. These two concepts are discussed in
Section 3. Recent publications have highlighted the interest of combining reliability attri-
butes for maintenance actions in the case of degrading systems and components [4];
however, a novel work developed recently at the LaMOS unit research dealing with
multiple degradation processes is applied to power switchgear and is discussed in Section
4. The discussions and the conclusion highlighting the place of reliability in a power
energy smart grid are given in Section 5.

2. Power system reliability indices

In the beginning, the methods used were classical to evaluate reliability indices of distri-
bution systems such as failure frequency, mean failure times, mean time between failure
and energy not supplied. These indices help decision makers to define technical and
management measures to perform systems. After that was introduced the notion of loss
of load probability (LOLP), which has a lot of applications in load modeling and electrical
parameters dimensioning. It is significant for any power enterprise to analyze customer
satisfaction. A variety of indices have been developed to measure reliability and its cost in
power systems area such as loss of load probability (LOLP), loss of load expectation
(LOLE), expected frequency of load curtailment (EFLC), expected duration of load curtail-
ment (EDLC), expected duration of a curtailment (EDC), and expected energy not sup-
plied (EENS) [1].

2.1. Loss of load probability

LOLP is an expected value, sometimes calculated on the basis of the peak hourly load of each
day and sometimes on each hour’s load (24 in a day). Moreover, in the beginning, LOLP is
used to characterize the adequacy of generation to serve the load on the bulk power system;
it does not directly model the reliability of the transmission and distribution system where
the majority of outages actually occur [5]. Nourelfeth and Ait Kadi [6] have recently made
that the LOLP is usually used to estimate the reliability index. Considering S and D as the
supply and the load demand respectively, they compute the reliability of a multistate system
(MSS) as:
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R ¼ Pr S ≥Dð ÞOr R ¼ 1� LOLP (1)

Using the well-known formulation of the LOLP given in several publications and discussed in
the following section, they generalized the MSS reliability index R

R ¼ 1
PM
j¼1

Tj

XM

j¼1
Pr S ≥Dj
� �

Tj (2)

where the operation period T is divided into M intervals, and each interval has duration Tj and
a required demand level Dj. In the same context, as advancement in reliability applications,
Taboada et al. [7] have generalized the use of LOLP as a reliability index. Using a series-parallel
system, they calculate the availability of each part of the power including transmission and
distribution system using LOLP model.

2.1.1. Loss of load probability formulation

The generation system reliability calculations are based mainly on two analytical methods,
which differ by the load model used. The first method is the calculation of the LOLP; there the
load is given by the load duration curve. The second method is the frequency and duration
approach, by which, besides the probability, the frequency and duration of load levels higher
than the generation capacity can be determined. The loss of load probability method associates
each value of MW outage with a certain cumulative probability, thus producing a capacity
outage table. The expected load loss of the system is obtained from the capacity outage table,
and a daily load peak variation curve is derived from the daily load curves. The LOLP, number
of days on which capacity is insufficient, is obtained by adding the probability that the amount
of capacity on forced outage, on day i is greater than or equal to the reserve on day i, for all
days of the period being studied.

For a system state where the remaining generating capacity is Cj, the percentage of time tj
during which the load demand exceeds Cj can be determined from the load curve L. The
overall probability that the load demand will not be met is called the loss of load probability
and is given by the Eq. [4]:

LOLP ¼
X
j

P C ¼ Cj
� �

P L≻Cj
� � ¼

X
j

pj tj
100

(3)

where pj is the probability associated to the number of the failed generating units at time tj, and

it is formulated through the following development.

In addition to complete failures, generating units may experience partial failure, when they
continue to operate but at reduced capacity levels. They are also taken out of service from time
to time for preventive maintenance. Using a simple two-state model for the operation of a unit,
its failure probability is given depending on its failure outage rate (FOR), which can be
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assumed as the unit steady-state unavailability denoted A. If at time tj, r units have failed from
a total of n identical and independent installed units in the generating system, the probability
pjis given by:

pj ¼
n
r

� �
A

r
1� A
� �n�r

(4)

A case of unequal size of the units can appear.

2.1.2. Purposes

2.1.2.1. First purpose

It is well known that availability is a measure of success used primarily for repairable systems.
For nonrepairable systems, availability A tð Þ equals reliability R tð Þ. In repairable systems, A tð Þ
will be equal to or greater than R tð Þ. In the optimistic case, the availability is greater than the
reliability. Following the Levitin and Lisnianski development for a multistate generating system
(MSGS), the availability expectation is the function of demand D and may be defined as [8]:

EA Dj;Tj
� � ¼ 1

PM
j¼1

Tj

XM

j¼1
A Dj
� �

Tj (5)

The index 1� EAð Þ is often used and treated as loss of load probability and can be written as:

LOLP ¼ 1� EAð Þ Or EA ¼ 1� LOLP (6)

2.1.2.2. Second purpose

This purpose highlights the correlation between the system reliability, the energy availability,
and the loss of load probability. To understand this correlation, we consider a multistate
generating repairable system MSGS connected to a load L, and on a given period of time, we
draw two curves representing the evolutions of the system available capacity (SAC) and the
hourly system load (HSL), respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Depending on the states of
generating units (up or down) that involve partial or total failure of a simple unit or of several
units, the appearance of dips in the same curve reflects units’ breakdowns, and the resumption
to the initial level of capacity indicates that repairs were made. One of the most reliability
indices that concerns more the utility than the customer is the energy not supplied (ENS) given
by the dashed lines under the curve. Their corresponding time intervals denote durations,
where the consumption exceeded the production, and therefore, we have loss of load. The
decreasing level of system reliability is highlighted by degrading state, corresponding to each
decreasing in the SAC curve behavior.

The generating system failures can occur in two ways: either through unit failures or through
load increases. There is a loss of load when the demand is greater than the supply. However,
there is a loss of supply when a failure occurs in the upstream of the load point. It is important
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to retain this difference. In this context, two relevant questions are to be asked and the answers
were given in [9, 10] with a case study application, such as: What happens when load
increases? What is the consequence of generating system failure?

2.2. Frequency and duration indices

Almost every electricity utility computes reliability indices on an annual basis. The most
important reliability indices involving decision-making criteria are given as follows [1]:

The Expected Frequency of Load Curtailment in (fault/yr):

EFLC ¼
Xn

k¼1
λk (7)

The Expected Duration of Load Curtailment in (hrs/yr):

EDLC ¼
Xn

k¼1
λkTk (8)

The Expected Energy Not Supplied in (kWh/yr):

EENS ¼ L: EDLCð Þ (9)

where λk, Tk are failure rate and failure duration of an item k and L is the load curtailed at a
considered load point, respectively. Application is done for a part of the distribution system of
Algiers city (Algeria). Considering the electrical characteristics (network topology, section
length, power value at load points and the fault search method) and reliability parameters
mentioned earlier, the overall system reliability indices are computed.

Figure 1. Superimposition of the system available capacity and the load model.
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2.3. Reliability indices improvement

To improve the reliability level, technical and organizational measures are considered during
system planning and operation. The actions currently carried out are as follows: intensifying
the operations of maintenance; networks reorganization, looping and meshing systems, and
automation of networks. In [11], some options are added such as load transfer between
feeders, undergrounding circuits, and replacement of aging equipment. From a practical
standpoint, this application allows to highlight the goodness of each measure to the system
performances by a simple comparison of reliability indices. The results of reliability indices
improvement are published in [1].

3. Interruptions modeling and reliability service differentiation

In several studies dealing with electrical distribution system reliability, the objective often
sought by the energy distributor is the balance between the required reliability level and its
cost. In the following, we develop two important points of view in the reliability of the
electrical systems: that relating to modeling and that of the differentiation of electricity prices
according to the level of reliability required with a minimal guaranteed reliability level for
customers without any prior requirement [12].

3.1. Interruption modeling using the Weibull-Markov process

In the last decade, a novel vision of interruption modeling in power systems was developed
and consists of the Weibull-Markov process. The purpose is to model the failure and operating
data according to Weibull distribution proprieties, while retaining those assigned to the Mar-
kov model where the system occupies discrete states. This process was initially developed by
Van Castaren [2] and was applied successfully by Pivatolo [13] and Medjoudj et al. [3].
Applications were made to highlight maintenance policies gathered on three types of actions:
namely nondestructive action which does not improve reliability level but slows the system
degradation. This action, denoted 1að Þ as a minor maintenance, is characterized by an
improvement factor m1. A second action is considered and denoted 2bð Þ and can touch some
of the components of a system up to their replacement. To this action is associated an improve-
ment factor m2, and the maintenance is a major one. The third and final proposed maintenance
action is on the renewal of equipment, and it is assumed to be perfect, and after its implemen-
tation, the system is assumed as good as new, and it is denoted 2pð Þ. From a practical stand-
point, this action is highlighted by taking m1 and m2 equal to the unity. This notion is
introduced by Tsai et al. [14] for a mechatronic system and applied for power systems by
Medjoudj et al. [3]. In this part of the section, we introduce the concept of the differentiated
reliability with an application to the case of an electrical MV/LV substation. Starting from the
expression of reliability function expressed by a desired threshold, the need of performing
preventive maintenance action at time is decided regarding the behavior of this function at the
coming stage of maintenance. Then, the choice of the type of action to perform is dictated by
the value of the maximum benefit brought by this action. Threshold reliability is allocated to
the opposite risk of system failure occurrence.
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3.1.1. Reliability data analysis

Considering the formulations of mean up time and mean down time of an item is given
respectively by:

MUT ¼ tm � tb

ðtm
0
h tð Þdt (10)

and

MDT ¼ ta � tb

ðtm
0
h tð Þdt; (11)

where, tm, ta and tb are respectively, the preventive maintenance PMð Þ interval, the PM and
corrective maintenance CMð Þ times on replacement; the operational availability is defined as:

A ¼ tm � tb
Ð tm
0 h tð Þdt

tm þ ta
(12)

Subsequently, the PM interval for maximizing the availability can be derived by differentiating
Eq. 9 to time tm, such as dA

dt ¼ 0, and the differential result is:

tm þ tað Þh tmð Þ �
ðtm
0
h tð Þdt ¼ ta

tb
(13)

For data treatment and statistical processing, forced and planned outages are collected over
17 years of system operation continuously at the national company of electricity and gas center
(SONELGAZ) of Bejaia city, Algeria. For an MV/LV transformer which is a critical item of an
electrical substation, the estimated parameters and the adequate probability distribution func-
tions are listed in Table 1.

The obtained results show that, based on the Kolmogorov Smirnov KSð Þ test [15], dks is lower
than d n;0:05ð Þ, the Weibull distribution is not rejected; however, with the exponential law, dks is
greater than d n;0:05ð Þ, the hypothesis is not accepted. In Table 2 are gathered reliability indices,
where both the feeder failure frequency Fið Þ and the transformer failure rate hð Þ are added. The
nonacceptation of the exponential distribution is comforted by the review results of reference
[16], where the authors state that the exponential law, usually used to describe failures, is not
always 100% suitable for electricity distribution systems.

In this study, it is assumed that the substation failures are due either to the transformer or to
the internal cable connector failures. A three states diagram (working, failure and mainte-
nance) is dressed for the life cycle modeling of the substation as shown in Figure 2.

Let X12, X13, X1, X2, X3 be the random variables representing the duration of the operation
until failure, the duration of the operation until maintenance, the duration of the operation
(state S1), the duration of the interruption (state S2) and the duration of the maintenance
(state S3), respectively. The estimated parameters of the random variables following the
Weibull distributions are listed in Table 3.
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2.3. Reliability indices improvement
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preventive maintenance action at time is decided regarding the behavior of this function at the
coming stage of maintenance. Then, the choice of the type of action to perform is dictated by
the value of the maximum benefit brought by this action. Threshold reliability is allocated to
the opposite risk of system failure occurrence.
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3.1.2. Reliability under preventive maintenance

The improvement of maintenance to reliability is developed using two factors, and the selec-
tion of the action to do for the components on every PM stage is decided by maximizing

Component or Subsystem n Distribution Parameters dks d n;0:05ð Þ Decision

MT/LV Transformer 17 Weibull β ¼ 2:459579;
η ¼ 5:909754� 106

0:2264 0:308 Not rejected

(Tr) Exponential λ ¼ 0:007785467 0:3136 Rejected

Table 1. Distribution functions parameters estimation.

Component or Subsystem MUT (hours) MDT (hours) MTBF (hours) A Fi (1/year) h (1/year)

MT/LV Transformer 87358:33 9:97 87368:32 0:9998 0:10024 0:00778

Table 2. Reliability indices of the power transformer.

Figure 2. Three states diagram.

Variable N Distribution Parameters dks d n;0:05ð Þ Decision

X12 27 Weibull β ¼ 1:0644;
η ¼ 3:2827� 106

0:1356 0:25438 Not rejected

X13 27 Weibull β ¼ 1:6689;
η ¼ 7:2589� 105

0:2173 0:25438 Not rejected

X2 27 Weibull β ¼ 0:6764;
η ¼ 196:00159

0:1219 0:25438 Not rejected

X3 27 Weibull β ¼ 1:03894;
η ¼ 123:6005

0:1219 0:25438 Not rejected

Table 3. Parameters estimation of the random variables following Weibull distributions.
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system benefit in maintenance. Depending on the percent of the survival parts of system when
it is maintained, the reliability function is:

Rj tð Þ ¼ R0, j:RV,j tð Þ (14)

where R0, j is the initial reliability of the jth stage and RV, j tð Þ is the reliability degradation of
surviving parts on this stage. Considering periodical PM which interval is tm, the reliability of
surviving parts is defined as:

RV, j tð Þ ¼ R
1
m1
ðt� j� 1ð Þtm

� �
(15)

With: j� 1ð Þtm ≤ t ≤ jtm and m1, 0 < m1 ≤ 1ð Þ is the improvement factor of action 1að Þ.
To model the reliability of systems followingPM, the effects of various actions on R0, j and RV,j

must be evaluated.

R0, j ¼ Rf , j�1 ¼ R0, j�1:R tmð Þ (16)

where R0, j�1, Rf , j�1 indicate the initial and final reliability values of the system on the

j� 1ð Þth stage.
Action 1bð Þ can improve the surviving parts of the system and also recover the failed parts.
Generally, the impact of this action on the failed parts can be measured by an improvement
factorm2, which is also set between 0 and 1 representing the restored level except the surviving
parts. According to the definition, the initial reliability on the action 1bð Þ can be expressed as:

R0, j ¼ Rf , j�1 þm2 R0 � Rf , j�1
� �

(17)

where R0 denotes the initial reliability of the new system.

The system reliability is expressed as:

Rj tð Þ ¼ R0, j exp t� j� 1ð Þt_mð Þ= m_1 ηð Þ½ �β (18)

where R0, j is the initial reliability of the jth stage andm1is the improvement factor of action 1að Þ.
The benefit of component maintenance on the jth stage is defined as [14]:

Bi, k ¼
Ð∞
tj
Ri, jþ1 tð Þdt� Ð∞tj Ri, j tð Þdt

Ci, k
(19)

where i, k denote, respectively, the ith subsystem or component and the maintenance action
considered and Ci,k, the action cost. The advantageous one will correspond to the maximum of
the benefit, that is, B∗

i ¼Max Bi,kð Þ. Once the action of maintenance is defined and retained, the
availability of the system at any stage is processed as:
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system benefit in maintenance. Depending on the percent of the survival parts of system when
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With: j� 1ð Þtm ≤ t ≤ jtm and m1, 0 < m1 ≤ 1ð Þ is the improvement factor of action 1að Þ.
To model the reliability of systems followingPM, the effects of various actions on R0, j and RV,j

must be evaluated.
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where R0, j�1, Rf , j�1 indicate the initial and final reliability values of the system on the

j� 1ð Þth stage.
Action 1bð Þ can improve the surviving parts of the system and also recover the failed parts.
Generally, the impact of this action on the failed parts can be measured by an improvement
factorm2, which is also set between 0 and 1 representing the restored level except the surviving
parts. According to the definition, the initial reliability on the action 1bð Þ can be expressed as:

R0, j ¼ Rf , j�1 þm2 R0 � Rf , j�1
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(17)

where R0 denotes the initial reliability of the new system.

The system reliability is expressed as:

Rj tð Þ ¼ R0, j exp t� j� 1ð Þt_mð Þ= m_1 ηð Þ½ �β (18)

where R0, j is the initial reliability of the jth stage andm1is the improvement factor of action 1að Þ.
The benefit of component maintenance on the jth stage is defined as [14]:

Bi, k ¼
Ð∞
tj
Ri, jþ1 tð Þdt� Ð∞tj Ri, j tð Þdt

Ci, k
(19)

where i, k denote, respectively, the ith subsystem or component and the maintenance action
considered and Ci,k, the action cost. The advantageous one will correspond to the maximum of
the benefit, that is, B∗

i ¼Max Bi,kð Þ. Once the action of maintenance is defined and retained, the
availability of the system at any stage is processed as:
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As, j ¼
T � tb,m

Pn
i¼1

Ð tj
tj�1

hi, j tð Þdt

T þP
n

i
ti, k, a

(20)

where n is the number of components or subsystems and ti, k, a is the time of the PM actions
1að Þ, 1bð Þ and 2pð Þ and T, the cycle time. In the following are described the different types of
PM actions in the case of the power transformer.

• Action 1að Þ: cleaning, lubricating, tightening and oil-level verification,

• Action 1bð Þ: oil and internal cable connectors’ I:C:Cð Þ replacement,

• Action 2pð Þ: transformer replacement.

Parameters are needed to compute the benefits such as the distribution function parameters
β; η
� �

PM and CM times (ta and tb), maintenance actions costs (C1a, C1b, and C2P) listed in
Table 4, and the threshold value of reliability (Rth = 0.8).

The obtained results are: (tm I:C:Cð Þ = 715 days, tm Trð Þ = 2415 days); however, the maintenance
interval for the system is Tm ¼ min 715; 2415f g ¼ 715 days. The maintenance action to retain is
based on the maximum benefit value, and the results at different maintenance stages are listed
in Table 5 using the following notations:

*: no maintenance is needed,

0: nothing to do (after an inspection),

1: action 1að Þ is carried out,

2: action 1bð Þ is carried out,

3: action 2pð Þ is carried out,

R jþ 1ð ÞTmð Þ: The instantaneous reliability at jþ 1ð Þ � Tm.

The results listed in Table 5 can be interpreted as follows: at every maintenance stage, verify
for each component if its reliability for the coming stage is greater or equal to the Rth.

• If the condition is realized, the decision is doing nothing. For the example of the transformer,
at j ¼ 1, the reliability is R jþ 1ð Þ � Tmð Þ ¼ R 2� Tmð Þ ¼ 0:9272 > Rth ¼ 0:80; however, no
maintenance is needed for the stage j ¼ 1.

• If no, compute the benefit for each action proposed and choose the maximum value. For
example, for the threshold value Rth ¼ 0:95, at the first stage, j ¼ 1, the reliability at the coming

β η ta daysð Þ tb daysð Þ m1 m2 C1a $ C1b $ C2p $

2:45 4103:99 3:5 28 0:80 0:90 600 1500 8600

Table 4. The useful parameters for benefit evaluation.
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stage of maintenance R jþ 1ð Þ � Tmð Þ ¼ R 2� Tmð Þ ¼ 0:9272 < Rcrit ¼ 0:95 and actions 1að Þð ,
1bð ÞÞ benefits are 0:4378; 0:8285ð Þ, respectively. The action 1bð Þ is retained looking at the
maximum value of the benefit.

Stage Action
proposed

R jþ 1
� �

Tm
� �

Benefit $ Action Retained

Rth ¼ 0:8 Rth ¼ 0:9 Rth ¼ 0:95 Rth ¼ 0:8 Rth ¼ 0:8 Rth ¼ 0:95 Rth ¼ 0:8 Rth ¼ 0:8 Rth ¼ 0:95

1 1að Þ 0.9272 0.9272 0.9272 ∎ ∎ 0.4378 0 0 2

1bð Þ ∎ ∎ 0.8285

2pð Þ ∎ ∎ 0.1601

2 1að Þ 0.8155 0.8155 0.9234 ∎ 2.0944 0.6371 0 1 2

1bð Þ ∎ 1.7618 0.9393

2pð Þ ∎ 0.3254 0.1827

3 1að Þ 0.6618 0.8286 0.9230 3.0284 1.2526 0.6601 1 2 2

1bð Þ 2.5859 1.8010 0.9394

2pð Þ 0.4710 0.3326 0.1844

4 1að Þ 0.7287 0.9220 0.9222 1.7524 ∎ 0.6830 2 0 2

1bð Þ 2.1457 ∎ 0.9393

2pð Þ 0.3945 ∎ 0.1861

5 1að Þ 0.9200 0.8056 0.9222 ∎ 1.5305 0.7058 0 1 2

1bð Þ ∎ 1.0851 0.9393

2pð Þ ∎ 0.3429 0.1877

6 1að Þ 0.8038 0.8032 0.9219 3.1444 1.5599 0.7514 1 1 2

1bð Þ 2.6712 0.3430 0.9392

2pð Þ 0.4881 0.3188 0.1910

7 1að Þ 0.6455 0.8721 0.9215 1.7271 1.3359 0.7741 2 1 2

1bð Þ 2.1735 0.6047 0.9392

2pð Þ 0.4016 0.3687 0.1927

8 1að Þ 0.7181 0.8376 0.9211 1.7271 1.3359 0.7741 2 1 2

1bð Þ 2.1735 0.6047 0.9392

2pð Þ 0.4016 0.3687 0.1927

9 1að Þ 0.9190 0.7916 0.9207 ∎ 1.3303 0.7967 0 1 2

1bð Þ ∎ 0.9271 0.9392

2pð Þ ∎ 0.4300 0.1944

10 1að Þ 0.8024 0.7385 0.9203 ∎ 1.3084 0.8193 0 1 2

1bð Þ ∎ 1.2177 0.9391

2pð Þ ∎ 0.4867 0.1960

Table 5. Maintenance plan depending on reliability thresholds.
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The risk management is highlighted by thresholds of reliability. Depending on the reliability
level reached, or fixed a priori, maintenance operations can be decided. The objectives are the
determination of maintenance frequencies on an item and consequently their costs. It will be
remarked that a high level of reliability is required (i.e., the risk of failure is minimized), the
maintenance frequency increases, and subsequently, the cost increases.

4. Competing failure processes of oil circuit breaker

The components constituting a high voltage oil circuit breaker (HVOCB) are subject to various
degradations, namely the aging of the insulating oil in the arc’s extinguishing chamber, the
contacts wear out and the sharp breakdown of bus bars supports. In this section, we have
modeled the behavior of this item as subject to a competing three degradation processes by
using the Markov state diagram as given in Figure 3. The states were defined using thresholds
of degradation parameters. To the degradation processes was associated a shock process
highlighting the effects of short circuit arrivals on the HVOCB when defaults occur at the
downstream feeder. The novelty in this work is outlined by the use of three-dimensional
matrix to show the possible states, where the HVOCB can sojourn.

4.1. Case of three degradation processes modeling

We consider that the processes of degradation are modeled using continuous probability
functions, and the operating condition of the system is characterized by a number of states
which space is noted by Ωμ.

Following the Li and Pham theory [17], we consider the three state spaces Ω1,Ω2,andΩ3

corresponding to the degradation processes Y1 tð Þ, Y2 tð Þ, and Y3 tð Þ, respectively. After
obtaining the state spaces Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3, we develop a methodology to establish a relation-
ship between the states of the system Ωμ, the set of degradation states and catastrophic state
due to shocks arrivals Ω1;Ω2;Ω3; Ff g:
The study deals with the three processes of degradation Y1 tð Þ, Y2 tð Þ, and Y3 tð Þ combined with
the shock process denoted D tð Þ as given in Figure 3. The sets of states are represented by
Ω1 ¼M1,…, 11,01, which corresponds to the degradation 1 with M1 þ 1ð Þ states, Ω2 ¼M2,…,

Figure 3. Diagram of transition states of a system subject to four failure processes.
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12,02, corresponds to the degradation 2 with M2 þ 1ð Þ, and Ω3 ¼M3,…, 13,03 corresponds to
the degradation 3 with M3 þ 1ð Þ states. Figure 3 shows the transition between states of a
system submitted to four failure processes.

The equivalence relations between degradation states Ω1 ¼M1,…, 11,01; Ω2 ¼M2,…, 12,02
and Ω3 ¼M3,…, 13,03, and their corresponding intervals are given as follows:

Degradation Process 1:

0 < Y1 tð Þ ≤WM ¼)State M1:

WM < Y1 tð Þ ≤WM�1 ¼)State M� 1ð Þ1:
.

.

.
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.

.

.
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G3 ¼ Z1 < Y3 tð Þ ¼)State 03:

The states’ space of the system is defined by Ωμ ¼ M;…; 1; 0; Ff g with Mþ 2ð Þ states. In this
part, we develop a function that generates the relation between the states’ space of the system
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The risk management is highlighted by thresholds of reliability. Depending on the reliability
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Ωμ and degradation states’ space Ω1;Ω2;Ω3; Ff g . For example, at a given time t, it is assumed
that the degradation process 1 is at the state i1 ∈Ω1 and the degradation process 2 is at state
j2 ∈Ω2 and the process of degradation 3 is in the state k3 ∈Ω3. It is assumed that at the present
time, the system is not at fault condition (catastrophic state F). Thus, state F can be ignored for
the moment, we must therefore seek a function relationship between Ω and Ω1;Ω2;Ω3f g.
Instead of Ωμ and Ω1;Ω2;Ω3; Ff g. The operation can be described by the mathematical func-
tion formulated as follows:

f : R ¼ Ω1 �Ω2 �Ω3 ! Ω ¼ M;…:; 1; 0f g (21)

where R ¼ Ω1 �Ω2 �Ω3 ¼ i1; j2; k3
� �

i1 ∈Ω1; j2 ∈Ω2; k3 ∈Ω3
�� ��

The function f is defined by: Ω1 �Ω2 �Ω3 ) f ) H:

The matrix H represented in Figure 4 gives information about the resulting states space and
component of Mþ 1ð Þ elements corresponding to each space leaving by the function f . The line
at the top of the matrix H represents the states of the degradation process 1, the right column
of the matrix represents the states of the degradation process 2, and the top page of the matrix
H represents the degradation process 3. The elements of the matrix H represent the states
f i1, j2,
�

k3Þ ¼ L:

We note that in the matrix H, some elements are zeros and it can be assumed that when
degradation 1 is in a certain advanced state I1 01 < I1 < M1ð Þ, the degradation 2 is also in a
certain weak state I2 02 < I2 < M2ð Þ, and the degradation 3 is also in a certain weak state
I3 03 < I3 < M3ð Þ, it is considered as a failure condition. We also notice that f M1;M2;M3ð Þ ¼M,
and initially, the system is in a perfect state.

We define time until failure by: T ¼ inf t : Y1 tð Þ > G1, Y2 tð Þ > G2, Y3 tð Þ > G3f where D > Sg.
It is important to know that the life of the system depends on a single process among the three
degradations and of that of the shock. However, the system failure is caused by the process

Figure 4. Three-dimensional matrix of system’ states, where I1 ∈Ω1, J2 ∈Ω2, K3 ∈Ω3, and L∈Ω.
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that occurs first, exceeding its critical value corresponding to the level which can bring the
system back to failure.

4.2. System case study modeling and application

Initially, the system is considered in good states of operation M1,M2ð , andM3Þ. It can pass first,
to the degradation states M� 1ð Þ1; M� 1ð Þ2; M� 1ð Þ3

� �
or to the state of catastrophic failure

(state F), due to random shock. When the system reaches the first state of degradation, it can
either remain in this state or go to the second degradation state M� 2ð Þ1; M� 2ð Þ2; M� 2ð Þ3

� �
,

or it passes to state F. The same process is repeated at each degradation stage with the
exception of the states 01; 02; 03ð Þ
Assumptions:

1. The system occupies Mþ 2ð Þ states, where 0 and F are the states of failure, state i is a
degradation state, 1 < i < M;

2. No repair or maintenance is carried out on the system;

3. Yi tð Þ; i ¼ 1, 2, 3; is a not decreasing and not negative function. With respect to time t, it
corresponds to an irreversible accumulation of damage;

4. Yi tð Þ; i ¼ 1, 2, 3; and D tð Þ is statistically independent implying that the state of one
process will have no effect on the other state;

5. At time t ¼ 0, the system is at state M;

6. The system may fail due to;

• Degradation process if: Yi tð Þ > Gi for i ¼ 1, 2, 3;

• Random shock process (the system passes to the condition of the catastrophic failure state F),

if: D tð Þ ¼ P
N tð Þ

t¼1
Xt > S; with Gi and S are critical level of degradation and shocks, respectively.

The reliability function is defined as follows:

RM tð Þ ¼ P state ≥ 1ð Þ

¼
XM

i¼1
Pi tð Þ

¼ P Y1 ≤G1;Y2 ≤G2;Y3 ≤G3;D tð Þ ≤ Sf g

(22)

The system will fail if any of the degradation rates exceeds the critical level Gi; i ¼ 1, 2, 3 or the
process of shock also exceeds the critical level S.

The system subject to three displacement processes is defined by:

1. The process of increasing degradation representing the wear of the contacts of the circuit
breaker is denoted by Y1 tð Þ;
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that occurs first, exceeding its critical value corresponding to the level which can bring the
system back to failure.

4.2. System case study modeling and application

Initially, the system is considered in good states of operation M1,M2ð , andM3Þ. It can pass first,
to the degradation states M� 1ð Þ1; M� 1ð Þ2; M� 1ð Þ3

� �
or to the state of catastrophic failure

(state F), due to random shock. When the system reaches the first state of degradation, it can
either remain in this state or go to the second degradation state M� 2ð Þ1; M� 2ð Þ2; M� 2ð Þ3

� �
,

or it passes to state F. The same process is repeated at each degradation stage with the
exception of the states 01; 02; 03ð Þ
Assumptions:

1. The system occupies Mþ 2ð Þ states, where 0 and F are the states of failure, state i is a
degradation state, 1 < i < M;

2. No repair or maintenance is carried out on the system;

3. Yi tð Þ; i ¼ 1, 2, 3; is a not decreasing and not negative function. With respect to time t, it
corresponds to an irreversible accumulation of damage;

4. Yi tð Þ; i ¼ 1, 2, 3; and D tð Þ is statistically independent implying that the state of one
process will have no effect on the other state;

5. At time t ¼ 0, the system is at state M;

6. The system may fail due to;

• Degradation process if: Yi tð Þ > Gi for i ¼ 1, 2, 3;

• Random shock process (the system passes to the condition of the catastrophic failure state F),

if: D tð Þ ¼ P
N tð Þ

t¼1
Xt > S; with Gi and S are critical level of degradation and shocks, respectively.

The reliability function is defined as follows:

RM tð Þ ¼ P state ≥ 1ð Þ

¼
XM

i¼1
Pi tð Þ

¼ P Y1 ≤G1;Y2 ≤G2;Y3 ≤G3;D tð Þ ≤ Sf g

(22)

The system will fail if any of the degradation rates exceeds the critical level Gi; i ¼ 1, 2, 3 or the
process of shock also exceeds the critical level S.

The system subject to three displacement processes is defined by:

1. The process of increasing degradation representing the wear of the contacts of the circuit
breaker is denoted by Y1 tð Þ;
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2. The process of increasing degradation representing the aging of oil insulating circuit of the
circuit breaker is denoted by Y2 tð Þ;

3. The degradation process of bus bars supports is denoted by Y3 tð Þ;

4. A random process of cumulative shock damages is given by D tð Þ ¼PN tð Þ
t¼1 Xt.

We obtain a system with four competing degradation processes. For the wear of the
contacts: Y1 tð Þ, M1 ¼ 2; for the aging of the oils Y2 tð Þ: M2 ¼ 2; and for the degradation of the
supports: Y3 tð Þ, M3 ¼ 3; the system fails if the process of degradation Yi tð Þ exceeds a level Gi;
i ¼ 1, 2, 3 or the process of damages cumulates shocks, and D (t) exceeds the level S. It is
assumed that the state spaces associated to Y1, Y2 and Y3 are Ω1 ¼ 21; 11; 01f g,
Ω2 ¼ 22; 12; 02f g, Ω3 ¼ 33; 23; 13; 03f g, respectively. Consequently, the space of the system is
defined as follows: Ω ¼ 3; 2; 1; 0; Ff g. Thus, the function f is defined as being the Cartesian
product of three sets following f : R ¼ Ω1 �Ω2 �Ω3 ! Ω ¼ 3; 2; 1f g, and the result is illus-
trated by the three-dimensional matrix given in Figure 5.

The implementation of the abovementioned models under the MATLAB software which has
given the results of the probabilities of the sojourns in different states and the system reliability
changing is shown in Figure 6. The system (oil circuit breaker, bus bars) is in good condition
for 3 years (1100 days) with a probability greater than 0.9. After this period, the latter decreases
exponentially to reach the zero value after 4 years (1490 days) without any maintenance
actions.

The evolution of the probability of the system in degradation state 2 is complementary to
that of the probability of the degradation state 3. Indeed, during 3 years of operation, the
probability of being in state 2 is zero. Then, it increases exponentially to reach its maximum
value of 0.41 up to 4 years (1280 days). As this state is transient, its probability function
decreases to 0 after 5 years. For the system reliability, we note that during the first 8 years, it
is expected to decrease by 20% due to the random shock process that governs the system
during this period.

Figure 5. The three-dimensional matrix of the studied system.
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5. Conclusion and discussions

Recently researchers in electrical systems have proposed differentiated electricity service based
on reliability and have shown some inconveniences to apply it into a real case. In the same

Figure 6. Probabilities of the states and the system reliability changing.
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location are connected both consumers with high reliability requirements, with an agreement
to pay more and others who are not concerned. Because the technical measure proposed is to
add a reliable feeder, the differentiation is not quite possible. Our proposition consists of
organizational measure and is oriented to maintenance actions on MV/LV substations, which
are directly connected to the end users of the network. The differentiated service is directly
related to the reliability of the substation where the improvement is a function of maintenance
actions and the frequency of interventions. For statistical considerations and for interruption
(forced or scheduled outages) modeling, we have applied the Weibull-Markov approach rather
than the Markov method, which is usually used for the case of electrical systems. It has been
proven that it is possible to maintain in another way than the classical one based on systematic
preventive maintenance. In this chapter, it is shown that the maintenance is decided on the
reliability level and benefit bases. Another critical component of electrical substation is studied
using competing failure processes and consists a circuit breaker. The reliability aspects are
formulated in the bases of oil aging, contacts wear and bus bars support degradation. Investi-
gations conducted by Pham in a theoretical framework have been applied successfully to
complement system such as electrical system. The models applied on simple numerical exam-
ples have been validated by application to a real case engineering. During system operation,
the results analysis of the network current state allows to the decision maker to reach better
information and target the equipment that reduces the performances of the system and prac-
ticing suitable maintenance actions. Recent studies in energy sustainability and smart energy
grid have revealed that reliability is the main criterion taken into account by decision makers
in electricity market behavior and a performance index for electric utilities classifications.
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Abstract

Distributed generation technology based on diesel generators often has been considered 
as a viable solution to providing power to remote areas, but the sky‐rocketing of diesel 
fuel price and the increasing cost of delivery to such remote sites have called for provid‐
ing a sustainable solution that is environmentally friendly, economical, affordable, and 
easily accessible. To this end, the use of locally available energy resources is accepted 
as a sustainable solution in providing electricity for rural and remote settlements. The 
system cost of wind and solar energy systems is continuously decreasing because of the 
increase in the acceptance and deployment of the energy systems based on these renew‐
able energy resources. A standalone hybrid AC/DC electric power system is designed, 
modeled, simulated, and optimized in HOMER Pro. HOMER is a Hybrid Optimization 
Model of Electric Renewable that enables the comparison of electric and thermal power 
production technologies across an extensive variety of applications. Both cycle‐charging 
and load‐following dispatched strategies are investigated. Plausible selected system com‐
ponents ratings are chosen for the simulation to ensure that there is enough search space 
for HOMER Pro to obtain an optimal system configuration. Net present cost (NPC) is 
used as an economic metric to assess the optimal configuration that is technically feasible.

Keywords: HOMER, wind, solar PV, renewable energy system, electrochemical devices, 
net present cost, economics analysis, Sub‐Sahara Africa

1. Introduction

Energy access and affordability is a very big concern for the majority of the Africa popu‐
lace. With over 620 million people without access to modern electricity in the Sub‐Saharan 
Africa alone [1], different innovative solutions are being considered. Grid extension is 
 definitely not an option because of the sparse population distribution, which makes the 
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economic viability of such action infeasible. Distributed generation technology based on 
diesel generators has often been considered as a viable solution but the sky‐rocketing of 
diesel fuel price and the increasing cost of delivery to remote sites have called for providing 
a sustainable solution that is environmentally friendly, economical, affordable, and easily 
accessible. To this end, the use of locally available energy resource has been accepted as a 
sustainable solution in providing electricity for rural and remote settlements. Matching the 
consumer demand profile and renewable energy production always has been perceived as 
enormous problem but can be mitigated by incorporating adequate sized energy storage 
systems [2, 3].

An autonomous electric power system is one that is not connected to the utility for one or 
all of the reasons given in the last paragraph. Wind and solar resources are local energy 
resources that can be efficiently and economically harnessed to provide electric power to 
remote site electricity consumers. While the cost of such renewable resources are cost‐free, 
but the system required for harnessing and processing the energy plus the balance of sys‐
tem (BOS) is expensive. However, the system cost of wind and solar energy systems have 
been continuously decreasing because of the increase in the acceptance and deployment of 
the energy systems based on renewable resources. For the many Africa people who do not 
have access to modern energy system, it has been proven that high‐quality electric power 
can be delivered to remote areas using local energy resources such as wind, solar, biomass, 
and so on [4–6].

Many of the historical technological advantages that resulted in AC power system to domi‐
nate over DC power systems are not valid any longer. For example, in the electric power gen‐
eration sector, many distributed energy resources, such as electrochemical storage systems, 
fuel cells system, and photovoltaic systems, produce efficient and economical DC power. 
Many of the modern electrical and electronic loads, as well as energy storage systems, are 
either internally DC power operated or worked equally well with DC power sources and 
connect to the AC systems through power electronic converters [7]. Overall improved sys‐
tem efficiency, reduced system cost, increased reliability, and reduced system footprint are 
attained when multiple conversion stages are eliminated in externally operated AC power 
system for internally operated DC power devices. Also, many power quality issues, such 
as harmonics and unbalances, are not present in DC power systems [8, 9]. Advancements 
in power electronic technology continue unabated, leading to more applications in modern 
systems such as VSC‐HVDC, electric vehicles, wireless power transfer, fuel cells vehicles, and 
so on [10, 11].

The design of hybrid renewable energy systems has been extensively studied, and numer‐
ous optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithm (GA), linear programming, etc., have 
been implemented for optimum economic and technical feasibility [12–16]. Many software 
packages, such as HOMER Pro [9], RETScreen [17], and Hybrid2 [18], have been devel‐
oped for the proper selection of appropriate generation technologies and capacity  sizing. 
This  software makes a multi‐objective optimization process easy to carry out to arrive at a 
robust and  reliable decision. HOMER Pro is user‐friendly software produced by the national 
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renewable energy laboratory by the department of energy in the USA. It uses hourly data 
for the assessment of hybrid renewable energy systems and performs optimization based 
on net present cost (NPC). HOMER Pro is used in this study because of its proven ability 
to design, model, simulate, and perform sensitivity analysis of complex mix of different 
energy technologies, thermal and electrical load, and storage devices. Both cycle‐charging 
and load‐following dispatch strategies are available to choose from or use simultaneously as 
utilized in this study [19, 20].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A brief discussion of two different dispatch 
strategies used in hybrid energy systems is provided in Section 2 of this chapter. All the 
energy system components of the studied autonomous hybrid AC/DC microgrid system are 
briefly discussed in Section 3. Section 4 explains the capability and functionalities of Hybrid 
Optimization Model of Electric Renewable (HOMER) as powerful software that is designed 
and optimized for modeling, simulating, optimizing, and performing sensitivity analysis of 
micropower systems. The system model and simulation process of the studied hybrid sys‐
tem is comprehensively detailed in Section 5 of this chapter. The system simulation results 
and discussion and conclusion are given in the penultimate and Section 7 of this chapter, 
respectively.

2. Cycle‐charging and load‐following dispatch strategy

Two system dispatch strategies are employed in HOMER Pro namely: cycle‐charging and 
load‐following dispatch strategy. Under the load‐following dispatch strategy, a power gen‐
erator produces only enough to serve the load and does not charge the battery bank. For the 
cycle‐charging dispatch strategy, the generator run at full power to serve the load and any 
excess is used to charge the battery [7].

Tuglie and Torelli [21] developed a new load following dispatch algorithm that correlates 
system imbalances with unbalanced transaction in a bilateral transaction‐based market. 
The developed algorithm is implemented on the IEEE 30‐bus test system under a variety 
of operating conditions. In Bizon [22], a hybrid power source comprising wind energy con‐
version system, solar Photovoltaic system, and fuel cell system with energy storage system 
is designed and optimized for load‐following dispatch strategy. The battery/supercapaci‐
tor hybrid energy storage system operates as an auxiliary source for supplying the power 
deficit based on dynamic balance strategy. An optimal energy management system for a 
stand‐alone wind turbine/photovoltaic/hydrogen/battery hybrid system with supervisory 
control based on fuzzy logic is presented in Pablo et al [23]. The energy management sys‐
tem in Ref. [23] uses a fuzzy logic control to satisfy the energy demanded by the load and 
maintain the state‐of‐charge of the battery and the hydrogen tank level between desired tar‐
get margins, while trying to optimize the utilization cost and lifetime of the energy storage 
system. A new method to model and control the aggregated power demand from a popula‐
tion of  thermostatically controlled load, with the goal of delivering ancillary services such 
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as frequency regulation and load following, is developed by Callaway [24]. It is shown in 
the paper that identified models perform only marginally better than the theoretical model. 
Subho and Sharma [25] developed a hybrid system with cycle charging dispatch strategy 
using swarm optimization algorithm for a remote area in India. A comparative study of par‐
ticle swarm optimization (PSO), genetic algorithm, and HOMER is performed in Ref. [25]. 
PSO is judged to be better than GA and HOMER in terms of the minimum cost of electricity 
generation. In another paper by Subho and Sharma [26], different optimization algorithms 
and software packages are used to evaluate the economics of a hybrid renewable energy sys‐
tem. It is concluded that cycle charging strategy is most cost‐effective compared to the load 
following and peak shaving dispatch strategies.

Both dispatch strategies are employed in this study to determine which is economically viable 
and technically feasible.

3. Energy system components

For the considered autonomous electric power system model in this study, all the components 
and energy resources involved are briefly discussed. The components related to this work are 
Solar PV, wind energy conversion system (WECS), electrochemical battery storage device, 
and bidirectional power electronics converter.

3.1. Solar PV energy system

Solar PV technology uses semiconductor material, such as silicon, to convert solar radia‐
tion energy to direct current (DC) electrical power. The generated DC power is regulated by 
charge regulator to charge electrochemical battery storage device. The electrochemical stor‐
age device supplies power directly to the electrical load if it is a DC load. If not, an inverter 
is used to convert the DC power supplied by the electrochemical storage device into an AC 
power for the AC load.

PV cell is usually modeled using a single diode or double diodes, but a single‐diode model 
is shown in Figure 1. Series and shunt resistances represented in the figure are used to rep‐
resent the leakage current and the inherent loss due to internal electrical connection, respec‐
tively [27–29].

Figure 1. Single‐diode model of solar cell.
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The insolation intensity is strongly related to the solar cell current, and the cell operating 
temperature is inversely proportional to the output voltage across the solar cell. These factors 
basically limit the maximum power that can be generated by the solar cell [30].

Homer Pro calculates the power output of the PV array using equation 1 below.

   P  PV   =  f  PV    Y  PV     
 I  T  

 __  I  S  
    (1)

Where fPV is the PV derating factor, YPV is the rated capacity of the PV array (kW), IT is the global 
solar radiation (beam plus diffuse) incident on the surface of the PV array (kW/m2), and IS is 
the standard amount of radiation used to rate the capacity of the PV array given as 1 kW/m2.

A generic flat plate PV system is selected for the modeled hybrid microgrid from the HOMER 
Pro components library with a rated capacity of 40 kW. The capital cost of the PV is $3000/kWp, 
replacement cost of $2000, and operation and maintenance cost of $10.00/year.

3.2. Wind energy conversion system

A blowing wind consists of kinetic energy carried by the atmospheric air. The moving air 
is converted to rotational kinetic energy by the rotor blade of the wind turbine system. The 
rotating rotor is coupled via a solid shaft to an electrical generator to generate AC electric 
power. The extraction of the power contained in the moving is limited by the aerodynamic 
efficiency of the rotor blade as illustrated in Figure 2.

The theoretically generated turbine power limit of which is 59% is known as the Betz limit. 
Most of the modern wind turbines are practically in the 30–40% range. Equation 1 below gives 
the relationship between the extracted power and other parameters and variable of a wind 

Figure 2. Wind energy conversion system (WECS) adopted from Ref. [31].
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energy conversion system. The wind speed is strongly coupled to the available power, whereas 
the power coefficient depends on the tip speed ration (TSR) and the blade pitch angle [10, 16].

  P =   1 __ 2   Aρ C  p    V   3   (2)

A is the rotor swept area, ρ is the air density, Cp is the power coefficient that is dependent on 
the rotor blade pitch angle and tip speed ratio, and V is the average wind speed.

HOMER Pro determines the output power of the wind turbine in a four‐step process. In the 
first step, it determines the average wind speed for the hour at the anemometer height by 
referring to the wind resource data. In the second step of the process, it determines the cor‐
responding wind speed at the turbine’s height using either the logarithmic law or the power 
law (the logarithmic law is used in this study). Thirdly, it refers to the turbine’s power curve 
to calculate its output power value at that hourly wind speed assuming standard air density. 
Finally, it multiplies that output power value by the air density ratio, which is the ratio of the 
actual air density to the standard air density. HOMER Pro also assumes that air density ratio 
is constant throughout the year.

A generic wind turbine model of 10 kW rated power is selected in HOMER Pro for the study. 
The capital cost is $5000/kW, replacement cost of $5000/kW, operation, and maintenance cost 
of $500/year, operational lifetime of 20 years. The hub height of the generic wind turbine model 
is 24 m above sea level. The power curve of the selected turbine is shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Electrochemical battery energy storage system

A common electrochemical energy storage used in autonomous and emergency standby is 
Lead‐Acid battery that has proven to be robust, cost‐efficient, and cost‐effective. However, 
many new battery technologies are being developed and utilized for practical applica‐
tions with improved operational characteristics but are currently more expensive than the 
 traditionally used battery technology [7]. With the interest in electric vehicle, lithium‐ion 
 battery  technology is in the pole position to be the mainstream electrochemical technology 

Figure 3. 10 kW generic wind turbine power curve (HOMER Pro).
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for various  applications. Among the operational parameters of Lead‐Acid battery, maximum 
state of discharge (DOD), minimum state of charge (SOC), cycle times, round trip efficiency, 
maximum charge rate, maximum discharge rate are the most important. This battery technol‐
ogy also needs regular maintenance and should be well ventilated especially if it is not the 
sealed type [7].

A generic 1 kWh lead‐acid battery is selected from the Homer Pro library for the hybrid 
microgrid presented in this study. The nominal voltage of the battery is 12 V configured in a 
string of 20 batteries (240 Vdc) to conform to the bidirectional rectifier rated input voltage. The 
maximum capacity and round trip efficiency of the battery are 83.4 Ah and 80% respectively. 
The capital cost is $300/kWh, replacement cost of $200/kWh, operation and maintenance cost 
of $20/unit/year.

3.4. Static power converters

Power electronics converters are needed for various power conversions and conditioning to 
optimally match electrical power source with electrical and electronic loads. Four main types 
of such converters are available: AC‐AC, AC‐DC, DC‐DC, and DC‐AC power converter [7]. 
A bidirectional power electronic converter is considered in this study because the wind 
energy conversion system is modeled as an AC power source, whereas the energy storage and 
solar PV are modeled as DC power source. Such power electronic converter allows power to 
flow bidirectionally between the AC and DC bus. Such functionality is possible by adequately 

Figure 4. Three‐phase pulse‐width modulation (PWM) rectifier.
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energy conversion system. The wind speed is strongly coupled to the available power, whereas 
the power coefficient depends on the tip speed ration (TSR) and the blade pitch angle [10, 16].

  P =   1 __ 2   Aρ C  p    V   3   (2)
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modulating the semiconductor switches that are embedded in the power converter topology 
[7, 32]. Such configuration that operates as an active end rectifier is shown in Figure 4.

HOMER Pro assumes that the inverter and rectifier capacities are not surge capacities that 
the device can tolerate for only short periods of time, but rather, constant capacities that the 
device can withstand for as long as needed [7].

A Leonics MTP41FP 25 kW 240V DC bidirectional power converter is selected for the 
 studied hybrid AC/DC microgrid to interconnect the DC and AC bus. The capital cost 
of the bidirectional converter is $600/kW, replacement cost of $600, operation and main‐
tenance cost of $0/year. The lifetime of the selected converter is 10 years and its inverter 
efficiency is 96% while the rectifier relative capacity is chosen to be 80% and its efficiency 
is 94%.

Table 1 shows the associated costs of all the system model components. These costs are used 
in Section 4 to perform the system simulation in HOMER Pro software.

4. HOMER pro simulation environment

HOMER Pro software is able to evaluate off‐grid or grid connected power system design, 
choose the best system based on cost, technical requirements, or environmental consider‐
ations. It can also simulate many design configurations under market uncertainty and evalu‐
ate risk plus the ability of the modeler to choose the best addition or retrofit for an existing 
system [7].

HOMER Pro software is used in this research investigation. Wind energy conversion sys‐
tem, solar PV system, bidirectional converter, electrochemical batteries, AC primary load, 
and renewable resources are modeled and analyzed. Energy resources data, system com‐
ponents data, typical community load profile, and system components costs are some of 
the important parameters that are used as inputs in the HOMER Pro model. AC and DC 
bus are created in the HOMER Pro model to facilitate the connection of different types of 
locally available resources. HOMER Pro is able to optimize feasible electric power system 
configurations that are technically possible [7]. Sensitivity analysis of feasible configurations 

System component Capital cost per  
unit of rated value

Replacement cost  
per unit

Operating and maintenance 
cost per unit per year

PV panels $3000 $2000 $10

Wind turbine $5000 $5000 $500

Bidirectional power converter $600 $600 $0

Electrochemical battery storage 
system

$300 $200 $20

Table 1. Costs of system model components [33].
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is performed to give an indication of the system robustness which is reported in Section 4 
that follows.

5. System modeling and simulation

The investigated hybrid AC/DC microgrid system model architecture is shown in Figure 5. 
The system consists of two electrical buses: AC and DC bus. To ensure improved overall sys‐
tem efficiency, 25% of total electrical load is the DC load that is connected to the DC bus. The 
wind turbine and solar energy system are connected to the AC and DC bus, respectively. In 
modeling the battery, HOMER Pro includes in the battery model, a charge regulator to ensure 
that the specified operating condition is not violated via the SOC and DOD characteristic 
curves. The interlinking power converter connects the two buses together by acting as a recti‐
fier or inverter depending on the power state of the hybrid system. In the rectifier mode, it 
transfers power from the AC bus to the DC bus whenever there is excess power in the AC bus 
and there is instant demand of power from the DC bus. Alternatively, in the inverter mode 
of operation, power is transferred from the DC bus to the AC bus whenever there is excess 
power on the DC and there is instant demand of power from the AC bus. In both modes of 
operation, the SOC of the energy storage system is to be taken into consideration. The dis‐
patch strategy can be set in HOMER Pro. Load‐following and cycle‐charging dispatch strate‐
gies are available for selection in HOMER Pro. Under the load‐following strategy, generators 
produce only enough power to serve the load, and do not charge the energy storage device. 
For the cycle‐charging, the excess energy available after serving the load is used to charge the 
battery [2, 7, 34].

Figure 5. Autonomous AC/DC hybrid microgrid system.
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The simulation process models the micropower system under investigation, and the opti‐
mization process determines the optimal system configuration that satisfies the modeler‐
specific constraints at the lowest total net present cost. The sensitivity analysis functionality 
of HOMER Pro allows energy planner, which energy technology combinations are optimal 
under different conditions [7, 9].

Figure 7. Community daily DC load profile.

Electrical loads

AC load DC load

Average consumed energy 165.56 14.39

Average power (kW) 6.9 0.6

Peak power (kW) 23.17 2.67

Load factor 0.3 0.22

Table 2. Community load profile data.

Figure 6. Community daily AC load profile.
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The AC load daily and DC load profiles are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The data 
used for this plot are shown in Table 2. The community load profile used in this study is the 
reference load date available in the HOMER Pro library [9].

The wind and solar resource data are obtained from the NASA Surface Metrological and Solar 
Energy database website. Figure 8 depicts the monthly average solar global horizontal irradiance 
data. These monthly average data are averaged over 22‐year period (July 1983–June 2005) [35]. 
The solar irradiance of Cape Town is low during the winter months of April, May, June, and  
July as shown in Figure 8. The wind speed data are also obtained from NASA Surface 
Metrological and Solar Energy database website. Wind speed at 50 m above the surface of the 
earth for terrain similar to airport, and monthly averaged values over 10 years period (July 
1983–June 1993) are used in this work. These data are displayed in Figure 9 (NASA Surface 
Meteorology and Solar Energy).

The Cape Town average wind speed as reported by the NASA database is nearly constant 
throughout the year, with average speed hovering around 6 m/s.

Figure 8. Monthly average solar global horizontal irradiance of Cape Town South Africa.

Figure 9. Average wind speed of Cape Town South Africa.
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Figure 8. Monthly average solar global horizontal irradiance of Cape Town South Africa.

Figure 9. Average wind speed of Cape Town South Africa.
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6. Results and discussions

The hybrid microgrid system consisting of PV system, wind turbine, bidirectional converter, 
lead‐acid battery, and DC and AC load shown in Figure 4 is simulated in HOMER Pro  software 
environment. Both cycle‐charging and load‐following dispatched strategies are investigated. 
Plausible selected system component ratings are chosen for the simulation to ensure that 
there is enough search space for HOMER Pro to obtain an optimal system configuration. Net 
present cost is used as an economic metric to assess the optimal feasible configuration.

The optimal system configuration with load‐following dispatch strategy consists of a 50‐kW 
generic flat plate PV system, 20 kW wind turbine, 15 kW bidirectional power electronic con‐
verter, and 160 kWh lead‐acid battery consisting of eight string. The initial capital cost of 
this optimal configuration is $307 000. The total present cost is $558,717, with levelized cost 
of energy (COE) being $0.3652, and the operational cost is of $11 363 throughout the project 
lifetime. The number of autonomy is 11 days. For more simulation results, see Figure 10.

The optimal system configuration with cycle‐charging dispatch strategy consists of a 30‐kW 
generic flat plate PV system, 20 kW wind turbine, 15 kW bidirectional power electronic con‐
verter and 140 kWh lead‐acid battery consisting of seven strings. The initial capital cost of 
this optimal configuration is $241,000. The total present cost is $453,517, with levelized cost 
of energy (COE) being $0.2973, and the operation cost is of $9 593 throughout the project life‐
time. The number of autonomy is 10 days. For more simulation results, see Figure 11.

Figure 10. Simulation results of the optimal architecture with load‐following dispatch strategy.
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For the same technically feasible configuration, the total net present cost and the initial capi‐
tal cost of the load‐following dispatch strategy are more expensive than the cycle‐charging 
dispatch strategy. The levelized cost of energy of optimal configuration with load‐following 
strategy is higher compared to the one with cycle‐charging dispatch strategy. In the periods 
of extended cloudy season and low solar insolation, the configuration with load‐following 
dispatch strategy offers a marginally extended period of autonomy.

7. Conclusion

The use of renewable energy as local energy resources enhances the accessibility and affordabil‐
ity of energy to unconnected areas around the world. Renewable energies, such as wind, solar, 
and biomass, have the potential to reduce the energy poverty of rural areas and sites very far 
from the grid. Being local resources, they also provide higher energy security to the populace.

The technical and economic analysis of the designed hybrid AC/DC micropower system stud‐
ied in this work reveals the optimal electric power system configuration that is technically 
and economically viable using the net present cost as the econometric index. It is concluded 
that it is marginally better to dispatch load‐following strategy for higher net present cost and 
autonomy compared to cycle‐charging strategy dispatch. For lower levelized cost of energy 
(COE) and initial capital cost, it is marginally better to consider a cycle‐charging dispatch 
strategy compared to a load‐following dispatch strategy.

Figure 11. Simulation results of the optimal architecture with cycle‐charging dispatch strategy.
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Abstract

Whenever there are extreme weather events, electric power distribution systems are
generally affected largely because they are highly subject by their constructive nature:
overhead networks. In this context, the management of maintenance actions is generally
referred to as emergency service order, usually associated with a lack of supply and
requiring human intervention. The key issue for the resource planning refers to an
estimation of service time that allows for more assertive planning possible. This chapter
proposes a predictive modelling of emergency services for resource planning when
considering the geographic dispersion of such services and also the time windows that
comprise the amount of service time demanded. After presenting the methodological
procedures, a case study depicts the application of the proposed method in order to
support proactive service routing.

Keywords: power distribution systems, decision-making, predictive modelling,
emergency services, service restoration

1. Introduction

Certain regions are subject to frequent adverse weather events of sufficient intensity to cause
damage to the electrical networks, requiring human intervention to verify and eliminate the
causes of such disruption and thus leading to the creation of emergency service orders. These
orders, with a high degree of uncertainty and urgency, along with commercial orders, with a
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previously defined route, become a task of great relevance for the network operation center of
the electric distribution systems and qualifying even more the highly dynamic environment
involved. The key issue for the resource planning, with regard to the service crews, refers to an
estimation of service time that allows for more assertive planning possible, improving the crew
throughput.

Considering the need to define a typical behaviour to those orders, this chapter proposes a
predictive modelling of emergency services for resource planning when considering the geo-
graphic dispersion of such services and also the time windows that comprise the amount of
service time demanded. The methodology to resource planning presented in this chapter is
based on the predictive modelling of emergency service by defining random variables to
denote how much service time is demanded in each portion of the whole geographic area
considered and also how important such demands may be in the sense of reliability indexes, as
number of customers and the amount of power not supplied.

Following this definition of random variables, one may obtain the service time to attend
emergency services stratified by each region and also restricted to a certain time window, that
is, 1-h interval. With this information, a decision-making process may be conducted to define
the number of hours demanded by maintenance crews that will be needed to attend all the
services in the 1-h interval. The whole picture when assuming 1 day demand will be possible
by collecting all these 1-h intervals, furnishing the geographic location and the on-site service
time to a possible proactive-routing approach.

In order to show how the methodology may be applied, a case study is developed considering
a horizon of emergency service occurrences, from a given Brazilian Power Utility. The purpose
of this case study is not only about the past but also about how to update the case study of
actual occurrences in such a way that they may be considered for future estimations.

The process of conducting statistical analyses to construct the time series for each given 1-h
interval is depicted in a graphic user interface also allowing the timeline description of the
estimation of service time dispersed over the geographic area assumed, followed by the
decision-making process of selecting the most relevant random variables to denote the service
time demanded.

2. Service restoration by repair crews

Although the advent of smart grids has conducted to increasing the level of automation [1], the
need for human intervention is particularly necessary in cases of extreme weather events or
even in the occurrence of collisions in overhead networks, which become exposed by itself and
may cause the lack of power supply.

This interruption refers to the switching from normal to the emergency operating condition [2],
in all of the networks or even in a restricted part of it, conducting customers to the lack of
power supply and affecting continuity indexes. In addition, companies still have the billing
process affected by not addressing the load demand for a certain period.

System Reliability318

The use of repair crews becomes imperative precisely to overcome the limitations that interfere
with the remote control equipment, since the insulation of the defect can even be performed
automatically but its correction requires human interference.

From this crew management comes the well-known emergency dispatching problem to repair
crews already scheduled with pre-programmed services, which leads to a change of course and
describes the problem of dynamic routing of vehicles [3]. Exactly in the context of service
operations in electric power distribution utilities, the problem of this work is defined in [4].

The nature of the optimization problem has its roots on minimizing the waiting time between
the detection of the defect and the arrival of crews at the service location, because the less this
time the less the time without supply, thus contributing to the reliability of the electric power
distribution system.

Another aspect worth mentioning is the random nature of events: the occurrence of emergency
orders. In case of a reactive system, each new pending emergency order, or a set of them, gives
rise to the problem of dynamic routing [5]. In addition, the routing problem associated with
the context of this work also presents an important particularity: the service time in each
service location, which is exactly the estimated service time for resolution. It follows that the
dispatch problem is closed to the problem of minimum latency [6].

From the conclusions of [7], it can be observed that a decision that is completely reactive,
responding to the disturbances generated by the creation of emergency orders, can lead to a
sequence of mistaken decisions due to the loss of the ‘global vision’ related to the whole
problem depicted after analysing all the past events over the day.

This chapter aims to anticipate the occurrence of emergency services in order to provide a
proactive approach to dispatch, in which emergency occurrences can be assumed to be prob-
able and therefore likely to be included in routing solutions of programmed orders.

3. Demand forecasting

The routing problem is usually addressed by assuming that attributes (customer demands,
travel and service times, orders criticality) are previously known. However, most of the real
cases present some level of uncertainty [8]. Anticipating these uncertainties already in plan-
ning phase is important because it allows a more precisely routing plan and favouring the
crew management, operational cost reduction and also avoiding penalties from regulatory
agencies through improvement of reliability indicators and the revenue from the energy sale,
by reducing supply disruptions.

According to [9], the data of vehicle-routing problems can be ‘Static and deterministic’, ‘Static
and stochastic’, ‘Dynamic and deterministic’ and ‘Dynamic and stochastic’. Exactly, this last
class is that related to this work, referred many times as partially dynamic, this approach
assumes that some of the unknown data are in stochastic format. A proactive planning can be
realized by transforming the stochastic knowledge in dummy consumers with expected ser-
vice time and temporal and spatial position.
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With such definitions, the next section describes how to address the uncertainty by performing
demand-forecasting techniques.

3.1. Demand forecasting

Considering the external service orders of electric power utilities, we treat two different types
of situations, the commercial and the emergency orders. The commercial ones have a typical
input behaviour, known deadline and, as a consequence of these characteristics, can be
planned in advance, without technical or legal problems involving power failures. By contrast,
the emergency orders are randomly generated, with the corresponding dynamic character [10].

As to the attendance capacity, all the available crews have commercial and emergency demand
during the workday, overlapping one each other and respecting the attendance priority. This
behaviour can be seen in Figure 1, where there is a considerable difference between the
planned route and the route performed mainly due to the occurrence of emergency orders:
they have higher priority with respect to commercial orders and cause modification on the
route every time they are considered.

These constant changings on planned route by knowing customers and their attributes pro-
gressively classify the problem addressed as dynamic and stochastic [7]. One possible alterna-
tive that is adopted in this work is associated with an attempt to predict the emergency
occurrences and answering when and where they may occur [11].

Indispensable in the planning and in the strategies for decision-making, demand forecasting
oriented towards a future period should rely on precise techniques [11]. Of the commonly used
techniques to perform the forecasting, the exponential-smoothing approach can be applied to
predict continuous and discrete variables.

The exponential smoothing provides the service time to the analysis horizon, using Eq. (1),
according to [12]

Figure 1. Routing of crews with emergency-order fulfilment.
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Ftþ1 ¼ αxt þ ðαÞFt (1)

where t = actual period; Ft+1 = future forecasting; xt = demand in the period t; Ft = forecasting to
t; α (0 < α < 1) is a smoothing constant.

With these definitions, what one has is the theoretical basis to realize the forecasts of time of
service from the available time series.

However, it is necessary to consider that only the service time forecasting is not enough to
answer the questions pointed out by this work, which are the service time related to a certain
part of the geographic area considered and also related to a time interval defined [13, 14].
Exactly these challenges will be illustrated in the next section, which describes the methodo-
logical procedures that are employed.

4. Proposed methodology

Following the contribution by Ferrucci et al. [7], inspired by the paper of Ichoua et al. [15], the
approach proposed in this work also considers the classification of orders information that has
already occurred, based at service time of each request, as pointed out in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Variation analysis from the historical information. Day of the week and time of the day.
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There is a well-defined pattern from the requested service time for each day of the week, very
similar to business days unlike non-business days. In addition, Figure 2 also shows that
request demand is higher from 8 am to 8 pm. The last feature with regard to the influence on
future requests is related to the geographical location: Figure 3 depicts several layers, each one
referring to one time interval, with their corresponding surface composed by cuboids; each
cuboid’s height refers to a level of service time required in the respective area.

The division of the geographical area and the identification of time windows to define the
required service time are performed by stratifying and separating the historical data in order to
identify a particular time series for each part of the geographical area and also particular for
each interval of 1 day of the week.

4.1. Demand-forecasting methodology

A natural treatment to deal with emergency-order uncertainties would be to optimize the
expected values. However, the proposed methodology approaches a restrictive model of
chances [16], where each viable solution must be at an acceptable and predetermined level of
failure. In the presented model (see Algorithm 1), this constraint is represented by a coefficient,

Figure 3. Variation analysis from the historical information. Geographical and time interval.
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corresponding to the maximum value of variation allowed. This artifice prevents exceptional
disturbances from leading to distortions in the statistic analysis process.

The relationship between the scale of the geographical area considered and the coefficient of
variation is performed both temporally and spatially. In order to increase the forecasting
accuracy, historical data are stratified to each quadrant of the area considered for each day of
the week and for each hour of the day. The methodology to proceed with this stratification is
detailed in the algorithm of Table 1.

Beta (β) corresponds to the maximum value of variation allowed, normally 0.5, without
considering those regions without emergency-order occurrences. Therefore, the referred coef-
ficient of variation has the following limits:

0 < coefficient of variation ≤ β (2)

Instead of manually testing multiple values for the coefficient of variation, the algorithm
minimizes a nonlinear function obtained from an interpolation in order to determine the best
value for that coefficient. This procedure aims to minimize the size of the quadrants obtained
taking into account the constraint related to the coefficient of variation.

The main contribution of this work is the stratification of the data in order to have a more
accurate forecast, since the coefficient of variation is calculated for each defined quadrant.

5. Case study

This section describes the computational study, performed to evaluate the proposed model.
The model presented in algorithm of Table 1was implemented in the computational tool GNU
Octave, chosen for its efficiency features in numerical processing and matrix computation, as
well as being open-source software.

5.1. Instance

The model was tested using an actual historical data set, provided by a power distribution
utility from southern Brazil. Constituted of 9408 emergency orders in a period of 12 months,
the sample is endowed with several attributes, as latitude, longitude, year, month, day, week-
day, hour of day and service time, used for the analysis performed.

5.2. Parameters setting

Size: Vector representing the values referring to the side of the area analysed in the calculation.
This measure is in kilometres. The higher the number of analysed values, the greater is the
accuracy of the function obtained by the interpolation.

Another point to be considered is that the lower the value reported on size vector: the mini-
mum value for the area side size may vary, depending on the study region, that is, urban or
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day, hour of day and service time, used for the analysis performed.
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Size: Vector representing the values referring to the side of the area analysed in the calculation.
This measure is in kilometres. The higher the number of analysed values, the greater is the
accuracy of the function obtained by the interpolation.
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rural area. Therefore, the following vector sizes were chosen, measured in kilometres: sizeVector
= [0.4 0.6 0.8 1].

Beta (β): As previously informed, it corresponds to the maximum value to the coefficient of
variation allowed to ensure the lowest acceptable variance. This value was set to 0.5.

Algorithm 1—Geographic area optimization

Input: Database reading containing the following data for each order: latitude, longitude, year, month, day, day of
week, time and service time.

Function: Temporal clustering of orders per hour and day of the week.

Input: size vector = [0.4:0.2:1]; #Vector with area side size values

1 for size = 0.4 to 1 do

2 Construction of the grid with the definition of the geographical positions for the size considered.

3 Order assignment to the respective areas based on the geographical position.

4 for area = 1 to n do #Where n is the total of areas

5 Select a specific area of the grid.

6 for day of the week = 1 to 7 do

7 for hour = 1 to 24 do

8 Calculation of the coefficient Of Variation for the selected area.

9 end-for

10 end-for

11 end-for

12 end-for

13 #Thus, we have a matrix with the coefficients of variation associated with the respective area side size, for each area of
the grid, day of the week and time of day.

14 #Elimination of data with high randomness

15 for day of the week = 1 até 7 do

16 for hour = 1 to 24 do

17 for size = 0.4 to 1 do

18 for 0 < coefficient Of Variation <= beta do

19 Calculation of the mean Coefficient Of Variation for all areas

20 end-for

21 end-for

22 Determine the characteristic function by the Lagrange interpolation procedure.

23 Find the minimum of the function size (mean Coefficient Of Variation) in the range: 0 <= mean Coefficient Of
Variation<=beta

24 end-for

25 end-for

Table 1. Geographic area optimization algorithm.
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Interpolation: In order to obtain a polynomial function that best represents the analysed
data set, the Lagrange interpolation is used. It is important to highlight that the interpo-
lation can be made with any other function which best describes the data set. The
Lagrange interpolation method can construct a polynomial of n degree, which coincides
with a given function in n + 1 points, according to the description of the method next
presented by [17].

Lagrange interpolation theorem: Given n+1 distinct points, z0, z1, …, zn and n+1 values, w0, w1,
…, wn, there exists a unique polynomial pn(z) ∈ Pn for which

pnðziÞ ¼ wi, i ¼ 0, 1,…n (3)

Let us introduce the following polynomials of degree n:

lnðzÞ ¼ ðz� z0Þðz� z1Þ…ðz� zk�1Þðz� zkþ1Þ…ðz� znÞ
ðzk � z0Þðzk � z1Þ…ðzk � zk�1Þðzk � zkþ1Þ…ðzk � znÞ (4)

where k = 0,1,2,…,n.

Now let

Gn ¼ ðz� z0Þðz� z1Þ…ðz� znÞ (5)

Then

G0k ¼ ðzk � z0Þðzk � z1Þ…ðzk � zk�1Þðzk � zkþ1Þ…ðzk � znÞ (6)

and hence it follows from Eq. (4) that

lkðzÞ ¼ GnðzÞ
ðz� zkÞG0nðzkÞ

(7)

Eq. (7) becomes

pnðzÞ ¼
Xn

k¼0 wk
GnðzÞ

ðz� ZkÞG0nðzkÞ
(8)

Eq. (8) is known as the Lagrange Interpolation Formula, and the polynomials lk(z) are called the
interpolating or sampling of the Lagrange interpolation. In this problem, the zn points are the size
sample, and the wn values the coefficients of variation.

5.3. Results

Table 2 presents the optimization result, with the cell values corresponding to the coefficient of
variation and the area side size.
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The results presented in Table 2 show that not all hours of the day respect the coefficient of
variation constraint: one can note that periods with more incidences of emergency orders (e.g.
from 19 to 23 h) presented more precise data, analytically we can see that in the period with
less emergency-orders occurrence (e.g. from 1 to 6 h), the data did not present the necessary
reliability.

Hour of
the day

Day of the week

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

2 (0, 0.6) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (0, 0.6) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

3 (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (0, 0.6) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

4 (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

5 (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

6 (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN) (0.5, 0.44207) (NaN,NaN) (NaN,NaN)

7 (NaN,NaN) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.5) (0, 0.66667) (0, 0.6) (NaN,NaN)

8 (0, 0.5) (0, 0.6) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

9 (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0,5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

10 (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0,24203, 0.4) (0.28101, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.27432, 0.4)

11 (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0,5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

12 (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

13 (0, 0.4) (0.42894, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.42321, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

14 (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4)

15 (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4)

16 (0.22726, 0.47263) (0, 0.4) (0.13927, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.4, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4)

17 (0, 0.4) (0.10581, 0.48655) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

18 (0.13379, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.11458, 0.4)

19 (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0,33325, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4)

20 (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0,5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0. 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

21 (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.30439, 0.4) (0,5, 0.4) (0.28037, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

22 (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.23448, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4)

23 (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.66667) (0.41580, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.4)

24 (0, 0.54451) (0, 0.66667) (0, 0.4) (0, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0.5, 0.4) (0, 0.54451)

Note that the NaN indicates that there was no coefficient of variation within the established limits.

Table 2. Optimization result (coefficient of variation, area side size).
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Figure 4 presents one solution, with the service time required for emergency-order attendance
in the corresponding geographical area and restrict to a given hour of the day, in this case, it is
a Tuesday evening, 19 h. From Table 2, one notes that the side area size of each quadrant is
0.4 km, with a coefficient of variation equal to 0.33325. It is worth noting that the dispersion
depicted in Figure 4 is for only those quadrants that respect the coefficient of variation
constraint.

From the results of service times of Figures 4–8, one may note that the more precise the
stratification, and the consequent reduction in the size of the side of the area (0.4 km), the
greater the dispersion of the areas with the greatest demand. Such behaviour makes it more
precise to define the area with the highest demand.

Figures 9–12 depict the number of selected areas to forecast service time, considering a
Tuesday and varying the area side size from 0.4 to 1 km. An important relationship between
area side size and the number of selected areas: as area side size increases, the number of areas
decreases and also the accuracy to define the dummy nodes to be further used in a routing
solution approach.

Figure 4. Service time history at Tuesday/19 h.
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Figure 6. Service time history at Tuesday/21 h.

Figure 5. Service time history at Tuesday/20 h.
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Figure 7. Service time history at Tuesday/22 h.

Figure 8. Service time history at Tuesday/23 h.
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Figure 7. Service time history at Tuesday/22 h.

Figure 8. Service time history at Tuesday/23 h.
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Figure 9. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 0.4 km.

Figure 10. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 0.6 km.
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Figure 11. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 0.8 km.

Figure 12. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 1 km.
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Figure 11. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 0.8 km.

Figure 12. Number of selected areas at Tuesday for area side size of 1 km.
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6. Conclusion

An inherent issue of the vehicle-routing problem is due to uncertainty of real-time planning
attached to the emergency orders, where the latency of an order is minimized generally
conflicting with the goal of minimizing travel time, since the pre-established route is changed.

This work has presented an approach to support proactive real-time vehicle routing, by using an
algorithm to estimate service timedemandrelated to emergencyorders and considering geograph-
ical attributes and timewindows. Fromthe results obtainedby this approach, onemay successfully
use dummy nodes obtained by the forecast method proposed to be included in a further real-time
routing solution. The main purpose is to support this solution in order to minimize the waiting
time and the latency, by decreasing the displacements over the route directions over the day.

Computational results indicate that the forecast of service demand can be performed with
great precision when optimizing the geographical area considered, showing that the integra-
tion of derived stochastic knowledge results in a more accurate dimensioning of the service
teams, and significant reductions in the discrepancy between the planned and executed routes
may be obtained.
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Abstract

The role of maintenance in the industrial environment changed a lot in recent years, and 
today, it is a key function for long-term profitability in an organization. Many contribu-
tions were recently written by researchers on this topic. A lot of models were proposed 
to optimize maintenance activities while ensuring availability and high-quality require-
ments. In addition to the well-known classification of maintenance activities—preven-
tive and corrective—in the last decades, a new classification emerged in the literature 
regarding the degree of system restoration after maintenance actions. Among them, the 
imperfect maintenance is one of the most studied maintenance types: it is defined as an 
action after which the system lies in a state somewhere between an “as good as new” 
state and its pre-maintenance condition “as bad as old.” Most of the industrial compa-
nies usually operate with imperfect maintenance actions, even if the awareness in actual 
industrial context is limited. On the practical definition side, in particular, there are some 
real situations of imperfect maintenance: three main specific cases were identified, both 
from literature analysis and from experience. Considering these three implementations 
of imperfect maintenance actions and the main models proposed in the literature, we 
illustrate how to identify the most suitable model for each real case.

Keywords: imperfect maintenance, optimization model, reliability

1. Introduction

Maintenance is defined as “the combination of all technical, administrative and managerial 
actions during the lifecycle of an item intended to retain it in or restore it to, a state in which 
it can perform the required function” [1]. Maintenance is everywhere, when there are sys-
tems, machines, elements that we use every day, requiring specific actions for functioning 
correctly, since degradations and failures reduce the effectiveness in their use. The industrial 
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sector is perhaps one of the most interested in maintenance actions since companies need to 
guarantee their required productivity targets. Despite this, maintenance has not always had 
the attention it deserved and for many years it was a “Cinderella function” [2], but recently its 
role was revalued, and since the 1960s, it was considered as a specific organizational unit [3]. 
According to Sherwin [2], the reasons why maintenance was a “Cinderella function” for so 
many years are mostly historical and can be overcome by new information technology (IT). IT, 
in fact, simplifies data acquisition and analysis of systems requiring maintenance activities, 
whereas integrated IT allows mathematical optimization of many aspects related to mainte-
nance, such as costs and availability [2].

One of the strategies to adopt in order to increase awareness of maintenance importance in 
industrial and productive contexts is to prove its effectiveness [4]. It is essential to measure 
maintenance performance, for the justification of investments in this function [5] and for stra-
tegic thinking for asset managers. However, in the existing literature, only the internal effi-
ciency is measured even if the maintenance contribution toward a total business goal should 
be measured (both external effectiveness and internal efficiency). Life-cycle profit (LCP) could 
be a fair measure of overall effectiveness for highlighting both value and cost of maintenance 
[2]. Maintenance, in fact, consists of so many activities that it is difficult to quantify its benefits 
at an individual activity level, whereas at a macro level, it is difficult to find the best trade-off 
between costs and benefits for the company profit [6].

Despite all that, today it is accepted that maintenance is a key function for long-term profit-
ability in an organization [7], and for this reason, organizations are treating maintenance as 
an important part of their business [8], in the same way as other functions like production, 
marketing, sales and so on. Effective maintenance management, in fact, requires a multi-
disciplinary approach where maintenance is viewed strategically from the overall business 
perspective [9]. Companies invest in early reliability estimation also in order to setup their 
on-field service [10].

The maintenance role evolution in industrial context could be summarized through Figure 1, 
proposed by Furlanetto and Mastriforti [11].

Corrective maintenance (CM) is certainly the approach with the lowest prevention and engi-
neering contributions since it simply reacts to an occurred failure. Moving from CM to pre-
vention maintenance, it goes from a defeatist and passive approach to a more “aggressive” 
one, where engineering principles and the aim of preventing future failures are the most 
important aspects in maintenance management.

Therefore, maintenance engineering is nowadays a very important function in industrial 
context. It is usually defined as “a staff function whose prime responsibility is to ensure that 
maintenance techniques are effective, equipment is designed and modified to improve main-
tainability, on-going maintenance technical problems are investigated, and appropriate correc-
tive and improvement actions are taken” [12]. It is a very strategic resource essential for ensuring 
production capacity, product quality and best lifecycle cost. It is related to Business Continuity 
and to High-Reliability Organization (HRO) too: the choice of a specific maintenance policy, in 
fact, defines a more or less compliant maintenance approach to the HRO paradigm [13].
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Maintenance engineering is one of the three main maintenance organizational processes, as 
shown in Figure 2, adapted from Furlanetto et al. [16].

Maintenance has a unique role also in the latest 4th Generation Industrial Revolution (Industry 
4.0), which focuses on intelligent products and production processes [14]. The new digital indus-
trial technology defines a transformation where sensors, machines, workpieces and Information 
Systems are connected along the value chain: internet allows communication between humans 
and machines in cyber-physical systems (CPS). The interaction with surrounding systems is 
able to create self-aware and self-learning machines condition, with consequent improvement of 
overall performance and maintenance management [15]. It is clear that maintenance processes 
must be integrated in an effective way in the Industry 4.0 framework. Digitalization and net-
working, in particular, shall provide an increasing amount of actor and sensor data which can 
support the continuous monitoring of the process and of the machines conditions. Data, in fact, 
can be recorded and transmitted in real time to the cloud for predictive maintenance analysis.

Maintenance engineering is strictly connected to maintenance management and maintenance 
implementation. In fact, the maintenance implementation process gets orders from maintenance 
management, to which refer on their progress. Maintenance management sends information to 
maintenance engineering function for reliability and maintenance analysis. Then, maintenance 
engineering, through tools and specific software, defines maintenance plans to be transferred to 
maintenance management function and, finally, to maintenance implementation [16].

It is well recognized, however, that in many asset-intensive industries, maintenance costs are 
an important part of the operational cost [5], both for preventive and for corrective mainte-
nance activities. Even if corrective and preventive maintenance is the most known maintenance 
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types, in the last decades, new kinds of maintenance were identified in the literature, as better 
explained in the following sections.

1.1. Maintenance and reliability

Reliability and maintenance are strictly connected: reliability models, in particular, define 
the main reliability properties of a system, which are essential for maintenance management.

Here, we show a brief summary of the most important reliability considerations useful in 
maintenance theory.

First of all, reliability is defined as the probability that a component (or an entire system) will 
perform its function for a specified period of time, when operating in its design environment 
[17]: reliability definition, therefore, requires an unambiguous criterion for distinguishing 
operation from non-functioning states and the exact definition of environmental conditions. 
In this way, reliability will depend only on time.

The most significant reliability parameters are:

• f(t): probability density function (pdf)

• F(t): cumulative distribution function (cdf), also known as failure function or unreliability 
function

Figure 2. Role of maintenance engineering in maintenance organization process [16].
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• R(t): reliability function

• λ(t): hazard function, defined as the trend of the instantaneous failure rate at time t of an 
element that has survived up to that time t.

Hazard function is usually presented as a time depending curve, called the “bathtub” curve, 
which is useful for determining three main failure types corresponding to three different life 
stages of a component. The life of a device has a first part with a failure rate relatively high 
and a descending shape (decreasing failure rate DFR) because of the so-called early failures 
depending on potential manufacturing defects (design or installation defects, for example); 
the central part of its life corresponds to the useful life, in which it is usually assumed that 
the failure rate does not change over time (constant failure rate CFR); finally, the end of life 
corresponds to the wear-out phase with an increasing failure rate (IFR).

The reliability properties of a component might be represented with a specific probability dis-
tribution model in each one of the main phases (DFR, CFR, IFR): the early stage is modelled 
through the Weibull distribution, the random failure stage is defined by a negative expo-
nential distribution and finally, for the wear-out failures, the normal distribution is the most 
suitable one, since its failure rate is always a monotonically increasing function of time (so the 
normal distribution is an IFR distribution) [18]. Obviously, the most suitable distribution has 
to be selected according to the real failure rate dependency on time.

The knowledge of the reliability features of a system is the starting point for the definition of 
the maintenance and replacement models to apply. Many models are shown in the literature 
[19]: all of them can fall into some categories, such as the age replacement policy, the block 
replacement policy, the periodic preventive maintenance policy, the failure limit policy, the 
opportunistic maintenance policy, the inspection policy [20], etc.

Reliability parameters are used in maintenance optimization models, too. For a long time, in 
fact, the cost was the only parameter considered for their optimization, in line with the old 
maintenance concept (maintenance as a necessary evil and the only maintenance is correc-
tive). Today, however, both costs and reliability measures (such as availability) are present in 
maintenance optimization models. In literature, there are many contributions on maintenance 
optimization models, and the review papers on this topic are really interesting [21, 22]. Some 
models, for example, try to optimize maintenance activities according to risk management [23]: 
the main aim is the minimization of the effects of failures on the organization’s main objectives.

Maintenance models could be quite difficult to apply because of lack of data on maintenance 
actions and faults [24]. At the same time, cost data could be harder to have, especially with 
respect to indirect costs since, for example, it could be very difficult to quantify intangible 
aspects like the benefits of maintenance.

Furthermore, models are usually complex to apply since several constraints and several objec-
tives usually affect the optimization of maintenance policies [22]: simulation approach could 
be a viable alternative to the analytical one.

In conclusion, we can say that maintenance optimization models could be very useful in a 
maintenance management process because they allow to consider all the main maintenance 
objectives (ensuring system function, ensuring system life, ensuring safety, ensuring human 
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wee-being) [6]. At the same time, the input data must be corrected in accordance with the 
facts. The best suitable model could be identified among the several models proposed by 
literature.

2. The “new” maintenance classification and imperfect maintenance

Imperfect maintenance (I.M.) is a new kind of maintenance approach, which has spread in 
the last decades, as an alternative to the common classification of maintenance, proposed for 
example by the EN 13306:2010 [1]. This last one considers two main classes of maintenance 
approaches: corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM). The distinguish-
ing element in this classification is the time in which maintenance activity is performed and 
in particular the relationship between the occurrence of a fault and the maintenance activity. 
PM is an action done before the occurrence of the fault, while each maintenance action car-
ried out after the fault is called CM. A CM action is performed at unpredictable time points 
(it is not known the failure time of a component), and its main function is to put the item 
into a state in which it can perform the required function. If CM is carried out immediately 
after the occurrence of the fault, we speak of immediate maintenance, while if it is postponed 
(scheduled with other maintenance actions or with down production period), we speak of 
deferred maintenance. Since CM costs are three or four times higher than the PM costs [25], 
it could make sense to delay CM activities waiting for a situation in which the time of repair 
has a negligible impact on the unavailability. On the other side, PM activities could be carried 
out at predetermined intervals of time or number of units of use (predetermined maintenance) 
or according to information on system degradation supplied by condition monitoring, inspec-
tion and test activities (Condition Based Maintenance).

In addition to this well-known classification, in the last decades, a new categorization emerged 
in the literature. It dates back to 70s and is based on the item restoration degree after mainte-
nance actions. In Wang and Pham [34], an example of this classification is proposed. Both the 
“classic” and “new” classifications are summarized in Figure 3: it shows that both corrective 
and preventive maintenance could be:

• Perfect maintenance: Maintenance action that restores a system to an “As Good As New” 
(AGAN) condition. Considering the main parameters defining the reliability features of the 
system, we could say that after a perfect maintenance action, a system has the same lifetime 
distribution and the same failure rate function of a new one. For this reason, generally, the 
replacement of a system by a new one is a perfect repair.

• Imperfect maintenance: Maintenance action which makes a system not AGAN but young-
er: upon an imperfect maintenance action, the system lies in a state somewhere between 
AGAN and its pre-maintenance condition.

• Minimal maintenance: It restores a system to an “As Bad As Old” (ABAO) condition and, 
therefore, to the same failure rate as before the maintenance action. First of all, Barlow and 
Hunter [26] studied minimal repair proposing two preventive maintenance policies.
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• Worse maintenance: It defines actions accidentally causing a worsening operating condi-
tion of the system. The system failure rate or the actual age increases after a worse main-
tenance action.

• Worst maintenance: It is similar to worse maintenance but, in addition, it causes fault or 
breaks of the system too.

This classification suggests that each “new” kind of maintenance action could be considered 
worse than the previous one. For example, imperfect maintenance causes a restoration degree 
lower than perfect maintenance but higher than minimal maintenance and so on.

The new maintenance activities classification is an accurate reflection of the reality since the 
maintained components are not always restored to an as good as new state [27]. At the same 
time, it has a huge impact on the reliability and maintenance theory, since maintenance has 
always been perfect or minimal, and therefore, reliability and optimization maintenance 
models were defined for these two extreme situations. The introduction of new maintenance 
ideas required new models, proposed in the literature in the last years.

In literature, there are many contributions on imperfect maintenance, and, at the same time, 
worse and worst maintenance were studied, for example, by Kay [28], Nakagawa and Yasui 
[29] and Chan and Downs [30], which considered a kind of preventive maintenance causing 
the failure of the maintained equipment.

Among the maintenance types considering the item restoration degree after maintenance 
actions, this chapter focuses on imperfect maintenance (IM).

2.1. Imperfect maintenance literature review

The first interest in imperfect maintenance dates back to the second part of 1970s thanks 
to researchers like Kay [28], Ingle and Siewiorek [31], Chaudhuri and Sahu [32], Chan and 
Downs [30] and Nakagawa [33]. In particular:

Figure 3. Classification of maintenance activities according to the time in which maintenance activity is performed 
(preventive maintenance vs. corrective maintenance) and to the system restoration degree (perfect, imperfect, minimal, 
worse, worst maintenance).
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system, we could say that after a perfect maintenance action, a system has the same lifetime 
distribution and the same failure rate function of a new one. For this reason, generally, the 
replacement of a system by a new one is a perfect repair.

• Imperfect maintenance: Maintenance action which makes a system not AGAN but young-
er: upon an imperfect maintenance action, the system lies in a state somewhere between 
AGAN and its pre-maintenance condition.
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therefore, to the same failure rate as before the maintenance action. First of all, Barlow and 
Hunter [26] studied minimal repair proposing two preventive maintenance policies.
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• Worse maintenance: It defines actions accidentally causing a worsening operating condi-
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• Worst maintenance: It is similar to worse maintenance but, in addition, it causes fault or 
breaks of the system too.

This classification suggests that each “new” kind of maintenance action could be considered 
worse than the previous one. For example, imperfect maintenance causes a restoration degree 
lower than perfect maintenance but higher than minimal maintenance and so on.

The new maintenance activities classification is an accurate reflection of the reality since the 
maintained components are not always restored to an as good as new state [27]. At the same 
time, it has a huge impact on the reliability and maintenance theory, since maintenance has 
always been perfect or minimal, and therefore, reliability and optimization maintenance 
models were defined for these two extreme situations. The introduction of new maintenance 
ideas required new models, proposed in the literature in the last years.

In literature, there are many contributions on imperfect maintenance, and, at the same time, 
worse and worst maintenance were studied, for example, by Kay [28], Nakagawa and Yasui 
[29] and Chan and Downs [30], which considered a kind of preventive maintenance causing 
the failure of the maintained equipment.

Among the maintenance types considering the item restoration degree after maintenance 
actions, this chapter focuses on imperfect maintenance (IM).
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The first interest in imperfect maintenance dates back to the second part of 1970s thanks 
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Downs [30] and Nakagawa [33]. In particular:
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• Kay [28] dealt with the effectiveness of preventive maintenance concept [28].

• Ingle and Siewiorek [31] presented the imperfect recovery concept for multiprocessor sys-
tems: they suggested to use a factor C called coverage, that is, the condition probability that 
a system recovers successfully after a failure [31].

• Chaudhuri and Sahu [32] suggested a model to define the optimum preventive mainte-
nance intervals both for perfect and imperfect PM [32].

• Chan and Downs [30] presented two criteria for preventive maintenance analysis (the max-
imization of the steady-state availability and the minimization of the expected maintenance 
cost per unit time under specific assumptions). The authors suggested a state transition di-
agram to represent preventive maintenance, considering a probability p of not restoring the 
component in an AGAN condition but in a failed state (worst preventive maintenance) [30].

• Nakagawa is one of the most interested researchers for this topic. He supposes that pre-
ventive maintenance is imperfect; then, he considers this kind of maintenance for defining 
optimum preventive maintenance policies [33].

These are only some examples, and many other researchers showed interest in imperfect 
maintenance topic.

Even if many works on imperfect maintenance regard the one-unit system [34], this concept 
could be also applied the multi-components system, which is the most common configuration 
in real problems.

Researchers show interest in imperfect maintenance even now, as highlighted by the number 
of publications of the more recent years (a systematic literature review was conducted on the 
web search engines Scopus, IEEE Xplore, Google Scholar and Web of Science). Analysing the 
last contributions, it is possible to underline a greater interest in IMpractical implications. 
Some more recently published papers were analysed in order to understand which are the 
more recent trends and interest in IM topic. Some of them are here shown:

• Sanchez et al. [35] consider the problem of testing and maintenance activities optimiza-
tion with uncertainty in the imperfect maintenance modelling. The proposed methodol-
ogy is applied to a stand by safety-related system of a nuclear power plant. It shows the 
importance of considering uncertainties in the modelling of imperfect maintenance since it 
impacts on system unavailability and cost [35].

• Mabrouk et al. [36] propose a model to determine the optimum PM scheduling strategy 
for a leased equipment, considering that both PM and CM are imperfect. Since a leasing 
agreement is considered, some penalty costs are in the model (when the total expected 
equipment downtime due to maintenance activities in the lease period are greater than a 
pre-specified value) [36].

• Pandey et al. [37] propose a mathematical model for decision-making on selective main-
tenance actions under imperfect repair, for binary systems (i.e. they are either working or 
failed). Since it is usually difficult to do all the required maintenance actions during the 
maintenance break, the focus is both on the optimal use of the available resources (budget, 
repairman and time) and on the maximization of the next mission reliability [37].
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• Le and Tan [38] studied the optimal maintenance strategy of systems subject to a degrada-
tion condition, subject to imperfect maintenance. They suggest a combined approach includ-
ing both inspection and continuous monitoring activities to improve system reliability [38].

IM is increasingly considered in maintenance optimization problem: researchers are more 
and more aware that this “new” kind of maintenance must be considered both in theoretical 
and in practical problems.

2.2. Imperfect maintenance models proposed in literature

As shown in Section 1.1, the definition of an optimal maintenance policy for a system requires 
that many factors have to be considered, like the maintenance policies, the system architec-
tures (single-unit, series, parallel, k-out-of-n, complex), the shut-off rules for series systems 
(which is the dependence of a failed component on the others), the maintenance degree (per-
fect, imperfect, minimal, worse, worst) and the maintenance costs. It is clear that both reli-
ability parameters and costs are essential to optimize maintenance activities management.

The first step, however, is the definition of the reliability parameters of the system after an 
imperfect maintenance action, since the system itself will be not AGAN.

In literature, many different models were proposed: most of them are summarized in Ref. 
[39]. In the following paragraphs, the main categories will be explained.

2.2.1. (p, q) rule method and its variants

These methods use a probability parameter to model imperfect maintenance. According to the 
(p, q) rule method, a component, after a maintenance activity, could return to the AGAN state 
with probability p and to the ABAO state with probability q = 1− p. It is clear that if p = 1 main-
tenance is perfect, whereas if p = 0 maintenance is minimal. This method was proposed by 
Nakagawa at the end of 1970s [33] and then resumed by other authors: Brown and Proschan 
[40], for example, under specific assumptions, obtained important results. They considered 
an item repaired each time it fails (with negligible repair time), in a perfect way with prob-
ability p or in a minimal way with probability 1 − p. It is assumed that no perfect repairs occur 
in [0, t) so that the item, at t, behaves as an item of age t, with failure rate λ(t). Let F be the life 
time distribution of the item and λ its failure rate. Under these assumptions, they proved that 
the time distribution function of the time between successive perfect maintenance actions is

   F  p  (t) = 1 −  (1 − F(t))   p   (1)

and the corresponding failure rate is λp(t) = pλ(t).

Furthermore, they proved that, since the original failure rate function is simply multiplied by 
p, then also Fp has this property for 0 < p < 1 [40].

This model was subsequently changed, and other methods were obtained:

• [p(t),q(t)] rule method: It was proposed by Block et al. [41] and differs from the previous 
method only by time dependence: considering a one-unit system subjected to corrective 
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and the corresponding failure rate is λp(t) = pλ(t).
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maintenance activities with negligible repair time, the item is restored to a AGAN state 
with probability p(t) while to an ABAO state with probability q(t) = 1−p(t), where t is the age 
of the item (the time since last perfect maintenance) [41].

• [p(n, t), q(n, t),s(n, t)] rule method: This model considers another parameter affecting on the 
effectiveness of maintenance activities, that is n, the number of failures since replacement. 
Therefore, according to this model, after a repair, a system will be in an AGAN state with 
probability p(n, t), or in an ABAO state with probability q(n, t) = 1−p(n, t). A third possibility 
is considered: the repair could be unsuccessful with probability s(n, t) = 1 − p(n, t) – q(n, t) [42].

2.2.2. Improvement factor method

The improvement factor method considers that an imperfect maintenance PM activity can 
reduce the age of a system from t to t/β, with a new reliability of R(t/β).

This method was proposed by Malik [43] in order to consider that the failure rate curve 
changes after preventive maintenance activities (in particular, the failure rate after PM lies 
between AGAN and ABAO) according to a parameter called improvement factor β [43]. In 
Figure 4, there is a representation of failure rate when minimal, perfect and imperfect repair 
are performed.

Over time, many improvement factors were proposed, since the restoration effect depends 
on several factors like the operating time of the system, the PM interval, the related costs, the 
number of PM carried out and so on. Lie and Chun [44], for example, considered an improve-
ment factor to measure the restoration effect depending on PM cost and age of the system 
[44] considering the improvement factor as a variable of the model. Another example is rep-
resented by Chan and Shaw [45], which considered two types of failure rate reduction: the 
first one is fixed (so that we have always the same reduction of the failure rate), whereas the 
second one is proportional (all the reductions of failure rate are proportional) [45].

Figure 4. Minimal, perfect and imperfect repair according to the improvement factor method.
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2.2.3. Virtual age method

Virtual age defines the restoration level achieved after a repair of a system. It depends on the 
operation time and on the number of maintenance activities performed. This method was pro-
posed by Kijima et al. [46], which suggested that a system with virtual age V ≥ 0 behaves as if it 
was a new system which reached the age v without failure [46]. The main idea of the virtual age 
models, in fact, is to evaluate failure intensity considering virtual age instead of the real time [47].

According to Kijima, two main virtual age types could be identified: the first one assumes that 
the nth repair is able to remove the damage related to the time between the (n−1)th and the nth 
failures. The virtual age after the nth repair is:

   v  n   =  v  n−1   + q  x  n    (2)

vn is the virtual age immediately after the nth repair, q is a parameter representing the effect 
of the nth repair (the quality of an intervention involving the component) and xn is the time 
between the (n−1)th and the nth failures. Obviously, if q = 0 = 0 the model explains a perfect 
maintenance, while if q = 1=1, we have a minimal maintenance.

With the second virtual age model, it is assumed that the nth repair is able to remove the 
cumulative damage of both current and previous failures, so that the virtual age after the nth 
repair is:

   v  n   = q( v  n−1   +  x  n   )  (3)

Figure 5 shows a representation of the relationship between actual age and virtual age [48].

2.2.4. Shock model method

This model considers a unit that is subject to shocks randomly in time. At t = 0 its damage 
level is equal to zero, while the damage level will increase over time upon occurrence of shock 
events. Obviously, each damage increases the current damage level of the unit: the unit fails 
when its cumulative damage is greater than a specified threshold value [49].

Kijima and Nakagawa [49] used this approach to model imperfect preventive maintenance, 
suggesting that each PM reduces the damage level by 100(1 − b)%, 0 ≤ b ≤1, of total damage. 

Figure 5. Virtual age vs. Actual age for q = 00, 0 < q < 1, q=1.
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maintenance activities with negligible repair time, the item is restored to a AGAN state 
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ment factor to measure the restoration effect depending on PM cost and age of the system 
[44] considering the improvement factor as a variable of the model. Another example is rep-
resented by Chan and Shaw [45], which considered two types of failure rate reduction: the 
first one is fixed (so that we have always the same reduction of the failure rate), whereas the 
second one is proportional (all the reductions of failure rate are proportional) [45].
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2.2.3. Virtual age method

Virtual age defines the restoration level achieved after a repair of a system. It depends on the 
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posed by Kijima et al. [46], which suggested that a system with virtual age V ≥ 0 behaves as if it 
was a new system which reached the age v without failure [46]. The main idea of the virtual age 
models, in fact, is to evaluate failure intensity considering virtual age instead of the real time [47].

According to Kijima, two main virtual age types could be identified: the first one assumes that 
the nth repair is able to remove the damage related to the time between the (n−1)th and the nth 
failures. The virtual age after the nth repair is:
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maintenance, while if q = 1=1, we have a minimal maintenance.
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cumulative damage of both current and previous failures, so that the virtual age after the nth 
repair is:
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Figure 5 shows a representation of the relationship between actual age and virtual age [48].

2.2.4. Shock model method

This model considers a unit that is subject to shocks randomly in time. At t = 0 its damage 
level is equal to zero, while the damage level will increase over time upon occurrence of shock 
events. Obviously, each damage increases the current damage level of the unit: the unit fails 
when its cumulative damage is greater than a specified threshold value [49].

Kijima and Nakagawa [49] used this approach to model imperfect preventive maintenance, 
suggesting that each PM reduces the damage level by 100(1 − b)%, 0 ≤ b ≤1, of total damage. 

Figure 5. Virtual age vs. Actual age for q = 00, 0 < q < 1, q=1.
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Even then, it is possible to trace back this situation to perfect and minimal repair: if b = 1, the 
PM is minimal, whereas if b = 0, the PM is perfect.

2.2.5. (α, β) rule method

This IM treatment method was proposed by Wang and Pham [50]. According to this model, 
upon each repair, the lifetime of a system will be reduced to a fraction 0 < α < 1 of its immedi-
ately previous one, and all lifetimes are independent (the lifetime decreases with the number 
of repairs) [50]. For the repair time, which is non-negligible and upon repair, the model sup-
poses that the next restoration time becomes a multiple β > 1 of its current one. Finally, all 
repair times are independent.

Figure 6 shows how, according to this model, when the number of repairs increases, the time 
to repair increases too, while the lifetimes decreases.

2.2.6. Hybrid model method

The hybrid model proposed by Lin et al. considers, in particular, the effects of PM activities 
in terms of how the hazard rate function and the effective age of the equipment are changed 
by the PMs [51]. The model is “hybrid” because it derives from two PM models proposed by 
Nakagawa [52]: the Hazard Rate PM model and the Age Reduction PM model.

The first one considers that the hazard rate function of a system is an increasing function of 
time when there are no PM activities, while each PM resets the λ(t) to zero and causes a faster 
growing of λ(t) itself after each additional PM action. The failure rate after the ith PM action 
becomes aiλ(t), given that λ(t) is the hazard rate in the previous period, ai ≥ 1.

On the other side, the Age Reduction PM model evaluates the effective age of a system after 
the ith PM action as a fraction of its effective age just prior to this PM. The effective age after 
the ith PM action is biEi: 0 ≤ bi < 1 is the improvement factor in the effective age due to the ith 
PM action, while Ei is the effective age of the system just prior to the ith PM action [52].

The hybrid model merges these two aspects, as better explained by Figure 7.

Figure 6. (α, β) rule or quasi-renewal process method.
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3. Imperfect maintenance in real cases

The theoretical definition of imperfect maintenance needs to be identified in real applications 
in an industrial setting. Literature analysis was the starting point, but the experience shared 
by reliability technicians was essential in order to identify some typical actual situations in 
which imperfect maintenance is indeed verified. Three main specific situations are proposed 
and summarized in Figure 8.

• “Conscious” imperfect maintenance: This is a case of an aware imperfect maintenance ac-
tion. The reasons are various, and among them, it is possible to consider the use of unsuit-
able spare parts. When a fault occurs, for example, the required new component could not 
be available because of cost or time reasons. In this case, in order to reactivate the normal 
operation situation, it could be required to adopt alternative solutions like reconditioned 
part or “non-original” ones. Inventory management of spare parts, in fact, plays a key role 
in the maintenance management: their specific demand is usually unknown and random, 
even if it should be filled almost instantly or as soon as possible [53]. At the same time, for 
specific expensive components with a high risk of obsolescence, storage is not the best solu-
tion. Considering the issues related to the inventory management of spare parts, product 
recovery could be considered as a better option if compared to the acquisition of a new one. 
Since several remanufacturing options are possible, then several spare parts qualities could 

Figure 7. Comparison between the Hazard Rate PM model, the Age Reduction PM model [52] and the Hybrid PM model 
[51].
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Figure 8. Imperfect maintenance theoretical vs. practical definition.
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derive [54]. This quality level has a huge impact on the reliability of the system subject to 
maintenance, since the reconditioned part is not in the AGAN condition. The spare parts 
management just shown is very common in real contexts, and in literature, there are many 
papers on the topic. Just as examples, we can cite two contributions: Boudhar et al. [55] 
considered the problem of choosing the spare parts’ quality to be used at each replacement 
minimizing the total cost; Boudhar et al. [54], an extension of the previous paper, proposed 
an optimal maintenance policy considering both the reliability and maintenance aspects and 
the quality of spare parts used for maintenance. Hence, it is possible to say that reliability 
and maintenance are strictly connected to reverse logistic and remanufacturing [54]. Another 
example of Imperfect maintenance done consciously, always related to spare parts, regards 
the use of “non-original” parts such as adapted part of the similar system (different brand, 
different technical features and so on). Both this last example and the others presented in this 
section could be related to maintenance expenditure problems like suggested by Helvic [56].

• “Unconscious” imperfect maintenance: This example is strictly connected to the mainte-
nance operator skills. Contrary to the previous case, this one refers to an unknown “im-
perfect” action caused by incompetence, lack of attention and errors. According to some 
researches, in fact, some causes for imperfect, worse and worst maintenance could be as-
cribed to the skills of the maintenance technicians [29, 56], such as repairing the wrong part, 
only partially repairing the faulty part, repairing (partially or completely) the faulty part 
but damaging adjacent parts, incorrectly assessing the condition of the unit inspected and 
deferring maintenance actions.

• Replacement of only one component in a complex system: This situation is very common 
in real context; it refers to the case in which, after a practicality period, where all the com-
ponents have a specific degradation state, if a component breaks, it is usually the only one 
replaced with a new one. The global system reliability must be defined with imperfect 
maintenance models since the whole system in not in an As Good As New condition. This 
is explained in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Representation of one of the real imperfect maintenance case (replacement of only one component in a complex 
system).
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4. Analysis of real imperfect maintenance cases through the most 
appropriate optimization model

The imperfect maintenance models proposed in the literature and shown in Section 2.2 are 
useful if used to describe the reliability features of real systems subject to imperfect mainte-
nance actions. There are many models and many kinds of imperfect maintenance, so a ques-
tion could be: “Which model should I apply for a correct evaluation of the reliability of a 
system subjected to imperfect maintenance?

This section proposes the most suitable models for the three real cases of imperfect mainte-
nance. These are summarized in Table 1.

We can see how the (p, q) rule method is suitable to model all the cases in which there is uncer-
tainty on the maintenance action effectiveness. For this reason, it could be used in all the real 
situations of IM. This is also true for the Shock Model method.

The improvement factor method seems to be highly suitable for the “Conscious” IM, since 
this method considers some parameters that could be linked to a conscious decision of IM (the 
cost of maintenance activities, from which the improvement factor could be derived, is linked, 
for example, to the use of unsuitable spare parts).

The virtual age method fits better to the “Conscious” IM. This method, in fact, can model how 
much of the damage related to the time between the (n−1)th and the nth failures, the maintenance  

Real cases of IM IM model

“Conscious” imperfect maintenance • (p, q) rule method

• Improvement factor method

• Virtual age method

• Shock model method

• (α, β) rule method

• Hybrid model method

“Unconscious” imperfect maintenance • (p, q) rule method

• Improvement factor method

• Virtual age method

• Shock model method

• (α, β) rule method

• Hybrid model method

Replacement of only one component in a complex system • (p, q)rule method

• Shock model method

Table 1. Proposal of the most suitable methods to treat each real case of IM.
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4. Analysis of real imperfect maintenance cases through the most 
appropriate optimization model

The imperfect maintenance models proposed in the literature and shown in Section 2.2 are 
useful if used to describe the reliability features of real systems subject to imperfect mainte-
nance actions. There are many models and many kinds of imperfect maintenance, so a ques-
tion could be: “Which model should I apply for a correct evaluation of the reliability of a 
system subjected to imperfect maintenance?

This section proposes the most suitable models for the three real cases of imperfect mainte-
nance. These are summarized in Table 1.

We can see how the (p, q) rule method is suitable to model all the cases in which there is uncer-
tainty on the maintenance action effectiveness. For this reason, it could be used in all the real 
situations of IM. This is also true for the Shock Model method.

The improvement factor method seems to be highly suitable for the “Conscious” IM, since 
this method considers some parameters that could be linked to a conscious decision of IM (the 
cost of maintenance activities, from which the improvement factor could be derived, is linked, 
for example, to the use of unsuitable spare parts).

The virtual age method fits better to the “Conscious” IM. This method, in fact, can model how 
much of the damage related to the time between the (n−1)th and the nth failures, the maintenance  
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action is able to remove: using not a new spare part (but, for example, an already used com-
ponent, with its own wear level) only a part of the damage of the system will be removed.

The (α, β) rule method is highly appropriate both for the “Unconscious” and the “Conscious” 
IM: the reduction of lifetime of a system and the growth of time to repair with the number of 
repairs might refer both to human error in maintenance activities and to cumulative damages 
because of non-suitable spare parts. The same reasoning applies to the hybrid model method.

5. Conclusions

In the last years, a new maintenance classification was introduced: it suggests various main-
tenance types that are: perfect, minimal, imperfect, worse and worst [34]. Imperfect mainte-
nance (IM), in particular, is defined as maintenance action that makes a system not “as good 
as new” but younger: upon an imperfect maintenance action, the system lies in a state some-
where between AGAN and its pre-maintenance condition.

In addition to the theoretical definition, some real cases for IM were identified, considering 
both literature analysis and maintenance technicians’ experience. Each one of them could be 
studied and optimized through appropriate maintenance models. Among the IM models in 
the literature, there is a proposal to find the most suitable one for describing each real situa-
tion. From this approach, a correct reliability and availability estimation can be developed in 
real cases.
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power flow since generators to consumers is not only desirable but an important require‐
ment for a reliable power grid, where electricity must be produced and delivered in the right 
amount at the right time.

Although electrical energy can be stored on energy storage systems (EESs), like batteries, to be 
available at the consumer side in case of a network fault, this is yet not an economically viable 
solution for bulky quantities [1]. Albeit rapid progress has been observed in the development 
of EES in the last years, mainly driven by the requirements imposed by the introduction of 
renewable energy resources into the electric power system, several drawbacks are still pres‐
ent. Most EES technologies are not yet mature, have very limited lifetime, low power/energy 
density and/or low storage capacity, and always have a round‐trip efficiency penalty due to 
the required charge/discharge cycles [2].

Even in case of higher EES availability at the consumer side due to the current trend of tech‐
nology evolution and price reduction, there is also the increasing penetration of renewable 
generation sources near to the consumer, known as distributed generation (DG). As such, 
DG sources are being adopted at a growing rate by the consumers; they also bring more 
challenges to the system operators and to the distribution infrastructure, imposing a higher 
demand for network reliability, mainly at distribution level [3].

This situation is even more challenging when considering the aging infrastructure of dis‐
tribution systems, uncertainties and regulatory changes, the entry of new players into the 
energy market (e.g. prosumer), the constant pressure for cost reduction, and the more strin‐
gent requirements of reliability. On the contrary, the modernization of the distribution system 
with the deployment of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and the integra‐
tion with operational technologies (OTs) is enabling a smarter grid and helping the distribu‐
tion system operators (DSOs) to face those challenges in a better condition. Nevertheless, 
the deployment of those smart grid technologies, such as advanced metering infrastructure 
(AMI) and supervisory control and data acquisition systems (SCADA), also brings new deci‐
sion variables to the DSOs and, consequently, the need of decision support systems (DSSs) to 
help them in their decision‐making processes [4].

In the literature, several works have been published with proposals of DSS targeted to support 
the decision‐making of the different players in the electric power systems, such as electric utili‐
ties, producers, consumers, and market regulators. In Refs. [5] and [6], DSSs were proposed 
for assisting the competitors in their trading strategies for the electricity market. Also, for the 
utility companies, there are proposals of DSS for the planning and expansion of the distribution 
system network based on geographic information system (GIS) [7, 8], for power grid operation 
and planning considering meteorological conditions [9], for analyzing disturbances of electrical 
power distribution transformers to diagnosing failures [10], and for assisting utilities to com‐
ply with the limits of sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions [11]. Additionally, some DSSs have been 
proposed for the producers and consumers, including support for the calculation of the solar 
energy potential of surfaces in urban landscapes [12], for managing energy‐efficient buildings 
[13], and also for assisting consumers to participate in demand response programs [14]. There 
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are still proposals of DSS for assisting regulators in deciding about the installation of DG facili‐
ties [15] and about the deregulation of the electricity market [1].

Different from prior works, the main contribution of the DSS proposed here is in supporting 
the distribution system operators in the planning and the execution of customer and main‐
tenance services, which are introduced in the next section. In the sequel, the design and the 
development of the DSS are reported in the third section. The evaluation of the DSS is left for 
the fourth section, followed by our concluding remarks at the end of the chapter.

2. Customer and maintenance services in the electric power 
distribution system

The electric utilities are responsible for maintenance services required to maintain the dis‐
tribution network operating satisfactorily. Accordingly, the utility shall allocate its material 
and human resources (e.g. maintenance crews) in order to attend its customers and to fix 
the network as soon as possible in case of emergency (e.g. equipment failures and black‐
outs). However, due to the resources constraints, there is a need to prioritize emergency 
orders over normal maintenance orders, while taking the best decision possible regarding 
the available maintenance teams and the required response time for each order in the ser‐
vice queue.

The decision problem that must be solved by system operators working at the utility com‐
pany is called the emergency dispatching and routing problem (EDRP) and can be stated as 
follows. Given pending emergency work orders and normal work orders in a service queue, 
and a set of available maintenance teams, to allocate the emergency orders to the crews in 
order to minimize the waiting time, which is defined as the sum of the travel time and the 
execution times of normal orders under execution or scheduled to be executed before the 
pending emergency orders.

It is important to note that the ERDP is dynamic by nature, given that new emergency orders 
may arrive in an unpredictable manner, changing the inputs of the problem and, thus, requir‐
ing a real time and continuous decision‐making process. Therefore, a new dispatching solu‐
tion must be found during the execution of the previously defined routes, possibly requiring 
changes to the routes assigned to the teams and the insertion of new emergency orders into 
their service queue. On the other hand, the decision process must take into account several 
conflicting criteria, such as the minimization of the required time to complete the emergency 
orders and the reduction of the cost incurred by the changes in the assigned routes. Note 
that the routing cost includes the delays of the previously assigned services and the possible 
decrease of the work efficiency, which is the ratio of effective service time to the total spent 
time (i.e. service times plus travel times). The relationship among the decision variables and 
decision outputs is represented in Figure 1, while the overall decision process is illustrated 
in Figure 2.
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As shown in Figure 1, the main goals of the decision‐maker are the increasing of the work 
efficiency and the reducing of the operational cost, the response time, and, consequently, the 
penalties incurred. Yet, the response time influences the calculation of the electric power dis‐
tribution system (EPDS) reliability indices, such that the reduction of the response time has 

Figure 1. Diagram of the relationship among decision variables.
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a positive impact in the improvement of the indices. Therefore, in fact, the decision‐making 
process affects ultimately the EPDS reliability.

The assessment of the EPDS reliability is done by a set of reliability indices, whose definitions 
and forms of calculation can be found in Ref. [16]. In general, the reliability indices are mea‐
surements of the system performance and represent the frequency, duration, and magnitude 
of the interruptions of the electric energy supply. To this end, their calculations may take into 

Figure 2. Decision process flowchart.
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account the number of customers, the connected load, the duration of the interruption, the 
amount of power interrupted, and the frequency of interruptions.

In summary, the following reliability indices can be used: System Average Interruption 
Frequency Index (SAIFI), System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), Customer 
Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI), Customer Total Average Interruption Duration 
Index (CTAIDI), Customer Average Interruption Frequency Index (CAIFI), Average Service 
Availability Index (ASAI), Customers Experiencing Long Interruption Durations (CELID), 
Average System Interruption Frequency Index (ASIFI), Average System Interruption Duration 
Index (ASIDI), Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAIFI), Momentary 
Average Interruption Event Frequency Index (MAIFIE), Customers Experiencing Multiple 
Sustained Interruption, and Momentary Interruption Events (CEMSMIn). However, the most 
commonly used indices are SAIFI, SAIDI, CAIDI, and ASAI, which provide information 
about the average EPDS performance [16].

SAIFI and SAIDI give information, respectively, about the average frequency and duration 
of sustained interruptions experienced by the customers over a predefined period of time, 
usually 1 year, and a predefined area. Mathematically, SAIFI is the ratio between the total 
number of customers affected by the interruption and the total number of customers served 
in that area, while SAIFI is the ratio between the sum of the number of customers affected by 
each interruption multiplied by the restoration time of each interruption and the total num‐
ber of customers served in that area. SAIFI and SAIDI are, respectively, given in Eqs. (1) and 
(2), where  Ni  is the number of customers interrupted for each sustained interruption event,  Nt  
is the total number of customers served for the area, and  ti  is the restoration time for each 
interruption

  SAIFI =      ∑      Ni ____ Nt    (1)

  SAII =      ∑      ti × Ni _______ Nt    (2)

CAIDI, by its turn, gives information about the average time needed to restore service. 
Mathematically, it is the ratio between the sum of the durations of customer interruptions 
and the total number of customers served. Equivalently, it is the ratio between SAIDI and 
SAIFI, as given in Eq. (3)

  CAIDI =     SAIDI _____ SAIFI    (3)

Finally, ASAI represents a fraction of time of the defined reporting period, usually 8760 h 
(equivalent to 1 year), which the average customer has received power. It is given in Eq. (4), 
where  Nhy  is the number of hours in 1 year and is equal to 8760 h in a non‐leap year and 8784 h 
in a leap year

  ASAI =   
Nt  ×  Nhy −    ∑      ti × Ni

  ________________  Nt  ×  Nhy   = 1 −   SAIDI _____ Nhy    (4)
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3. Decision support system design and development

The proposed DSS, named Pladin (a contraction of “dynamic planner”), was designed using 
a three‐tier architecture based on a client/server model, as shown in Figure 3. The client/
server model was chosen to allow the DSS to support its deployment in a cloud infrastruc‐
ture. According to Ref. [17], cloud‐based systems are attractive for utility companies due to 
the business model (i.e. memory/computation elasticity, scalability, economies of scale, pay‐
as‐you‐go model, etc.), beyond offering more efficiency, productivity, and anywhere access. 
Moreover, the deployment of a DSS in cloud is also interesting due to the possibly large 
variability of the required computing resources (e.g. memory and computing power) and the 
complete integration with web‐based GIS portals when required [12].

In order to implement the proposed architecture, modern web technologies have been selected 
and employed according to the requirements of each layer of the DSS, as shown in Figure 4. 
On the server side, the decision models, the database access, and the middleware were imple‐
mented in Java language, where the middleware follows a Spring MVC [18] design pattern 
and the database access is managed by the Hibernate ORM tool [19]. On the client side, the 
user interface was implemented in Javascript language, following the React JS [20] and the 
Redux JS [21] frameworks. Additionally, the client/server data exchange is implemented as 
a web service Application Programming Interface (API) based on the Representational State 
Transfer (REST) architecture [22] using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data format [23].

The next step in the development process of the DSS was the design of the user interface, 
where special attention has been given to provide to the user visualization tools, such as maps 
and graphs, which are valuable for assisting her/him in the decision‐making process given 
the spatial and temporal complexity of the problem at hand. Thus, the user interface has been 
prototyped and developed, according to the modeled use cases, which are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3. DSS three‐layer architecture based on a client/server model.
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Due to the foreseen complexity of the user interface and the evolving requirements, it was 
decided to develop it as single‐page application (SPA). Single‐page applications are web 
applications written in Javascript that almost fully execute on the web browser at the client 
side, thus similar to desktop applications (i.e. applications that run natively). Some of the 
advantages of SPAs are flexibility, easy maintenance and deployment, rich visual experience, 
and a clear separation of concerns.

When developing an SPA, a choice of some architecture can ease the development and the main‐
tenance of the application. There are basically four main architectures used in SPAs: model‐
view‐controller (MVC), model‐view‐presenter (MVP), model‐view‐view‐model (MVVM), and 
Flux. Flux is the most recent one and brings several advantages over the other architectures, 
mainly compared to the well‐known MVC.

Figure 4. Web technologies used for client and server developments.

Figure 5. DSS use cases modeling.
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In the MVC architecture, as shown in Figure 6, the model is responsible for maintaining and 
updating the application data, the view displays the data to the user (in some visual form) and 
receives his/her inputs, and the controller is in charge of taking the user inputs to update the 
model and to notify the view of the updates of the mode. The main principle of the MVC is the 
separation between the three components, which allows the implementation of different views 
for the same model and improves testability of the components. However, the MVC architec‐
ture is not easily scalable due to the need of adding more instances of the components (models, 
views, and controllers) as the application grows and the increasing difficulty of reasoning 
about the logic of the application due to the bidirectional data flows among the components.

The lack of the scalability of the MVC motivated the introduction of the Flux architecture, 
which adheres to the philosophy of unidirectional data flow. In Flux, as shown in Figure 7, 
there are four components: the action creators, the dispatcher, the stores, and the views. The 
dispatcher, the stores, and the views are components with independent inputs and outputs, 
while the action creators are components that create, as the name suggests, special objects 
known as actions, which carry the data of the application (payload) and a unique property 
that identifies the action type.

The dispatcher is a central hub that manages all the data flow in the application by main‐
taining a registry of callbacks into the stores. These callbacks are used as a mechanism for 
distributing the actions to the stores, thus inverting the control of the application. Actions are 
generated in the application usually in response to the user interaction with the views or may 
come from the server. Then, each generated action goes to the stores via the dispatcher and 
is processed in the stores. The stores contain the application state (data) and logic, and are 
somewhat similar to the models in MVC. However, the stores can manage the state of many 
objects and not a single one as models in MVC.

Figure 6. MVC architecture.

Figure 7. Flux architecture.
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After receiving an action, a store interprets it according to the action’s type using a switch 
statement. Then, the store updates its state and broadcasts an event declaring that its state has 
changed. In turn, special kinds of view, which are known as controller views, listen for events 
broadcast by the stores that they depend on. These controller views sit on top of a hierarchy 
of views and are able to obtain the data from the store and pass it down to their descendant 
views. Usually, the entire state of store is passed down the chain of views, so that views can 
take the part of the state they need and update themselves accordingly. Finally, views can 
create new actions based on the user interaction, closing the flow loop.

Basically, the Flux architecture avoids the complexities of the MVC architecture, mainly due 
to the restriction of unidirectional data flow in the application, which make easy for reasoning 
about the application workings. However, it is possible to simplify the Flux architecture even 
further in order for using a single store in the application. This concept is behind of Redux, 
which is an implementation of the Flux architecture, with added constraints in order to make 
it a predictable state container for the application, as shown in Figure 8.

Redux follows three fundamental principles: single source of truth, read‐only state, and 
changes made with pure functions [21]. The first principle means that state of the whole appli‐
cation is stored in a single store as an object tree, which allows for easier debugging of the 
application. The second principle implies that it is only possible to change the state emitting 
actions, which are processed one by one in a strict ordering, avoiding race conditions and 
simplifying logging and debugging. And the third principle means that a new state of the 
application is created by a reducer, which is a function that takes as inputs the previous state 
and the action, and returns the next state without mutating the previous state. Therefore, 
because the state transitioning in Redux is done by functions (i.e. reducers) instead of event 
emitters as in the original Flux architecture, the Redux architecture does not have the concept 
of a dispatcher and allows easier composing of reducers. In fact, due to the several qualities 
of Redux compared to other alternatives architectures, such as simplicity, scalability, and pre‐
dictability, it has been chosen as the basis architecture of the proposed DSS.

4. Evaluation of the developed decision support system

In this section, implemented use cases are presented and discussed. The first one is the 
“View dispatch” case, where the user can have an overview of a dispatch solution for a given 

Figure 8. Redux architecture.
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instance of the dispatching problem. The instance is based on the user selection of the posi‐
tion of an operating base and the target date. Then, the user can select from a list one of the 
available dispatching solutions for the chosen day in order to have a graphical overview of 
its characteristics, such as the number of crews and orders, the classification and the priority 
assignment of the orders and the distribution of the execution and travel times by orders and 
by crews. A sample screen of this use case is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Sample screen of “View dispatch” use case of the Pladin DSS.
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Figure 10. Sample screen of the “View routing” and “Show map and graphs” use cases.

Figure 11. Sample screen highlighting the use cases “Filter orders by priority” and “Select teams and orders on a route,” 
“Select a dispatch by graph,” and “View and edit dispatch table”.
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After the user has selected a dispatching solution, he/she also can view the routes taken for 
each crew, according to the “View routing” use case. This use case allows the user to analyze 
the quality of the proposed dispatching solution with assistance of graphical tools, which are 
provided according to the use case “View map and graphs.” A sample screen including both 
use cases is shown in Figure 10.

From the screen shown in Figure 10, the user also can access four other functionalities, which 
are implementations for the use cases “Filter orders by priority,” “Select teams and orders on 
a route,” “Select dispatch by graph,” and “View and edit dispatch table.” These use cases are 
highlighted in Figure 11.

Using the Pladin DSS, the user can better take his/her decisions for the planning and the 
execution of customer and maintenance services in the electric power distribution system. 
Therefore, he/she can appropriately allocate the available resources (e.g. teams) for improving 
the efficiency of the teams by reducing travel and response times. Thus, leading ultimately to 
reduce operational costs and improving the distribution system reliability.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have introduced a web‐based decision support system aimed to aid dis‐
tribution system operators for planning and executing customer and maintenance services in 
the electric power distribution system. The DSS provides visualization tools for supporting 
the user decision to better allocating the available resources in order to solve the emergency 
dispatching and routing problem in real time.

In addition, the user interface of the DSS also allows for tweaking the input parameters, in 
order to change the solution for improving the work efficiency and reducing operational 
costs. Moreover, the user has access to facilities for analyzing what‐if scenarios and studying 
the influence of the decision variables in the solution provided by the DSS.

Finally, due to the simplicity and the scalability of the chosen application architecture, it is 
expected that future extensions and enhancements will be added for improving it. Currently, 
the DSS is being used by the system operators working at a utility company located at the 
South Brazil, and thus the enhancements will be added after receiving the feedback of the 
current users. Possible enhancements and new use cases include the addition of more visu‐
alization tools and analytics services, artificial intelligence techniques, and the integration of 
more information sources.
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Abstract

This chapter investigates optimization of maintenance policy of a repairable equipment
whose lifetime distribution depends on the operating environment severity. The considered
equipment is undergone to a maintenance policy which consists of repairing minimally at
failure and maintaining after operating periods. The periodic maintenance is preventive
maintenance (PM) and allows reducing consequently the equipment age but with higher
cost than minimal repair. In addition, the equipment has to operate at least in two operating
environments with different severity. Therefore, in this analysis, the equipment lifetime
distribution function depends on the operating severity. Under these hypotheses, a mathe-
matical modeling of the maintenance cost per unit of time is proposed and discussed. This
cost is mathematically analyzed in order to derive optimal periods between preventive
maintenance (PM) and the optimal condition under which these exist.

Keywords: minimal repair, preventive repair, repairable equipment, several operating
environments

1. Introduction

To reduce the failure risk of production equipments, preventive maintenance or replacement
activities should be performed in appropriate schedules. The search of these appropriate sched-
ules has led to the development and implementation of maintenance optimization policies
for stochastic degrading production equipments. Indeed, the literature on this matter is already
extensive, growing rapidly and also very heterogeneous. Accordingly, this chapter focuses
only to some relevant and fundamental works on the maintenance theory. Early in [1, 2], sev-
eral models appeared on the optimization of replacement or maintenance policies on infinite
time horizon. In these works, the authors mainly discussed about the optimality conditions of
theses maintenance models. Subsequently to these works, many extensions of the previous
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models were proposed on finite time span [3, 4] and also on infinite time horizon in the
literature. For survey, the reader may refer, for example, to [5–8] and the references therein. We
note that in most cited works, the authors assumed that the equipment lifetime distribution is
parametrically characterized and well known. However, Coolen and his coauthors [9, 10]
showed that this assumption impacts clearly the optimal replacement age and its cost per unit
of time when the equipments undergo an age replacement policy (ARP). Recently in [11], de
Jonge et al. pointed out also the weakness of the assumption on knowing of the equipment
lifetime distribution and proposed a parametric modeling of ARP for new equipment with an
uncertainty on the parameters of the equipment lifetime distribution. In this work, de Jonge and
his coauthors used Bayesian approach to model the uncertainty on the parameters and figured
out that this uncertainty has effects on the optimal policy (age and cost) under ARP.

Another way, most existing models merely rely only on a classical assumption which states
that the operating environment is steady and has not any effect on the equipment characteristic
and its lifetime distribution. Roughly speaking, they assume that the degradation process is
the same during the equipment’s life cycle. This is a restrictive assumption in many industrial
areas where production equipment may have experiences under different operating environ-
ments with their own severity degree that impacts the equipment performance. For example,
the degradation process of the mining machinery is impacted by the severity level of the
environment where the machinery is being exploited. Another example may be the engines
used for oil extraction. The degradation process of such equipment depends on whether they
are operated onshore or offshore. In some other industries, production equipments are first
operated in a given environment and then moved to another location where this latter might
be more or less severe than the first. In the same way, many companies operate their equip-
ments at home for several years before shipping them to their subsidiaries in other countries
where they would be subjected to more severe operating conditions. Therefore, suitable main-
tenance strategies, integrating the heterogeneous operating conditions, should be developed to
assess the degradation of such equipments.

In this chapter, a preventive maintenance is investigated for such equipment subject to random
failures. The equipments are assumed to have an experience under two operating environ-
ments. In fact, each operating environment is characterized by its own degree of severity,
which impacts the equipment lifetime distribution. Therefore, the equipment lifetime distribu-
tions follow then a different distribution depending on the operating environments. To reduce
the failure occurrence risk during operating under both operating environments, the equip-
ment undergoes to an periodic preventive maintenance (PM). However, the equipment is
subjected to minimal repair at failure. The objective consists then on evaluating the optimal
age to perform periodic preventive repair in order to minimize the expected maintenance cost
per unit of time. This expected cost is induced by the costs of minimal and preventive repairs.
This policy was already discussed by Nakagawa in [12], in which Nakawaga considered that
the equipment lifetime remains the same during the operation. Nakagawa analyzed mathe-
matically the periodic and sequential maintenance policies. Therefore, our chapter can be
considered as an extension of Nakawaga work.

The remainder parts of the chapter are organized as follows. The analyzed problem is briefly
introduced in Section 2. This section proposes amathematical formulation of the total maintenance
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cost. Section 3 focuses on the maintenance cost analysis in order to derive the optimal conditions
which ensure minimal total cost per unit of time. In this same section, an heuristic is proposed to
find the optimal number and period between preventive actions on both environments. Numerical
experiments are conducted to illustrate the proposed approach on the one hand, and on the other
hand, the accuracy and robustness of model are demonstrated through the simulation in Section 4.
At the end, a conclusion and future works are drawn in the last section.

2. Mathematical formulation of the maintenance cost

In this section, modeling of the maintenance policy is going to be proposed. This modeling
takes into account different hypotheses of our analysis. In fact, our equipment has to be used
under two operating environments with different severities denoted by j ¼ 1 and j ¼ 2 which
stand, respectively, for the first and second environments. Therefore, the equipment spends
T1 and T2 respectively in operating environment 1 and 2. Therefore, the operation duration
is the combination of both durations T1 þ T2. The equipment operates successively on both
environments in order to perform its missions. During this operation, the equipment
undergoes by two types of maintenance actions. Roughly speaking, the equipment is going
to be repaired minimally at failure and preventively after some xj operating periods. The
minimal repair costs cmj and allows that the equipment reaches the same reliability just
before its failure. However, the preventive repair costs Cpj such as Cp >> cmj. Therefore, this
preventive repair impacts the equipment according to its age and its hazard function. First,
the preventive action reduces the equipment age to zero. Second, the preventive action
modifies the hazard function such as the hazard function after repair becomes higher than
its hazard before. That involves that the wear-out process of the equipment degrades more
after the preventive action than before Figure 1.

2.1. Preventive maintenance cost

During operation, the equipment undergoes by preventive action after each x1 and x2 unit of
time, respectively, on the first and second environments. Each of these preventives actions
costs Cp1 on the first and Cp2 on the second environment. In addition, the number of preventive
actions is n1 and n2, respectively, on the first and second environments. Therefore, the total
preventive repair costs

CTP ¼ n1∗cp1 þ n2∗cp2, (1)

during the length of operation T1 þ T2ð Þ ¼ n1∗x1 þ n2∗x2ð Þ:

2.2. Minimal repair cost

The minimal repair is performed regardless of the preventive actions. The minimal repair is
performed at failures in order that equipment reaches the same reliability just before failing.
Each minimal repair costs cm1 and cm2, respectively, on the first and second environments.
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Therefore, the cost of minimal repair, on the kth interval with a duration xj, is product of
expected number of failure by the cost of a minimal repair cmj. From Thompson analysis [13],

the expected number of renewal on the interval 0; xj
� �

coincides with the integration of hazard

function on 0; xj
� �

: Then, the minimal repair costs during the kth interval are given by

Cmj ¼
ðxj
0
λj, k tð Þdt, (2)

¼ �cmj logRj,k xj
� �

: (3)

whereλj, k tð Þ, andRj,k tð Þ stand for the hazard and the reliability functions of the equipment on the

kth and during the jth environment. Therefore, the total minimal cost on the first environment is

Ctm1 ¼
Xn1
k¼1

ðx1
0
λ1, k tð Þdt, (4)

¼ �cm1

Xn1
k¼1

logR1, k x1ð Þ: (5)

We also deduce the total minimal cost on the second environment as follows

Ctm2 ¼
Xn1þn2þ1

k¼n1þ2

ðx2
0
cm2λ2, k tð Þdt, (6)

¼ �cm2

Xn1þn2þ1

k¼n1þ2
logR2, k x2ð Þ: (7)

Figure 1. Evolution of hazard function due to preventive maintenance.
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In addition, the operation on the n1 þ 1ð Þth period also implies a minimal cost. In fact, on this
period, the equipment operates on both environments. On the first environment, the equip-
ment operates on y units of time before moving on to the second environment such as y < x1:
The minimal cost during this operation is

Ctmy ¼ cm1

ðy
0
λ1,n1þ1 tð Þdt (8)

¼ �cm1 logR1, n1þ1 yð Þ: (9)

After, the equipment moves on to the second environment to operate between y; yþ x2½ �: In
addition, we point out that the second operating environment can be more or less severe than
the first. Therefore, to ensure the continuity of reliability function between both operating
environments, a transfer function φ tð Þ is introduced and defined such as:

R1, n1þ1 tð Þ ¼ R2,n1þ1 φ tð Þ� �
,

φ 0ð Þ ¼ 0:
(10)

That involves a minimal cost on this period

Cφ ¼ cm2

ðφ yð Þþx2

φ yð Þ
λ2,n1þ1 tð Þdt (11)

¼ �cm2 logR2,n1þ1 x2 þ φ yð Þ� �� logR2, n1þ1 φ yð Þ� �� �
: (12)

To reduce the complexity during computing, we assume that the duration y ¼ 0: That involves
a total minimal which clearly depends on the Eqs. (5), (7), (12). The total minimal cost on all
operating duration is defined by addition

CTm ¼ Ctm1 þ Ctm2 þ Cφ: (13)

Indeed, the hypothesis y ¼ 0 also impacts the number of preventive actions. In fact, under this
latter hypothesis, the number of preventive actions becomes n1 þ n2 � 1 instead of n1 þ n2 as
we indicated in Eq. (1). The total preventive is going to cost

CTPh ¼
n1Cp1 þ n2 � 1ð ÞCp2,

n1 � 1ð ÞCp1 þ n2Cp2:

(
(14)

Eq. (14) is equivalent to

CTPh,γ ¼ n1 � 1þ γð ÞCp1 þ n2 � γð ÞCp2, (15)

where γ ¼ 1 stands for the fact that at the end of nth1 period the equipment is repaired before
moving to the second environment, while γ ¼ 0 corresponds to the reverse.
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Therefore, the cost of minimal repair, on the kth interval with a duration xj, is product of
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� �
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� �
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0
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� �
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logR2, k x2ð Þ: (7)

Figure 1. Evolution of hazard function due to preventive maintenance.
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we indicated in Eq. (1). The total preventive is going to cost
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where γ ¼ 1 stands for the fact that at the end of nth1 period the equipment is repaired before
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2.3. Total maintenance cost

From previous Eqs. (13) and (14), we deduce a mathematical formulation of the total mainte-
nance cost according to the set of parameters n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ as follows:

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ¼ CTm þ CTPh,γ

nx1 þ n2x2
: (16)

Based on the equation, the next section is going to analyze the optimality according to the
different parameters such as the number and the duration between the preventive repairs.

3. Optimality analysis

Herein, the maintenance cost is rewritten in order to integrated the impacts of preventive
maintenance (PM) on the equipment lifetime distribution. We assume that a preventive action
allows to reduce the age of equipment to zero and increase the hazard function. Figures 1 and 2
point out the impact of PM on the equipment hazard and reliability functions. The hazard
function is defined after PM as follows

λj, k tð Þ ¼ βjλj, k�1 tð Þ, (17)

where j ¼ 1, 2, and βj > 1: Under these hypotheses, Eq. (5), which represents the total minimal

cost on the first environment, is rewritten as

Ctm1 ¼ �cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ, (18)

Figure 2. Evolution of reliability function due to preventive maintenance.
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with

R1 x1ð Þ ¼ R1,1 x1ð Þ: (19)

In the second operating environment, the hazard function at nþ 1ð Þth is a consequence of
n1 � 1þ γ PM in first and 1� γ in the second environment.

λ2,n1þ1 tð Þ ¼ βn1�1þγ1 β1�γ2 λ2 tð Þ

λ2,n1þ2 tð Þ ¼ βn1�1þγ1 β2�γ2 λ2 tð Þ

… ¼…

λ2, n1þn2 tð Þ ¼ βn1�1þγ1 βn2�γ2 λ2 tð Þ

(20)

with

λ2 tð Þ ¼ λ2,1 tð Þ: (21)

The total cost due to the minimal repair in the second environment becomes

Cmt2 ¼ �cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ: (22)

By considering Eqs. (15), (18), and (19), the total cost per unit of time is rewritten as follows

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ¼ 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

n1 � 1þ γð ÞCp1 þ n2 � γð ÞCp2
� �

� 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ
� �

� 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

:

(23)

3.1. Optimality according to n1 and n2

Let us assume that there is a pair n1; n2ð Þ that provides the minimal cost per unit according to
the Eq. (20) for given periods x1; x2ð Þ between preventive repairs. Then, corresponding cost has
to remain the unique lowest bound relative to other pairs of integer. This implies that cost at
n1; n2ð Þ must be better than the costs from the successive pairs n1 þ 1; n2ð Þ; n1 � 1; n2ð Þf g;
n1; n2 þ 1ð Þ; n1; n2 � 1ð Þf g and n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1ð Þ; n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þf g: The existence and unique-

ness of the pairs are analyzed through some propositions.

3.1.1. Local optimality

The local optimality concerns the direct neighbors of the optimal pair such as n1 þ 1; n2ð Þ;f
n1 � 1; n2ð Þg and n1; n2 � 1ð Þ; n1; n2 þ 1ð Þf g: Let pose that
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C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ¼ 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

n1 � 1þ γð ÞCp1 þ n2 � γð ÞCp2
� �

� 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ
� �

� 1
n1x1 þ n2x2

cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

:

(23)

3.1. Optimality according to n1 and n2

Let us assume that there is a pair n1; n2ð Þ that provides the minimal cost per unit according to
the Eq. (20) for given periods x1; x2ð Þ between preventive repairs. Then, corresponding cost has
to remain the unique lowest bound relative to other pairs of integer. This implies that cost at
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L1 n1jn2ð Þ ¼ C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ � C n1 þ 1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ, (24)

L2 n2jn1ð Þ ¼ C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ � C n1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ, (25)

Proposition 1 If the lifetime distribution functions are increasing failure rate (IFR) and L1 1jn2ð Þ > 0,
then there exists a unique optimal number of PM n1 in the first environments in which this n1 ensures
the minimal cost per unit time for a fixed pair x1; x2ð Þ and n2:

Proof. As the maintenance cost per unit of time is minimal for n1; n2ð Þ, then we have

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ≤C n1 � 1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ,
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ < C n1 þ 1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ:

�
(26)

This system is equivalent to

L1 n1 � 1jn2ð Þ ≥ 0,
L1 n1jn2ð Þ < 0:

�
(27)

with

L1 n1 � 1jn2ð Þ ¼ �n2x2Cp1 þ x1 γ� 1ð ÞCp1 þ n2 � γð ÞCp2
� �

�x1 cm1

1� βn1

1� β1
logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β

n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm1β
n1�1
1 logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β

n1�2þγ
1 β1�γ2

β1 � 1
1� β2

1� βn22
� �

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

:

In fact

lim
n1 þ∞

L1 n1jn2ð Þ ¼ �∞,

and

L1 n1jn2ð Þ � L1 n1 � 1jn2ð Þ ¼ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm1β
n1
1 logR1 x1ð Þ

� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

β1 � 1
1� β2

1� βn22
� �

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

,

The right-hand side of the previous equation shows that L1 n1jn2ð Þ � L1 n1 � 1jn2ð Þ < 0: This
implies that L1 n1jn2ð Þ decreases with n1: If L1 1jn2ð Þ > 0, then there exists a unique n1 which
verifies condition (23) and ensures the minimal cost per unit time for given n2.

Proposition 2 If the lifetime distribution function of equipment on both environments is IFR and
L2 1jn1ð Þ > 0, then there exists a unique optimal number of PM n2 in the second environment in which
this number ensures the minimal cost per unit time for corresponding fixed pair x1; x2ð Þ and n2:
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Proof. As the cost maintenance per unit time is minimal for n1; n2ð Þ, then we have

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ≤C n1; n2 � 1; x1; x2ð Þ,
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ < C n1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ:

�
(28)

This is equivalent to

L2 n2 � 1jn1ð Þ ≥ 0,
L2 n2jn1ð Þ < 0:

�
(29)

with

L2 n2 � 1jn1ð Þ ¼ �n1x1Cp2 þ x2 n1 � 1þ γð ÞCp1 � γCp2
� �

�x2 cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 βn2�γ2 logR2 x2ð Þ

� �
:

This equation implies

lim
n2!∞

L2 n2jn1ð Þ ¼ �∞,

and

L2 n2jn1ð Þ � L2 n2 � 1jn1ð Þ ¼ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 βn2�γþ12 logR2 x2ð Þ

� �
< 0:

Therefore, L2 n2jn1ð Þ decreases with and for L2 1jn1ð Þ > 0, we have a unique n2 in which the total
per unit of time is minimal for fixed n1:

3.1.2. Global optimality

The global optimality compares the optimal pair to n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1ð Þ; n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þf g: Let us
pose that

L3 n1; n2ð Þ ¼ C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ � C n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ: (30)

Proposition 3 If the lifetime distribution functions are IFR and L3 1; 1ð Þ > 0, then there exists a unique
optimal number of PM n1; n2ð Þ in which this ensures the minimal cost per unit time for a fixed pair x1; x2ð Þ.

Proof. As the cost is minimal for n1; n2ð Þ, then
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ≤C n1 � 1; n2 � 1; x1; x2ð Þ,
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ < C n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ:

�
(31)

This is equivalent to
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�
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� �
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1� βn1

1� β1
logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β

n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �
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n1�1
1 logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β

n1�2þγ
1 β1�γ2

β1 � 1
1� β2
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� �
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� �
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� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

β1 � 1
1� β2

1� βn22
� �

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

,

The right-hand side of the previous equation shows that L1 n1jn2ð Þ � L1 n1 � 1jn2ð Þ < 0: This
implies that L1 n1jn2ð Þ decreases with n1: If L1 1jn2ð Þ > 0, then there exists a unique n1 which
verifies condition (23) and ensures the minimal cost per unit time for given n2.
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Proof. As the cost maintenance per unit time is minimal for n1; n2ð Þ, then we have
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�
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�
(29)

with
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� �

�x2 cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

logR2 x2ð Þ
� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 βn2�γ2 logR2 x2ð Þ

� �
:

This equation implies

lim
n2!∞

L2 n2jn1ð Þ ¼ �∞,

and

L2 n2jn1ð Þ � L2 n2 � 1jn1ð Þ ¼ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 βn2�γþ12 logR2 x2ð Þ

� �
< 0:

Therefore, L2 n2jn1ð Þ decreases with and for L2 1jn1ð Þ > 0, we have a unique n2 in which the total
per unit of time is minimal for fixed n1:

3.1.2. Global optimality

The global optimality compares the optimal pair to n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1ð Þ; n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þf g: Let us
pose that

L3 n1; n2ð Þ ¼ C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ � C n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ: (30)

Proposition 3 If the lifetime distribution functions are IFR and L3 1; 1ð Þ > 0, then there exists a unique
optimal number of PM n1; n2ð Þ in which this ensures the minimal cost per unit time for a fixed pair x1; x2ð Þ.

Proof. As the cost is minimal for n1; n2ð Þ, then
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ≤C n1 � 1; n2 � 1; x1; x2ð Þ,
C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ < C n1 þ 1; n2 þ 1; x1; x2ð Þ:

�
(31)

This is equivalent to
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L3 n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þ ≥ 0,
L3 n1; n2ð Þ < 0:

(
(32)

with

L3 n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þ ¼ x1 þ x2ð Þ γ� 1ð ÞCp1 � γCp2
� �

� x1 þ x2ð Þ cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

logR1 x1ð Þ þ cm2β
n1�1
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

� �

þ n1x1 þ n2x2ð Þ cm1βn1�1 logR1 x1ð Þ � cm2
1� β1 � βn2�12 1� β2

� �
1� β2

βn1�21 β1�γ2

 !
:

With

L3 þ∞;þ∞ð Þ ¼ �∞,

and

L3 n1; n2ð Þ � L3 n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þ < 0:

Therefore, L3 n1; n2ð Þ decreases with n1; n2ð Þ and for L3 1; 1ð Þ > 0, we have a unique pair n1; n2ð Þ
in which the total per unit of time is minimal.

3.2. Optimality according to x1 and x2

For given number of preventive actions n1; n2ð Þ, the optimal durations x1; x2ð Þ between preven-
tive actions in both environments have to verify

∂
∂x1

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ¼ 0

∂
∂x2

C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ ¼ 0;

8>>><
>>>:

(33)

This implies

cm1
1� βn11
1� β1

λ1 x1ð Þ ¼ n1C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ,

cm2β
n1�1þγ
1 β1�γ2

1� βn22
1� β2

λ2 x2ð Þ ¼ n2C n1; n2; x1; x2ð Þ:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(34)

By dividing, we obtain

λ1 x1ð Þ
λ2 x2ð Þ ¼ βn1�1þγ1 β1�γ2

� �n1
n2

cm2

cm1

1� βn22
1� βn11

1� β1
1� β2

(35)
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Proposition 4 If the lifetime functions of the equipment are Weibull-distributed in both environments
with the same shape parameter b, then the optimal interval between PM is defined as

x1
x2
¼ Cste∗

n1
n2

� �1= b�1ð Þ
: (36)

Proof. As lifetime functions are Weibull-distributed with the same parameter b, then the
hazard functions are defined as follows

λ1 x1ð Þ ¼ b
η1

x1
η1

� �b�1
, (37)

λ2 x2ð Þ ¼ b
η2

x2
η2

� �b�1
, (38)

and from Eq. (32), we deduce

x1
x2
¼ cm2

cm1
βn1�1þγ1 β1�γ2

� � 1� βn22
1� βn11

1� β1
1� β2

� �1= b�1ð Þ η1
η2

n1
n2

� �1= b�1ð Þ
: (39)

The uniqueness is tough to establish due to the number of parameters and the complexity of the
proposed cost model here. To make the research of optimal solution easy, we propose a handy
heuristic based on the optimal derived conditions in this chapter. The next section describes step
by step the proposed heuristic which leads to a suitable solution for our optimization problem.

3.3. Numerical resolution of problem

Herein, an algorithm is drawn in order to find the optimal pairs for n1; n2ð Þ and x1; x2ð Þ: The
optimal pairs ensure the minimal cost per unit time defined by Eq. (20). Moreover, the exis-
tence of these optimal pairs is discussed in the previous sections. The proposed heuristic
makes switching between the research of pairs ( n1; n2ð Þ and x1; x2ð Þ). This algorithm converges
surely toward the pair that ensures the minimal cost according to the conditions deduce from
the Eq. (20). The next section presents an application of our approach. The algorithm is on the
previous propositions and defined as follows.

Algorithm 1 Compute the optimal pairs of number n1; n2ð Þ and periods x1; x2ð Þ of PM.

Initialize the pair n1; n2ð Þ0 ¼ 1; 1ð Þ:
Put n1; n2ð Þ ¼ n1; n2ð Þ0
STEP (A) Research optimal x1; x2ð Þ for given n1; n2ð Þ.
Compute L1 1jn2ð Þ, L2 1jn1ð Þ and L3 1; 1ð Þ.
if L1 1jn2ð Þ > 0 then

Research n1 að Þ which verifies condition (24) is verified
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L3 n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þ ≥ 0,
L3 n1; n2ð Þ < 0:

(
(32)
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1 β1�γ2
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� �
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� �
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βn1�21 β1�γ2

 !
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With

L3 þ∞;þ∞ð Þ ¼ �∞,

and

L3 n1; n2ð Þ � L3 n1 � 1; n2 � 1ð Þ < 0:
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∂
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∂
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8>>><
>>>:
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This implies
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By dividing, we obtain
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n2

cm2
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1� βn22
1� βn11
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Proposition 4 If the lifetime functions of the equipment are Weibull-distributed in both environments
with the same shape parameter b, then the optimal interval between PM is defined as

x1
x2
¼ Cste∗

n1
n2

� �1= b�1ð Þ
: (36)

Proof. As lifetime functions are Weibull-distributed with the same parameter b, then the
hazard functions are defined as follows
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η1

� �b�1
, (37)
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makes switching between the research of pairs ( n1; n2ð Þ and x1; x2ð Þ). This algorithm converges
surely toward the pair that ensures the minimal cost according to the conditions deduce from
the Eq. (20). The next section presents an application of our approach. The algorithm is on the
previous propositions and defined as follows.
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n1 1ð Þ ¼ n1 að Þ and n2 1ð Þ ¼ n2:

C1 ¼ C n1 1ð Þ; n2 1ð Þð Þ
else

L1 1jn2ð Þ < 0f g
C1 ¼ ∞

if L2 1jn1ð Þ > 0 then

Research n2 bð Þ which verifies conditions (26).

n1 2ð Þ ¼ n1; n2 2ð Þ ¼ n2 bð Þ
C2 ¼ C n1 2ð Þ; n2 2ð Þð Þ
else L2 1jn1ð Þ < 0f g
C2 ¼ ∞

if L3 1; 1ð Þ > 0 then

Research n2 cð Þ which verifies L3 n1 cð Þ; n2 cð Þð Þ (29).
n1 2ð Þ ¼ n1 cð Þ; n2 2ð Þ ¼ n2 cð Þ
C3 ¼ C n1 2ð Þ; n2 2ð Þð Þ
else

L3 1; 1ð Þ < 0f g
C3 ¼ ∞

Cmin ¼Min C1;C2;C3f g
m ¼ mþ 1

n1; n2ð Þm ¼ n1 ið Þ, n2 ið Þ∣Ci ¼ Cminð gf
if n1; n2ð Þm ¼ n1; n2ð Þm�1 then
n1; n2ð Þ ¼ n1; n2ð Þm
Keep corresponding x1; x2ð Þ else
n1; n2ð Þm 6¼ n1; n2ð Þm�1

� �

n1; n2ð Þ ¼ n1; n2ð Þm
Go to step (A)

end if

End.
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4. Numerical application

We consider an equipment whose lifetime distribution function is Weibull with the same shape
parameter b ¼ 2:0. The equipment has to be used on two environments with different severity.
Their severity depends on the scale parameter, such as in first the scale is η1 ¼ 20, while η2 ¼ 10
stands for the scale parameter in the second environment. This implies that the second environ-
ment is twice more severe than first. To reduce the risk of equipment failure of the failure, the
equipment undergoes periodic, preventive maintenance. The preventive maintenance costs
Cp1 ¼ 100 and Cp2 ¼ 150, respectively, on the first and second. The preventive actions impact
the lifetime distribution of equipment. The impact factors due to PM are equal to β1 ¼ 1:85 in
first and β2 ¼ 2:5 in the second environment. In addition, the equipment is minimally repaired at
failure. The costs of minimal repair are in both environments cm1 ¼ 80 and cm2 ¼ 70. Based on
this information, we are going to solve the optimization problem in order to find the number and
duration period between PM on each environment which ensure a minimal cost per unit of time.
With these parameters, the minimal cost reaches 10:37: This minimal cost involves n1 ¼ 1 and
n2 ¼ 1 preventive maintenance (PM) respectively in the first and second environments. The
durations between each PM are x1 ¼ 26:06 and x2 ¼ 3:03:

5. Conclusion

This chapter shows how to solve Nakagawa maintenance policy problem for an equipment
which operates simultaneously on two environments. Each environment impacts the lifetime
distribution function of our equipment. Nakagawa’s maintenance problem is modeled under
lifetime distribution changing in operation. The proposed model is deeply analyzed in order to
derive the conditions under which optimal pairs exist and are reachable. To reach these pairs,
algorithm was proposed to find the optimal solution for the periodic preventive maintenance
on infinite horizon. The model is handy and suitable for production equipments which have to
experience under different operating environments with their own severity degree that
impacts the equipment performance such as onshore or offshore.

For future work, we plan to propose a statistical modeling by ignoring the hypothesis on the
knowledge of the equipment lifetime distribution and perform an extension of the analysis by
considering an finite-time horizon/span.
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